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FOREWORD
A Cost and Utility Analysis of NIM/CAMAC Standards and Equipment for
Shuttle Payload Data Acquisition and Control Systems was performed by the
Defense and Space Systems Group of TRW, Inc, under Contract NAS9-14693 for
the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The work was managed by Dr. Richard J. Kurz (Telephone
(213? 535-2936) of the Instrument Systems Department, TRW Defense and
Space Systems Group. The study was administered under the technical
direction of Dr. Richard D. Eandi (Telephone (713) 483-5176) of the Space
Physics Branch, Johnson Space Center.
The results of the study are presented in three volumes:
VOLUME I.
	 SUMMARY
Overall summary of the analyses and conclusions
VOLUME II. TASKS I AND 2	 I
Identification and selection of representative payloads for analysis
and functional analysis of the selected paylaods for NIM/CAMAC equipment
applicability and commonality.
VOLUME III. TASKS 3 AND 4
Analysis of the modifications to NIN'/CAMAC equipment required for
compatibility with the Spacelab environment and their estimated cost,
development of a management plan for the utilization of NIM/CAMAC equipment
and programmatic cost estimates, and assessment of the implementation and
impact of CAMAC software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 STUDY BACKGROUND
The use of Space Shuttle and Spacelab as a low-cost transportation sys-
tem to support space research and applications programs will change payload
implementation and operation significantly. Payload changes from current
practices .that can be expected with the advent of the Shuttle include:
o Weight, volume, power and environmental constraints will be
considerably relaxed.
• Repair, refurbishment and reuse of payload equipment will become
routine.
o Hardware development time will be considerably shortened.
a Reuse, modification, and quick turn-around will demand equipment
flexibility, interchangeability, and interface simplicity.
s Payloads will require versatile and flexible data management and
control systems.
All of these considerations point to the use of standard, modular elec-
tronic equipment for Shuttle payloads. This equipment must lend itself to
flexible integration into a computer-controlled data management and control
system. The commonalities achieved in both hardware and software required
for various payloads would result in the cost benefits of reduced develop-
ment effort and multiple use of such equipment and software..
The NIM (Nuclear Instrument Modules) and CAMAC (Computer Automated
Measurement and Control) standards for modular electronic equipment are
existing, successful_ implementations of solutions to similar requirements
in ground-based research that have the benefit of extensive user acceptance
and experience. They are therefore natural choices to consider for appli-
cation to Shuttle payloads.
1.I.1 Description of NIM and CAMAC S stems
A very brief description of the NIM and CAMAC standards and equipment
is given in the following sections. For complete details, the reader is
referred to the publications Iisted in Table.1-1.
Table 1-1. Selected Publications Regarding NIM and CAMAC
Standard Nuclear Instrument Modules
CAMAC - A Modular Instrumentation System for Data
Handling - Description and Specifications
CAMAC - Organization of Multicrate Systems
Supplementary Information on CAMAC.Instrumentation
System
CAMAC Serial System Organization - A Description
CAMAC - Specification of Amplitude Analog Signals
within a Fifty-Ohm System
CAMAC, - The Definition of IML, A Language for Use
in CAMAC Systems
Block Transfers in CAMAC Systems
IEEE Standard Modular Instrumentation and Digital
Interface System (CAMAC)
CAMAC Bulletin
Proceedings of 1975 Meeting of IEEE Insdustry
Applications Society
CAMAC Tutorial Issue
Proceedings of 1973 Nuclear Science Symposium
Proceedings of 1974 Nuclear Science Symposium
Proceedings of 1975 Nuclear Science Symposium
ERDA Report TID-20893
ERDA Report TID-25875
ERDA Report TID-25876
ERDA Report TID-25877
ERDA Report TID-26488
ERDA Report TID-26614
ERDA Report TID-26615
ERDA Report TID-26616
IEEE Std 583-1975
A publication of the
ESONE Committee issued
three times yearly by
EURATOM.
IEEE Conference Record
74CHO 833-41A (Part 1)
IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science, NS-20,
No, 2, April 1973
IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science NS-21
No. 1, February 1974
IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science NS-22
No. 1, February 1975
IEEE Transactions on
Nuclear Science NS-23
No. 1, February 1976
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1.1.1.1 NIM Standards
The NIM standards were developed by a committee of equipment users under
the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (now the Energy Research acid
Development Agency) and the National Bureau of Standards to provide maximum
compatibility between instruments produced by various manufacturers. These
standards define the equipment characteristics required for mechanical and
electrical compatibility.
NIM'standards must be met in the design of all the equipment intended
for NIM-compatible use. Module and bin dimensions and power connector loca-
tion and pin assignments have been standardized as have the supply voltages-
and the allowable current for each supply voltage. Each equipment bin,accepts
twelve unit module widths and is designed for mounting in a standard 19-inch
relay rack.
NIM preferred practices are characteristics added to the basic NIM
standards which are recommended by the NIM committee to define linear sig-
nals, logic signals, and preamplifier connections.
NIM standards do not prescribe standard circuits, functional instrument
specifications, or required fabrication methods. The NIM committee limit's
itself to matters that affect compatibility and does not ,fudge equipment as
to conformity or nonconformity with the standards. Voluntary cooperation
of manufacturers and users with the committee has been adequate to standardize
for interunit compatibility.
NIM equipment lend; itself to analog signal processing and other appli-
cations where only a limited amount of digital data is involved.
1.1.1.2 CAMAC Standards
CAMAC is an instrumentation system that has been developed specifically
for accommodating digital functions. The system definition that has become
the standard for digital data acquisition and control systems was prepared
by the European Standards on Nuclear Electronics committee of EURATOM and
has been adopted by the ERDA/NBS NIM committee and the IEEE of the U. S. As
in the NIM system, the CAMAC standard specifies the requirements for mechani-
cal compatibility and electrical power supply compatibility. The important
additional feature of CAMAC is that it uses a multiwire printed circuit
board mounted on the rear of the power crate (the CAMAC equivalent of the
J
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NIM bin) to provide a large number of interconnections between modular hard-
ware without external cabling. Called the CAMAC Dataway, it provides for
bidirectional communications between modules and the external world or between
modules themselves, thus.allowing digital control of modules in addition to the
more common data acquisition function.
The CAMAC crate is designed to accept up to 25 modules via 86-pin card-
edge connectors mounted on the printed Dataway. 	 Operationally, 23 of these
connectors or stations are used for modules like ADC's, scalers, registers,
etc., and the remaining two are utilized by a crate, controller.	 Local	 con-
trol of modules within a crate is provided by the crate controller which
accepts external commands from the branch highway. 	 The branch highway is a
separate cable data bus that interconnects controllers in several crates with
a branch driver interface to the central processor= in use.	 With the excep-
tion of the computer interface, all components of a system are computer-
independent and interchangeable.
In addition to defining mechanical and electrical power supply charac-
teristics, the CAMAC standards define the protocols for digital communica-
tions within the system.	 The CAMAC standards.provide for a number of system
configurations and are sufficiently flexible to accommodate new developments
in electronic technology.
The standardization of the digital data and control functions also intro-
duces the possibility of standardized software and the development and use
of standard CAMAC software is, in fact, rapidly expanding.	 The merits of
the CAMAC system are best demonstrated by its increasing usage for situations
outside of the field of nuclear electronics.
	
These applications range from
instrument systems for other scientific disciplines to industrial process j
control. a
1.1.2	 Related Studies
In recognition of the possible benefits of using NIM and CAMAC equipment
in Shuttle payload instrumentation, NASA and ESA have sponsored a number of
studies on various aspects of this topic in addition to the present study.
Table 1-2 lists both those activities dealing specifically with the use of
NIM and CAMAC equipment for space applications and some closely related
studies.
4
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Table 1-2.	 Related Studies
Feasibility Study of Common Electronic Equipment Bendix NAS9-13784
for Shuttle Sortie Experiment Payloads NASA/JSC
Shuttle Environmental Compatibility Test Program In-house NASA/JSC
NIM and CAMAC Systems in the Space Program In-house NASA/GSFC
Feasibility Study of the Design of BiRa Systems, BiRa Systems NAS5-22856
Inc. Model 5301, 5101, and 3222 CAMAC Modules NASA/GSFC
for Space Use
NIM (Model 451 and 455) and CAMAC (Model S812 Ortec NAS5_22812
and IR026) Module Studies NASA/GSFC
Study of Kinetic Systems, Inc., Model 3I10, Kinetic NAS5- 22898'
3610, and 3640 CAMAC Modules for Space Use Systems NASA/GSFC .
Study of SPAMAC/CAMAC Interface for the Spacelab SGAE 2508/75 JS
Programme ESA/ESTEC
Analysis of Commercial Equipment Instrumentation Rockwell NAS8-30541
for Spacelab Payloads NASA/MSFC
Cost Reduction Alternatives Study (Task 1) On- Rockwell NASI-12933
Board Computer Utilization and Software NASA/LARC
Integration
Pressure Vessel Spacecraft - A Shuttle Era General NAS5-24021
Approach to Low Cost Electric NASA/GSFC
Low-Cost Approaches to Scientific Experiment TRW NAS W-2717
Implementation for Shuttle-Launched and NASA/Udq
Serviced Automated Spacecraft
Low-Cost Instrument Electronics for Solar TRW NAS5-23478
Maximum Mission NASA/GSFC
E
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The Bendix study was the forerunner of the present work and investigated
the application of NIM and CAMAC equipment to a group of six Shuttle Sortie
research and applications payloads. The Shuttle Environmental Compatibility
Test (SECT) program is being carried out at JSC in parallel with the present
study and involves actual environmental testing of commercial NIM and CAMAC
equipment. The GSFC in-house activity has investigated the applicability of
NIM and CAMAC equipment to several payloads in the high-energy astrophysics
discipline. In the next three studies, sponsored by GSFC, manufacturers of
commercial NIM and CAMAC equipment have investigated possible power reduc-
tions for several of their commercial products and the cost impact of using
NASA preferred parts and approved manufacturing techniques. The ESA-sponsored
study by SGAE (Austria) has addressed possible methods of interfacing CAMAC:
systems to the Spacelab CDMS. The remaining studies listed, while not directed
specifically to the use of NIM and CAMAC equipment, all include work that is
relevant to the topic.
A basic guideline for this study was that the data and conclusions con-
tained in Bendix Report BSR4142 (Feasibility Study of Common Electronic
Equipment for Shuttle Sortie Experiment Payloads) and Rockwell Report SD74-
SA-0047-1 (Analysis of Commercial Equipment and Instrumentation for Spacelab
Payloads) should be used as a point of departure, extended where necessary
to meet the objectives of this study, and used to support or statistically
strengthen the data compiled and conclusions in this investigation.
In addition, it was intended that there be a close coordination between
this study and the parallel SECT program at JSC. The test program results
were also expected to be available for incorporation into our overall results
and conclusions. As it turned out, the test planning has been coordinated
with the study, but it has been possible to obtain only a limited amount of
actual test data during the period of performance of the study.
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i1.2 STUDY SCOPE
The major objective of this study was to determine the cost effective-
ness of utilizing NIM and CAMAC equipment for Shuttle sortie payload instru-
mentation. The original statement of work called for the performance of
four tasks to accomplish this objective.
Task 1 - Identification and Selection of Potential Shuttle Sortie Payloads
for Data Acquisition and Experiment Control Analysis
Task 2 - Functional Analysis of Selected Shuttle Payloads
Task 3 - Modification Analysis of Identified NIM/CAMAC Units
Task 4 - Management Plan for Implementing NIM/CAMAC Standards on Shuttle
Because of its importance to overall experiment costs, Task 4 was sup-
plemented during the course of the study to include the following task:
Task 4B - Implementation and Impact of CAMAC Software
The interrelationship of the study tasks is shown in Figure 1-1.
The objective of Task 1 was to select a representative set of payloads
for both science and applications disciplines that would ensure a realistic
and statistically significant estimate of equipment utilization.
In Tasks 2A and 2B, the selected payloads were analyzed to determine
the applicability of NIM/CAMAC equipment in satisfying their data acquisi-
tion and control requirements. In Tasks 2C and 2D the results of these
analyses were combined with the comparable results from related studies to
arrive at an overall assessment of the applicability and commonality of
NI!4/CAMAC equipment usage across the spectrum of payloads.
Task 3 dealt with determining the modifications to existing commercial
NIM/CAMAC equipment that would be required for its reliable operation in
the Spacelab environment as well as the estimated cost of these modifica-
tions. This task could be performed in parallel with the rest of the work
because of the standardized nature of NIM/CAMAC equipment.
In Task 4A, the results from Task 2, on the applicability of NIM and
CAMAC equipment to the representative payloads, were combined with an over-
all payload mission model for the period 1980 to 1991 to project the total
-	 j
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TASK 4B
REVIEW CAMAC AND SPACELAB
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS AND
ANALYZE CAMAC SOFTWARE
FOR SPACELAB PAYLOADS
TASK 28 TASKS 2C AND 2D
TASK i TASK 2A DETERMINE TABULATE TASK 4A
IDENTIFY ANALYZE NIWCAMAC NIWCAMAC DEVELOP
AND SELECT REPRESENTATIVE SUITABILITY APPLICABILITY MANAGEMENT
REPRESENTATIVE PAYLOAD TO SATISFY AND PLAN AND
SORTIE FUNCTIONAL PAYLOAD DETERMINE PREPARE
PAYLOADS REQUIREMENTS FUNCTIONAL NIWCAMAC PROGRAMMATIC
REQUIREMENTS COMMONALITY COST ESTIMATES
ORIENTATION
BRIEFING
AT JSC SECOND BRIEFING
FINAL[NG/^^ FIRST BRIEFING AND REVIEW AND
m	 ^	 ] AND REVIEW AT JSC REVIEW
^/ AT JSC AT JSC
AND HDQ
TASK 3BTASK 3A TASK 3A
COMPILE ANALYZE
ANALYZE MODIFICATIONS
REQUIRED FOR COMPATIBILITYNIWCAMAC NIWCAMAC
CHARACTERISTICS SUITABILITY TRADEOFF NIM/CAMAC
AND PREPARE FOR SHUTTLE MODIFICATION VERSUS
INPUTS TO SECT ENVIRONMENTS ENVIRONMENTAL SPEC
CHAN GES
SHUTTLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
1 COMPATIBILITY
TEST
PROGRAM _...
	
I
;.... Figure 1 . 1.	 Overall Study Task Flow
iexpected equipment usage. Various approaches to providing the equipment
were investigated and a management plan for pooled usage was developed. The
cost estimates from Task 3 were then used to prepare programmatic cost esti-
mates.
Finally, in Task 4B, the impact of standardized CAMAC software (made
possible by the use of CAMAC hardware) on the overall Spacelab experiment
software situation was analyzed and a recommended approach to software imple-
mentation was developed. It was possible to independently proceed on the
software task with the exception of the final portion in which the specific
software requirements for two of the representative payloads were analyzed.
The results of the work under Tasks 1 and 2 are contained in the fol-
lowing two sections, which make up the balance of this volume. Volume III
contains the description of Tasks 3, 4A, and 4B.
9
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2. IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF POTENTIAL SHUTTLE
SORTIE PAYLOADS FOR DATA ACQUISITION AND
EXPERIMENT CONTROL ANALYSIS (TASK 1)
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Our approach to identifying and selecting Shuttle sortie payloads for
analysis involved the following three elements:
® select science and applications disciplines to be considered,
a review payload definition documentation,
* identify and select representative payloads/experiments.
The primary sources used in performing this task are listed in Table 2-1,
and a list of the disciplines from which representative payloads were selected
is given in Table 2-2. The science disciplines to be considered were selected
in accordance with the SUSS document except for the discipline of planetary
exploration, which -was not included here because it does not involve the
sortie mode of operation. Although the primary emphasis was placed on the
science disciplines, several applications disciplines, taken from the SSPDA
documents, were included since these are also scheduled for frequent Shuttle
sort;-- missions. The disciplines of earth observations and earth and ocean
physics were combined because of the high degree of similarity found in the
instrumentation used for investigations in these disciplines. Space tech-
nology was not treated as a separate discipline for payload selection because
for the most part it requires instrumentation covered under the other disci-
plines. Finally, communications/navigation payloads were not considered
because of the very limited applicability expected for NIM or CAMAC equipment.
The available payload documentation does not define the term "payload"
in a very specific way. A collection of instrumentation that is required to
perform a particular type of science or applications investigation tends to
be termed a payload. The equipment so defined may or may not utilize all
of the resources (e.g., weight, volume, power, etc.) available on a Shuttle
sortie mission. In order to tabulate and compare requirements in a reasonably
consistent way, we will use the term "payload" in this study to mean a col-
lection of equipment or instruments that can be expected to require approx-
imately the full resources available in one sortie mission.
10
Table 2-1. Payload Identification and Selection References
Scientific Uses of the Space Shuttle (SASS), National Academy of Sciences,
1974.
Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions . - Sortie Payloads (SSPDA), NASA/MSFC,
1974 and 1975 editions.
Final Report of the Space Shuttle Payload Planning Working Groups, NASA/GSFC,
1973.
Interim Report of the Astronomy Spacelab Payloads Study, NASA/GSFC, 1975.
Table 2-2. Payload Identification and Selection Disciplines
Science Disciplines
Atmospheric and Space Physics - Atmospheric Science
- Magnetospheric Dynamics
Plasma Physics in Space
High-Energy Astrophysics - X-Ray
- Gamma Ray
- Cosmic Ray
Astronomy - Infrared
- Optical and Ultraviolet
Solar Physics
Life Sciences
Applications Disci lines
Earth Observations and Earth and Ocean Physics
Space Processing Applications
'y
J
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The following criteria and guidelines were used in selecting the repre-
sentative payloads for analysis in this study:
s The sample should be representative ire both the range of data
acquisition and control requirements and the range of accom-
modation and operational modes to be encountered in sortie
mode science and applications experiments.
® Emphasis should be placed on scientific investigations
recommended in the SUSS document.
a Preference should be given to those payloads that have the
most complete available documentation.
a Existing NIM/CAMAC study results should not be duplicated.
One representative payload was selected from each of the seven disciplines
listed in Table 2-2.' A summary of the selected payloads is given in Table 2-3.
As can be seen, each of these payloads includes a number of instruments or
groups of equipment. We believe that the composite collection of instrumen-
tation included in these payloads, especially when combined with the results
from previous studies, truly represents the range of requirements that can
be expected. It should be noted that a large number of the payloads listed
in the SSPDA documents simply amount to different grouping of this, or nearly
equivalent, instrumentation.
Each of the seven disciplines considered for payload selection will be
treated sucessively in the following sections. The selection rationale will
be discussed, the payload will be briefly described, and the available defini-
tion documentation.will be identified. q more detailed description of each
payload will be given in Section 2 as part of the functional analysis.
12
Table 2-3. Payloads Selected for Analysis
Discipline Payload Instrumentation
Atmospheric and AMPS Instrumentation for particle accel-
Space Physics erator, wake, chemical release,
wave, magnetic confinement,.and
passive optical experiments.
High-Energy X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Proportional counter array, Bragg
Astrophysics Pallet crystal spectrometer, high-resolu-
tion gamma-ray spectrometer.
Astronomy One-Meter Cooled Filter photometer, spectrophotom-
Telescope eter, detector array-,,.Fourier and
grating..spectrometers.
Solar Physics ATM Coronagraph, X-ray telescopes, UV
spectroheliometer, XUV spectro-
heliograph, and chromospheric XUV
spectrograph.
Life Sciences Life Sciences Equipment units for biochemical/
Dedicated Laboratory biophysical analysis, biomedical
studies, data management, and
laboratory support, holding units,
and research support..
Earth Observations Earth Observations Scanning microwave radiometer, IR
Earth and Ocean Facility radiometer, Lidar, cameras and
Physics Bendix results for multispectral
scanner and microwave scatterom-
eter.
Space Processing Space Processing Furnace, levitation, biological,	 j
general purpose, and-core equipment
groups.
1
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i2.2 SCIENCE DISCIPLINES
2.2.1 Atmospheric and Space Physics
The SUSS document defines a number of core instruments that will be
required for experiments in both atmospheric sciences as well as space plasma
and magnetospheric physics. As indicated in the SSPDA tabulations, current
payload definition and planning combines all of this instrumentation into a
single Atmospheric, Magnetospheric, and Plasmas in Space (AMPS) payload. The
major types of instrumentation identified in the SUSS document as well as the
documentation available on the AMPS payload is shown in Table 2-4. AMPS is
the obvious choice for analysis to represent this discipline.
Table 2-4.,
 Atmospheric and Space Physics Instrumentation
and Selected Payload Documentation
Instruments Identified in SUSS for Sortie Missions
0	 Atmospheric Sciences
High-Power Laser and Receiver (Lidar)
Passive Optical Remote Sensing Instruments
- High-resolution photometers and interferometers
- Infrared sounding interferometers
®	 Space Plasma and Magnetospheric Physics
Electron and Ion Accelerators
Plasma Gun
Chemical and Gaseous Release Devices
Transmitters and Antennas
Pallet and Boom-Mounted Diagnostic Instruments
AMPS Definition Documentation
Phase A Conceptual Design Study of the AMPS Payload, TM X-64895, NASA/
MSFC, 1974
AMPS Particle Definition Study, NAS8-31375, TRW, 1975
AMPS Data Management Requirements Study, NA,S8-312U8, TRW, 1975
14
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We have selected a version of the AMPS payload that emphasizes space
plasma and magnetospheric physics. The atmospheric science instrumentation was
covered in the Bendix work with the exception of the Lidar system which will
be treated in this study as part of the earth observations payload. It is
generally true that the optical instrumentation for AMPS is very similar to
instruments that will be covered in the astronomy, solar physics, and earth
observations payloads.
The version of AMPS we have selected includes the instrumentation required
to perform six types of experiments. This instrumentation includes the core
instruments defined in the SUSS document and is also similar in many respects
to the Auroral and Magnetospherics Observatory studied by Bendix. Our analysis
will re-examine the control and data acquisition requirements in light of the
more complete payload definition available from AMPS studies carried out since
the Bendix work.
2.2.2 High-Energy Astrophysics
High-Energy Astrophysics is commonly divided into three subdisciplines -
X-ray, gamma ray, and cosmic ray astronomy. The types of instruments identi-
fied in the SASS document for sortie missions are listed in Table 2-5. The
SSPDA tabulations include sixteen payloads that use these instruments individu-
ally or in various combinations.
The cosmic ray instruments have already received considerable attention
in previous studies. The Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory analyzed by Bendix
consisted of a superconducting magnetic spectrometer with associated propor-
tional counters , Cerenkov detectors and a small ionization calorimeter.
E	 The High Energy Cosmic Ray Experiment studied by.CSFC consisted of a large
ionization calorimeter, again with associated proportional counters.
a
Table 2-6. High-Energy Astrophysics Instrumentation
and Selected payload Documentation
Instruments Identified in SUSS for Sortie Missions
0	 X-Ray Astronomy
Large-Area X-Ray Detector with Concentrator
Large-Area Proportional Counter Array
High-Energy X-Ray Scintillation Counters
X-Ray Telescopes
low-energy (0.6 m)
- high-resolution imaging (0.6 m)
Hard X-Ray Imaging Detector
Bragg Crystal Spectrometers and Polarimeters
Broadband Si(Li) Spectrometer
e	 Gamma-Ray . Astronomy
High-Resolution Gamma-Ray Ge(Li) Spectrometer
Liquid Xe Proportional Counters
Double Compton Telescope
Large-Area, High-Energy, Gamma-Ray Telescope
High-Resolution, High-Energy, Gamma-Ray Telescope
Large-Area, Actively-Shielded Scintillation Counters
•	 Cosmic-Ray Astronomy
Ionization Calorimeter
Magnetic Spectrometer
Large-Area Cerenkov Detectors
Large-Area Proportional Counters
Transistion Radiation Detector
Selected Payload Documentation
A Program for High-Energy Astrophysics (1977-1988), NASA/Headquarters,
1974
Design and Performance Specifications for HEAO Experiments A-1, A-3,
and C-1
Phase.B Definition Study for HEAO Experiment BXR-2
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GSFC has also analyzed one of the gamma-ray instruments -- the large-area,
high-energy,gamma-ray telescope. The results of these previous analyses will
be included in this study in the form of one payload which includes all three
instruments. In order to complete the coverage of high-energy astrophysics
requirements, we have selected a payload that is made up of the following
two X-ray instruments and one gamma-ray instrument:
o Large-Area Proportional Counter Array
s Bragg Crystal Spectrometers and Polarimeters
a Nigh-Resolution Gamma-Ray Ge(Li) Spectrometer
Selected available documentation on these specific types of instruments is
listed in Table 2-5. These two payloads, made up of six major instruments,
provide a good representation of the requirements in this discipline.
2.2.3 Astronomy
The SUSS document divides the astronomy discipline into infrared astronomy
and optical and visible astronomy. Naturally, the principal instruments iden-
tified are telescopes. Table 2-6 lists the various telescopes and other in-
struments discussed in the SUSS document. The SSPDA tabulations list thirty-
three astronomy payloads that include these telescopes plus some )ther
astronomical instruments. A number of the payloads are combinatic,ns of
smaller telescopes and instruments. The focal plane instrumentation for the
telescopes that is of primary interest so far as NIM/CAMAC equipment is con-
cerned, is similar for the various telescopes.
A 1.0-meter, optical and ultraviolet telescope facility was analyzed in
the Bendix study. We have therefore selected the 1.0-meter Shuttle IR Tele-
scope Facility (SIRTF) for analysis here. The five IR instruments listed in
Table 2-3 have been chosen as a typical complement of focal plane instrumen-
tation for SIRTF. The documentation that defines the SIRTF payload is indi-
cated in Table 2-6.
2.2.4 Solar Physics
The SUSS document identifies the instruments listed in Table 2-7 as
required for solar physics investigations in the sortie mode of Shuttle oper-
ations. The focal plane instrumentation for the telescopes constituting the
j	 solar telescope cluster is very similar to that found in the astronomy
a
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Table 2-6. Astronomy Instrumentation and
Selected Payload Documentation
Instruments Identified in SUSS for Sortie Missions
0	 Infrared Astronomy
1.0-Meter Cooled Telescope
2.5-Meter Cooled Telescope
1.0-Meter Ambient Temperature Telescope
3.0-Meter Ambient Temperature Telescope
10-Meter Baseline Interferometer (Two 1.0-Meter Telescopes)
I-Kilometer Baseline Interferometer
e	 Optical and Ultraviolet Astronomy
1.0-Meter Diffraction-Limited Telescope
0.5-Meter General Purpose Telescope
0.75-Meter UV Survey Telescope
1.0-Meter Deep-Sky Survey Telescope
1.0-Meter Aide-Field Telescope
Very-Wide-field Camera
Solar Variation Monitor
Selected _Payload Documentation
SIRTF Review Presentation, Hughes Aircraft, 1975
Design Study for Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility, Report No. 11888,
Perkin-Elmer, 1974
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Table 2-7. Solar Physics Instrumentation and
Selected Payload Documentation
Instruments Identified in SUSS for Sortie Missions
e	 Solar Telescope Cluster
1.0-Meter Optical Telescope
EUV Telescope
X-Ray Telescopes
o	 High-Energy Instrumentation
!
Proportional Counters
Scintillation Counters
Solid-State Detectors
`	 Bragg Spectrometer/Polarimeter
Selected Payload Documentation
Design and Performance Specifications for ATM Experiments
ES-052, CP22876, Ball Brothers Research Corporation
S-054., ASE-1600-C, American Science and Engineering
S-055A, CP29540, Ball Brothers Research Corporation
S-056, 50M16609, NASA/MSFC
S-082A, CP25905 5 Ball Brothers Research Corporation
S-0828, CP25100, Ball Brothers Research Corporation
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telescopes. The high-energy instrumentation is essentially identical to the
X-ray and gamma-ray instruments used in high-energy astrophysics. The SSPDA
tabulations list fourteen solar physics payloads which again amount to various
combinations of the SUSS instruments for the most part.
One of the SSPDA payloads is a Spaceiab version of the Skylab ATM instru-
ment cluster. Since these instruments are a very representative sample of
solar physics instrumentation and very complete documentation is available for
Them, it was recommended by JSC at the orientation briefing for this study
that this payload be analyzed as the representative of the solar physics
discipline. The six ATM instruments are listed in Table 2-3 and the docu-
mentation describing them is listed in Table 2-7.
2.2.5 Life Sciences,
The discussion of the life sciences discipline in the SUSS document
emphasizes the importance of a flexible, laboratory-like facility for Shuttle
sortie missions. General requirements and characteristics are specified for
the life sciences laboratory, but very little specific instrumentation is
defined or identified. The SSPDA tabulations list five life sciences sortie
payloads. One of these, the Life Sciences Shuttle Laboratory, is clearly the
facility that corresponds to the concepts presented in the SUSS document.
This payload, as well as the so-called minilabs and carry-on labs, has been
defined in a series of studies performed by Convair/General Dynamics for
NASA/MSFC. These studies are documented in a series of reports all entitled,
"Life Sciences Payload Definition and Integration Study," GDC-DSD72-002, 1972;
CASD-NAS--73-003, 1973; and CASD-NAS-74-045, 1974. We have selected the
30 -Day . Dedicated Laboratory as the most all-inclusive version for analysis
in this study.
C
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2.3 APPU CATIONS DISCIPLINES
2.3.1 Earth Observations and Earth and Ocean Physics
The SSPDA tabulations list a total of twenty-six payloads in these dis-
ciplines. Most of these payloads are composed of a variety of remote sensing
instruments operating in the microwave, infrared and visible portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The types of instruments identified are given in
Table 2-8. The one exception to the general classification of these instru-
ments as remote sensing instruments is the Zero-G Cloud Physics laboratory,
which is unique as a manned-laboratory-type facility among the payloads
defined for these disciplines. As previously mentioned, Skylab versions of
two of these instruments were analyzed in the Bendix study -- a thirteen-band
multispectral scanner and a microwave scatterometer.
As a representative payload for these disciplines, we have selected a
combination of remote sensing instruments listed in Table 2-3. Three dif-
ferent types of remote sensing instruments are included in addition to the
two instruments studied by Bendix. In addition, a complement of typical
camera systems is included. The documentation used in this study consists
of the reports from a series of TRW studies performed of NASA/MSFC under
contract NAS8-28013. They are identified in Table 2-8.
2.3.2 Space Processing
The SSPDA tabulation lists sixteen payloads in this discipline. These
payloads consist of different combinations of the five equipment groups
listed in Table 2-3. We have selected the dedicated,.manned version of this
payload for analysis. It includes all five equipment groups used in the
various payloads. The space processing payloads are described in two reports
from a series of studies performed for NASA/MSFC by TRW under contract NAS8-
28938. These are: "Requirements and Concepts for Materials Science and
Manufacturing in Space Payload Equipment Study," TRW, 1973; and "Space
Processing Applications Payload Equipment Study," TRW, 1974.
1
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Table 2-8. Earth Observations and Earth and
Ocean Physics Instrumentation and
Selected Payload Documentation
Instruments Identified in SSPDA for Sortie Missions
Multispectral Scanners
Scanning Microwave Radiometers
Microwave Scatterometer
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Laser Radar (Lidar)
Infrared Radiometers and Sounders
Film Cameras
Zero-C Cloud Physics Laboratory
Selected Payload Documentation
Mission Requirements for a Manned Earth Observatory, TRW, 1973
Sensor Development on Shuttle Sortie Missions, TRW, 1974
Atmospheric Research Using Space-Borne Lasers, ESRO, 1974
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I3. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE SELECTED
SHUTTLE PAYLOADS (TASK 2)
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The purpose of Task 2 was to perform a - 1..-irtional analysis of the
representative Shuttle payloads selected in ' k 1 to determine the appli-
cability of NIM and CMAC equipment to the coi.trol and data management
system (CDMS) function:: of the instruments in these payloads.
The functional analysis of the data acquisition and experiment con-
trol requirements for the selected payloads/experiments is subdivided into
four tasks:
Task 2A - Analyze Experiment Functional Requirements
o Establish experiment instrumentation requirements.
a Compile instrumentation details.
a Analyze functional requirements.
a Develop a system design that partitions data acquisition and
control system functions for NIM/CAMAC implementation.
Task 2B - Analyze NIM/CAMAC Suitability
s Review manufacturers` functional specifications.
a Determine suitability of available NIM/CAMAC equipment to meet
the experiment functional requirements.
s Identify modified and custom-designed NIM/CAMAC modules required.
Task 2C - Tabulate NIM /CAMAC Applicability
Task 2D - Analyze NIM/CAMAC Commonality
The results of Tasks 2A and 2B will be reported on first in Sections
3.2 through 3.8 in which each of the seven representative payloads is dis-
cussed individually. Section 3.9 contains the results of Tasks 2C and 2D
for the entire set of payloads.
In reviewing the payloads selected for analysis in Task 1, two catego-
ries are apparent. Most of the payloads were really clusters of individual
instruments, each of which performs an essentially separate scientific
inquiry. It is only the commonality of their scientific regions of interest.
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which associates them into a payload. The CDMS requirements for each
of these instruments are generally independent of the requirements for the
other instruments within the payload. Two of the payloads, on the other
hand, were found to be what might-be termed laboratories. All of the
instruments in these play an interrelated role in pursuing a common piece of
scientific research. This affects the CDMS requirements for these payloads
in that the signals being processed for one instrument in the laboratory
frequently feed back and determine the mode of operation of another instru-
ment.
Those payloads which were considered to be instrument clusters are:
e ATM experiments
e IR telescope
e X-ray/gamma-ray pallet
e AMPS
e Earth observations.
Actually, some of the AMPS experiments, particularly the electron
accelerator, verge on being laboratories in their own right.
The two payloads considered to be laboratories are:
s Space processing applications
a Life sciences.
These are discussed at the end of this section.
3.1.1 NIM and CAMAC in 2acelab
As each of the payloads is analyzed in -the sections of the report
which follow, a common overall configuration for the CDMS will be assumed
in each case. This configuration is shown in a simplified form in Figure
3-1. The actual payload instruments are indicated on the right side of
the diagram. The signals from these are interfaced either directly into
CAMAC nodules or.first`through.NIM equipment for initial processing and
then into 'CAMAC. Control signals and some power supply voltages for the
instruments are fed back to them from the NIM and CAMAC modules. Each of
the modules in the CAMAC crates talks to the controller for that crate via
the crate data bus, known as the dataway in CAMAC systems. The crate con-
trollers, in turn, are connected to a bidirectional data bus that is called
r
i
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a branch highway in CAMAC systems. This branch highway connects to the
computer controlling the system via an interface unit that is known as
a branch driver in most CAMAC systems. The CAMAC standards define the com-
munication protocol throughout the system up to the branch driver. Both
parallel and serial branch highways are defined by the standards. The
detailed characteristics of the branch driver depend upon the computer to
which it is interfaced:,
In the case of Spacelab, a number of options are possible for the
interconnection between the CAMAC equipment and the Spacelab CDMS. The
CAMAC system could be interfaced at an experiment remote acquisition unit,
at an experiment data bus interconnecting station or at the experiment
computer input/output unit. It is also perfectly feasible to control the
CAMAC system with its own minicomputer, which in turn communicates with
the Spacelab experiment computer. In first order, these alternatives do
not affect our analysis of the applicability of NIM and CAMAC equipment
since they are only reflected in the details of the CAMAC branch driver.
The adaptability of CAMMAC systems to a wide variety of interfaces and
overall system configurations has been well demonstrated in a diversity of
ground-based applications.
The determination of the optimum interface between the Spacelab CDMS
and CAMAC systems is not within the scope of this study since it does not
significantly affect the applicability of {AIM and CAMAC equipment to shuttle
payloads. Consequently, as each of the payloads is analyzed in the sec-
tions that follow, the block diagrams will only show the systems up to the
crate controller and an appropriate overall CDMS structure, such as that
shown in Figure 3-1, will be assumed.
In Figure 3-1 we also show a keyboard and display scope (CRT) coupled
to the CDMS via CAMAC. The .-Spacelab CDMS provides keyboard and display
capability, which we assumed would normally be used. Should supplemental
capability be required, CAMAC is ideally suited to implement this function.
There are a * wide variety of commercial modules available that are designed
specifically for the control of cathode ray tubes and the operation of key-
boards. Some of the functions provided in the CRT modules are:
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iSweep synchronization and timing
• Character and vector (graphic) generators
s X-Y-2 display modules
a Light pen modules.
A complete list of the modules available for these functions is given
under Product Codes 143 and 144 of the CAMAC Product Guide in Appendix I.
In all of the payload analyses in the sections that follow, the capa-
bility to input instructions to the computer from a keyboard and dispay
computer-processed data on a CRT is assumed.
While CAMAC can be used to generate alphanumeric and graphic displays,
it is not suitable for handling conventional video (i.e., television) dis-,
plays. Some of the instruments that were analyzed do require video displays.
We have assumed that the closed-circuit television capability provided by
Spacelab will be used to satisfy those requirements.
Finally, some general comments are in order regarding low-voltage
power supplies. In both NIM and CAMAC equipment, the individual modules
in each crate are powered by a common power supply that provides standard
voltages (i.e.; ± 24 volts, ± 12 volts, and + b volts) via the back plane
connectors. The crate or bin power supply is normally attached to the back
of the crate or bin and operates from conventional AC input power. Two
input power options are available in Spacelab (28-V RC or 115/200-V AC,
400 Hz, 3 phase). Since the power supply requirements for all NIM and CAMAC
modules are standardized, the power supplies will have the highest common-
ality of any NIM and CAMAC equipment. Therefore, it is generally conceded
that the development of a standard power supply for NIM and CAMAC equipment,
which is optimized for Spacelab applications and constraints, is the most
reasonable approach. In this study, we have assumed that such an approach
would be taken and do not specifically address this area any further in the
analysis of NIM and CAMAC equipment applicability.
3.1.2 Format of the Instrument Analyses
The analyses of individual instruments and categories of instruments
in Sections 3.2 through 3.8 all follow the same general outline. The,func-
tions of the instrument are first explained.followed by a description of
its CAMS requirements. Next, a functional block diagram showing the
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implementation of the CDMS with NIM and CAMAC is presented. The analysis
of each instrument concludes with a table of the types of NIM and CAMAC
equipment required in the CDMS for that instrument. A tabulation of the
numbers of each type of NIM and CAMAC modules required for each instrument
in a given payload, as well as the totalized requirements for the payload,
is given at the end of each section.
Several comments about the NIM and CAMAC equipment summary tables for
each instrument should be made. The left-most column of each table lists
the various elements in the control and data management system together
with the specific functional types of modules required for implementation.
In the case of CAMAC equipment, the second column lists the product
code for each type of CAMAC module. The CAMAC product codes are defined
in the CAMAC Product Guide, which appears in each issue of the CAMAC
Bulletin published by the European Standards on Nuclear Electronics (ESONE)
Committee. The most recent edition of the CAMAC Product Guide, reproduced
from Issue No. 14 of the CAMAC Bulletin (December 1975), is contained in
Appendix I of this report. The CAMAC Product Guide organizes all of the
available CAMAC products into functional groups, each of which is designated
by a three-digit product code.
As can be seen from the CAMAC Product Guide, many versions of each
type of module (i.e., each product code) are available from a number of l
suppliers. The detailed specifications for each particular module natural-
ly vary. The same thing is true for NIM equipment, but, unfortunately no 	
1
E
corresponding tabulation of NIM equipment exists so the designation "NIM"
is all that is used in the product code column.. Our own classification
of NIM modules by functional type will be used in the summary tabulations.
A list of NIM equipment manufacturers is distributed by the O.S. NIM Com-
mittee and the most recent: issue (September 1973) is reproduced in Appen-
dix II.
By specifying the p roduct code for the CAMAC modules, the equipment
of many different manufacturers is implied. However, the third column
of each of the tables is used to give a specific example of the module
required by listing actual model numbers and their manufacturers. These
examples are noted very cryptically but a more complete description is
given in the CAMAC Product Guide. No particular effort was made to spread
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the choice of specific modules evenly over the many manufacturers of NIM
and CAMAC equipment. To keep the effort of specifying modules to,a mini-
mum the same modules and manufacturers were used frequently. .
Finally, it should be noted that many NIM modules and almost all CAMAC
modules are multichannel devices. Specific cases are noted in the comment
column of the tables. This has been taken in account in the. summary tabu-
lations of NIM and CAMAC equipment at the end of each section.
i
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3.2 SKYLAB ATM EXPERIMENTS
During the Skylab mission a collection of instruments for solar ob-
servations were mounted in the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM). The ATM pro=
vided rough solar pointing for the instruments and a stable platform from
which to make observations. Since the ATM instruments represent a good
cross section of the instruments that will be used for solar studies aboard
the Space Shuttle, an analysis of how their control and data management
functions might have been implemented with NIM and CAMAC equipment is very
relevant to potential Spacelab use of such standards. For this reason,
six of the ATM experiments were selected for analysis in this study.
Table 3-1 lists the six instruments to be analyzed in the study. In
addition to showing.the "S" designator by which each experiment was known
in Skylab, the figure also delineates some of the essential aspects of
each experiment.
Figure 3-2 shows the sun end of the ATM canister and the relative
mounting positions of the ATM experiments within the canister.
3.2.1 White Light Coronagraph
3.2.1.1 Experiment Description
The purpose of the white light coronagraph experiment (WLCE) aboard
Skylab is described in Specification CP22876 of the Ball Brothers Research
Corporation. The material in this section is excerpted from that document.
The WLCE was designed to perform K corona measurements of the Sun to
support studies of the intermediate and outer corona (2Ro<R<6Ro). This is
the region where coronal streamers are defined and the coronal gas is ac-
celerated to become the solar wind.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show the basic structure of the instrument. The
primary sensor, is the film camera which records the coronal images on 35 mm
photographic film. A TV camera is supplied for visual monitoring of the
system but the experiment CDMS is not responsible for processing the video
data.
The camera system operates in four distinct modes as summarized below.
The choice of operating mode is made by manual inputs from the astronaut.
30
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Table 3-1. ATM Instruments
i
5-052	 White Li ght Corona ra h
o Looks at solar corona 4900 A to 5900 A
o Film camera and diode matrix
s Pointing error sensor
a Rotating polaroid
a Occulting disk
5-054	 X-Ray Spectrographic Telescope
e Soft X-ray solar spectrum
o Camera with diode array
o Grating
9 Filters
P Image dissector tube and visual display
s Photomultiplier flare detector
S-O55A	 UV 5 ectroheliometer
b
0 296 A to 1342 A
a Seven photoelectric detectors
o Grating scan
o Quad zero-order detector
o Primary mirror raster scan
5-056	 X-Ray Telescope
O
s 2A to33A
o Camera with diode matrix
o X-ray event monitor
e Al proportional counter
o Be proportional counter
S-O82A	 XUV S ectrohelio ra h
0	 0
• Coronal images 150 A to 650 A
o Camera with diode matrix
o Two-position grating
S-0828
	
XUV Spectrograph
00o Solar line spectrograms 970 A to 3940 A
a Camera with diode matrix
s Primary mirror controlled
o Two-position predisperser grating
f X-ray and visual monitor cameras
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Standard Patrol Mode. A camera shutter operate pulse shall occur every
five seconds. The duration of the pulses which control exposure time shall
sequentially vary from 9 seconds to 27 seconds to 3 seconds. .After the
complete sequence of three different shutter control pulses, the polariza-
tion wheel mechanism shall be automatically commanded to advance one posi-
tion. The sequence of pulses shall repeat until all combinations of three
shutter exposure times and four polarization wheel positions have been
utilized for 12 exposures. The camera programmer shal-1 then stop automati-
cally.
Extended Standard Patrol Mode. This shall be the same as the standard
patrol mode described above, except the sequence shall continue for 36,
exposures.
Past Scan Mode. In this mode the shutter operate pulse duration will be
approximately 27 seconds, 3 seconds and 9 seconds, and shall repeat cycli-
cally in that order. 1/2 second pause time shall occur between each pulse
during the duration of the complete scan. The polarization wheel shall be
driven to the clear position at the start of the fast ' scan mode and shall
remain in this.position during the nominal sequence of 72 exposures. The
camera programmer shall automatically stop at the end of the sequence.
Continuous Patrol Mode. In this mode the shutter operate pulse durations
will be approximately 9 seconds, 27 seconds, and 3 seconds. Each shutter
operation shall occur every 27.5 seconds, including shutter operation time.,
and shall repeat cyclically in that order throughout the duration of.the
complete scan. The polarization wheel shall be driven to the clear posi-
tion while in the continuous patrol mode. The camera shall stay in-the:''
continuous patrol mode indefinitely or until a manual stop pulse is given.
3.2.1.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Almost all of the data that must be handled by the CDMS for this
experiment is housekeeping in nature. There is a digital data requirement
to control the camera diode matrix and several stepper motors. Also ana-
log data from the alignment error sensors must be processed. The control
system must allow for the choice of operational mode and for closing up.
the system in the event of extreme pointing error. The status of the ex-
periment including the current operational mode must be displayed for the
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astronaut.
This CDMS is implemented with ten functional system elements described
below:
Camera Programmer. Controls the operation of the film camera including
implementing-the four operational modes as requested.
Camera Diode Matrix Drive. Supplies 73 bits of information to the camera
diodes for recording on the film frames. This inforriiation consists of:
e One bit, matrix position identification
s Twenty-five bits, ATM time of exposure
9 Nine bits, ATM roll attitude
* Sixteen bits, internal alignment error angle
a Sixteen bits, pointing error angle
® Two bits, polarization wheel position
e Two bits, camera exposure time
* Two bits, mode identification
Internal Occulting Disk Drive. Controls the two motors which position the
internal occulting disk of the coronagraph.
Polarization Wheel Drive. Controls the motor positioning the polaroid.
Pointing Error and Internal Error Discriminator and Digitizer. The purpose
of this system is to process the analog error signals coming from the in-
strument in order to control the occulting disk and the aperture door.
Thermal Shield Aperture Door Drive. This system generates a signal to
close the aperture door in the event of gross pointing errors.
Control and Display System. This system must provide the capability to
select any of the modes of operation of the system and displays signals
such as "Experiment Ready" and "Mode Complete".
TV Mirror Drive. This system moves the TV mirror into and out of the light
path.
Thermal Control System. This system actively controls the absolute temp-
erature of critical parts of the instrument to 21*3°C.
Power Supply_, This system supplies all power required to operate the in-
strument including *IOVDC regulated to 0.1 percent for the temperature
control system.
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This section shows two functional block diagrams for the control and
data management system (Figures 3-5 and 3-6). The first is the system
diagram From the specification document for the actual Skylab instrument
(CP22876, 3BRC). Boxes have been drawn in and numbered to indicate the
ten system elements identified in the previous section. The second block
diagram shows the implementation of the same system using CAMAC hardware.
The details of the CAMAC implementation are covered in the table of the
following section.
As can be seen from the block diagram no use was found in this ex-
periment for NIM equipment. This is consistent with the fact that most
of the CDMS requirements are of a housekeeping nature fnr which NIM is
not particularly suited.
Another detail to note in the block diagram is that, for all the
motors that are controlled, a "zero" position is sensed via an input
register and the position of the motor is thereafter tracked by the
computer memory of how many pulses have been sent to the motor driver.
Table 3-2 shows the detailed equipment requirements to implement the
WLCE/CDMS with a NIM/CAMAC interface system. The system elements in the
table correspond to the CDMS requirements previously listed.
By including a computer in the control loop many of the functions
which had to be implemented by discrete circuits in the Skylab instrument
are handled by computer software in the NIM/CAMAC system. Thus, the
logic circuitry is generally replaced by computer software.
It should also be noted that any control (i.e., input commands) and
display functions required by the instrument are implemented with equip-
ment provided as part of the computer system (as would be the case if this
instrument were to be flown on Spacelab). The comments of Section 3.1.1
address the implementation of these functions with CAMAC interface equip-
ment.
3.2.2 X-Ray Spectroscopic Telescope
3.2.2.1 Experiment Description
This instrument was built for Skylab by American Science and Engineer-
ing. The material in this section describing the purpose and operation
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CAMERA
DIODE
MATRIX
OCCULTING
DISK MOTORS
POLAROID WHEEL
MOTOR
POINTING AND
INTERNAL
ERROR SENSORS
THERMAL SHIELD
APERTURE DOOR
TV CAMERA
MIRROR MOTOR
THERMAL
CONTROL
SYSTEM
Table 3-2. NIM/CAMAC implementation of WLCE
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product,Code	 Example	 Comments
Camera Programmer
Output Driver 133
Input Register 121
Camera Matrix Driver
Output Driver 133
Internal Occulting
Disk Drive
Stepping Motor Drive 145
Input Register 121
Polarization Wheel
Drive
Stepping Motor Drive 145
Pointing & Internal
Error
Analog Signal
Commutator 164
ADC	 8 bit) 161
DAC	 8 bit) 162
Thermal Shield
Aperture Door
Output Driver 133
TV Camera Mirror Drive
Stepping Motor Drivers 145
Input Register 121
Thermal Control System
Multiplexer 164
ADC (8 bi.t)
	 161
DAC	 162
OD1614	 All camera programming
NE7059-1 would be handled by
computer,
OD1614	 Three units required.
KS3360	 Two motors to be driven.
NE7059-1 Share register above.
KS3361
NE9026
NE7028
D0200-1512
OD1614
	
Use same register as
Camera Programmer.
C-ST-4W E (two required)
NE7059-1 Share register above.
KS3510	 Proportional heater con-
KS3510	 trol loop is closed in
KS3110	 the computer.
ie
i.
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of the experiment is excerpted from their Design and Performance Specifi-
cation Document, ASE-1500-C.
The primary purpose of the experiment was to study solar emission in
the soft X-ray spectrum with a spectral resolution of a fraction of an
Angstrom, a spatial resolution of two arc seconds, and a temporal reso-
lution of one second.
The measurements were performed with a telescope assembly consisting
of a soft X-ray transmission grating, an image forming soft X-ray tele-
scope and a film camera. The transmission grating was positioned in the
optical path to disperse a portion of the incident radiation. Both the
undispersed image and the dispersed X-ray spectra were recorded on the
70 mm film of the camera. In order to also gather data during non-flare
periods the instrument was equipped with appropriate filters in a filter
wheel assembly. These were substituted for the grating upon command and
allowed the production of broad-band X-ray photographs of the sun in se-
lected regions of the X-ray spectrum. Finally, the experiment included
an electronic imaging system to provide positional information on solar
flare activity allowing boresighting of the optical axis of the telescope,
to the region of activity on the solar disc.
The camera in the system operated with shutter speeds of 1,164 to
256 seconds and a luminescent matrix of diodes recorded information about
the time and duration of the exposures, the grating position and the
filter position.
A temperature control system was also included in the instrument to
maintain constant temperature throughout and thereby preclude thermal mis-
alignment of any of the optical elements in the system.
3.2.2.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
There are four types of data that must be handled by the CDMS for
experiment S-054. The sources of this data can be seen in the overall
system diagram (Figure 3--7). The first type is the 10-10- to 10
-5
 ampere
analog signal coming from the photomultiplier tube used to detect X-ray
flares. The second is the 3 - to 5'volt pulses from the image dissecting
photomultiplier tube, and the third is the housekeeping data associated
with operating the camera system. The fourth type of data is that
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Fi gure 3-7..	 ATM Experiment S-054 Overall Blcok Diagram
necessary to control the thermal environment of the X-ray telescope and
detector system.
The CDMS to handle this data is made up of the following system
elements:
Photomuliplier System. (Figure 3-8) This system element is made up of
sub-elements for flare detection and pulse height analysis. Flares are
detected by soft X-ray monitoring which is also used for automatic con-
trol of the camera and exposure. The pulse height analyzer monitors and
processes data on solar activity in the energy range of 10 to 100 Kev.
Imaging System. (Figure 3-9) This system is used to locate flare activi-
ty and provide a display to the astronaut so he may align the telescope
on the flare. The system must provide control signals to the image dis-
sector tube and process the data for display on the CRT.
Camera System. (Figure 3-10) The CDMS must provide shutter and film ad-
vance control-signals to the camera. It must also provide the signals
necessary to activate the diode array which records such information as
grating and filter position on the photographic film. Additionally the
CDMS must convey information on camera operation to the telemetry system.
Temperature Control System. This system senses and regulates temperatures
within the telescope assembly and monitors Telescope, Camera and Tempera-
ture Control Assembly temperatures for telemetry.
Experiment Checkout Equipment. Several pulse generators and a voltage
generator are provided in order to periodically verify the correct opera-
tion of the other electronic systems.
Other Systems. The instrument requires several additional small system
elements to perform such functions as multiplexing analog signals, con-
trolling the grating position and placing the correct filter in front of
the camera. The instrument also requires both low and high voltage power
supplies.
Control and Display System. The CDMS must provide for manual selection
of the various operational modes of the instrument and other required
manual inputs. It must also provide for display of various types of in-
strument status information such as grating status, camera film remaining
and filter position.
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The following pages include the block diagram for the overall S-054
experiment and more detailed block diagrams for the photomuitiplier,
imaging and camera subsystems. These detailed block diagrams show the
system as it was built for Skylab. The camera subsystem in particular
would be handled much differently if the system were to be implemented
with a computer-controlled CAMAC system. The last block diagram in the
section (Figure 3-11) shows the camera control function as it would ap-
pear in a CAMAC implementation of the CDMS. A comparison of this diagram
with the preceding Figure 3-10 showing the Skylab implementation of
camera control with discrete circuits demonstrates the extreme simplifi-
cation possible in the CDMS using a computer controlled CAMAC system.
The primary reason for this simplication is that in the CAMAC system the
computer software performs the majority of the control functions that had
to be hardwired into the Skylab system.
Because the implementation of the other subsystems with NiM and CAMAC
hardware is fairly straightforward, separate block diagrams for these are
not shown. The details of the equipment required for this implementation
are presented.in Table 3-3. However, as mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, there are many cases, in particular the camera control subsystem,
where the entire function can be implemented with CAMAC hardware but the
details of the implementation are considerably different from Skylab
because of the addition of the computer to the control loop. Several of
these cases are commented on in the table. Where there is no CAMAC equi-
valent of a required hardware element, this is indicated in the product
code column by a "NONE".
3.2.3 Ultraviolet Scanning Spectroheliometer
3.2.3.1 Experiment Description
The purpose of this instrument is to photoelectrically measure the
intensity of a portion of the solar spectrum from a near earth orbit.
The instrument consists of a telescope subsystem to collect the solar
radiation and a spectrometer subsystem to analyze the wavelength compo-
sition of the radiation. Also included is an electronic subsystem for
functional and thermal control of the instrument. Seven photoelectric
detectors are arranged on the Rowland circle of the spectrometer grating
which can be rotated to provide a wavelength scan of the spectral regions
i
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Table 3-3. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of X-Ray Telescope
r
CAMAC
System Element	 Product Code
Photomultiplier System
Flare Detection System
ADC (10 bits) 161
Exposure Counter ill
(10 bit)
Buffer (10 bit) 133
Discriminator
Logarithmic Preampli- None
fier
Low-Pass Filter None
Low-Pass Filter None
Pulse Height Analyzer
Comparator
One-shot inhibit
Analog Threshold Generator
512-Hz Generator
Binary Counter (10 bit) 111
Buffer (10 bit) 133
Video Preamplifier None
ADC 161
Linear Gate NIM
j,naging_ _System
Frequency Divider ill
(72 kHz)
X/Y Address (6 bit) 111
D/A Converter (6 bit) 162
ID Test Source Counter Ill
(6 bit)
Intensity Counter Ili
(10 bit)
Buffer (10 bit) 133
CRT Electronics 144
Intensity Modulation 144
Assembly
Preamplifier Shaper None
Deflection Amplifier None
Peak Deflection None
Monitor
Specific
Example
	
Comments
B01243A
	
Requires < 7-msec conver-
sion.
B01002	 Use other one-half for
intensity counter below.
OD1614
(10-10 - 10
-5
 A input)
12-Hz cutoff
140-Hz cutoff
In a CAMAC system, the
PHA would not be imple-
mented with these discrete
components but with an ADC
B01002	 as shown below
OD1614
NE7028-1	 Use computer to do pulse
height accumulation.
SR1605	 One-fourth of Quad unit.
SR1605	 One-fourth of Quad unit.
D0200-1513
SR1605	 One-fourth of Quad unit.
B01002
	 Other one-half of expo-
sure counter above.
OD1614
FDD2012	 An XYZ scope display
driver system
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Table 3-3. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of X-Ray "telescope (continued)
Specific
Example	 Comment
CAMAC
System Element	 Product Code
Camera System
Mechanical Picture
Counter
X-Ray Shutter I
Indicator
Exposure Range
Sequence Control
X-Ray Alert Threshold
Picture Rate Control
Picture Sequence
Control
Preset Exposure
Register
Shuttle Duration
Comparator
Camera Control
Twelve-Second Delay 133
Filter Position Buffer 121
Grating Position
Buffer 133
Shutter Clock Control
Shutter Duration Counter
Store Pulse Interlock
Binary Picture Counter
Fast Buffer
TIM Buffers (2)
Temperature Control System
Multiplexer 164
ADC (8 bit) 161
DAC ` s 162
EXperiment Check+
Equipment
ECE Pulse Gene
Counter Check
Generator
ECE Voltage Gei
Because of the computer
available in the CAMAC
implementation of the CDMS,
the Camera System would be
handled quite differently
from the original experi-
ment. As shown in the
block diagram, the CAMAC
system would have exten-
sive computer control of
all camera functions,
Output Driver for Camera
NE9002	 Commands.
NE7059-1	 Input Register for Camera
Signals.
OD1614	 Driver for Diode Array.
KS3510	 Use Computer to close the
control.
KS3510	 Loop on proportionally
controlled heaters.
KS3110
^	 i	 r
t
Table 3-3. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of X-Ray Telescope (continued)
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code	 Example	 Comment
Other S.vstems
Timing Circuits Computer Computer handles all
Subcommutator timing.
Subsystem 164 DO 200-1061 60-channel analog MUX.
Grating System 145 KS3361 Stepper motor control.
Filter System 145 KS3361 Stepper motor control.
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share Register in
Camera System
of interest. Additionally, there is a zero order detector made of a
quadrant of solar cells which will look at the zero order image of the
grating and aid in centering the instrument on the solar disk. The de-
tectors are guarded by an ion trap designed to prevent positive or nega-
tive charged particles with energies equivalent to 40 electron volts or
less from entering the detectors.
In addition to the wavelength scans implemented with the spectro-
meter grating, the instrument also performs spatial scans of the solar
disk by moving the main telescope mirror to generate a raster pattern.
Options available include the complete 60 line raster pattern, a 3 line
raster and a repeated scan of a single raster line. The choice of
option is made via command to the instrument.
3.2.3 2 CAMS Implementation with NIM CAMAC
The control and data management system for this instrument must con-
trol the grating and mirror drives, provide thermal control of the in-
strument and process the instrument data. These functions are accomplished
with eight system elements:
Primary Mirror Drive. This circuit controls the motion of the paraboloidal
telescope mirror about two axes to implement the raster scan patterns.
It must be capable of implementing a 60 line, 3 line or 1 line raster pat-
tern via command.
Grating Drive. This system element must control the stepping motor which
00rotates the spectrometer grating .2.A/step over the range 296 to 1342 A.
5I
It must include the ability to continuously scan the range, stop the
grating at a reference position and perform one step at a time on command,
Primary Data Handling. The primary data handling electronics count the
pulses from the seven detectors during the 41 msec or greater integration
periods. Between integration periods thiase data are presented to the ATM
telemetry system in real time and in a parallel form at a sample rate of
24 times/second. Additionally, data from one of two detectors (#1 or #3)
selectable by command, are presented to the ATM control panel in BCD form
for display and updated 1 to 4 times per second.
Analog Monitoring. The instrument temperatures are monitored and pre-
sented to the ATM telemetry system as analog voltages. The system also
contains a 15 position subcommutator to provide additional system analog
,monitoring capability. This subcommutator is advanced once per second.
Low Voltage Power Supplies. As designed for Skylab the CDMS contained
two redundant low voltage power supplies which produced the following
voltages:
a +15 VDC +5% regulation
a +15 VDC +0.11 regulation
9 +10 VDC + 1% regulation
+5 VDC 2% regulation
® +5 VDC +5% regulation
@ +28 VDC +5% regulation
High Voltage Power Supplies. Each of the seven photomultiplier detectors
requires its own high voltage power supply. These turn off automatically
if excessive detector current is detected or if the ATM door is closed.
Test Pulse Generator. This system element allows in—flight checkout of
the pulse electronics. it provides a choice of two frequencies (1.07 MHz
and .53 MHz) for exercising the digital data system.
Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS). The TCS provides active thermal control
of the instrument to maintain the temperature distribution in the instru-
ment adequate for alignment stability and the temperature level adequate
for focus stability.
Control and Display System. Required control functions include an auto
raster command, line scan command, line select up/down command and others.
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Displays must be provided to show the state of the instrument, monitor
the output of the zero order detector and alert the astronaut to any in-
strument failures.
Figure 3-12 shows the CDMS as it was implemented for the Skylab ATM
experiment (this is taken from Ball Brothers Research Corporation,
Report #29540). Figure 3-13 shows the same system as it would be imple-
mented using NIM and CAMAC hardware. The only major functional change
in the NIM /CAMAC implementation is the addition of the control capability
of the computer and the assumed capability of the computer system (see
Section 3.1.I) to provide keyboard control inputs and CRT display capabil-
ity.
Table 3-4 summarizes the detailed list of equipment required to im-
plement the CDMS for the UV Scanning Spectroheliometer with NIM and CAMAC
equipment. All three stepping motor assemblies share an input register
which identifies a zero position for the motor. Further definition of
the motor pn-,ition depends on computer counting of the steps through which
the motor has been turned. As can be seen from the table, the computer
in the NIM /CAMAC system supplies the control logic for all of data proces-
sing, temperature control and instrument command functions. The NIM power
supplies used for the channel multipliers are ideal in that their output
volt-age is totally controlled by a +11 volt input voltage. This control
voltage is readily generated in the computer /CAMAC system with a DAC thus
putting the channel multiplier voltages directly under software control.
3.2.4 X-Ray Telescope
3.2.4.1 Experiment Description
This experiment was designed to gather data to enable a better under-
standing of the physical processes occurring in the solar atmosphere,
primarily in solar flares. The experiment utilizes two separate and in-
dependent instruments to obtain complementary data. One of these instru-
ments is an X-Ray Event Analyzer (X-REA) to provide spectral data (photon
O
intensity as a function of wavelength) in 10 bands from 2 to 20 A using
proportional counters and pulse height analyzers. The other instrument is
an X-Ray Telescope (X-RT), employing grazing-incidence optics to provide
images of the solar target area in the form of X-ray filtergrams (images
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Table 3-4. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of Spectroheliometer
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example	 Comment
Primary Mirror Drive
Stepping Motor
Drivers (2)	 145	 KS3360	 Two motors to be driven.
Input Register
	
121	 NE7059-1
Grating Drive
Stepping Motor Driver 	 145	 WE C-ST-4
Input Register	 121	 NE7059-1	 Share register above.
Primary Data Handling
16-bit Scaler (7)	 ill	 NE9054	 12-channel 16-bit scaler.
16-bit Output Suffer
	
133	 001614
Quad ADC (zero order)	 161	 KS3515
Analog Monitoring
15-channel MUX	 164	 K53530
High-Voltage Power Supplies
Power Supplies (7)	 NIM	 ORTEC 456	 Controlled by fll -V input.
Power Supply Control
r }AC)	 162	 JO D/A-12
Test Pulse Generator
	
131	 JW217
Thermal Control System
Multiplexer	 164	 KS3510
ADC (8 bit)	 161	 KS3510
DAC`s	 162	 KS3110	 Computer does proportional
control loop for heaters.
viewed in narrow wavelength intervals) in five bandwiths from 5 to 33 A.
A visible light filtergram is also obtained.
The experiment operates in six modes which cover the expected range of
variation in solar activity. There are two quiet sun modes and four active
sun modes. Because the time scale of events daring a flare varies greatly,
active mode observations require additional latitude. This latitude is
provided by three active modes and one automatic mode. These modes are
specified below in material taken from the MSFC specification document for
the experiment (50M16609).
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Quiet Sun Modes,
Patrol. In a patrol mode, six exposures will be made in sequence,
one in each of the six filter positions. Each filter position will
have a programmed exposure time. The filter bandpasses and exposure
durations will be selected to correspond with flux levels expected
from the "quiescent" sun.
Single Frame. A single frame mode will provide the capability to.
make single exposures, with a selection of any one of the six filter
positions. Exposure time will be that associated with the filter
position, or as selected by manual capability to shorten or lengthen
all exposure times.
Active Sun Modes.
Active I. An Active I mode will be used during initial stages of
flare deve1r;ment which is characterized by a fast rise time (less
than one minute) in flux level to flare maximum. To allow short-time-
constant event recording, exposures will be made in rapid sequence
for five minutes. Three filters (numbers 1, 3, and 5) will be used,
with exposure times selected to match the flux levels expected during
flares.
Active II. An Active II mode will use the same filters and exposure
times as the Active I mode; however, the rate of exposures will be
reduced to one set of three exposures (one at each filter position)
per minute. This rate is compatible with the flare event time con-
stants expected during flare maximum and initial stages of decay. A
total of 60 exposures will be scheduled over 20 minutes.
Active III. An Active III mode will also utilize the same filters
and exposure times as the Active I mode. The exposure rate will be
further reduced to one set of three exposures (one at each filter
position) per 10 minutes, for 18 exposures over 60 minutes.
Automatic. An auto mode will sequentially combine the three active
modes for a total exposure time of 85 minutes.
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i3.2.4.2 CDMS Implementation with MIM/CAMAC
The block diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 3-14 and
Figure 3-15 shows a cutaway view of the X-ray telescope. The CDMS for this
instrument must provide control of the camera, thermal control of the in-
strument and the signal conditioning and buffering between various subsys-
tem sensors and indicators for control and display purposes. It also must
provide the pulse height analyzers, digital channel counters, signal con-
ditions and power supplies required to detect, sort, count and record the
pulses from the X -REA proportional counters. The CDMS can be broken into
three major sy tems: the camera control system, the thermal control sys-
tem and the data processing system for the X-REA. These systems and the
elements that compose them are discussed below.
Camera Control Electronics.
Filter Motor Drive. This element controls the filter wheel position
and transfers filter wheel status information to the rest of the
system.
Shutter Motor Drive. This element controls the shutter including
frequency and duration of operation.
Film Advance Motor Drive. This motor drive controls the advancement
of camera film between frames.
Data Exposure Block. The data exposure block circuitry provides drive
signals to mark the data on film (via a diode matrix). There are 44
data inputs to the data block; a 25-bit shutter-open time code, 3-bit
camera mode, 3-bit filter code, 2-bit multiplier code, and an 11-bit
shutter-closed code.
Mode and Sequencing_ Logic. The mode and sequencer logic circuitry
provides command signals for exposure time, filter sequence and
filter/shutter motor open-close signals. This circuitry also counts
the number of frames in the various nodes to stop the sequence and
return to a ready condition for the next sequence.
X-REA Electronics, The X-REA has two coaxial type proportional counters
using xenon/methane and argon/methane gas mixtures, respectively, for beryl-
lium and aluminum counters. The maximum count rate i°
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but an aperture control places a larger or smaller aperture over the
window, thus keeping the count within limits of 32 to 2098 counts/second.
The output of the counters feeds into charge sensitive preamplifiers which
have an output proportional to the photon energy. It is the output of
these preamplifiers that must be processed and interpreted by the CDMS.
The elements necessary to do this are:
Pulse Height Analyzers (PHA). There is one PHA for each proportional
V
counter. The Al PHA has four channels covering the 8 to 20 A wave-
s
length spectrum and the Be PHA has six channels for 2 to 8 A spectrum.
Digital Signal Processor. This system element records the pulse
height spectrum from the two proportional counters and makes th;s
information available for telemetry and display purposes. Event
frequency data is also used to supply control information to the
aperture control systems of the two counters.
Aperture Control. This element controls the apertures of the pro-
portional counter based on the frequency information from the digital
signal processor although manual choice of aperture is also provided
for. The aperture value is provided as data to the rest of the
system.
Calibrators. Two calibrators provide a pulse generator for each PHA,
producing four and six-pulse levels, at a rate of 500 or 900 pulses/
second (per channel), to functionally check operation of the ampli-
fiers, all channels of both PHA's and the counters of the digital
signal processor.
Ratemeter. This system determines the overall photon flux to the
X-REA by summing the PHA channels and normalizing for the aperture
size. It provides a logarithmic analog output voltage to the activ-
ity history plotter in order to record the count rate.
Activity History Plotter. This produces a hard copy record of the
count rate over the range 10 Hz to 250 Hz.
High Voltage Power Supplies. In addition to the low voltages re-
quired to energize the circuits of the X-REA electronics, the pro-
portional counters in this system must have high voltage power sup-
plies. These will operate in the range of 1000 to 2300 VDC and are
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adjustable to a resolution of one percent at one microampere.
Thermal Control_ System. The thermal control system is designed to main-
tain the telescope focal length within + .05 mm and the pointing align-
ment stability within 2.5 arc-seconds for a 320-second exposure time.
To do this it must maintain a constant temperature of 21% + .3°C along
the X-RT. This requirement is met by a system of temperature sensors
and proportionally controlled heaters along the X-RT assembly.
Control and Display System. The instrument requires several different
commands to determine its mode of operation and must display several sig-
nals assessing the status of the instrument in addition to the output of
the ratemeter recorded on the activity history plotter.
The CDMS system with its extensive sequencing and decision making
requirements is ideally suited to implementation with CAMAC hardware.
The functional block diagram in this section (Figure 3-16) shows how the
system would be configured to implement all of the experiment functions.
As in the previous experiments input registers are used to determine
the motor positions. The two proportional counters used in this instru-
ment are ideally suited for instrumentation with NIM equipment since it
is for detectors such as these that much NIM equipment is designed. The
amplifiers and single channel analyzers usually come as a single package
and their output is appropriate to the CAMAC scalers that are shown.
There are several high voltage NIM power supplies appropriate for the
proportional counters. The one shown is controllable with a small analog
input voltage thereby allowing it to be under software control via a
CAMAC DAC.
A DAC is also used to allow the computer to write a strip chart
record of the X-ray activity history.
As shown in Table 3-5, the CDMS for the X-ray telescope can be imple-
mented with just a few different types of NIM and CAMAC modules. This
and the fact that all control functions for the telescope, including pro-
grammed operation, are easily implemented with computer software make the
CDMS design very easy conceptually.
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Table 3-5. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of X-Ray Telescope
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Camera Control Electronics
Stepping Motor Driver
(Filter) 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver
(Shutter) 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver
(Film Advance) 145 KS3361
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 One-half of X-Ray
Output Driver 133 KS3080 input register.
X-Ray Electronics
Pulse Height Analyzer
Proportional Counter
Amplifier NIM ORTEC 490A Preamplifier and SCA in
SCA`s	 (10) NIM ORTEC 490A one package designed
Scalers	 (10) ill B01002 specifically for use
Stepping Motor Driver with X-ray proportional
(Aperture) 145 KS3361 counters.
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 One-half of Camera con-
Calibration Pulse trot	 input register.
Generator 131 ORTEC 448
RAC (Activity Plotter) 162 DO 200-1528
DAC (HV control) 161 DO 200-1526
High-Voltage Power
Supply (2) NIM ORTEC 456
Thermal Control System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC 161 KS3510
DAC's	 (3) 162 DO 200-1528 x-10 V,	 12-bit - Dornier
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3.2.5 Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroheliograph
3.2.5.1 Experiment Description
The XUU Coronal Spectroheliograph Instrument studies the solar corona
in the extreme ultraviolet region of the spectrum. In operation it photo-
graphically records coronal images of the sun in the various wavelengths
O
between 150 ar,d 650 A.
The instrument is shown in Figure 3-17. The principal elements are:
s Concave grating
w Heat rejection mirrors
a Film strip camera
@ Instrument aperture mechanism
v Grating positioning mechanism
• Short wavelength mirror mechanism
• Alignment reference mirror.
The grating has a four-meter radius and is ruled 3600 lines/milli-
meter over a four-inch square area. The grating receives light directly
from the sun and forms a spectrum of solar images on the film. The wave-
length range is covered in two sections, each photographed separately,
with the grating turned between exposures to register each section proper-
ly on the film strip. A thin aluminum filter is positioned ahead of the
film to limit the wavelength bandpass and prevent fogging of the film from
stray light.
Two zero order rejection mirrors are mounted internally to the housing
to reject heat and white light from the zero order of the concave grating
as shown in Figure 3-17. Rejected light is reflected to a third mirror
at the aperture of the instrument where it is reflected overboard. When
the grating is in the long wavelength position, the short wavelength
mirror is folded down so as not to interfere with the light path.
The instrument operates in one of three automatic modes or in the
normal mode. The automatic modes are:
* Time sequence
a Spectral sequence
a Flare mode sequence.
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These are described more fully below in material abstracted from
Ball Brothers Research Corporation Specification CP25905.
Time Sequence. This sequence shall provide three automatic exposures
at the selected wavelength band. The wavelength band at which the ex-
posures are taken is to be selected manually as the program requirements
may dictate. The automatic exposures shall be preprogrammed as a func-
tion of the wavelength band selected. The exposure times for normal,
short and Iong shall be as follows:
Normal Exposure
Short Wavelength Long Wavelength
Grating Position
	 ° r Grating Position
10 seconds 20 seconds
40 seconds 80 seconds
160 seconds 320 seconds
Short Exposures. The exposure shall be shortened by a common factor
by commanding SHORT EXPOSURE IN prior to actuating the automatic
sequence.
Short Wavelength Long Wavelength
Grating Position °r	Grating Position
2.5 seconds 5 seconds
10 seconds 20 seconds
.40 seconds 80 seconds
Long Exposures. The exposures shall be lengthened by a common fac-
tor by commanding LONG EXPOSURE IN prior to actuating the automatic
sequence.
Sh.­t Wavelength Long Wavelength
Grating Position or	 Grating Position
40 seconds 80 seconds
160 seconds 320 seconds
640 seconds 1280 seconds
Spectral Sequence. This sequence shall provide six automatic exposures.
The sequence shall begin with a picture at the selected wavelenth band;
the grating shall change, and a picture taken at the second wavelength
band. The grating shall then return to the first position and the cycle
repeated until six pictures have been taken. The sequence may begin at
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either grating position. The exposure time for normal, short, and long shall
be the same as for the Time Sequence.
Flare Mode Sequence. This sequence shall provide 24 automatic exposures. The
wavelengths and corresponding exposure times shall be as listed in Table 3-6.
Table 3-6. Flare Mode Sequence Exposure Times
Set	 Wavelength	 Exposure Duration (Seconds)
I	 Short	 2.5	 10	 40
2	 Long	 5.0	 20	 80
3	 Short
	
2.5	 10	 40
4	 Short	 10	 40	 160
5	 Long	 10	 40	 160
6	 Short	 2.5	 10	 40
7	 Short	 10	 40	 160
8	 Long	 10	 40	 160
3.2.5.2 CDMS Implementation .Kith NIM/CAMAC
Since the primary data for this experiment is recorded on photographic
film, the CDMS is uncomplicated. It can be thought of as consisting of four
elements as described below:
Camera.Control System, This element controls the camera shutter exposure
times and the film advance and provides the required signals to the diode
matrix (data flasher) in the camera for recording the individual exposure
data.
Optical Con-l-rol System. The function of this system element is to control
the positioning of the grating, the short wavelength rejection mirror and
the aperture door. Since both the grating and the short wavelength rejec-
tion mirror are solenoid-driven their control only requires switching the
solenoid.
Command and Display. This functional element must provide command capabil-
ity to the astronaut to determine the exposure times, wavelength and oper-
ational'mode of the instrument. It also must display over a dozen signals
describing the status of the instrument.
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iThermal Control System. The TCS provides active thermal control of the
instrument to maintain the absolute temperature of the case within ± 7°C
of the alignment temperature. The TCS limits temperature gradients across
the instrument to maintain the focus to the equivalent of 2 arc-seconds
of resolution and to limit amplitude lateral movement of the image in the
film plane to less than 5 arc-seconds during a five-minute period.
Figure 3-18 shows how the XUV-Spectroheiiogra^-h CDMS would be imple-
mented using CAMAC hardware. in this implementation all instrument com-
mands are entered via the experiment computer keyboard input and all data
is displayed on the experiment CRT. Because the grating and camera sys-
tems are fairly self contained units the primary interface to them is via
switching signals sent through output registers. This makes the CDMS func-
tions very straightforward and easily implemented.
Because of the simplicity of the CDMS interface requirements for the
XUV Spectroheliograph only the five CAMAC modules shown in Table 3-7 are
required to implement the system. These, along with the computer and its
command and display capabilities, allow the experiment to perform all of
the experiment.functions that it did aboard Skylab with a discrete CDMS.
3.2.6 Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrograph
3.2.6.1 Experiment DescriRtion
The XUV Spectrograph Instrument is used to photographically record
line spectrograms of solar radiation between 970 and 1970 and between 1940
O
and 3950 A from various small areas on the solar disk and at different
levels across the limb. The primary instrument sensor is a film strip
camera for recording the XUV spectra but the instrument also includes a
TV camera for monitoring the instrument field of view in white light and
another detector for XUV monitoring.
By controlling the primary mirror of the instrument the area the in-
strument is pointed at can be controlled. There are three different point-
ing modes of operation:
a Boresight mode
a Limb-scanning mode
a Limb-pointing mode
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Table 3-7. CAMAC Implementation of ATM/XUV Spectroheliograph
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example	 Comments
Camera Control S.vstem
Output Driver (42 bit) 133 OD2403 Dual 24-bit - 40 mA'
Optical_ Control - System
Output Driver (4 bits) 133 OD2403 Use unused portions of
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361 camera control register.
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Thermal Control System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 16-channel ADC - self-
ARC (S bit) 161 scanning
DAC 162 KS3110 Close thermal control
loop within the computer.
Boresight Mode. The boresight mode is used when spectrograms of the cen-
tral disk are desired or for spectrograms of features or flares. The mode
shows the astronaut what the instrument is seeing in white light. It is
also used by him to acquire fine pointing on or near the limb prior to
activating the limb-scanning mode.
Limb-Scanning Mode. This mode is used when spectrograms near the limb are
desired. Before this mode is activated, the instrument is pointed, via the
Boresight mode, to within 45 arc seconds of the solar limb. As the'instru-
ment is scanned by moving the primary mirror a digital readout displays the
distance from the limb to the center of the instrument slit in arc seconds.
In the limb scanning mode the spectral sequence exposure times are auto-
matically increased for pointing positions of the limb in accordance with
a preprogrammed sequence.
Limb-Pointing_ Mode. This mode is also used to obtain spectrograms near the
limb. In this mode the position of the solar image with respect to the
instrument slit is actively maintained to within one arc second of the de-
sired pointing direction. This precise pointing is achieved by active
control of the primary mirror.
f1
1 'i
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The instrument contains both a predisperser and a main grating. The
predisperser grating is moved to either of two orientations to choose be-
tween the short or long wavelength range of the instrument. In each of
the instrument pointing modes spectra in both wavelength regions are
measured. Each pointing mode has associated with it a preprogrammed series
of exposure times in both spectral ranges. The instrument may also be
operated completely under manual control.
3.2.6.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The control and data management system for this instrument must pro-
vide signals to operate the film strip camera, position the predisperser
grating, choose the instrument aperture, operate the XUV monitor, control
the instrument pointing with the primary mirror and provide thermal con-
trol of the instrument. These functions are accomplished with the follow-
ing system elements:
Camera Control Electronics. This subsystem provides exposure control to
the camera shutter and controls the film advance between exposures. This
system element must also provide 192 bits of time, pointing and exposure
information to a diode matrix in the camera. This information is recorded
on each exposure.
X-Ray Monitor System. For this system the CDMS is required only to furnish
control of a calibration source and the system aperture door. The video
camera and its control circuits are not handled by the CDMS.
Predisperser Grating. Control signals must be provided to the predisperser
grating positioning mechanism to move the grating between the short and
long wavelength orientations.
Primary Mirror Control. This system element must control the instrument
pointing during the limb-point mode to one second of arc. It does this by
controlling the orientation of the primary mirror.
Instrument Aperture Control. Signals are needed to control the mechanism
which selects the instrument aperture.
Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS). The TCS is an integral part of the instru-
ment employing standoff heaters attached to the instrument case and cover:
	 i
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These are actively controlled to maintain the absolute temperature of the
case within + 1.4°C of the alignment temperature. The TCS also controls
temperature gradients along the instrument such that image smear due to
case bending during an exposure remains within acceptable limits.
Control and Display System. Controls must be provided to select opera-
tional mode, open the shutter, move the predisperser grating and actuate
other experiment functions. Data that must be displayed includes aperture
status, predisperser grating position, instrument operating mode and other
information.
The functional block diagram in Figure 3-19 showing the CAMAC imple-
mentation of the CDMS for the XUV spectrograph is deceptively simple.
The instrument is relatively complicated and the CDMS should reflect this.
However, both of the video systems (XUV Monitor and Pointing Viewer) are
supplied to the experiment along with their control electronics and so do
not have to be included in the instrument CDMS. It should be noted that
had the experiment been required to control and process video signals it
would have been necessary to build experiment unique hardware to do this
since there is-no CAMAC equipment for this purpose.
Table 3-8 summarizes the equipment that would be necessary to imple-
ment the XUV Spectrograph with CAMAC aboard Spacelab. As in many of the
other ATM experiments, the complexities of tho various operating modes
do not need to be implemented in the hardware system when a CAMAC approach
is used. Instead, any program of instrument operation is straightforwardly
achieved in the software of the controlling computer.
3.2.7 Skylab/ATM Payload Summary
From the discussions of the preceding sections it is evident that
significant portions of the control and data management functions for the
Skylab ATM experiments could have been implemented with NIM and CAMAC
hardware. In fact, a lot of the complexity of the experiments resulted
from their need to execute programmed observations automatically without
the benefit of a computer to control the instrument operation. When a
computer is added to the control loop much of this CDMS complexity goes
away. And CAMAC greatly helps the situation by performing the interface
between the instruments and the computer with a minimum of equipment-and
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Table 3-8. CAMAC Implementation of ATM/XUV Spectrograph CDMS
CAMAC
	
Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Camera Contro'.ler
Output Registers
(200 bits) 133 BR3212 3212 is 48 bits (dual
24 bit) .
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361 Driver film advance
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 motor.
X-Ray Monitor
Output Register 133 OR2027 Use also for grating con-
trol below.
Predisperser Grating
Control
Output Register 133 OR2027 Use part of X-ray non-
register above.
Primary Minor Control
Stepping Motor Driver 145 WE C-ST-4
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share register above.
Instrument Aperture
Control
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share register above.
Thermal Control System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 16-channel ADC - self-
ADC (8 bit) 161 scanning.
DAC 162 KS3110
r	
(	 r
minimal requirements for instrument specific electronic designs.
Table 3-9 summarizes all of the NIM and CAMAC equipment that would
be required to implement the CDM5 functions for the six ATM experiments
that were studied. The table lists the various equipment items on the
left together with their CAMAC product code. On the right it specifies
the number of each type of module required by each of the six experiments.
The total requirements are summarized in the last column. The numbers
are in all cases the number of NIM or CAMAC modules. This is particularly
evident in the case of the DAC's where two octal modules satisfy the re-
quirements for all six experiments.
As seen in the table, the two items most heavily used are output
drivers and stepping motor drivers. The first reflects the frequent use
of diode arrays in the many ATM experiment cameras. These are all inter-
faced with output drivers. The high incidence of stepping motor drivers
is due to the multitude of mechanical motions required in the ATM instru-
ments.
Table 3-9: ATM Use of NIM and CAMAC Equipment
Instruments
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CAMAC
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^ ^`ct ^`^, e^^t
Product	 4r ^^^	 ha	 FiQ	 5Q
CAMAC Equipment	 Code	 S-052 S-054 S-055A S-056 5-082A S-0828 Totals
+ Scaler	 ill	 1	 3	 4
Input Register	 121	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 6
Pulse Generator	 131	 2	 1	 1	 4
Output Driver	 133	 4	 5	 1	 1	 2	 5	 18
Stepping Motor Controller 145	 5	 2	 3	 4	 1	 3	 18
ADC	 161
Single Unit - Fast	 1	 2	 4	 7
Mul l-ichannel - Slow	 1	 1	 I	 I	 1	 1	 6
DAC	 162	 Share I	 Share 1	 2
Multiplexer	 164	 l	 1	 1	 3
Branch Driver	 211	 Share 1	 1
Crate Controller	 231	 Share 4	 4
Crate	 411	 Share 4	 4
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NIM Equipment
High Voltage Power Supply
Linear Gate
Amplifier/SCA
Bin
7	 2	 9
1	 1
10	 10
Share 2	 2
1	 ^	 s
4	 ^	 i
3.3 SIRTF INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
The Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will provide a cryo-
genically cooled (<20°K) telescope for infrared observations in the I pm
to l mm: range. It will have a usable aperture of one meter or more. It
is intended for infrared studies of astronomical objects such as stars,
dust clouds and other galaxies. By being cooled and operating above the
earth's atmosphere it will perform observations with 103 more sensitivity
than is currently available with ground-based instruments. It will also
not be limited by atmospheric transmission windows but will be able to
make observations at all infrared wavelengths.
Hughes Aircraft Company is currently engaged in a study of the con-
struction of the telescope facility. They have concluded that a doubly
folded Gregorian configuration for the instrument will best meet the re-
quirements of the Space Shuttle environment. Their design for the instru-
ment is shown in Figure 3-20.
A key feature in the design is the Multiple Instrument Chamber (MIC)
located behind the secondary mirror. This chamber is cooled like the tele-
scope and will house up to six infrared instruments at one time. The
infrared beam from the telescope will be alternately switched to the various
instruments as they come on line. It is primarily the output of the various
instruments of the MIC which must be processed into the Spacelab CDMS for
interpretation and display. The feasibility of performing this interface
function with NIM and CAMAC equipment is what will be addressed here.
Table 3 .10 lists five instruments that are typical candidates for
SIRTF flights. A summary description of each is presented. The implemen-
tation of the control and data management systems for each with NIM and
CAMAC equipment will be addressed in the sections that follow. Section
3.3.6 will consider the processing of the SIRTF housekeeping and fine
pointing signals with CAMAC equipment.
3.3.1 Filter Photometer
3.3.1.1 Experiment Description
This instrument will be used for a wide variety of infrared astronomi-
cal measurements including studies of the galactic center, analyses of
stellar systems just forming in galactic dust clouds and studies of the
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Figure 3-20. SIRTF Telescope Schematic Diagram
Table 3-10. SIRTF Instruments
Filter Photometer
• Multiple Wavelength Photome}ry
• Interference Filters
• Many-position Filter Wheel
Multiple Apertures
i Blackbody Calibration Source
Filter Wedge Spectrometer
o Similar to Filter Photometer
a Uses Wedge Interference Filter
e Continuous Variation in x
• Narrow a Band
P Typically A /ea = 100
s Selectable Apertures
Detector Array
9 16 x 16 Element Array
s Probably Charge-Coupled Device
Shift into 16 ADC's
• Selectable Filters
• Selectable Apertures
Fourier Spectrometer
• Coarse a selected with Interference Filter
a Michelson Interferometer
o Stepping Motor Mirror Drive
* Position and Velocity Sensors
Grating Spectrometer
9 Standard Reflection Grating
9 Stepping Motor Driver
s Programmed X Scans
i Coarse a selected with Interference Filter
Housekeeping and Fine Pointing
• 80 + Channels Analog Housekeeping Data
• Control Telescope Fine Pointing
• Digitize Quadrant Sensor Signals
* Send Control Signals to Second Flat
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energy distribution in such extra-galactic objects as Seyfert galaxies
and quasars. The wavelength regions measured would potentially extend
over the entire range of I micron to 7 mm.
The system consists of the basic elements shown in Figure 3-21. As
the beam enters the instrument from the telescope it passes through one
of many interference filters selectable by positioning the filter wheel.
An aperture is located at the beam focus and this also is selectable to
allow a choice of the field size to be seen by the detector. The beam
then passes through a field lens to the detector which is cooled to liquid
helium temperature. The infrared detector produces small analog signals
in response to the incident radiation. These pass directly into a high
gain preamplifier mounted physically close to the detector to obtain min-
imum noise. By the time the signals pass out of the MIC they are on the
order of volts.
The signal into the filter photometer is spatially chopped by motion
of the second folding mirror of the telescope. This allows subtraction of
the infrared background. Additionally, during observations the telescope
is regularly moved to an empty region of the sky in order to be able to
subtract any instrument background. Since photometric measurements are
desired it is also necessary to periodically measure a standard or refer-
ence star (whose photometric magnitude is known) during the course of an
observing run.
Because the telescope can be rotated about its own pointing axis,
polarization measurements can also be made with the filter photometer by
simply mounting a transmission polaroid in the filter wheei and performing
photometric measurements at several orientations of the telescope about
its axis.
3.3.1.2 CdMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The primary signal to be processed by the COMS is the analog signal
on the order of volts mentioned in the previous section. The beam inci-
dent on the detector is chopped at a rate between 5 and 200 Hz and it is
k necessary to take this into account in processing the data from the detec-
tor. The resulting signal when integrated is then proportional to bright-
ness of the object being measured.
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Figure 3-21. STRTF Filter Photometer Schematic Diagram
The CDMS for this instrument would consist of the following elements:
Signal processor. This includes an ADC to digitize the signal from the
detector and the logic necessary to demodulate this signal with that from
the space chopping mirror.
Mechanical Control System. The CDMS must provide control signals to the
stepping motors that drive the filter and aperture selection mechanisms.
This system must maintain a knowledge of the positions of these two ele-
ments for inclusion as part of the data. The mechanical control system
would also provide signals to a solenoid that moves a blackbody source into
and out of the beam if that is included in the instrument.
Power Supplies. Electrical power must be supplied to the detector and low
level electronics and also to the CDMS.
Temperature Monitoring Sjstem. There will be an assortment of temperature
sensors about the instrument whose signals must be multiplexed into an ADC
and provided as data to the rest of the system.
Control and Display. A means must be provided to input commands to the in-
strument (e.g., to move the filter wheel) and also to display relevant in-
strument data such as temperatures and the signal to noise ratio attained
in the measurement being made.
The functional block diagram in Figure 3-22 shows how the CDMS for
the filter photometer would be implemented with CAMAC hardware. Except
for the power supply for the detector and the preamplifier electronics,
CAMAC hardware in combination with the experiment computer can implement
all aspects of the CDMS. All required display functions are performed by
the CRT and all manual commands to the instrument are entered via the ex-
periment keyboard. It is assumed that the data from the spatial chopping
mirror is available for use in processing the detector data.
Table 3-11 lists the detailed NIM and CAMAC modules required to im-
plement the CDMS for the SIRTF filter photometer. The detector preampli-
fier and its power supply cannot be implemented with NIM equipment because
of the requirement that they reside in close proximity to the detector it-
self and must therefore operate at cryogenic temperatures. These must be
specially built to match the detector system. However, the detector bias
voltage can be supplied with a NIM module since that can easily be fed in
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Table 3-11.	 NIM/CAMAC Implementation of SIRIF Filter Photometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element	 Product Code	 Example Comment
Signal Processor
ADC 161 B01244A
Preamplifier None Closely associated with
detector in MIC.
Mechanical Control System
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Output Driver 133 OD2403
input Register 121 NE7059-1
Power Supplies
Detector Bias NIM ORTEC 428
Temperature Monitors
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 16-channel ADC - self-
ADC (8 bit) 161 KS3510 scanning.
I
1
7
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through the wall of the MIC.
3.3.2 Filter Wedge Spectrometer
For moderate resolution spectroscopic measurements in the infrared
a device commonly used is the filter wedge spectrometer. This device is
conceptually identical to the filter wheel photometer except that the
-filter wheel element is replaced by a circularly wedged interference fil-
ter. The spectral transmission of this element varies continuously as it
is rotated spanning a range up to ± a/2. Spectral resolving power is typi-
cally %/oa = 100.
The CDMS required to support the filter wedge spectrometer is identi-
cal to that for the filter photometer except that the positioning of the
wedge and determination of this position must be more stringently control-
led than the corresponding position of the filter wheel. This is accom-
plished by finer control of the stepping motor operation. Because of this
almost complete identiy, the CDMS for the filter wedge spectrometer need
not be discussed further. The corresponding analysis of the filter photo-
meter CDMS applies.
3.3.3 Grating Spectrometer
3.3.3.1 Experiment Descriptinn
There are many new types of inf ormation to be obtained from infrared
spectroscopy. Since many molecular transitions occur in the infrared the
study of planetary atmospheres in particular benefits from such measure-
ments. IR spectroscopy is also invaluable in determining the composition
of many galactic and extra-galactic objects of interest.
Figure 3-23 shows a typical on-axis grating spectrograph for use in
the infrared. The incident IR radiation is focused by the telescope
through a filter onto the entrance slit and passes through the center of
mirror M1 to the paraboloidal mirror Pl. This mirror collimates the beam
which is then reflected off M1 and onto the grating. The grating is ac-
curately located on a turntable, which may be rotated in order to scan the
spectrum. After reflecting from M2 the now diffracted beam is refocused
on the instrument exit slit by P2. Finally, the ellipsoidal mirror M3
focuses the radiation from the exit slit onto the detector.
i
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Operationally, this instrument will be similar to the filter photo-
meter with the additional complexity then eich object will be measured at
many grating positions. As in the case of the photometer, the second fold-
ing flat of the telescope will be used to spatially chop the radiation in-
cident upon the entrance slit of the instrument. Since spectral data can
be meaningfully compared to itself, it will not always be necessary when
using the grating spectrometer to measure reference objects also. This
will only be done when absolute spectral intensities are desired.
3.3,3.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM,/CAMAC
The primary data from this instrument (that from the infrared detec-
tor) is exactly the same as that from the filter wheel photometer and need
not be discussed further. The only additional element that needs to be
added to the CDMS for this system is the circuitry necessary to control the
positioning of the diffraction grating.
The major functions of the CDMS may be broken down as follows;
Signal Processor. This element is identical to that required for the fil-
ter photometer. It must digitize the analog data from the low level elec-
tronics (LLE) and must integrate the signal in synchronization with the
spatial chopping.
Mechanical Control System. Here three stepping motor drivers are required
to control the position of the `in put filter wheel, the size of the entrance
slit and the orientation of the diffraction grating. The mechanical control
system must also drive a solenoid to b^ing a spectral calibration source
into and out of the beam if necess;.ry.
Power Supply. As in the other IR systems power is required both for the
detector and its LLE and for the CDMS itself.
Temperature Monitoring Syttem. Here again a system to multiplex the sig-
nals from several temperature sensors into an ADC is Y-cquired.
Control and Display. In addition to being able to display the instrument
data (both temperaturesand spectra) there should be a control function pro-
vided to implement automatic scans with the grating. This could be tied
into a detector signal-to-no4. se level.
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Figure 3-24 shows how the SIRTF Grating Spectrometer CDMS would be
implemented using NIM and CAMAC equipment. Once the mechanical subsystem
has been interfaced into the experiment computer through the stepping
motor drivers and the crate controller, any program of spectral scans,
slit sizes and entrance filters can be implemented automatically in the
computer software. This assures accurate and efficient use of the in-
strument during observations and requires less attention of the payload
specialist overseeing the instrument operations.
Table 3-12 lists the NIM and CAMAC modules required to implement the
Grating Spectrometer CDMS. The required modules are very similar to
those for the other infrared instruments. As in the case of the others
the preamplifier for the signal processor must operate in close physical
proximity to the cooled detector and cannot therefore be implemented with
NIM equipment. The inter-;ace into the mechanical subsystem is accomplished
with three stepper motor drivers and a single input register to record the
zero positions of the motors.
3.3.4 Fourier Spectrometer
3.3.4.1 Experiment Description
As long as a single infrared detector is being used, the IR grating
spectrometer has the inherent disadvantage of being able to observe only
a single spectral element at a time. The entire spectrum can be observed
only by scanning the spectrum past the exit slit. This weakness can be
partially alleviated by using a linear array of IR detectors spread out
over the spectral image but this makes fine spectral resolution difficult
and significantly increases the cost of the CDMS.
Another approach to improving IR spectrometry that is commonly used
is the interferometer spe^:trograph. A schematic diagram of such an in-
strument is shown in Figure 3-25. As seen from the figure the basic ele-
ment of the instrument is a Michelson interferometer. By moving one of
the mirrors of the interferometer a patter of interference fringes is
generated and detected as an intensity modulation. T'ie resulting interfero-
gram, which is a plot of fringe intensity versus mirror position, is the
Fourier transform of the infrared spectrum. The spectrum is recovered by
calculating the inverse Fourier transform with a computer.
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Figure 3-24. SIRTF Grating Spectrometer NIM/CAMAC Implementation
Table 3-I2.	 NIM/CAMAC Implementation of SIRIF Grating Spectrometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element	 Product Code	 Example Comments
Signal Processor
ADC 161 B01244A
Preamplifier None Closely associated with
detector in MIC.
Mechanical Control System
Stepping Motor Driver
(Grating) 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver
(Filter . Wheel) 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver
(Entrance Slit) 145 KS3361
Output Driver 133 OD2403 Shared among all three
stepper motors.
Power Supply
Detector Bias NIM ORTEC 428
Temperature Monitors
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC (8 bit) 161
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It is possible to obtain much higher resolution spectra with interfero-
metric techniques than with a grating spectrograph. In fact, the ultimate
limit on resolution is determined only by the noise of the detector.
In IR astrophysical studies the Fourier spectrometer is especially
useful for studies of the detailed characteristics of absorption or emission
lines where high spectral resolution is required. Used in this fashion it
aids in determining line broadening mechanisms, gas densities, and thermal
structure of astronomical objects.
3.3.4.2 Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The CDMS for the Fourier spectrometer contains the same basic elements
as that for the grating spectrometer. The difference in this system is the
much finer degree of control that must be exercised by the mirror drive
network compared to the grating drive of the other system.
Signal Processor. As in the previous IR instruments, the detector consists
of a photo-resistive device producing a small analog signal which is pre-
amplified by a circuit located physically close to the detector. The digi-
tization of the signal that then occurs must be done in phase with the
movement of the Fourier scanning mirror.
Mechanical Control System. This system must provide for control of three
stepping motors, one to select the instrument aperture, a second to choose
a broad band interference filter to establish the general spectral range
of the measurement to be made, and a third to move the Michelson mirror in
a precise fashion to achieve the interferometric spectral scan. The ope-
ration of this last motor is adjusted by control loop sensors that record
the position and velocity of the mirror and feed that information back to
the stepping motor control circuits. Also required is a signal to control
the position of a calibration source.
Power Supply. Power is required to operate the detector and its preampli-
fier circuit and also to supply the CDMS itself. Additionally, depending
on the exact nature of the mirror control circuit, special power may have
to be supplied to drive the mirror.
Temperature Monitoring System. A multiplexer is required to selectively
connect the otltpUtS of various temperature sensors into an nnr
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Control and display. This system must provide for command input to the
instrirr:^-_nt to choose filters, initiate scans and select scan rates. It
mt!,.t provide for the display of instrument temperatures and status infor-
mation. If it is to display the spectra as they are taken it must be able
to store the accumulated data and Fourier transform it for display.
Figure 3-26 shows a CDMS functional block diagram for the Fourier
spectrometer which is very similar to those for the other infrared instru-
ments. The outstanding difference in this system is the addition of the
feedback control signals from the position and velocity sensors on the
Michelson mirror. In the CAMAC system these are processed into the experi-
ment computer via a multiplexer and an ADC. There they are used as control
parameters to modify the stepping motor signals that are moving the mirror.
This greatly enhances the precision of the Fourier scan.
As is shown in Table 3-13, NIM and CAMAC can implement virtually all
of the CDMS requirements for the Fourier spectrometer. The computer in the
CAMAC implementation of the system is particularly useful for this instru-
ment because it .an perform a fast Fourier transform algorithm on the data
as it is taken. This allows almost real time analysis of the data quality.
Because the mirror drive in this system is implemented with a stepping
motor rather than a speaker-coil type of drive the high power requirements
for precision control of position and velocity do not exist.
3.3.5 Detector Array
3.3.5.1 Experiment Description
There are many regions in the sky that could be much better understood
by mapping the area with a two-dimensional array of infrared sensors. Two
such areas are the galactic center and the region of star formation in the
Orion nebula. In both of these the spatial extent and distribution of the
IR sources is of interest.
The exact details of how such an infrared detector array would be
structured are uncertain because most arrays of this sort are still in the
development stage. However, for purposes of discussing the CDMS require-
ments, it is reasonable to assume a 16 X 16 element detector array covering
about 4 arc minutes (10 mm X 10 mm) in the focal plane of the telescope.
The specific process for coupling out the signals from these detectors
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Table 3-13.
	 NIM/CAMAC Implementation of SIRIF Fourier Spectrometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element
	 Product Code Example Comments
Signal Processor
ADC 161 B01244A
Preamplifier None Closely associated witth
the detector in the MIC.
Mechanical Control System
Stepping Motor Driver
(Filter Wheel) 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver
(Aperture) 145 KS3361
Multiplexer 164 B01704
ADC 161 B01244A
Stepping Motor Driver
(Mirror Motor) 145 KS3361
Output Driver 133 NE9002
Input Register 121 KS WO Shared among three step-
ping motors.
Power Supply
Detector Bias NIM ORTEC 428
Temperature Monitors
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC (8 bit) 161
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depends on the exact nature of the detector but it can be assumed that
there will be 256 small analog signals to be processed, all of the same
type as that from a single IR photoresisti ve device.
Operationally, the instrument will be used in a manner similar to the
filter photometer, but it will generate 256 simultaneous photometric mea-
surements rather than one. The instrument will include a filter wheel for
selecting narrow portions of the spectrum in which to observe and will also
include a mechanism for selecting apertures of varying sizes. The tele-
scope will be spatially chopped while operating the detector array instru-
ment.
3.3.5.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM1CAMAC
The CDMS for the experiment is similar to that for the filter photo-
meter but with the added complexity of having to process 256 channels of
data. Each of these channels forms a separate photometric measurement that
must be digitized and have the background value removed. The -Following sys-
tem elements are required to implement this CDMS.
Signal Processor. For digitization the array is broken up into 16 groups
of 16 detectors with one ADC allotted to each group. Within the group the
16 elements are successively shifted into the ADC for sampling. With 200 Hz
chopping and a 30 usecond conversion time this still allows each detector
element to be sampled 10 times per cycle of the chopper. The individual
samples from the ADC are then summed as necessary to achieve time integra-
tion of the signal.
Mechanical Control System. Control signals must be provided to the stepping
motors which position the filter wheel and the aperture selector wheel of
the instrument. Additionally, a signal must be provided to move a calibra-
tion source into and out of the beam on command if such a source is to to
used by the instrument.
Power Supplies. Power is required for the detectors and their associated
LLE and also for the circuits that make up the CDMS.
Tem
.
perature Monitoring System. The various temperature sensors of the in-
strument must be multiplexed into an ADC and made available to the system
as data.
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iControl 	 Command capability is required to.select filters and
apertures and perform similar functions. In addition to the requirement to
display instrument status information, it may be desirable to provide for
an intensity modulated CRT display of the detector array data as it accumu-
lates.
In Figure 3-27, the NIM and CAMAC implementation of the detector array
CDMS is illustrated. Since the detectors will probably be charge-coupled
devices a special readout clock generator is shown which will generate the
appropriate pulses to shift out the signals from each row of detectors into
16 ADC's. The clock generator will be driven by a programmable pulser
operating under direct control of the computer. Th- tether aspects of the
CDMS are very similar to the CDMS for the filter photometer.
Table 3-14 lists the NIM and CAMAC equipment required to implement
this CDMS. Because the readout clock generator depends on the exact nature
of the detector system used it cannot be implemented with NIM or CAMAC
equipment and must be considered as being supplied as part of the detector
system just as the preamplifiers are. The involvement of the experiment
computer in this CDMS makes the handling of 256 "pixels" (picture elements)
of data feasible. Without the computer the task would be much more diffi-
cult.
3.3.6 Housekee in and Fine Rointin
In addition to performing the interface of the SIRTF experiment data
into the Spacelab CDMS, CAMAC equipment can also be used in processing the
various housekeeping signals from the telescope facility and in closing
the control loop for the fine pointing of the telescope.
It is estimated that there will be over 70 temperature sensors pro-
vided to monitor the thermal status of the telescope. The analog signals
from these sensors will need to be processed into the experiment computer
for conversion and automatic monitoring and display of the values. Ad-
ditionally there wilI be flow, pressure, contamination and optical status
sensors all producing analog voltages requiring digitization so that they
may be interpreted by the computer. None of these above measurements re-
quires rapid (i.e., < 1 msec) sampling so multichannel scanning ACC's will
be adequate. Ninety or more channels will be required.
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Table 3-14. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of SIRIF Detector Array
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example Comments
Signal Processor
Multiplexers 164 801704
ADC's (16) 161 B01244A
Detector Preamplifiers None Closely associated with
detector in MIC.
Readout Clock Generator None Peculiar to detector
Programmable Pulser 131 S£N2PPG system used.
2016
Mechanical Control S.vstem
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Output Driver 133 NE9002
Input Register 121 KS3420
Power Supply_
Detector Bias Supply NIM ORTEC 428	 Low current and low noise
required.
Temperature Monitors
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC (8 bit) 161
There will also be some digital data originated by the facility,
mostly that from contact switches recording the state of various mechani-
cal structures (i.e., sun shield deployed/retracted). These can be pro-
cessed into the CDMS with CAMAC input registers. Forty to fifty bits of
this type of data will be generated.
One final function of the housekeeping system will be to supply
several analog control voltages to the telescope for controlling heater
systems. About four of these will be required.
CAMAC equipment will also be suitable in the fine pointing control
loop of the telescope. Here the quadrant, sensor signals need to be digi-
tized and processed by the computer. Four DAC's will be required to send
IJ
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control signals back to the telescope. Since the entire control loop
operates in the 5 Hz region all of these functions can be handled by
CAMAC modules.
Table 3-15 summarizes the CAMAC modules required to interface the
SIRTF housekeeping and fine pointing function into the Spacelab CMIS.
Since a total of eight DAC functions were required, the example shown is
a single module containing eight of the devices.
3.3.7 SIRTF Payload Summary
Table 3-16 summarizes the results of the preceding six sections.
Shown are the various types of NIM and CAMAC equipment required for SIRTF
CDMS interface functions. The number of modules of each type required by
each of the five instruments and for housekeeping are indicated. It is
to be emphasized that it is the number of modules that are indicated and
that in many cases multiple unit modules have been assumed (i.e., DAC's,
where an octal module is used).
As seen in the table, the.only NIM equipment used is the detector bias
supply which is required by each of the five experiments. Other than this
NIM equipment was not designed for the stall signal, high gain applications
required for the signals from infrared detectors. All of the front end,
LLE must be considered as part of the detector system and cannot be imple-
mented with NIM equipment:
The most heavily used CAMAC modules are seen to be the analog-to-
digital converters. The heavy usage of the fast type is caused primarily
because 16 modules are required to digitize the 256 analog signals coming
out of the detector array. The requirements for multichannel-slow ADC's
are driven up by their heavy usage in processing housekeeping signals from
the telescope.
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Table 3-15. CAMAC Interface of Housekeeping
and Fine Pointing Functions
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example 	 Comments
Housekeeping System
Multichannel ADC's	 161	 KS3510	 16 channels each - six re-
164	 quired.
DAC
	
162	 KS3510	 Octal Unit - share with
fine pointing.
Input Register	 121	 NE7059-1	 Two required.
Fine Pointing System
Fast ADC	 161	 B01244
Multiplexer	 164	 801704	 channel - spares avail-
able.
DAC	 162	 KS3110	 Share module above.
Output Register	 133	 NE9017
Table 3-16: SIRTF Use of NIM and CAMAC Equipment
Instruments
^a
age{ 	^ 	 ti^^ fig
CAMAC4,^x, off` ,.^'^ ,G ^,^	 t ^ w ^. ^ IR
Product 4~ a^ 4~ qa p^  ^^^^ too ¢ate c^^^' ^o ^^^
CAMAC Equipment
	 Code	 Qr	 C:)q	 Q	 5Q	 5Q	 Totals
Input Register
	 121
	
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 7
Pulse Generator	 131
	
1	 1
Output Register
	 133	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 6
Stepping Motor Driver
	 145	 2	 2	 1	 3	 3	 11
Analog-to-Digital Converter 161
Single Unit - Fast	 1	 1	 16	 2	 1	 21
Multichannel - Slow
	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 6	 11
Multiplexer
	 164	 1	 1	 1	 3
Digital.-to-Analog Converter 162 	 1	 1	 '
Branch Driver	 211	 Share 1	 1
Crate Controller
	
231	 Share 4	 4
Crate
	 411	 Share 4	 4
NIM Equipment
Detector Bias Supply
	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 5Bin	 Share 1	 l
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3.4 X-RAY/GAMMA RAY PALLET INSTRUMENTS
The three instruments that comprise the X-ray/gamma ray pallet are
listed in Table 3-17. Collectively, these instruments will detect photons
.with energies ranging from a few tenths of a KeV to ten MeV, a dynamic
range of nearly five orders of magnitude. They will provide a wide variety
of data on high energy astrophysics phenomena, encompassing discrete
sources, diffuse background and earth albedo.
This pallet configuration will be used to search for new discrete
sources of radiation and to measure the spectrum, intensity and temporal
characteristics of discrete sources. In addition, the position and angular
size and structure of discrete X-ray sources will be measured with a
resonation better than an arc minute. The spectrum, intensity and iso-
tropy of the diffuse background will be measured along with the spectrum
and intensity of the earth's albedo.
3.4.1 Large Proportional Counter Array
3.4.1.1 Instrument Description
This instrument consists of ten multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC)
modules, each with 0.5 m2 sensitive area. Modulation collimators of two
types, for raster scan and for rotating scans, will be available for op-
tional use with any number of the MWPC modules. In addition to the primary
sensor modules, two ultraviolet stellar transit detectors will be used to
supplement the Orbiter aspect data.
The modules without collimators can be used to search large areas of
the sky for new X-ray sources with emissions in the energy range from a
few tenths of a KeV to about 100 KeV. The celestial coordinates, spectrum,
intensity and temporal characteristics of both discrete and diffuse sources
can be measured. With the optional collimators attached to the modules,
this instrument can be used to determine the position, angular size and
structure of discrete sources to better than an arc minute.
In order to observe photons with energies as low.as a few tenths of
a KeV, very thin windows (less than a micron thickness of Parylene, for
example) must be used to seal the MWPC's. Because the gas used to fill
the chamber will diffuse through the windows, a flowing .gas system must be
provided to maintain the proper operating pressure range.
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Table 3-17. X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Instruments
Large Area Proportional Counter Array
• Modulation Collimators Optional
e Ten Counter Modules, 0.5 m2 each
e Two UV Stellar Transit Detectors
e Gas Supply for Maintaining Counter Pressure
e Positionable Radioactive Sources for Calibration
Bragg Costal Spectrometer
e 0.3 m2 Effective Area
e Sixteen proportional Counter ModuleF
e Eight Low Energy (approximately 0.4 to 1.25 KeV)
e Eight High Energy (approximately 1.25 to 12 KeV)
r Gas Supply for Maintaining Counter Pressure
e X-Ray Tubes and Positionable Radioactive Sources for
Calibration
High-Resolution Gamma-Ray Ge(Li) Spectrometer
e Sixteen Ge(Li) Detectors, 16 cm 2 each
e CsI(Na) Active Collimator and Shields
e Plastic Scintillator Charged-Particle Detector
e Heater to Control Temperature of Cryogenically-
Cooled Detectors
a
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Energy calibration of the MWPC's will be accomplished with a radio-
active source. The need for periodic calibration checks will be satis-
fied with a remotely positionable source holder attached to each module..
3.4.1.2 Electronics Implementation with NIM,ICAMAC
All except a small portion of the electronics requirements can be
appropriately satisfied with NIM and CAMAC modules. The amplifiers used
to process the very low level signals produced by the MWPC anode wires
must be 'located in close proximity to the chambers and cannot be conve-
niently packaged in NIM or CAMAC form. The high voltage supplies needed
for the aspect sensor photomultiplier tubes are also not available in
NIM or CAMAC form. The block diagram in Figure 3-28 shows the NIM/CAMAC
implementation that fulfills the complete instrument requirements with the
exception of the above mentioned items.
The types of NIM/CAMAC modules used are identified in Table 3-18. The
number in parentheses following the name of the system element is the
number of times this element is required. The number of identical func-
tional elements provided by each example module is given in the remarks
column.
Signal Processor. The signal processor includes all of the NIM and CAMAC
modules required to process the MWPC amplifier outputs, identify the oc-
currence of valid.events according to preestablished criteria, and convey
the event data to the central computer. The modules shown in the block
diagram are required for each of the ten MWPC's; the complete instrument
requires ten such NIM/CAMAC signal processor sets.
Four discriminators provide logic pulses for use in the event determi-
nation. Coincidence modules are used to identify two different types of
events depending on the depth at which the photon energy was deposited in
the chamber (near the front anodes or near the middle anodes). The edge
anode and back anode signals are used in anti-coincidence to reject charged
particles and events not at°r!ving from the front of the chamber. Pulse
shape discrimination is used to identify the characteristic shape of a
MWPC pulse produced by X-ray energy deposition as distinguished from
pulses produced by charged particle energy deposition. The rise times of
the pulses are determined by differentiating the pulses with a shaping 	 .1
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Table 3-18. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of Large-Area
Proportional Counter Array
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Signal Processor
Discriminator (50) NIM EG&G T308 8 elements
Summing Amplifier ( 10 ) NIM ORTEG 433A 2 elements
Shaping Amplifier (10) NIM ORTEC 451
Zero Crossin
	
Discrim-
inator (10 NIM EG&G T140 4 elements
Sequence Discriminator
(10) Custom NIM not available 4 elements
Coincidence (20) NIM EG&G C315 2 elements
Scaler (50) 111 LRS2551 12 elements
Time-to-Digital
Converter (10) 161 LRS2228
ADC (10) 161 LRS2259 12 elements, pulse type
Input Register (20) 123 EG&G C124 24 elements
Aspect Sensor
Discriminator (4) NIM EG&G T308	 8 elements
Scaler (4) ill LRS2551	 12 elements
Power Supplies
Detector High Voltage
(10) NIM QRTEC 459
Calibration
Stepping Motor Driver
,(10) 145 JO SMC
Position Encoder (10) 117 SEN 2IPE2019	 2 elements
Gas Supply
ADC (10)	 161	 KS3510	 16 elements, DC level
type.
Output Driver (10)	 133	 KS3040	 8 elements
.i	 I	 I	 I	 I
amplifier and measuring the elapsed time between the leading edge (deter-
mined by a discriminator) and the zero derivative point on the differen-
tiated pulse (determine by by a zero crossing discriminator). A prelimi-
nary rise-time selection is applied in real-time by a custom-built NIM
sequence discriminator that produces an output logic pulse only if two
input logic pulses appear in the proper sequence. The rise time require-
ment is included in the event identification logic by applying the sequence
discriminator output to the coincidence modules. In addition, the rise
time is measured by a time-to-digital converter that measures the time be-
tween the leading edge and zero crossing discriminator outputs. This t;3fle
is recorded as part of the event data and can be used during off-line data
analysis as a more precise X-ray pulse shape identi x.
An input register is used to record flags From the coincidence modules
to identify the type of event. By having the CAMAC system inspect the
contents of this register at a rate significantly higher than the event
rate, the need for a separate event interrupt to the computer can be
eliminated. If an event interrupt is available, it can be driven by an
OR'ed output from the two coincidence units.
Event energy determination is provided by an ADC that measures the
amplitude of the MWPC signals. A set of five scalers is used to record
the event rates from each group of MWPC wires and also the rate of events
that are pulse shape analyzed.
Aspect Sensor. A single aspect sensor assembly is used in conjunction with
all ten MWPC modules. It includes two ultraviolet sensitive photomulti-
plier tubes with Z-shaped slits. Two discriminators and two scalers are
used to record star transit information from the aspect sensor. .
Power Supplies. An individual NIM high
.
 voltage detector bias type supply
is used to provide the high potential electric field required for proper
operation of each MWPC.
Calibration. The Fe 55 source used for energy calibration of each MWPC is
positioned by a mechanism operated by a stepping motor. A CAMAC stepping
motor driver, module and a position encoder module are used to control the
source position. 'One such set of calibration equipment is required for
use with each of the ten MWPC modules.
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Gas Supply, The gas pressure in each MWPC module is measured with a pres-
sure transducer connected to a CAMAC do level type ADC. Makeup gas is
supplied as needed by pulsing a supply valve operated by a CAMAC output
driver. One such gas supply system is required for used with each of the
ten MWPC modules.
3.4.2 Bragg Crystal Spectrometer
3.4.2.1 Instrument Description
This instrument consists of 16 MWPC modules, eight each of two types.
The MWPC's in the low-energy spectrometer (LES) cover the X-ray energy
range of 0.4 to 1.25 KeV while the MWPC's in the high-energy spectrometer
(HES) cover 1.25 to 12 KeV. X-ray energy dispersion is provided by dif-
fraction from positionable crystals located in front of the chambers.
The instrument is designed to provide very-high-energy resolution in
order to observe recombination and absorption edges in the X-ray continuum
and line structure of specific X-ray sources. The LES crystal might be
KAP, for example, and the MWPC windows would be some very th i n material
such as the less than one-micron thick Parylene suggested for the large
arna proportional counter array. The HES crystal might be graphite or
calcite, and the MWPC windows could be beryllium on the order of ten microns
thick.
3.4.2.2 Electronics Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
All except a small portion of the electronic requirements can be
appropriately satisfied with NIM and CAMAC modules. The amplifiers used
to process the very low signals produced by the MWPC elements are very
similar to those used for the large area proportional counter array MWPC
modules. These specialized amplifiers must be located near the MWPC's and,
in general, cannot be suitably packaged in NIM or CAMAC form. The block
diagram in Figure 3-29 shows the NIM/CAMAC implementation for one of the
eight identical low-energy spectrometer modules. Similarly, Figure 3-30
shows the implementation for one of the eight identical high-energy spectro-
meter modules. In each case, the NIM/CAMAC implementation fulfills the
complete instrument requirements with the exception of the above mentioned
amplifiers.
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Figure 3-29. Bragg Crystal Low Energy Spectrometer NIM/CAMAC Implementation
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Figure 3-30.	 Bragg Crystal High Energy Spectrometer NIM/CAMAC Implementation
The types of NIM/CAMAC modules used are identified in Table 3-19.
The number in parentheses following the name of the system element is the
number of elements required. The number of identical functional elements
provided by each example module is given in the remarks column.
Signal Processors. The signal processors include all of the WIM and CAMAC
modules required to process the MWPC amplifier outputs, identify the occur-
rence of valid events according to pre-established criteria, and convey the
event data to the central computer. The complete instrument requires eight
sets of the LES modules shown in Figure 3-29 and eight sets of HES modules
shown in Figure 3-30.
In the LES, five discriminators provide logic ^ 11 ses for use in event
determination. A coincidence module is used to identify the occurrence of
an event associated with either the wide field-of-view or narrow field-of-
view anodes. The guard anodes are used in anti-coincidence to reject
charged particles and events not arriving from the front of the chamber.
Pulse shape discrimination is used to identify the characteristic shape of
an MWPC pulse produced by X-ray energy deposition as distinguished from
pulses produced by charged-particle energy deposition. The implementation
of the pulse shape analysis function with NIM/CAMAC modules is the same as
that discussed for the large area proportional counter array.
Summing amplifiers are used to provide an analog OR of the outputs of
the MWPC resistive readouts since only one of the readouts will be active
for a single event. The readout provides position information by acting
as a voltage divider with the fraction of the signal appearing at one end
proportional to the location at which the input was applied to the- resin;.
tive element. The signal from the end of the resistive element is digi-
tized by an ADC, and the position information is recovered during off-line
data analysis. An input register is used to record flag bits indicating
which of the readouts participated in a given event. A separate ADC is
used to measure the energy deposited in the MWPC and six scalers record
the event rates for various parts of the LES.
In the HES, five discriminators provide logic pulses for use in event
determination. A coincidence module is used to identify the occurrences
of an event associated with any of the four signal anodes. The twelve
guard anodes are used in anti-coincidence to reject charged particles and
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Table 3-19. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of
Bragg Crystal Spectrometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Signal Processors
Discriminator (96) NIM EG&G T308 8 elements
Summing Amplifier (32 NIM ORTEC 433A 2 elements
Shaping Amplifier (16) NIM ORTEC 451
Zero Crossing
Discriminator (16) NIM EG&G 17140 4 elements
Sequence Discriminator
(16) Custom NIM not available 4 elements
Coincidence (16) NIM EG&G C315 2 elements
Scaler (96) ill KS3610 6 elements
Time-to--Digital
Converter (16) 161 LRS2228
ADC (32) 161 LRS2259 12 Llements, pulse type
Input Register (48) 123 EG&G C124 24 elements
Power Sup ides
Detector high Voltage
(16) NIM ORTEC 459
Crystal Positioning -
Stepping Motor Driver (2)	 145 JO SMC
Position Encoder (2) 117 SEN 21PE2019 2 elements
Calibration
Output Driver (2) 133 K53040 8 elements
Stepping Motor Driver (2) 145 JO SMC
Position Encoder (2) 117 SEN 2IPE2019 2 elements
Gas Supply
ADC (16)	 161	 KS3510	 16 elements, DC level
type
Output Driver (16)	 133	 KS3040	 8 elements
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events not arriving from the front of the MWPC's. Pulse shape discrimina-
tion is used in the same way and with the same implementation as in LES.
An ADC is used to measure the energy deposited in the chamber and six
scalers record the event rates for various parts of the HES.
Power Supplies. An individual VIM high-voltage detector bias-type usually
is used to provide the high-potential electric field required for proper
operation of each MWPC. A total of 16 supplies are required for the com-
plete instrument.
Calibration. The calibration system uses both radioactive sources and
X-ray tubes. A CAMAC output driver is used to operate the tube and a
stepping motor driver-position encoder combination '- used to position the
source. One such set of modules is required for use with each of the 16
MWPC's.
Gas Supply. The gas pressure in each MWPC module is measured with a pres-
sure transducer connected to a CAMAC do -level-type ADC. Makeup gas ,
 is
supplied as needed by pulsing a supply valve operated by a CAMAC output
driver. One such gas supply system is required for use with each of the
16 MWPC's.
Crystal Positioning. Each of the spectrometer assemblies has a crystal
that must be scanned by changing the angle of its front surface with re-
spect to the MWPC's. This angular control is provided by a stepping mo-
tion driver-position encoder combination. Two such assemblies are required
for the complete instrument.
3.4.3 High-Resolution Gamma-Ray Ge(Li) _ Spectrometer
3.4.3.1 Instrument Description
This instrument consists of 16 Ge(Li) detectors, each with 16-cm2
useful area. These detectors are encased in a CsI (Na) scintillator assem-
bly that provides active collimation and shielding. A plastic scintillator
sheet covers the front of the instrument and is used to reject events due
to charged particles entering the collimated aperture of the instrument.
The Ge(Li) detectors are attached to a cold plate that provides the. cor-
rect thermal environment for these solid stetA deviras. The basic cooling
}	 capability is provided by a stored solid cryogen, and precise temperature
control is achieved with the use of an active heater.
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The instrument will be used to search for discrete sources of gamma-
ray line emissions in the 0.06 to 10 MeV energy range. It will also be
used to measure the gamma-ray spectrum and intensity of discrete sources,
the diffuse background, and the earth's albedo.
3.4.3.2 electronics Implementation with NIMICAMAC
The electronics requirements for the entire gamma-ray spectrometer
can be appropriately satisfied with NIM and CAMAC modules except for the
high-voltage power supplies needed for the photomultiplier tubes (PMT)
used with the scintillation detectors. The block diagram in Figure 3-31
shows the NIM/CAMAC implementation that fulfills the complete instrument
requirements with the exception of the PMT high-voltage supplies.
The types of NIM/CAMAC modules used are identified in Table 3-20.
The number in parentheses following the name of the system element is the
number of elements required. The number of identical functional elements
provided by each example module is given in the remarks column.
Signal Processor. The signal processor includes all of the NIM and CAMAC
modules required to process the Ge(Li) and scintillator detector outputs,
identify the occurrence of valid events according to pre,-established cri-
teria, and convey the event data to the central computer. The modules
shown in the block diagram are sufficient to implement the complete instru-
ment.
A total of 24 discriminators are needed to provide logic pulses for
use in event determination. Twenty of these are used with a single coin-
cidence function to identify valid Ge(Li) events. Signals from the active
collimator and shield assembly are used in anti-coincidence to define the
field-of-view of the instrument. A signal from the charged-particle de-
tector covering the aperture is used in anti-coincidence to identify gamma-
ray events. The active shield is divided into two parts to identify posi-
tron annihilation events. A pair of discriminators is used with each
shield halt' as a single-channel energy analyzer. A coincidence element is
used to identify events resulting in the characteristic photon energy
(.511 MeV) from an electron-positron annihilation being deposited in each
shield half.
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Table 3-20. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of High-Resolution
Gamma-Ray Ge(LI) Spectrometer
i CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code	 Example Comments
Signal Processor
Discriminator (24) NIM EG&G T308 8 elements
Shaping Amplifier (16) NIM ORTEC 451
Coincidence (2) NIM EG&G C315 2 elements
Scaler (21) 111 LRS2551 12 elements
Input Register (1) 123 EG&G C124 24 elements
ADC (16) 161 STD ENG114 pulse type (14 bit)
Power Supplies
Detector Bias (16) NINE ORTEC 459
Detector Thermal Control
ADC (1) 161 KS3510 16 elements, DC level
type
DAG (1) 162 JO D/A-10 2 elements
A shaping amplifier and a high-resolution 14-bit ADC are used to
condition and digitize the signal from each Ge(Li) detector. A set of 21
scalers record the event rates occurring in various parts of the instru-
ment. An input register is used to flag the occurrence of an event for
computer readout.
Power Supplies. Individual NIM power supplies are used to establish the
correct operating bias for each of the 16 Ge(Li) detectors.
Detector Thermal Control. A dc-level-type ADC is used to determine the
detector operating temperature by means of a sensor mounted on the cold
plate. A digital-to-analog converter provides control of the heaters
used to adjust the plate temperature. A single assembly establishes the
same temperature for all. 16 detectors.
3.4.4 X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Summary
Tables 3-21 and 3-22 summarize the results of the NIM/CAMAC implemen-
tation for the X-ray/gamma-ray pallet. In each case, the table entry
reflects the number of modules required. As noted in the comments column
of the tables for the individual instruments, many of these modules pro-
vide a number of identical functions. Thus, the number of HIM/CAMAC mod-
.
ules listed in Tables 3-21 and 3-22 provide a significantly larger number
of functions for the instruments.
Secause.NIM equipment is widely used in ground-based laboratories to i
implement similar instrumentation, it is not surprising that Table 3-21
indicates a requirement for a large number of NIM modules. CAMAC is also
widely used in this type of ground-based instrumentation and', hence,
Table 3-22 also shows a requirement for a large, number of CAMAC modules.
is
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Table 3-21: X-Ray/Gamma Ray Use of NIM Equipment
J
Instruments
Proportional Bragg Crystal Gamma Ray
Counter Array Spectrometer Telescope Totals
10 16 16 42
5 44 49
7 12 3 22
3 4 7
10 8 1 19
10 16 16 42
5 9 3 17
3 4 7
Amplifiers
Shaping
Sum/Invert
Discriminators
Fast - Integral
Zero - Crossing
Logic Units
High Voltage Power Supplies
Bins
Special Modules
Sequence Discriminator
3
Table 3-22: X-Ray/Gamma Ray Use of CAMAC Equipment
CAMAC proportional Bragg Crystal Gamma Ray
Product Counter Array Spectrometer Telescope Totals
Code
Scalers 111 5 16 ? 23
Position Encoders 117 5 3 8
Coincidence Latch 123 1 3 4
T imed Tria: Output 133 2 3 5
ADC's 161
High Resolution 16 16
Peak (10 bit) 1 4 5
Scanning 1 1 2
Time Digitizer 10 16 26
DAC's 162 1 1
Branch Driver 211 Share 1 1
Crate Controllers 231 2 3 7 6
Crates 411 2 3 1 6
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3.5 ATMOSPHERIC, MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMAS IN SPACE
The Atmospheric, Magnetospheric Plasmas in Space (AMPS) payload was
formed by the amalgamation of the Plasma Physics and Environmental Per-
turbation Laboratory and the Atmospheric Science Facility. The extensive.
experimental capability provided by this composite AMPS Laboratory is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 3-32. The proposed Laboratory is capable
of conducting both active and passive experiments in space. In.addition,
it has the capability of performing laboratory-type plasma physics experi-
ments in space, in cases where the space environment provides the experi-
ments with special advantages.
The active experiments involve the injection of particles, waves,
gas, or physical . bodies into the magnetospheric plasma. The amount of
material introduced will determine the type of active experiment to be
performed. If the injected material is either of a lower density than
the local plasma or, in the case of physical bodies, is much smaller
dimensionally than the Orbiter, then the injected material will be used
to perform tracer-type experiments. However, if the material is of a
higher concentration than the local environment, or the body is.large com-
pared with the Orbiter (which is really a large perturbation experiment
in itself), then the space environment has been radically changed and
perturbation-type investigations can be performed. This latter type of
experimental technique will allow phenomena, that have been observed only
randomly in the past, to be produced in a controlled fashion for detailed
study with an extensive array of diagnostics.
In addition to the active experiments, the laboratory will perform
experiments more in keeping with the type of experiment that has been
flown on satellites. These measurements are of a passive nature where
temporal measurements of the prevailing space condition can be performed.
Simultaneous measurements of many of the magnetospheric parameters in
this passive mode will allow an extensive analysis of correlated phenomena.
This type of data will help untangle the vast number of phenomena that
have been observed in the past but not fully understood. In addition,
the passive instrumentation can be used to monitor the effect that the
i
	
active experiments have on the magnetospheric plasma.i
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Figure 3-32. AMPS Experiment Categories
lThe final category of plasma physics in space is obviously a new
concept. There are many experiments carried out in ground laboratories
where the vacuum chambers in which they are performed are a serious handi-
cap. These include low-frequency wave propagation experiments, contain-
ment of dense energetic plasmas, wave-particle interaction studies, etc.
The utilization of the space environment will enhance the ability of the
experimenter to obtain pertinent data on these effects.
The experiments that are proposed for the AMPS facility require
extensive data management capability. The complexity of the experiments
requires an extensive control and monitoring capability of the actual
perturbing system together with the capability to handle the data coming
in from the associated experimental diagnostics. It appears that there
is a need for on-board data processing with a substantial data storage
capability and a telemetry link with ground control. In order to obtain a
reasonable estimate of the suitability of NIM/CAMAC system for implemen-
tation of the control and data management systems (CDMS), one experiment
from each of the areas shown in Figure 3-32 was selected as a typical
example and analyzed.
The six experiments selected for analysis are summarized in Table
3-23. The instrumentation required to perform each of these experiments
along with the implementation of the data acquisition and experiment
control functions with NIM and.CAMAC equipment will be described in the
following sections. The composite requirements for an AMPS payload capable
of performing this group of representative experiments will be tabulated
in the last section.
3.5.1 Accelerator Experiment
3.5.1.1 Experiment Description
The accelerator systems that have been proposed for AMPS include four
types of accelerators: electron accelerators, ion accelerators, plasma
guns, and MPD arcs. The example we will consider is a typical tracer-type
experiment to determine magnetic field line configuration. In this e,
ment, a beam of 30-KeV electrons is fired from the Space Shuttle and is
directed along a magnetic fieldline to the other hemisphere. Here, a por-
tion of the electrons in the beam are reflected back along the fieldline
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Table 3-23. AMPS Experiment
Accelerator Experiment
s Active Experiment - Injecting one amp of 30-keV electrons into
magnetosphere
Electrons "bour}ce" between hemitsp,' : xes along magnetic field lines
s Measures magnetic field line leng . , electric fields along field
lines, and whether field lines art open or closed
Perturbing Body Experiment
o Active Experiment - Placing a moving body of known geometery into
the space plasma
s Body causes changes in local particle populations
s Measures dependence of disturbed region on body shape, size,
material , .etc.
Chemical and Gas Release Experiment
• Active Experiment - Injecting a large quantity of barium ions into
magnetosphere
* Optically visible ions move along magnetic field line but cross
field drift occurs due to electric fields
s Measures large-scale, greater than 1 kin, electric field strength
and gradients
Electromagnetic and Electrostatic Wave Experiment
s Active Experiment - Injecting waves into the magnetosphere
e Waves propagated from one antenna to a receiving antenna in range
of one to ten kHz
s Measures wave propagation near the lower hybrid frequency
Passive Studies
s Observation of naturally occurring atmospheric emissions
is Range of optic l instrumentation over the spectral range of
300 to 10,000 A
Magnetic Confinement Studies in §pace
s Laboratory Type Experiments - Including studies of plasma contain-
ment in the absence of vrall effects
s Magnetic field for plasma containment
s Study of particle confinement by magnetic fields and wave growth
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by the processes of collision with atmospheric particles and magnetic
mirroring. These returning electrons interact with the atmosphere behind
and below the Space Shuttle. The resultant excitation of the atmospheric
neutral atoms produces a large quantity of photons that can be observed
from the Shuttle with optical diagnostics.
The combination of instrumentation required to perform this experi-
ment consists of the electron accelerator and its associated control sys-
tem, used to generate the electron beam, and diagnostic equipment of
several types. A group of particle analyzers (three Faraday cups and an
electrostatic analyzer) are used to measure the ejected beam characteris-
tics such as intensity, energy, and spatial distribution. Magnetic and
electric field probes determine the local field characteristics. Together,
these diagnostic measurements determine the initial conditions of the
experiment. An optical diagnostic package consisting of six filter photo-
meters is used to observe the intensity and spectral characteristics of
the emissions generated by the impact of the return electron beam on the
atmosphere. A low-light-level TV system would also be used to monitor
the optical emissions, but as discussed in Section 3.1.1, video systems
are assumed to be handled with the existing Spacelab facilities.
3.5.1.2 CDMS Implementation with NTM/CAMAC
The accelerator experiment will require extensive support from the
Spacelab CDMS to implement the accelerator operation and process the data
generated by the diagnostic instrumentation. The experimenter will pro-
gram the computer through the keyboard unit to determine the accelerator .
operating conditions that are required for the next beam ejection. Examples
of this operation are initiating, monitoring and controlling the rate at
which the energy storage capacitor bank on the pallet is charged by a low-
voltage power processor. The predetermined settings for electron source
operation will be programmed to produce the required electron current, and
the pitch angle of the beam is controlled by programming the strength of
the magnetic field in the beam deflection system. Once the electron beam
conditions have been determined, the appropriate experimental conditions
for the diagnostic equipment will be programmed. At the correct moment,
the capacitor bank is discnarged through 2 high-voltage power processor
and the high-voltage switch is closed to allow the resultant high voltage
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to reach the accelerator. The emitted beam is examined for electron energy,
wave production, and cross-sectional density variations. The returning
beam's interaction with the atmosphere will be monitored by the optical
equipment on the pallet.
Figure 3-33 is a block diagram of the system implementation using NIM/
CAMAC. NIM and CAMAC modules located in the Spacelab module are used to
provide the interface between, the pallet-mounted primary experiment instru-
mentation and the Spacelab CDMS. The electronics directly associated with
the accelerator involve high-power circuitry that cannot be implemented with
NIM or CAMAC modules. Also, as we have seen in many of the instruments, the
diagnostic equipment requires low-level signal processing circuits located
in close proximity to the sensors where it is also not reasonable to use
NIM or CAMAC modules. The NIM and CAMAC modules used for the accelerator
experiment are listed in Table 3-24.
Accelerator Control - CAMAC modules are used to provide the various func-
tions required to control and monitor the electron accelerator. Five
analog control signals are provided by a portion of an eight-channel DAC
and twelve discrete digital control signals are provided by an optically-
isolated output driver. The capability to monitor and process both analog
and discrete digital outputs from the accelerator control unit is provided
by a portion of a 16-channel slow ADC and a 24-channel, optically-isolated,
input register. Although the detailed number of input and output signals
required for accelerator control has not been established, the capability
provided is conservatively believed to be adequate.
Beam and Field Diagnostics - The conditioned output signals from the three
Faraday cups are processed by three channels of the multichannel ADC used
in the accelerator control system. High voltage for the Faraday cups is
provided by NIM-packaged, analog-voltage-controllable, high-voltage power
supplies. The control signals for these supplies is provided by three
channels of the DAC used for accelerator control.
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Table 3-24. NIM/CAMAC Equipment for Accelerator Experiments
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Accelerator Control
DAC's 162 KS3110 Octal Unit - share with
elements below.
Output Driver 133 KS3028 12-bit, optically isolated.
1hput Register 121 KS3471 24-bit, optically isolated.
ADC's 161 KS3510 16 channel - share with
Faraday cups.
Faraday Cup (X3)
ADC 161 KS3510 Share with accelerator
control.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share accelerator unit.
HV Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Electrostatic Analyzer
Scaler 111 B01004A Quad Unit - share with
photomultipliers.
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal Unit - share with
photomultipliers.
Discriminator NIM LRS620AL Octal Unit - share with
HV Power Supply (2) NIM ORTEC 456 photomultipliers.
Electric Field Probe
ADC 161 B01244A
Output Driver 133 B01082 Dual Unit - share below.
Wave Analyzer NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Magnetic Field Probe
ADC 161 B01244A
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with Electric Field
Probe.
Dave Analyzer NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Photomultiplier (X6)
Scaler 111 B01004A Quad units, share one with
ESA.
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal Unit, share with ESA.
Discriminator NIM LRS620AL Octal Unit, share with ESA.
HV Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
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The electrostatic analyzer (ESA) requires two programmable high voltages
to scan particle energy distributions. These high voltages are provided by
the same DAC/programmable power supply combination used for the Faraday cups.
The ESA output signals are fast voltage pulses which are converted to stan-
dard NIM fast logic pulses by one channel of a fast, octal NIM discriminator.
The discriminator outputs in turn are counted with one channel of a four-
channel CAMAC scaler.
After signal conditioning at the probe, the output signals of both the
magnetic and electric field probes have essentially the same processing
requirement. The frequency spectrum of the output analog signal is analyzed
by a NIM-packaged wave analyzer. There is no such module on the market to-
day, but the device could be implemented in NIM form. We have assumed an
analog output from the wave analyzer which is digitized by a fast, high- .
resolution CAMAC ADC. The frequency scanning program and data transfer of each
wave analyzer are controlled by one-half of a dual 16-channel output driver.
Optical Diagnostics - The optical diagnostic instrumentation consists of
six single-channel, fixed-wavelength, filter photometers using photomulti-
plier sensors. The control and data handling for each unit is identicdl.
The conditioned output signal consists of fast voltage pulses that ' are stan-
dardized by a fast NIM discriminator. The discriminator output pulses are
counted with a CAMAC scaler. Controllable high-voltage power for each unit
is provided by the same DAC/PUPS combination used in the particle diagnostic
equipment.
3.5.2 Perturbing Body Experiment_
3.5.2.1 Experiment Description
This experiment involves the interaction between a body, vehicle, or
structure moving through space and the local space plasma. The overall
objective of the experimental program is to study the axial and transverse
dimensions of the perturbed zone created by the moving body due to its rapid
motion through the space environment.
The experiment selected is one in which a large insulated inflatable
body is deployed with the aid of a boom to a distance of approximately fifty
meters in front of the Orbiter. The body is inflated and the region around
the body is explored with two diagnostic packages also mounted on booms.
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One diagnostic package will remain stationary while the other package is
moved around the perturbing body taking measurements. In this way, the
stationary package acts as a reference point for the moving system. A
third diagnostic package is located on a pallet in the payload bay. The
quantities to be measured will be the electron and ion currents, densities,
temperatures; and plasma wave production as a function of distance and
direction from the wave-producing body.
3.5.5.2 CDMS Implementation with AIM/CAMAC
In general, it appears that this experiment requires only moderate CDMS
support. A block diagram of the CDMS that is required for this experiment
is shown in Figure 3-34. The major control functions are the positioning
	 i
of each of the booms and control of the level of inflation of the perturbing
body. CAMAC modules are used as the interface between the Spacelab CDMS and
the actual boom drive motors.
Each of the three identical diagnostic packages will include low-level
signal conditioning electronics as part of the various sensors. Only the
final stages of signal processing and data acquisition will be implemented
with NIM and CAMAC equipment located in the Spacelab module. Control for
the diagnostic instrumentation is provided in the form of programmable high-
voltage power. A list of the NIM and CAMAC modules required to implement
the perturbing body experiment is given in Table 3-25.
Boom and Deployable Body Control - Digital input control signals for the
boom drive motor control electronics are provided with CAMAC stepping motor
control units that generate serial pulse trains for both clockwise and
counterclockwise movement. Control of two motors for each boom is provided.
CAMAC input registers are used to accept parallel digital data from the
position encoders on each boom. A portion of an eight-channel CAMAC DAC is
used to provide input analog signals to control the body inflation system.
Diagnostic Packa ec ss - The electron and ion density and temperature probes
have identical control and data acquisition requirements. The electrometer
associated with each probe produces a differential analog voltage output
that is proportional to the probe current. No NIM-packaged differential
amplifiers suitable for processing this signal are currently available, so
a custom-built NIM-packaged unit has been assumed. The analog output from
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Table 3-25. NIM/CAMAC Equipment for Perturbing Body Experiments
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element
	 Product Code Example Comments
Boom and Body Control
Stepping Motor Control-
lers	 (3) 145 KS3360 Dual units
Input Register (2) 121 NE7059-1 Used to record boom posi-
tions.
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal Unit - share below.
Electron Density/
Temperature Probe (X3)
ADC 161 KS3510 16 channel, share with
below.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Boom Instruments.
Differential Amplifier NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Scan Voltage Power NIM ORTEC 456
Ion Densit	 Tem erature
Probe	 X3
ADC 161 KS3510 Share with Electron Probe.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Boom Instruments.
Differential Amplifier NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
Scan Voltage Power NIM ORTEC 456 packaged.
Flux Gate Probe (.X3)
ADC 161 KS3510 Share with Electron Probe.
Output Driver 131 B01082 Turn power supplies on/off.
Retarding Potential
Analyzer	 X3
Scaler ill B0I004A Quad unit
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Plasma Wave
Probe.
Output Driver 133 B01082 Turn power supplies on/off.
Discriminator NIM LRS621AL Quad unit
Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Plasma Wave Probe (X3)
ADC 161 KS3510 Share with Electron Probe.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share unit above.
Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
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this amplifier is sampled and digitized by a multichannel slow CAMAC ADC.
The sampling of the ADC is done in synchronism with the scanning of the
probe high voltage. The high voltage is provided by the frequently-used
combination of a NIM analog voltage controllable high-voltage power supply
and a CAMAC DAC.
The magnetic flux gate probes provide conditioned analog output voltages
that are directly suitable for digitization by a multichannel slow CAMAC ADC,
Only discrete digital control signals are required for turning probe low-
voltage power supplies on and off. A CAMAC output driver is used to provide
these signals with a large number of spare channels available.
The control and data handling electronics required for the retarding
potential analyzer is essentially identical to that required for the elec-
trostatic analyzer previously discussed. Additional control in the form of
discrete digital signals to turn low voltages on and off is provided.
Finally, the plasma wave probe must contain a reasonable amount of sig-
nal conditioning circuitry at the sensor to generate an analog output signal
that is directly compatible with a slow, multichannel CAMAC ADC. Again,
programmable high voltage is provided by a DAC/HVPS.combination.
3.5.3 Gas and Chemical Release Experiment
3.5.3.1 Experiment Description
The technique of injecting gases and chemicals into the local plasma
can provide information on a variety of topics from auroral precipitation
to excitation chemistry. The particular experiment selected in this cate-
gory is the technique of using chemical releases as tracer diagnostics.
The aim of the experiment is to investigate electric fields in.the magneto-
sphere below 900 kilometers. A canister containing barium metal and copper
oxide is ejected from the Shuttle and ignited. About five percent of the
barium is converted into atoms with a kinetic energy of several tens of
electron volts obtained from the Shuttle's orbital velocity. A large per-
centage of these atoms are converted to ions by sunlight within several
minutes. The cloud then moves downward along the magnetic field line under
the influence of gravity. The ions also drift across the magnetic field.
Above 200 kilometers, where the effect of neutral wind is small, this cross
field drift is due to an E X B force. From this drift, the magnitude and
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ldirection of the electric field can be calculated. The ions are detected
and tracked by their optical emissions.
Several types of diagnostic instrumentation-are required for this
experiment. Complete local magnetic and electric field measurements are
desirable. A diagnostic package of three-axis, electric and magnetic AC
and DC field probes is deployed on a boom. Energetic particle analyzers
are also included in the boom diagnostic package to determine the local con-
ditions. Optical diagnostics consist of a filter photometer mounted on the
pallet. Since the phenomena being observed are relatively slow varying, a
single instrument with a variety of interchangeable filters can be employed.
The low-light-level TV system would also be used, but is not explicitly
included here since it does not utilize NIM or CAMAC equipment as previously
discussed. The otpical observations would ideally also be complemented by
ground-based observations of the barium cloud.
3.5.3.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The NIM/CAMAC implementation of the CDMS for the experiment is shown in
Figure 3-35. Since most of the instrumentation required to perform the
experiment has already been treated in the discussion of the previous two
experiments, only a brief discussion of the new elements will be given. The
NIM and CAMAC modules used for this experiment are identified in Table 3-26.
Cannister Control - Discrete digital signals are provided by a CAMAC output
driver to initiate cannister ejection and ignition. A CAMAC input register
(shared with the boom control function) is used to monitor the status of the
cannister ejection mechanisms.
Particle and Field Diagnostics - The only new item included is provision for
DC field measurements. The field probe signal conditioning electronics out-
puts an analog voltage that is digitized with a slow CAMAC ADC. All of
these signals are processed with an eight-channel module.
Optical Diagnostics - The only difference between the optical diagnostics
for the experiment and the accelerator experiment is requirement to control
the movable filter wheel. This is handled by a CAMAC stepping motor driver.
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Table 3-26. NIM/CAMAC Equipment for Chemical and
Gas Release Experiment
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example Comments
Electric and Magnetic
Field Measurements	 X3)
ADC - East (2) 161 B01244A
ADC - Slow 161 EGG AD811 Octal Unit
Output Driver 133 B01082 Dual, 16-bit unit.
Wave Analyzer (2) NIM Custom.unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Electro-Static Probe
Scaler 111 B01004A Quad Unit, share below.
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal Unit - share below.
Discriminator NIM LRS621AL Quad Unit, share below.
HV Power Supplies (2) NIM ORTEC 456
Retarding Potential Probe
Scaler ill B01004A Quad Unit., share with ESA.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share octal unit above.
Discriminator NIM LRS621AL Quad Unit, share with ESA.
Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Photomulti lier Tube'
Scaler ill B01004A Quad Unit, share with ESA.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with octal unit above.
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
HV Power Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Boom and Cannister Control
Stepping Motor Control 145 KS3360
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Output Driver 133 601082
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3.5.4 Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Wave Experiment
3.5.4.1 Experiment Description
The main aim of this experimental area is to study the effect of modi-
fying the environment of the magnetosphere by the injection of electromag-
netic and electrostatic waves. The experiment that was chosen as a typical
example of one of the early wave propagation studies on Shuttle is the study
of electrostatic wave propagation near the lower hybrid resonance (LHR)
frequency.
The apparatus required to perform this experiment consists of an antenna
system that is mounted on an extendable boom. The antenna is composed of
four spherical electrodes about two cros in diameter that are mounted at the
four corners of a square with sides of four meters in length. The boom
needs to be long enough to remove the system to a position where the magne-
tic perturbations at the sensor should be less than one percent of the local
field. This may be fifty meters or so from the Shuttle. The electrodes are
connected so as to form two parallel dipoles, one of which is used for trans-
mitting and the other for receiving. Therefore, this can be carried out in
four possible ways. The plane of the probe square is orientated so that it
is perpendicular to the direction of the earth's magnetic field. The boom-
mounted instrumentation comprised of a stepped-frequency transmitter and a
superheterodyne receiver, measures the transfer impedance between the two
dipoles as a function of frequency. The predictions are that the impedance
should peak at the LHR frequency and above this value should indicate
electrostatic propagation.
Instrumentation to measure the local plasma characteristics is also
located on the boom. It consists of an AC and DC magnetic field probe as
well as electron and ion density and temperature probes.
3.5.4.2 CDMS implementation with NIM/CAMAC
This experiment requires only a modest amount of CDMS support. Most of
the types of instrurftentation used to perform the experiment have already
been encountered in the previously discussed experiments. The block diagram
of the CDMS is shown in Figure 3-36 and the usual tabulation of NIM and
CAMAC modules used is given in Table 3-27.
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Table 3-27.
	 NIM/CAMAC Equipment for lower Hybrid Frequency
Experiments
CAMAC Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example Comments
Antenna and Boom Control
Stepping Motor Control-
lens	 (2) 145 KS3360 Dual units
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Used to record positions.
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share below.
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal Unit, share below.
Antenna Array
ADC - Fast 161 B01244A
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with Antenna Control.
Wave Analyzer NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Magnetic Field Probe
ADC - Fast 16' B01244A
ADC - Slow 161 KS3510 16 channel, share below.
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with Antenna Control.
Wave Analyzer NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packaged.
Electron Probe
ADC - Slow 161 KS3510 Share with Magnetic Field
Probe.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Antenna Control.
Differential Amplifier NIM Custom unit s
 could be NIM-
Scan Voltage Power packaged.
Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Ion Probe
ADC - Slow 161 KS3510 Share with Magnetic Field
Probe.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Antenna Control.
Differential Amplifier NIM Custom unit, could be NIM-
packag( .i.
Scan Voltage Power NIM ORTEC 456
Supply
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The antenna array instrumentation is unique to this experiment. The
boom-mounted transmitter and receiver are not themselves suitable for NIM
or CAMAC implementation. The same special NIM-packaged wave analyzer pre-
viously used with field probes is for spectrum analysis of the receiver
output signal. The CAMAC output driver used to control the wave analyzer
is also used to provide discrete digital signals for transmitter control
and array switching control signals.
3.5.5 LaboratoEy Plasma Physics in Space
3.5.5.1 Experiment Description
The performance of laboratory-type plasma physics experiments ire space
is perhaps the most speculative and least defined of the studies proposed
for AMPS. The experiment selected as an example for CDMS analysis is in-
tended to investigate magnetic confinement of plasmas. The experiment
requires the deployment of a large electromagnet in the vicinity of the
Shuttle to confine plasmas. This will allow studies of basic plasma proper-
ties unhampered by the normal restrictions of impurities resulting from
interactions of the plasma with the walls of the confinement vessel. Under
these conditions plasma wave instabilities, at the low density of the iono-
spheric plasma close to the Shuttle, would have growth and decay rates many
orders of magnitude faster than typical laboratory plasmas. This would
allow detailed examination of these phenomena to be carried out.
The main apparatus would be mounted on a boom and consists of two magnet
coils in a mirror configuration as well as a plasma gun to enhance the trapped
plasma. Diagnostic instrumentation includes a laser source with associated
photomultiplier detectors to monitor the trapped plasma density, an AC mag-
netic field probe, and a triaxial energetic particle analyzer to determine
particle energy distributions.
3.5.5.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
As has been the case for most of the AMPS experiments, CAMAC equipment
will be used as interface between the Spacelab CDMS and the experiment
mounted on the pallets or deployed on booms. The control requirements of
this experiment include magnet control, plasma gun control, laser control,
and boom control. The diagnostic instrumentation presents only one new
requirement so far as the CDMS is concerned -- the energetic particle
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analyzers. A block diagram of the CDMS is shown in Figure 3-37, and the
NIM and CAMAC modules used in this implementation are listed in Table 3-28.
Control Functions - The magnet control system includes the power supplies
necessary to generate the current for the magnet coils and the housekeeping
necessary to monitor the status of the magnets. Sixteen channels of ADC
are provided to sample and digitize the housekeeping instrumentation analog
outputs. Analog and discrete digital signals to control the magnet power
supplies are provided by one-half of an eight-channel CAMAC DAC and one-
half of a 2 x 16-bit output driver. The balance of the available output
signals from these two modules are more than adequate to control the plasma
gun power supplies and the laser power supplies. Boom control is imple-
mented in the same manner as before.
Energetic Particle Analyzer - The output of the energetic particle analyzer
is an analog pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the particle energy
after preamplification at the detector. These pulses are further processed
with a NIM spectroscopy amplifier. Because of the high counting rate ex-
pected in these analyzers, a NIM-packaged pulse height analyzer (PHA) is
used to accumulate the particle energy distribution. The same function
could, in principal, be accomplished with a CAMAC fast ADC and accumulation
of the data in the computer memory, but the CAMAC dataway would be extremely
busy. With the implementation selected, data are stored in the PHA memory
(256 channels of the 1024-channel memory are used for each particle analy-
zer) and periodically transferred to the computer via the CAMAC dataway.
The combination of a CAMAC parallel input register and output driver is used
to control and transfer data from the PHA to the CAMAC dataway. The detector
high voltage is supplied by the conventional arrangement of a NIM HVPS con-
trolled by a CAMAC DAC.
3.5.6 Passive Studies
3.5.6.1 Experiment Description
The passive studies that are proposed as part of the AMPS facility will
continue the observation of the natural physical, chemical, and electromag-
netic phenomena that have been monitored as part of the space program for
over ten years. This type of monitoring program utilizes a variety of
instruments to investigate phenomena related to particles, fields, and
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Table 3-28. NIM/CAMAC Equipment for Magnetic
Confinement ExneriMnt
CAMAC Specific
System Element
	
Product Code Example Comments
Magnet Control
ADC - Slow 161 KS3510 . 16-channel unit
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal unit, share below
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share below
Plasma Gun and Laser
Control
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with Magnet Control
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with Magnet Control
Boom Control
Step 7ng Motor Control
(g 145 KS3360 Dual units
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Used to record positions
P_hotomultipliers W)
Scaler 111 B01004A Quad unit
DAC 162 KS3110 Octal unit, share below
Discriminator NIM LRS621AL Quad unit
High-Voltage Power
Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Energetic Particle
Analyzer
	
X3
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with Magnetic Field
Probe.
DAC 162 KS3110 Share with PMT's
Amplifier NIM ORTEC 485
Pulse Height Analyzer NIM LRS3001 Four-quandrant mode
	 1
High-Voltage Power
Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Magnetic Field Probe
i
i
ADC - Fast 161 B01244A
Output Driver 133 B01082 Share with EPA
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optical effects. The particles and fields instruments are essentially the
same instruments that are used to monitor the experiments covered in the
sections concerned with the active experiments and plasma physics in space.
However, the optical instrumentation is more complex than simple optical
diagnostics considered thus far, so the major emphasis in the passive experi-
mental area has been placed on optical instrumentation. The equipment is
similar in many respects to that found in the solar physics and astronomy
payloads.
The detection and measurement of naturally-occurring and artificia l ly-
produced atmospheric emissions is the experiment that has been chosen as a
representative example. The optical diagnostic equipment t hat is required
for this experiment covers the spectral range from 40 nm to one pm. The
main instrument consists of a cluster of six co-aligned independent spec-
trometers with each spectrometer optimized for a different spectral region.
The spectral range above 110 nm is covered by four Ebert-Fastie spectrometers,
and the region below 110 nm is covered by two concave grating spectrometers
using a Rowland circle-type mounting. The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spec-
trometers are identical except for their detectors. A variety of detectors
will be utilized with the six spectrometer instruments.
The Ebert-Fastie spectrometers all use photomultiplier detectors with
window/photocathode combinations appropriate to the particular spectral
region being analyzed. Single-photon-counting data processing is used for
maximum sensitivity. These instruments are scanning spectrometers and con-
sequently grating movement control is required. Control is also required
for the spectrometer slits to set the spectral resolution.
One of the EUV spectrometers uses photographic film for data acquisition
and, hence, only requires camera and grating control. The other EUV spec-
trometer uses a position-sensitive microchannel plate detector to provide
the electronic equivalent of the photographic film with single-photon-
counting sensitivity.
The spectrometer cluster is mounted on a small instrument pointing sys-
tem (SIPS) that provides pointing for the group of instruments. Since the
SIPS is a Spacelab--furnished facility, the associated control electronics
are not considered here for NIM/CAMAC implementation.
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3.5.6.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The block diagram of the CDMS required for the passive optical experi-
ment is shown in Figure 3-38. The four Ebert-Fastie spectrometers are
identical so far as the CDMS is concerned. Similarly, the grating control
function and slit width control are handled in the same way in all of the
spectrometers. For both of these functions, the mechanism can be driven by
a stepping motor. A CAMAC dual stepping motor controller is provided for
each spectrometer to control the grating and slit drive motors. The posi-
tion of each mechanism is monitored with CAMAC dual 16-bit parallel input
registers.
The photomultiplier pulse analog output signals are processed with fast
NIM amplifiers and discriminators and accumulated in a CAMAC scaler. The
scaler contents are read out to the computer in synchronism with the grating
scanning program. High voltage for the photomultipliers is provided with
the conventional CAMAC DAC/NIM HVPS combination.
The EUV spectrometer with electronic data acquisition uses a continuous
resistive anode technique to provide a one-dimensional position-sensitive
readout. A NIM dual sum/invert amplifier is used to generate the sum and
the differ,,nce of the signals at each end of the resistive anode. Each
resultant signal is digitized with a fast CAMAC ADC. The high voltage
needed by the microchannel plate detector is provided in the usual fashion.
Finally, a CAMAC output driver is used to provide film advance signals
to the camera and sixteen channels of general housekeeping data acquisition
are provided with a slow multichannel CAMAC ADC. The NIM and CAMAC modules
used for the entire system are listed in Table 3-29.
3.5.7 AMPS Payload Summary
Table 3-30 summarizes the NIM and CAMAC equipment required for the CDMS
implementation of the AMPS payload. The number of modules required is tabu-
lated and, as previously noted, many of the modules provide a number of
identical channels or functions.
A reasonably large number of NIM modules are required for this payload,
but over one-half of them are high-voltage power supplies. Also, the next
most frequently used modules (wave analyzers and differential amplifiers)
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Table 3-29.
	 NIM/CAMAC Equipment for passive Optical Experiment
CAMAC Specific
System Element
	 product Code	 Example Comments
Ebert-Fastie Spectrom-
eter
Scaler III B01004A Quad unit
DAG 162 KS3110 Octal unit, share below
Stepping Motor Control-
lers	 (4) 145 KS3360 Dual units
Input Register (2) 121 SE PG601 Dual	 units
Amplifier NIM LRS335 Quad unit
Discriminator NIM LRS621AL Quad unit
High-Voltage Power
Supplies	 (4) NIM ORTEC 456
Extreme UV Spectrometer
ADC - Fast (2) 161 B01244A Bipolar input
DAC 152 KS3110 Share with E-F Spectrometer
Stepping Motor Control-
ler 145 KS3360 Dual	 unit
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share below
Sum/Invert Amplifier N?M ORTEC 433A Dual unit
EUV Spectrometer-Film
Output Driver 133 B01082 Dual unit
Stepping Motor Control-
ler 145 KS3360 Dual	 unit
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share with EUV Spectrometer
Housekeeping
ADC - Slow 161 KS3510 Sixteen-channel
NIL
Table 3-30:	 AMPS Use of NIM and CAMAC Equipment
Experiment
cf
CAMAC Z^^
`^	 • G4;p ^N^
^e'^^
 
PGG
	Q^^	 ^ y^
	^ - 101 Qa^ TotalsCAMAC Equipment Code
Scaler 111 2 1 1 1 1 6
Input Register 121 1 2 1	 1 2 3 10
Output Driver 133 2 2 2	 1 2 1 10
Stepping Motor Driver 145 3 2	 2 2 6 15
Analog-to-Digital Converter 161
Single Unit - East 2 6	 2 1 2 13
Multichannel - Slow 1 1 1	 1 1 1 6
Digital-to-Analog Converter 162 2 2 1	 1 2 i 9
Branch Driver 211 Share 1 1
Crate Controller 231 Share 4 4
Crate 411 Share 4 4
NIM Equipment
Shaping Amplifier 3 1 4
Discriminator 1 1 1 1 1 5
High Voltage Power Supply 11 12 4	 2 6 5 40
Pulse Height Analyzer l 1..
Sum/Invert 1 1
Bin Share 8 8
Special Modules
Differential Amplifier 6 2 8
Wave Analyzer 2 6	 2 1 11
are special or custom-built modules, which are not currently manufactured
in NIM form, but could be NIM-packaged. Therefore, in spite of the signi -
ficant number of NIM modules identified, the AMPS payload should not
necessarily be considered to be a heavy user of NIM equipment.
In contrast to the situation for NIM, the AMPS requirements for CAMAC
modules spread rather uniformly over the module types. Hence, a significant
use of CAMAC equipment is possible in the AMPS payload.
s
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3.6 EARTH OBSERVATIONS INSTRUMENTS
The Space Shuttle will be invaluable as a platform from which to make
astronomical observations of planets, stars, and galaxies but it will also
be heavily used for remote sensing observations of the earth. From its
300 to 400 km altitude, it has an ideal vantage for detailed observations
of both atmospheric and surface phenomena. Included in the studies will
be measureme-ts related to agriculture, energy minerals, forestry, land use
and marine statistics.
There is a multitude of instruments that will be used aboard the Shuttle
for the study of the earth and its resources. Of these, six have been selec-
ted in this study to analyze the applicability of NIM and CAMAC hardware to
their command and data management systems. These six instruments are des-
cribed in Table 3-31. The signal inputs to these instruments cover large
regions of the spectrum and, because of this, the instruments represent a
fairly complete cross section of the types of earth-observing sensors that
will be used.
The following sections analyze the usefulness of NIM and CAMAC equip-
ment for interfacing these instruments into the Spacelab provided CDMS.
Two of the instruments, the 13-band Multispectral Scanner and the Microwave
Scatterometer, have previously been analyzed in terms of NIM and CAMAC by
the Bendix Corporation. Their results were reviewed and incorporated.
3.6.1 Lidar
3.6.1.1 Experiment Description
The purpose of the Lidar experiment is to study the structure, composi-
tion and dynamics of the earth's atmosphere at altitudes below 120 W. The
experiment operates by firing a laser into the atmosphere from the Space
Shuttle and monitoring the time distribution of the back-scattered radiation.
An analysis of the time structure of the back-scattered pulse leads to con-
elusions about the structure and composition of the scattering medium.
Another parameter that needs to be varied in the experiment to better
characterize the scattering medium is the wavelength of the laser radiation.
It is expected that lasers operating in the ultraviolet, visible and infra-
red out to 10 pm (CO2) will be used. Since some of the scattering processes
change the wavelength of the scattered radiation, it is also informative
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Table 3-31. Earth Resources Instruments
Lidar
a Three types of detectors
P	 p
• Photomultipliers (2000 A to 8000 A)
s Fast Photodiodes (.8 v to 8 u)
a Cd Hg Te (10 0
a Monitor time distribution backscattered photons
a Analyze spectral distribution
Infrared Radiometer
o Wavelength one to twenty microns
a Perform vertical temperature soundings
a Fine spectral resolution
a Interference Filters
a Fourier Spectrometer
a Related to IRIS and VTPR
Microwave Radiometer
a Wavelength 30 cm to 3 no
a Planar antenna array
e Scanned with phase variations
• 78 discrete steps in ± 50 degrees of nadir
o Similar to ESMR on nimbus
Camera Systems
a Pointable ID camera
a Panoramic camera
a Wide-angle framing camera
a Multispectral camera system
a High-resolution multispectral camera
a Multiresolution framing camera
S-192 Thirteen-band Multispectral Scanner (Bendix)
a .52 u to 12.5 u
a Scanning via mirror rotation
a Multiple data sampling modes
e 28-k data buffer
S-103 Microwave Scatterometer i8endix)
a Three instruments in one
a Radiometer
a Scatterometer
s Radar Altimeter
a Wavelength 2.16 cm (13.9 rHz)
a Mechanically-scanned parabolic antenna
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to measure the spectral distribution of the back-scattered light. This will
be accomplished with multilayer interference filters for coarse resolution
and with a spherical Fabry-Perot interferometer for fine resolution.
In addition to the measurement of back-scattered radiation, laser
transmission measurements are planned using a slave satellite to reflect
the beam back on itself. These measurements would be performed with the
Shuttle and a slave (or sub) satellite. This technique is particularly
suited to determining the integrated concentration of a given constituent
along the beam path by making two transmission measurements at wavelengths
within and just outside an absorption line of the molecule.
For both the back-scattering and transmission-types of measurement, a
1-m2 telescope accurately aligned to the beam direction will serve to collect
the returning radiation. One of three types of detectors will be located at
the focus of the telescope. The choice will depend on the wavelength region:
s for .2 pm to .8 pm, photomultipliers will be used;
® for .8 pm to 8 pm, fast photodiodes will be used;
• at 10 p (CO2 laser), CdHgTe detectors will be used.
Initially, these detectors will operate without cryogenic cooling but that
capability may be added as the system is improved. Since the total duration
of the back-scattered pulse is only on the order of a millisecond, it is
desirable to operate the detectors in the photon counting mode and avoid the
use of an ADC. Unfortunately, this can only be done with the photomultipliers.
3.6.1.1 CDMS Implementation with NISI/CAMAC
Fairly extensive CDMS support is required for the Lidar experiment. In
order to analyze the time distribution of returning photons, a multichannel
analyzer of at least 100 channels with eight to ten bits per channel is re-
quired. At visible wavelengths, each channel of the analyzer will store
the photomultiplier counts for one of the short time intervals after the
laser is fired; thus forming a hundred-element histogram of the time depen-
dence of the back-scattered radiation. At infrared wavelengths, the CDMS
must also provide for the fast (10 to 12 psec) digitization of the analog
signals output from the detectors. The data from each firing of the laser
will be displayed in the Spacelab and will also be sent immediately to earl-h-
based laboratories for analysis and interpretation.
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The CDMS must provide control signals to the laser to select the power
and wavelength at which to operate. It must provide for automatic sequen-
tial firings of the laser at frequencies as high as 2 Hz. Additionally,
the CDMS must process and interpret an assortment of analog and digital
housekeeping data from the instrument.
The CAMAC implementation of the Lidar CDMS, shown in Figure 3-39,
makes heavy use of the Spacelab experiment computer to implement the multi-
channel analyzer function. The returning photon counts are integrated over
10 to 20 usec with a single scaler and transferred as separate data words
to the computer. There they are processed as necessary and stored in an
array to be recalled as needed for displaying the histogram or telemetering
the data to earth.
The exact details of the laser control electronics are uncertain. The
direct functions will certainly be peculiar to the lasers that are used and
cannot be implemented with standardized electronics. An output register is
provided to supply digital control signals as required.
As indicated in Table 3-32, many of the CDMS requirements for Lidar
can be implemented with NIM and CAMAC modules. However, neither the nonpho-
ton-counting amplifiers nor the electronics for direct control of the lasers
lend themselves to the NIM and CAMAC systems. These would have to be
specially constructed with the instruments.
3.6.2 Infrared Radiometer
3.6.2.1 Experiment Description
This instrument is designed to perform temperature sounding measurements
of the earth's atmosphere to aid in weather prediction. An infrared radiom-
eter is required for the measurements because the CO 2 bands of interest lie
in the infrared region of the spectrum. Of particular usefulness are the
molecular vibration absorption/emission bands at 4.3 pm and 15 pm. Because
these must be measured with a spectral resolution of at least five wave num-
bers, it is necessary that the infrared radiometer be able to isolate small
spectral regions. This can be done with interferometric techniques as in
the IRIS (Infrared Interferometeric Spectrometer) but adequate resolution
can also be achieved with filters. It is the instrumentation of such a
filter radiometer that will be considered here.
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Figure 3-39. Lidar NIM/CAMAC Implementation
iTable 3-32. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of Lidar
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example	 Comments
Detector System
Photomul ti pl i er Ampli-
fier	 NIM	 ORTEC 276
Amplifiers (2)	 None
Scaler (10 bit)
	 111	 B01002
ADC (2)	 161	 B012:43A	 11-psec conversion time
HV Power Supply	 NIM	 ORTEC 456
Output Register
	 133	 Use one bit of register below
Laser Control
Power Control Electron-
ics	 None
Wavelength Control
Electronics	 None
Output Register (2)	 133	 KS3080
Housekeeping .Jgnals
ADC	 161	 KS3510
Multiplexer	 164
Input Register
	 121	 NE7059-1
An example of a filter radiometer is the Vertical Temperature Profiling
Radiometer (VTPR) shown in Figure 3-40. This instrument operates in either
a measurement or calibration mode. In the measurement mode, the scan mirror
sweeps across the earth in 23 discrete steps. There is an eight-segment,
narrow-band filter wheel located directl y in front of the detector. This is
rotated at 16 Hz in synchronization with a chopper wheel directly in front
of the detector. The rotations are such that the detector first views the
target for 31.25 msec through a filter and then views the 308° K reference
of the chopper blade while the filter wheel is changing to the next filter.
In the calibration mode, the view of the target is replaced by a view of a
calibration source within the instrument. Figure 3-41 shows the optical
configuration of the VTPR.
3.6.2.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The CDMS requirements to support this instrument are quite straight-
forward. The primary requirement is to provide for the digitization of the
analog signals from the infrared detector. It is presumed that an integral
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part of the detector system will be the low-level electronics that perform
the preamplification of the signal and that the CDMS need only worry about
processing the signal after this initial amplification stage. The digiti-
zation of the detector signal must be performed in synchronization with the
chopping of the signal. This is easily managed since the CDMS also provides
the control signals to the stepper motor which rotates both the chopper and
the filter wheel.
The CDMS also must control the operation of the stepper motor which
moves the scanning mirror. Also, several temperature measurements will be
made regularly throughout the instrument and will be used to send back an
analog signal to a heater in the instrument to maintain it at a constant
operating temperature.
Figure 3-42 shows that the implementation of the CDMS functions for the
infrared Rodiometer are quite straighforward and easily handled by NIM and
CAWC equipment. This instrument is implemented in a manner very similar to
Lne SIRTF Filter Photometer.
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Figure 3-42. VTPR NIM/CAMAC Implementation
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Table 3-33 summarizes the NIM arid CAMAC modules that would be required
to build the CDMS for the Infrared Radiometer. The only element in the system
that cannot be handled by either NIM or CAMAC equipment is the low-level
electronic function associated with the detector. These would have to be
specially designed for that purpose.
3.6.3 Scanning Microwave Radiometer
3.6.3.1 Experiment Description
The microwave region of the spectrum is generally considered to be
from about one GHZ to 100 GHz (or A = 30 cm to a = 3 mm). Earth observations
at these wavelengths primarily observe thermal emission from the earth's sur-
face and from atmospheric constituents such as cloud:- rain drops, and dust.
Compared to optical and infrared wavelengths, the atmosphere is generally
much more transparent at microwave wavelengths with the exception of a few
significant absorption bands due to water vapor and oxygen. Because of this
penetration property, microwave observations, in conjunction with simultaneous
visible and infrared cloud maps, can be used to differentiate water clouds
from cirrus and ice clouds.
The microwave scattering effects from atmospheric constituents are in
the transition region between Rayleigh and Mie scattering and show marked
f.Jquency variations in effective emissivities and extinction coefficients.
This results in a very complicated inversion process to determine from the
observed microwave radiance the temperature and physical nature of the
emitting material. As a result, single measurements are frequently ambiguous
and multiple measurements under varying conditions are required to evaluate
all of the characteristics of the emitting medium.
The scanning function of the microwave radiometer is achieved by phase
variations across a planar array antenna. This electrical scanning, rather
than mechanical movement of the antenna, avoids problems of attitude pertur-
bations of the spacecraft and also results in a more compact antenna than a
corresponding parabolic reflector and feed combination. The signal-to-noise
ratio is maximized by operating the radiometer in the Dicke-switched mode
using a 340° K reference load. The operational wavelength of the radiometer
is chosen to avoid the emission lines of 02
 and H2O at 0.5 cm and 1.35 cm,
respectively, and the operating regions of earth--based radar.
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Table 3-33.	 NIM/CAMAC Implementation of Infrared Radiometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element	 Product Code	 Example	 Comments
Detector System
ADC 161 B01244A
Output Driver 133 OD1614
Bias Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Low-Level	 Electronics None
Chopper and Filter Motor
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Scan Mirror Motor
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Input Register 121 NE7059-1	 Share register above
Temperature Control
System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC 161
DAC 162 D0200-1518
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3.6.3.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Extensive CDMS support is required to operate the microwave scanning
radiometer. Figure 3-43 shows the block diagram for an Electrically Scan-
ning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) designed for the Nimbu_, program. This
instrument consists of four major components:
• a phased-array microwave antenna (83.3 cm x 85.5 cm) consisting
of 103 waveguide elements each associated with an electrical
phase shifter;
s a microwave receiver with a center frequency of 19.35 GNz and
an IF bandpass that extends from 50 to 150 MHz;
• a beam steering computer that determines the coil current for
each " the phase shifters;
o timing, control, and power circuits.
When such an instrument is flown aboard Spacelab, the functions of the
last two components will be fulfilled by the Spacelab CDMS. In particular,
the experiment computer will be used to compute the series of signals to
each of the 103 phase shifters in order to scan the beam in 78 discrete
steps through the nadir to + 50-degree cross track.
The functional block diagram in Figure 3-44 shows the implementation
of the CDMS functions of the experiment using CAMAC equipment and the facili-
ties provided by Spacelab. It is important to note that all of the electron-
ics associated with processing the microwave and IF signals are outside the
scope of CAMAC or NIM and must be specially constructed as an intrinsic part
of the experiment. Also intrinsic to the experiment is the circuit matrix
that generates the actual beam steering signals to the phase shifters al-
though the CAMAC system with the experiment computer performs all of the
beam steering calculations and provides digitized control information to
the steering circuits.
The CAMAC equipment required for this experiment is summarized in
Table 3-34. The most noteworthy item is the beam steering control unit.
CAMAC makes extensive use of the experiment computer to calculate the beam
steering parameters, but it also requires four CAMAC modules to output all
of this information to the actual steering circuits. The four output drivers
specified each can handle 128 bits of information, so a total of 5'12 bits of
steering information can be transferred from the computer at one time.
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Table 3-34, CAMAC Implementation of Microwave Radiometer
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Beam Steering Control
Output Driver (4) 133 BR3212 3212 BiRa (128 bits) Computer
handles beam steering calcu-
lations.
Switch Driver Control
Output Driver (1/2) 133 OD1613 Share driver with AGC control
Signal Digitization
ADC 161 B01244
AGC Control
Output Driver (1/2) 133 OD1613 Share driver with switch
driver control.
Temperature Control
System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510
ADC (8 bit) 161
DAC 162 NE7015
i
3.6.4 Cameras
3.6.4.1 Experiment Description
Most earth observation payloads for Shuttle will use one or more film
camera systems for purposes of target area identification, cartographic and
topographic mapping, and obtaining multiband monochrome, color, and false
color images with various degrees of spatial resolution. The primary charac-
teristics of these various camera systems have been summarized in Volume III
of the TRW study, "Mission Requirements for a Manned Earth Observatory,"
NAS 8-28013, 1973. This information is summarized below.
Six potential film camera systems have been identified for the earth
observation payloads.
Pointable Identification Camera - This will use panchromatic color film
with a 70-mm format for general identification photography of broad target
areas. Two-axis gimballing will be required for pointing of the camera.
Panoramic Camera - This camera uses 13- x 14-cm film to obtain either high-
resolution-vertical or stereopanoramic photography. The cross-track field
of view is 120 degress and stereophotography is obtained by nodding the
camera about the pitch axis through an angle of + 12.5 degrees.
Wide-Angle Framing - This uses 24- x 48-cm film and has been recommended
by the U. S. Department of Interior for use with the Panoramic Camera for
mapping. The primary feature of this camera is the high geometric fidelity
of the image, enabling cartographic mapping to be performed.
Multispectral Camera System - This uses a group of six metric cameras and
24 x 24--cm film to obtain multiband images on black and white film in four
spectral bands in addition to color and false color photography with the
other two cameras.
High-Resolution Multispectral Camera System - This uses telephoto optics
with a field of view of 1.75 degrees to obtain multiband monochrome, color,
and false color images of specific areas of interest.
Multiresolution Framing Camera System - This uses three bore-sighted 24- x
24-cm format cameras with lenses of 46.92- and 184-cm focal length for simul-
taneous observations of the same target area with three different values of
ground resolution. Using false color film in all three cameras, this will
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enable experimentation to determine resolution requirements for future obser-
vations in the experimental areas of Iake eutrophication, coastal and geomor-
phic processes, urban surveys, wildlife ecosystem studies, and geologic
mapping.
3.6.4.2 CDMS Implementation with NAM CAMAC
The CAMS requirements for the earth-observation cameras are very similar
to those for the ATM/Skylab cameras. It is assumed that each of the cameras
will have a diode array of 48 bits for recording information about time of
exposure, length of exposure, shuttle orientation, and other exposure data.
Additionally, it is assumed that each of the cameras is equipped with its
own intrinsic motor drive and shutter control system which needs only a few
digital commands to advance the film and choose the exposure time. By
interfacing the cameras with the experiment computer, manual operation can
be achieved using the keyboard input to the computer and automatic operation
implemented under computer control.
The actual pointing of the cameras and control of their gimbal mounts
is not discussed since these functions are assumed to be supplied as support
functions by the Spacelab.
As seen in Figure 3-45, the primary elements required to interface the
camera CDMS are output drivers. Except for stepper motor control of the
filter wheel in the high-Resolution Multispectral Camera, all control sig-
nals for these experiments are ones and zeros transferred from the computer
to the cameras via the output drivers.
Table 3-35 enumerates the output driver modules required to handle the
interface to the camera experiments. Some savings in required hardware is
obtained by sharing modules between camera systems. However, because of the
48 bits required to drive the diode matrix in each camera, the system still
requires 17 output driver modules.
3.6.5 Thirteen-Band Multis pectral Scanner
This instrument was part of the Skylab Earth Resources Experiment Pack-
age (EREP) where it was labeled 5-192. It was a line-scanning radiometer
used to scan lines across the Skylab flight path. It obtained data in
thirteen spectral regions from 0.52 u to 12.5 p about energy reflected and
emitted by the earth's features.
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Figure 3-45. Earth Observation Facility Camera System
NIMJCAMAC Implementation
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Table 3-35. CAMAC Implementation for Earth Resources
Camera Systems
CAMAC	 Specific
Product Code ExampleSystem Element
Pointable ID Camera
Output Register (1/4)
Output Driver
Panoramic Camera
Output Register (1/4)
Output Driver
Wide--Angle Framing Camera
Output Register (1/4)
Output Driver
Multispectral Camera System
Output Registers (6/4)
Output Drivers (6)
High-Resolution Multispectral
Camera
Stepping Motor Driver
Input Register
Output Register (1/4)
Output Driver
Multispectral Resolution
Framing Camera
Output Register (3/4)
Output Drivers (3)
Comments
133 NE9017 Allow 12 bits for camera
133 OD2407 control.
133 NE9017 Share one NE9017
133 OD2407
133 NE9017
133 OD2407
133 NE9017 Two required
133 OD2407
145 KS3361
121 NE7059-1
133 NE9017	 Share one NE9017
133 OD2407
133 NE9017
133 OD2407
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This was one of two earth resources experiments which was studied by
Bendix to analyze the applicability of NIM and CAMAC instrumentation to the
implementation of the data processing system. Their results, including a
detailed discussion of the operation of the instrument, are reported in
their final report, BSR4142, June 1974. These results were reviewed and
found quite reasonable. Their conclusions about NIM and CAMAC applicability
to the multispectral scanner are shown in Table 3-36, adapted from BSR4142,
page 3-75, Table 3.5.4.
3.6.6 Microwave Scatterometer - Like the Multispectral Scanner, this instru-
ment was flown on Skylab as part of the Barth Resources Experiment Package
and was included as part of the Bendix Study, BSR4142. In Skylab it was
known as the Orbital Microwave Radar System (S-193) and was operated alter-
nately as a radiometer, a scatterometer, and a radar altimeter. It operated
in the 500-MHz to 14-GHz region.
Bendix has analyzed the control and data management system required to
support this instrument and has developed a NIM and CAMAC implementation of
this system. They concluded that NIM and CAMAC are totally unsuitable stan-
dards for handling the RF portions of an experiment like this. However, they
did find application for NIM and CAMAC modules in the areas of higher order
data processing to be done on the signals. Their analysis of the instrument
is contained in Section 3.6 of BSR4142. This has been reviewed and their
conclusions are incorporated here as Table 3-37 which is adapted from their
report.
3.6.7 Earth Observations Payload Summary
The uses for NIM and CAMAC equipment developed in the preceding sections
are summarized in Table 3--38. The results for the two experiments studied
by Bendix are included.
One thing that stands out in the table is the very sparse use of NIM
equipment. This is due to the fact that many of the signals from the sensors
studied, especially those in the microwave region of the spectrum, cannot be
suitably handled by NIM equipment. In addition, data from the cameras are
recorded directly on film and require no processing at all.
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Table 3-36. CAMAC Implementation for Thirteen-Band
Multispectral Scanner (Bendix)
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Position Encoder 117 EG&G PE019
Input Gate 121 KS3420 24-channel
Intercept Register 123 EG&G IR026 12-channel/NIM input
Output Register 132 KS3072 Dual, 24-bit
Stepping Motor Control-
ler 145 KS3361
ADC-Multiplexer 161 BR5301 32-channel
Table 3-37.	 CAMAC Implementation of Microwave
Scatterometer (Bendix)
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Position Encoder 117 EG&G PE019
Input Gata 121 KS3420 24-channel, 2 required
Interrupt Register 123 EG&G IR026 12-channel, NIM input
Output Register 132 KS3072 Dual, 24-bit, 2 required
ADC-Multiplexer 161 BR5301 32--channel plus two
Multiplexer 164 32-channel expanders
'i
Table 3-38: Earth Observations Use of NIM and CAMAC Equipment
Instruments
v{
a^
SG^^
CAMAC {	 '^' ~	 1
Product ^p^4	^kaah^{e^a^
CAMAC Equipment Code Y 5^	 `^ ^^	 Totals
Scaler 111 1 1
Position Encoder 117 1 1	 2
Input Register 121 1 1 1	 1 2	 6
Interrupt Register 123 1 l	 2
Output Register 132 1 1	 2
Output Driver 133 2 1 5	 17 25
Stepping Motor Driver 145 2 1	 1 2	 6
Analog-to-Digital Converter 161
Single Unit - Fast 1 1 1 3
Multichannel	 - Slow 1 1 l	 1 1	 5
Digital-to-Analog Converter 162 1 1
Multiplexer 164 2	 2
Branch Driver 211 Share l 1
Crate Controller 231 Share 3 3
Crate 411 Share 3 3
NIM Equipment
High Voltage Power Supply 1 l
Amplifier/SCA 1 1
Bias Supply 1 1
Bin 1 l
The other noteworthy item in the table is the requirement for 25 output
drivers.	 This number reflects the large demand for these modules by the
camera systems where they are used to drive the many arrays of light-emitting
diodes that identify each image frame.
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3.7 LIFE SCIENCES LABORATORY
In order to assess the CDMS requirements for the Spacelab Life Sciences
experiments the representative payload selected was the 30-Day Dedicated
Laboratory described in the General Dynamics/Convair study report number
CASD-NAS-74-046. This is the largest laboratory that might be flown in the
Spacelab. As such it represents the maximum requirements for the CDMS.
The Convair study of this laboratory treats tKc various experiments in
terms of equipment units and summarizes the data processing requirments for
each of these units. For the purpose of this study the Convair equipment
units will be grouped together into five functional categories. These are:
0 Biochemical/Biophysical Analysis
0 Biomedical Studies
0 Data Management and Laboratory Support
4 Holding Units and Research Support
i Other Equipment Units
This functional grouping breaks the CDMS requirements for the 30-Day Dedi-
cated Laboratory into categories of manageable size for analysis.
The Convair study summarizes all of the Life Sciences equipment that
must be interfaced with the data management system and tabulates the data
sampling rates required of each piece: of equipment. This summary is repro-
duced here as Table 3-39.
s
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Table 3-39. Life Sciences Dedicated Laboratory Data Handling Requirements
Q
CF)
V
SAMPLED DATA
REQUIREMENTSSampling Sampling Total DOWNLINK
EQUB? tdENT UNIT (EU NO.) & Rate Duration kbits EtE MI' 5. DISPLAY PROCESSING REQUIRED BY CONTROL
'7n )cbllsidaE I7IPMENT TTEM E.1. NO. s -ln/da • r day, REQUIRED COMPUTER OR LOCAL ELECTRONICS
DataMjBgpmant Unit EU2 '
Display/Keyboard, Portable (63B) Provides crew guldanoo at the experiment site.	 In- 0 0 0 0 0 Nana The portable display keyboard will -a-
eludes alphanumeric & CRT displays and control key- quire considerable software specific to
board. This device was assmMxl to be bard wired to the experiments being supported.
U-10 DMS.
Couplers, ECG (G4), EEG 165), and Canditions olectraphyniological signals from organisms 21,000 cant. t,814.Doo 0.1 1814 Numeric, CRT, d, Wave form analysts and comparison.
GAIL* (56) or man. Assumed 6 continuous and it. intermittent aG, U00 Is Jd, oOG 5 ttwu Warning
s	 e. Ical
OsclDoncope (132) Portable unit for display at the experiment alto - Faia 0 0 0 a 0 None None other than that prow! 	 internal
wired to couplort. (above) or other sensors which to the oscilloscope.
provide the inmetiace m the DMS.
Photocell Couplers (1308) Monitors light levels Invarious cages and cage modules 84 cant. 7,260 0 0 Numeric & Warning	 Out -of- tolornzee comparison.
In 	 those for planta.
Pressure Sensor Couplers 1430 For blood pronauro mcasuramenta. 2,8D0 17 2'85G 1 28	 1 Numerte & CRT	 None.
Signal Canditlonsrs (156) For miscellaneeun physical and physiological 2,450 2I 3,087 1 31 Numeric & CRT	 Outof-tolerameo comparison.
measurements.
TOTALS 21,064 cont. 1,860,803 3553
61 250 Intermitt.
Life Sciences Ripport Unit (EU 3)
Measures crew body accelerations. 10.500 60 37.800 1 37a Numeric & CRT Simple wave form anal eta.Accelerometer Coupler IA
Gas Su	 ea 93A Ivionitors gas vonsol preimurno. I cant. 60 0 0 Numeric & Warm Rate-of-change analysis.
Power Conditioning Equipment  143 Includon 6 vol 	 and am2gruga monitors. I cant. 60 0 0 Numeric & R Outbf-tolerance comparison.
Water Conditioning Equipment ( I88) Includes water tank expulsion blsddor pressure mgt, cant. 40 0 0 Numeric & Warning Out-af-toloranco comparison.
monitors.
TOTALS 2 cant. 37,960 378
ID, 50D intermltt.
Pr	 stlon & Preservation Unit(EU4
Monitor freezer temp. and pressure. nwj. cane. 14 0 a Numeric & Warning	Out-of- tolerance camparlson.Freeezer, C	 g enia 177DI
Freezer. Low Tom . 81 Monitor temperature. nerl. cant. 1 0 0 Numeric & Wa	 Out -of-tolerance camps	
an-
Frig. Refr	 orator	 83 Monitor tea	 nature. n	 1. cant. I a 0 Numeric & Warm	 Out-of-tolerance tom	 i iaon.
TOTALS G 16 0
Biochomic	 Bloobyaics Analysis
Uni t (EU 51
Autoamlyzer 17) Data entered includes specimen l- D. , type of atalynie, nog). 33 5 5 ncgl Numeric Processing assumed to be donc IM-
and measured value. ternl to the autoamlyzer.
Commutator, Gas Manifold t50A) Monitor commutation Volvo posltion to determim negi. a,mt. 6 0 0 Numeric None.
source of gasbeing analyzed-
Fibrometor, Blood Clot (76L) Data entered faeludon spnciman LD. and c lotting Umo. 1 4 tegl. 5 Magi. Numeric Processing In porformod interval tothe automatic fibromatar.
BIood Gas Analyzer (85) Based on use of NASA ' s Autam ted Potentiomotrlc 6 15 5 30 2 Numeric Linear Interpolation program
Electrolyte Analyzer, measurements could include pll, roquired.
CO	 K	 CO,Na 	Cl,and glucose.
Gas L4rromamgraph (89) Monitor GC parameters during operation and measure 37 240 532 1 5 Numeric, CRT, Wave far m analysis.
EE concentration valoea. War
Maas Spectrometer (31) Monitors digital output for malter/buffcr containing 600 cant. 51,840 1 518 Numeric, CRT, Complex computer processing involving
Information on mass number and peak heights of Warning matrix maidpulations may be required
gasea found during mass ecaas to dotoct trace con- depending upon experiment require-
constituents as well au major atmospheric menu•
components.
Motor Monitor laborato ry sound levels. 14 cant. 1,210 0 0 Numeric Nona.
^!rcl
TOTALS G14 coat. 53 , 598 525
44 Intormiti.
Table 3-39. Life Sciences Dedicated Laboratory Data Handling Requirements (Continued)
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SAMPLED DATA
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Sampling Sampling Total DOWNLINK
EQUIPMENT UNIT (EU NO.) & Rate Duration kblts RE MTS DISPLAY PROCESSING REQUIRED BY CONTROL
bits dayEQUiPMENC rrZbI (E_I. NO.) MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION OR COMMENT bps minlday per day REQUIRED COMPUTER OR LOCAL ELECTRONICS
Biomedleal Behavioral nesoarch
Support Unit (EU 121
Electrophysiologica) Receiver (65C) Monitors eloctrophyalologlcal signals from =.n and )4.006 53 44,520 1 445 CRT Wave form analysis_
vertebrates.
Rotating Litter Chair (153A) Moasure experimental data such as subject responses, 2753 158 26, 16D 1 261 Numeric & Warning Out-at-tolerance comparison.
and mmitor operational parameters such as rpm and
acceleration.
TOTALS 0 coat. 70,620 706
16 753 Intermitt.
Bfomodleal Research. Support U bt
E( U Sly
Exercise Equipment (bicycle ergam- Monitor orgomoter parameters auch ae energy output. 13 37 29 5 1 Numeric To be determined.
otor used as a basis of data
ro	 'ts	 8C
Flowmetor, Doppler (76K) Measurea instantaneous blood velocity In paripheral 700 31 1.302 1 13 CRT To he determined.
vessels.
Ultrasonosoope (76M) Displays cross-sectional view of the heart on an as- 0 N.A. 0 N.A N.A. Natty None.
cflloseopo which Du includod as part of the E.1. 	 Video (not appU-
Metabolic Analyzer (125D) Data readouts include 02 consumed, CO2/02 ratio, 25 77 116 1 1 Numeric Processing, If required, will depend
roapiratory minute volume, vital capacity, % CO2, % upon specific experiments.
H2O, and % 02 .	 Processing to yield this data Is per-
formed internal to the E.I.
Coupler. Vootorcardlagratq (182J) Convorto VCG signals to a format usable by Me UMS 21,000 5 20, 951 1 209 CRT Probable processing will include
Interface emits. matrix manipulation & wave form
awly2is.
TOTALS 0 cant. 22,39B 224
_21, 738 inlermitt.
Small Vortabrato ttoWlE Unit (EU 40)
Monitor tamp., air flow, humidity, preaoure & leader. 7 cont. 605 1 6 Numeric & Warning Out-of-taloranae comparison & simple2 Cage Modulao (103)
Primate Holdim Unit (EU 41)
2 Cages, Primate (26A) Monitor tamp., air Row, humidity, pressure & feedar. 7 cant. 605 1 6 Numeric @ Warning Out-of-tolerance comparison & simple
mm	 nations.
Vertebrate Ros*-a=h Support Unit
E( U 42)
Couplers, Flowmatnr76i Monitors water flaw at various	 ants In the Inboruta	 . 28 cant. 2 419 0 0 Numeric Possible integration.
Transducer Blood Pressure 1B1C Measure vertebrate blood	 rossure wave contour. 50 27 567 5 28 CRT Poaaiblo wave roan analysis.
TOTALS 28 cant. 2,986 28
50	 intarmitt.
l31
lD
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3.7.1 Biochemical/Biophysics Analysis
3.7.1.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
This category of laboratory equipment (Equipment Unit 5 in the Convair
study) performs the biochemical and biophysical analyses of experiment speci-
mens and parameters. These analyses generally require more than simple in-
strumentation. Among the instruments in this category which must be inter-
faced to the CDMS are an autoanalyzer, a gas manifold commutator, a blood
clot fibrometer, a blood gas analyzer, a gas chromatograph, a mass spectro-
meter and a sound level meter. Other instruments used for biochemical and
biophysical analyses will operate with no dependence on the Spacelab CDMS.
The major functions of the CDMS-dependent instruments are summarized below.
Autoanalyzer - The autoanalyzer measures blood, urine and spinal -Fluid
properties by means of specific enzymatic reactions together with light ab-
sorbance measurements. Because a commercial unit will be adapted for Space-
lab, most of the analysis operations will be performed automatically under
control internal to the instrument. The data to be transferred to the
Spacelab CDMS will consist only of the digitally encoded sample ID, analysis
type and measured value for that analysis.
Gas Manifold Commutator - The commutator monitors valve positions to iden-
tify to the CDMS which of several test gases is currently being used. Mere
only an occasional sampling of the gas valve status is necessary.
Blood Clot Fibrometer - The function of this instrument is to measure the
coagulation time of blood plasma to ± 0.1 second accuracy. It also will be
commercial equipment adapted for space use and will supply the Spacelab CDMS
with digital values of sample ID and clotting time. These must be passed to
the computer for processing and then to the recording and telemetry systems.
Blood Gas Analyzer - This analyzer processes a 1 ml blood sample to measure
pH and the concentrations of Ca t , Na, K, Cl, ionized Ca and total Ca. It
also measures gases from urine samples. If a non-commercial unit is used the
CDMS will have to provide both analog and digital control signals to the in-
strument and digitize the analog data produced by the instrument.
mss.	 I	 ^	 I	 '^
Gas Chromatograph - This instrument measures the concentration of indivi-
dual gases in gas mixtures. In particular it monitors such gases as 0 2 , N2,
H21 CO2 , H4 , H2O, and NH3 down to the parts per million range. When the in-
strument is operated (-6 hrs/day) the CAMS is used close to the thermal con-
trol loop on the chromatographic columns and to digitize the analog data
from the detectors. The : 'AMS computer also performs waveform analyses of
the data to determine the gas concentrations present.
Mass Spectrometer - This instrument performs measurements of gas concen-
trations much the same as the gas chromatograph but can achieve higher sen-
sitivity in some circumstances. Although a self-contained commercial unit
requiring very little CDMS interface might be adapte ,' it will be assumed
here that a more Spacelab-specific unit is used requiring fairly complete
control by the CDMS. This device will require control signals to modulate
the peak scanning fields, stepping motor signals to actuate sample admission
valves and ADC channels for monitoring temperatures and digitizing the de-
tected signal. Extensive computer processing of the data may be required
to determine gas compositions.
Sound Level Meter - The sound level meter monitors ambient acoustical
levels producing an analog signal which must be digitized for processing,
recording and telemetry.
3.7.1.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The block diagram of Figure 3-46 details the CAMAC implementation of
the biochemical/biophysics instrumentation interface to the Spacelab CDMS.
Because most of the instruments are adapted commercial units and quite self-
contained the bulk of the interfacing is done with input registers and ADC's.
However, considerable use is made of CAMAC capability in providing detailed
control to the mass spectrometer instrument. Here both a fast ADC for the
main signal and a multichannel ADC for thermal contrnl are used. Addition-
ally, the mass spectrometer uses :, n input register and three stepping motor
drivers to control the movement of samples through the instrument.
None of the instruments in the biochemical/biophysical analysis group
are of a sort requiring NIM equipment. This reflects the fact that all of
the low level signals are processed by the commercial instrumentation.
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Figure 3-46. Life Sciences Biomedical/Biophysical Analysis NIM/CAMAC
Implementation
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Table 3-40 lists some specific examples of the CAMAC equipment that
could be used to interface this group of instruments to the Spacelab CDMS.
While separate input registers are shown for each of the first three instru-
ments it might turn out in practice that fewer would be necessary if they
are shared between instruments. This depends on the exact details of the
commercial unit used.
3.7.2 Biomedical Analysis
3.7.2.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
This category of equipment (Equipment Units 12 and 31 in the Convair
study) is intended to provide behavioral and biomedical research functions
to the laboratory. The instruments which must be interfaced to the Spacelab
CDMS are described briefly below.
Electrophysiological Receiver - This device receives signals transmitted
by an electrophysiological backpack worn by the test subject. The data in-
cludes electrocardiograms, vectorcardiograms and other cardiographic data.
The instrument itself will probably be a commercial unit designed to comple-
ment the transmitter contained in the backpack. However, it will be neces-
sary to digitize the analog output signals from the receiver to interface
them into the CDMS for processing and interpretation.
Rotating Litter Chair - The litter chair apparatus studies subject re-
sponse to rotational accelerations. The instrumentation on the subject
will produce several analog signals to be multiplexed into an ADC for pro-
cessing in the CDMS. Additionally, the rotation rate and rotational accel-
eration of the chair must be digitized.
Exercise Equipment - The bicycle ergometer is used to monitor a subject's
energy outputduring exer , ise. It produces analog signals which must be
digitized.
Dopp ler Flowmeter - This instrument measures blood pulse velocity and con-
tour and is generally used in conjunction with an ECG. It also produces an
analog signal that heeds to be digitized in order to be interpreted by the
CDMS. Within the CDMS it may also be necessary to provide for a waveform
analysis of the blood pulse contour.
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Table 3-40.	 CAMAC Implementation of Biochemical/Biophysical Analysis
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code Example Comments
Autoanalyzer
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Gas Manifold Commutator
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Blood Clot Fibrometer
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
ADC 161 B01244
Blood Gas Analyzer
ADC 161 801244
Output Driver 133 NE9024
DAC 162 D0200-1518
Gas Chromatograph
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel, self--
ADC 161 scanning
DAC 162 D0200-1518
ADC 161 B01244 Use separate ADC for data
since other ADC devoted
to thermal control
Mass Spectrometer
ADC - Fast 161 B01244
Input Register 121 NE7059--1 Share one of registers
DAC 162 D0200-1518 above
Multichannel ADC 161 KS3510 Sixteen-channel, self-
Stepping Motor Drivers (3)	 145 KS3361 scanning
Sound Level Meter
ADC 161 B01244
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Metabolic Analyzer - This instrument measures such respiration parameters
as 02 consumed, CO 2/02 ratio, vital capacity, and respiratory volume. This
data is used to determine the metabolic rate of the subject. The bulk of
the data processing for the metabolic analyzer is performed internal to the
device and the interface to the Spacelab CDMS has merely to accept already
digitized data for any further processing.
Vectorcardiogram Coupler - The signals received either directly from a
vectorcardiogram device or through the electrophysiological rece'lver dis-
cussed earlier in this section are converted to a more usable form by the
vectorcardiogram coupler. It amplifies the signal from the detector and
outputs an analog voltage suitable for digitization by the CDMS.
3.7.2.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Figure 3-47 outlines the primary elements required in the Biomedical
CDMS. The position encoder information from the rotating litter chair is
passed to the computer where it can be time differentiated once or twice
as required to obtain the rotational velocity and acceleration of the chair.
As seen in the diagrm, all other signals in this category of equipment require
simple digitization or are input directly as digital signals.
Table 3-41 lists all of the CAMAC modules required to interface the
biomedical equipment to the experiment computer. Fast (23 ,sec) ADC's are
used in most cases so that the sampling rate of the signal is high enough
to be able to reproduce and interpret any subtleties in the waveform.
3.7.3 Data Management and Life Sciences Support
3.7.3.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
The equipment in this category (Equipment Units 2 and 3 of the Convair
study) supplements the Spacelab data management system in order to provide
a fuller capability to perform Life Sciences research. This category also
provides centralized supporting and interface equipment for the Life Sciences
payloads. The equipment elements of this category which require in interface
to the CDMS are summarized below.
Portable Display/Keyboard - These two pieces of equipment allow the crew
to interface to the CDMS at the experiment site. Relevant experiment data
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Table 3-41. CAMAC Implementation of Biomedical
CAMAC Specific
System Element	 product Code	 Example Comments
Electrophysiological
Receiver
ADC 161 B01244 23-sec conversion
k^
Rotating Litter Chair
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC -
ADC 161 KS3510 self-scanning.
Position Encoder 117 EG&E PE019
Exercise_ Equipment
ADC 161 B01244
3
Doppler F'lowmeter
ADC 161 B01244
Metabolic Analyzer
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 {
Vectorcardiogram Coupler
ADC 161 B01244 Fast ADC
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is provided to them as required on the CRT display. This equipment is as-
sumed to be supplied by the Spacelab and includes alphanumeric and graphic
displays and a control keyboard. No special equipment need be provided by
the dedicated 30-day laboratory in order to implement this function. A dis-
cussion of a CAMAC implementation of this function for the overall Spacelab
is included in Section 3.1.1 of this report.
ECG, EEG and EMG Couplers - The ECG, EEG and EMG instruments are all cen-
tral to the research program of the life Sciences laboratory. In order to
take full advantage of these instruments they must be electrically coupled
into the CDMS for purposes of real time data reduction. It is estimated
that the dedicated 30-day laboratory will require 12 _.U'G couplers, 4 EEG
couplers and b EMG couplers. These couplers will be peculiar to the indi-
vidual detectors and will supply an amplified analog signal to the CDMS
that must be digitized for processing.
Oscilloscope -- For the immediate interpretation of experiment data as it
is gathered, it is necessary to provide an oscilloscope for display of some
of the data. This is hardware interfaced to the data sources under CDMS
control. This function is assumed to be provided by Spacelab as discussed
in Section 3.1.1.
Coupling and Conditioning Equipment - There are a variety of couplers and
signal conditioners required to handle the many small analog signals gene-
rated by the various detectors within the laboratory. The output of all of
these requires digitization for processing in the CDMS. They are summarized
briefly below.
0 Photo Cell Couplers - Photocells and phototransistors are used in the
holding units (cages) and other places in the laboratory to measure
ambient light levels. These must be coupled into the CDMS for moni-
toring of out of tolerance conditions. Up co 24 such sensors may be
used.
0 Pressure Seosor Couplers - As blood pressure and other pressure mea-
surements are made, they are -oupled into the CDMS for real-time pro-
cessing and interpretation. It is expected that 4 couplers will be
required.
i
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i! Signal Conditioners - A variety (35) of signal conditioners other
than those mentioned above is provided to interface miscellaneous
physical and physiological measurements into the CDMS.
Accelerometer Coupler - The accelerometer is used to measure crew
body accelerations and this device prepares the signals from the
sensor for interfacing into the CDMS.
I Gas Supplies - In addition to the general pressure measurements
mentioned above, the pressures of several gas supplies wi g ►;in the
laboratory are regularly sampled and recorded.
Power Conditioning Equipment - About half a dozen voltages and cur-
rents are monitored at various places about the laboratory.
I Water Conditioning Equipment - An occasional measurement of the
water tank expulsion bladder pressure is required.
The particular type of signal conditioning involved in these devices
is not currently available in NIM or CAMAC form. However, a large number
of them could be packaged as NIM modules.
3.7.3.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The block diagram of Figure 3-48 shows repeated use of analog-to-digital
convertors to interface the signals from this category of equipment into the
CDMS. In many cases the sampling rate required is low enough that several
signals can share an ADC through a multiplexer. The repetitive usage of ADC's
for this equipment is due to the multiplicity of analog signals output by all
of these devices.
Absent from the block diagram is the equipment necessary to interface
the CRT Display and Keyboard into the experiment computer. This was dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.1.
Table 3-42 sums up the equipment required for this interface function.
Some economy of module usage is attained by sharing modules as described in
the comments column of the table. The 1244 Borer ADC is shown as an example
in situations where somewhat greater accuracy in signal digitization is re-
quired. Otherwise the Kinetic Systems 3514 is used.
}
1
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Table 3-42
System Element
ECG, EEG, and EMG Cou
Multiplexers (2)
ADC's (2)
Photocell Couplers
CAMAC Interface Modules for Data Management
and Life Sciences Support Equipment
CAMAC	 Specific
Product Code Example	 Comments
1ers
164	 801704	 EEG and EMG couplers share
161	 B01244	 a multiplexer and an ADC
Multiplexer 164 B01704
ADC 161 B01244
r, • essure Sensor Couplers
Multiplexer 164 B01704 Eight of the photocell	 and
ADC 161 B01244 three of the signal condi-
tioner signals also
Signal Conditioners handled here.
Multiplexer (2) 164 B01704
ADC's	 (2) 161 B01244
Accelerometer Coupler
ADC 161 B01244
Gas Supply Pressures
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC 161 KS3510 scanning
Power Conditioning Equip -
went
Multiplexer (1/2) 	 164	 KS3510	 Share 1/2 of ADC with
ADC (1/2)	 161	 KS3510	 water conditioning sensors.
Water Conditioning Equip-
ment
Multiplexer (112)	 164	 KS3510	 Share 1/2 of ADC with
ADC (112)
	
161	 KS3510	 power conditioning sensors.
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3.7.4 Holding Units and Research Support
3.7.4.1 Instrument FuncLions and CDMS Requirements
This category of equipment provides for holding (caging) vertebrates
as well as for research supporting functions specific to the vertebrate
organisms. Also in this category are equipment units which provide envi-
ronmental enclosures for the growth of plant organisms, invertebrate organ-
isms, and the equipment to support plan;: research. A final type of equip-
ment is that for housing cells and tissue and supporting research in these
areas.
Most o; the equipment in this category is still in the conceptual de-
sign phase. However, the major characteristics of all of the holding units
except that for primates are summarized in the common holding unit shown in
Figure 3-49 (from the Convair report CASD-NAS-74-046). The common holding
unit forms a basic housing for a variety of organisms and is internally
modified as required to suit individual organisms. The unit is sealable in
order to minimize air leakage into or out of the organism compartment and
is designed to mate with a debris contaminant shroud. An essential feature
of the holding unit is a system for controlling its internal temperature
within the range 10 to 40% (possibly using liquid coils integral with the
walls of the unit).
When used for plants, the common holding unit must be modified to i;l-•
elude a lighting system. When used for small vertebrates the integra l temp-
erature control system will probably not be needed since the cage temperature
will be controlled by the temperature of the system ventilation air.
The holding unit for primates, because of their larger size, will be
custom designed and considerably different from the common holding unit.
It will, however, still provide a controlled environment for the animals.
Each of the holding chambers requires regular monitoring of temperature,
air flow, humidity and pressure. The sensors for all of these measurements
produce analog signals which can be multiplexed into an ADC and then into the
Spacelab computer. In the case of temperature and air flow it is assumed
that analog control signals will be returned from the CDMS to the holding
units. Additionally, the vertebrate and primate holding units will require
181
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stepping motor control signals for positioning of a TV monitoring camera.
Several additional instruments are required to support the vertebrate
and plant research functions. These are listed and described briefly below.
Flowmeter Couplers & Blood Pressure Transducer - These devices supply
signals proportional to water flow rate at various places in the laboratory.
Also included in this category of equipment is a separate blood pres-
sure transducer to be used on the vertebrates being studied.
The flowmeter coupler and blood pressure transducer both produce analog
signals that must be digitized for monitoring and interpretation by the CDMS.
In the case of the blood pressure transducer a waves. ,a analysis of the
blood pressure wave may be performed by the CDMS computer.
Clinostat - The purpose of the clinostat is to slowly rotate plant organ-
isms relative to the laboratory. It is eased on earth to neutralize the e'-
fects of gravity through slow rotation or the organism. Its use on Spacelab
is to determine if it produces only artifacts relative to a true zero-G en-
vironment. The clinostat will be driven by a stepper motor to which the CDMS
must supply the'control signals.
3.7.4.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Figure 3-50 shows the interface of the holding units to the 3pacelab
CDMS using CAMAC equipment. All of the units are instrumented basically
the same with multiplexers and ADC's to sample temperatures and other ana-
log voltages for the control of heaters.
The CAMAC modules required for this interface are listed in Table 3-43.
The Kinetic Systems dual steppi; gig motor driver units for the Vertebrate and
Primate Holding Units were chosen so as to be able to control the positions
of the TV camera for those units in two orthogonal axes.
3.7.5 Other Life Sciences Experiment Units
3.7.5.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS - Requirements
This category of equipment consists of several equipment units not
covered in the other equipment categories. One of these is the Life Support
Subsystem Test Unit. It provides the capability to perform tests on LSS
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Table 3-43. CAMAC Interface of Holding Units
and Research Support Equipment
CAMAC
	
Specific
System Element	 Product Code Example	 Comments
Small Vertebrate Holding
Unit
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
DAC's	 (2) 162
Stepping Motor Drivers (2) 145
Primate Holding Unit
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
DAC's	 (2) 162
Stepping Motor Drivers (2) 145
Plant Holding Unit
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
DAC's	 (2) 162
Cell and Tissue Holding
Unit
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
DAC's	 (2) 162
Invertebrate Holding Unit
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
DAC's
	 (2) 162
Flowmeters
Multiplexer 164
ADC 161
Blood Pressure Transducer
ADC 161
Clinostat
Stepping Motor Driver 145
KS3510	 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
KS3510	 scanning
D0200-1518
KS3360	 Two units in one module
KS3510	 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
KS3510	 scanning
D0200-1518
KS3360	 Two units in one module
KS3510
KS3510
D0200-1518
KS3510
KS3510
D0200-1518
KS3510
KS3510
D0200-1518
KS3510
KS3510
B01244
KS3361
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prototype equipment. Its equipment roster includes portable life support
systems for EVA and an LSS test bench. The intent of the latter is to sup-
port a variety of experiment test apparatus. It supplies electrical power
connections, coolant fluid connections, structural support, vacuum connec-
tions and general purpose instrumentation. The requirements on the CDMS to
support this equipment are fairly minimal. The portable life support systems
for EVA require no interface to the CDMS. The only specific requirements are
that several analog voltages from measurements of temperature, pressure and
flow on the LSS test bench be digitized and monitored for out-of-tolerance
by the CDMS.
A second equipment unit in this category is one for the measurement of
man/systems integration (MSI) parameters including man's behavior and per-
formance in space and his interaction with various types of equipment. The
equipment in this category includes a psychomotor performance console, force/
torque measurement taskboard, vision tester and MSI task simulator. Many of
the experiments performed with the MSI equipment will also be done indepen-
dent of the CDMS. Additionally, much of the data gathered in MSI experiments
uses equipment from other categories such as ECG's, EEG's and accelerometers.
The only additional equipment which requires interfacing to the CDMS is that
associated with the psychomotor performance console. Analog data from this
console will require digitization for processing in the Spacelab computer
and display on the portable CRT.
The third unit of equipment in this category is the bioresearch centri-
fuge. This device has a total diameter almost equal to that of the Spacelab
and includes 8 cage modules for holding vertebrate specimens. The major
function of the centrifuge is to simulate a gravitational field for various
small vertebrates in order to compare their behavior with that in the zero-G
environment of the Spacelab. Various biomedical parameters will be monitored
on the vertebrates that get spun in the centrifuge. A transmitter and re-
ceiver system will be required to convey these signals from the centrifuge
to the rest frame of the Spacelab. At that point they will be digitized and
processed to the CDMS in the same fashion as the signals from the electro-
physiological receiver in the Biomedical equipment category. Additionally,
the centrifuge position will be detected and sampled regularly. This data
186
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will be time differentiated to obtain the rotational velocity and accelera-
tion of the centrifuge.
3.7.5.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
The block diagram of Figure 3-51 shows the straightforward interface
of these equipment units into the CDMS with CAMAC equipment. The exact num-
ber of signals to be multiplexed into each of the three ACD`s is uncertain
and is only indicated schematically.
The seven CAMAC modules envisioned for this interface task are shown in
Table 3-44. The necessity of three separate sets of multiplexers and ADC's
will vary depending on which specific equipment items are being used in the
three experiment units.
3.7.6 Life Sciences Payload Summary_
The premise in the analysis of the Life Sciences 30-day dedicated lab-
oratory was that most of the equipment to be used in the laboratory would be
commercial units modified as required for the Spaceiab environment. Since
virtually all commercial units perform at least elementary processing of the
data signals that they generate, the CDMS requirements for the Life Sciences
laboratory are different from that of many of the other instrument groups
studied. In !.he case of the Life Sciences instruments there are no low level
signals to be processed and very little digital data. The great majority of
the instruments produce analog signals of the type that would normally drive
meters or strip chart recorders in the laboratory. In order to efficiently
use the computational and analytical capabilities provided by the Spaceiab
these signals must be regularly sampled, digitized and fed to the experiment
computer.
The adapted commercial nature of the Life Sciences instruments is re-
Elected in the summary of required NIM and CAMAC equipment in Table 3-45.
First of all, there is no NIM equipment required since all of the signals
that might normally be processed in NIM modules are handled by discrete elec-
tronics intrinsic of each of the individual instruments.
The other outstanding feature of the table is the heavy usage of analog-
to-digital converters. These convert all of the strip chart type of signals
from the instruments to a form comprehensible by the computer system.
i
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Table 3-44, CAMAC Implementation for Other Experiment Units
System Element
LSS Test Bench
Multiplexer
ADC
Psychomotor Performance
Console
Multiplexer
ADC
Bioresearch Centr3^y^e
CAMAC	 Specific
Product Code Example
164
	
B01704
161
	
B01244
164
	
B01704
161	 B01244
Comments
Multiplexer
	
164	 B01704	 These signals are trans-
ADC
	
161	 B01244	 ferred from the centrifuge
Position Encoder	 117	 EG&G PE019 via an electrophysiological
transmitter and receiver.
Table 3-45: Life Sciences Use of CAMAC Equipment
CAMAC
Product
CAMAC Equipment Code
Position Encoder 117
Input Register 121
Output Register 133
Stepping Motor Driver 145
Analog-to-Digital Converter 161
Single Unit
	 - Fast
.Multichannel	 - Slow
Digital-to-Analog Converter 162
Multiplexer 164
Branch Driver 211
Crate Controller 231
Crate w/Power Supply 411
Equipment Category
G^
	
"G
^ Q^^ ^ Q^^ ^^ao^^G^ C-3
	
.^
 
Totals
l	 1	 2
3	 1	 4
1	 l
1	 5	 6
5	 4	 7	 1	 3	 20
2	 1	 3	 6	 12
1	 2	 3
6	 3	 9
	
Share 1
	 1
1	 1	 1	 1	 Share
	 4
1	 1	 1	 1	 with
	 4
Biomedical
't
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3.8 SPACE PROCESSING APPLICATION PAYLOADS
Six objectives for the Space Processing Applications (SPA) program
aboard Space Shuttle have been defined by NASA.
a	 Make space easily accessible to the international scientific
and industrial community for research and development work
in materials science and technology.
a	 Develop techniques that take full advantage of the character-
istics of space flight to achieve experimental and process
conditions that are not attainable at competitive costs on
earth.
A	 Employ the novel materials research and development techniques
that are possible in space to acquire new knowledge in
technologically important areas of materials science and
technology.
a Apply R&D results obtained in space to advance materials
technology generally and in particular, to invent processes
to manufacture products in space for use on earth.
o	 When appropriate, reduce selected space manufacturing processes
to practice and conduct pilot production operations to demon-
strate their practicality.
o	 When capabilities to manufacture economically viable products
are achieved, initiate commercial production operations in
space.
TRW has been involved in several studies of how best to use the
Space Shuttle to accomplish these objectives. One result of these
studies has been the definition of five payload equipment groupings
required to perform the space processing experiments.
Furnace - A grouping of furnaces and associated apparatus for performing
activities in which physical contact with the specimen is permissible.
Levitation - Apparatus providing contactless positioning and heating
of specimens with associated process control and characterization.
Biological - Equipment which produces separation of biological samples
with associated preservation and storage capacity.
Purpose -- Provides services with associated characterization
equipment supporting the accommodation of a variety of moderate
temperature research areas, including physical or chemical fluid
studies.
r
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Core - Consists of centralized data acquisition, processing and
equipment control functions.
The primary purpose of t-his study is to analyze the requirements
of the core subelement to support the other four groups of equipment.
Table 3-46 lists all of the equipment items in the SPA payload
which require interfacing to the CAMS. The various equipment groupings
which use each piece of equipment are indicated. For purposes of
discussion these equipment items have been divided into four categories
as shown. These will be treated individually in the following sections.
It is to be emphasized that this division into categories is primarily
for convenience of discussion. Although there is some correlation
between the equipment groups and the equipment categories defined in
Table 3-46, it is not intended to necessarily reflect a functional
grouping.
3.8.1 SPA Equipment Category I
3.8.1.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
The seven items of equipment in this category are discussed
briefly below.
Flowmeter - This device will be used to measure gas or liquid flow
to and from various pieces of test equipment in the biological experi-
ments. Its analog output signal must be digitized for processing
in the CDMS.
pH Monitor - Several of the SPA experiments require a continuous monitor
of the pH of a test solution. The analog signal from this measurement
device is digitized so it can be monitored by the CDMS computer.
UV/Visible Spectrometer - In order to better chart the changes occurring
in experiment samples as they are processed this instrument will be
used to record the time dependent UV and visible spectra of the samples.
The detector for this instrument is a photomultiplier tube operated
in the pulse counting mode. Control must also be provided to the
steppi ng moto r which moves the grating for spectral scans.
If1
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Table 3-46.	 Equipment Requiring Interface to CDMS for SPA
General
Equipment Category	 Biological Furnace Purpose Levitation
Category I
Flowmeter
pH Monitor
UV/Visual Spectrometer 8
Fluid Cooling/Refrigeration
Unit
Temperature Measurement System r e 0
Laser Optical Scattering Monitor e. 0 •
Electro-Optical Imaging System ® 0.
Category II
Gas Chromatograph •
IR Spectrometer •
Vacuum/Pressure Measurement
and Control 9 0 Q
Nuclear Particle Counting Unit •
Mixing and Dispersal Units 0 0
Manipulation and Displacement
Units e 9
Category III
Liquid Syringe Dispenser • •	 a
Inertial	 Injector r
Residual Gas Analyzer s
Directional Calorimeter s	 i
Time Lapse/High-Speed Camera 0
Dye Laser/Flash Lamp 0 e •
Category IV	 .
Zone Refiner a
Directional Solidification Unit s
Low-Volt/High-Amp Supply
RF Induction Supply
	
2 kHz top
Z MHz)
.
RF Induction Supply (Mixing and
Dispersal)
High Voltage .(17 U) a •
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Fluid Cooling/Refrigeration Unit - This device will be used to pre-
serve biological samples and will require the processing of analog
temperature signals.
Temperature Measurement System - Several devices will be used for tempera-
ture measurements in the various SPA experiments. These will include
electrical resistance sensors, thermocouples and pyrometers to measure
incandescent light intensity. All of these devices.produce.analog
voltages that must be digitized for processing.
Laser Optical Scattering Monitor - Another method of quantizing the
changes in materials as they are processed is to measure the light
backscattered when a sample is irradiated with a laser. This light is
detected by a photomultiplier tube operated in the pulse counting mode.
Electro-Optical Imaging System - The EOZS is a closed circuit TV system
used to monitor and record the time evolution of various laboratory
processes such as crystal growth, furnace operation and material
interactions. The device includes its own recording and playback
facilities.
3.8.1.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Figure 3-52 illustrates the NIM and CAMAC equipment required to
interface the Category I SPA equipment into the Spacelab experiment
computer. NIM equipment is particularly well adapted to handling the
photomultiplier signals from the Spectrometer and Laser Scattering
equipment items since this is the most common type of detector used in
ground based accelerator laboratories. It is only because of its self-
contained recording and playback capability that the EOIS can be
handled with CAMAC modules as shown. After a picture has been taken
and stored by the EOIS the individual picture elements are clocked
out to a fast ADC under computer control (via the output register).
After digitization the computer processes them as required and sends
them to the appropriate display unit.
i
The equipment listed in Table.3-47 implements all of the NIM.andf	
CAMAC functions shown in the block diagram. The Ortec 456 high voltage
	 j
power supplies chosen as an example have a variable output voltage
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Table 3-47. NIM/CAMAC Implementation of Category I
SPA Equipment
CAMAC	 Specific
System Element	 Product Cone Example	 Comments
Flowmeters
Multiplexer
	
164	 KS3510	 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC	 161	 KS3510	 scanning
phi Monitor
ADC	 161	 KS3510	 Use one channel of flow-
meter ADC
UV/Visual Spectrometer
Scaler	 ill	 B01002
Stepping Motor Driver
	
145	 KS336I
High-Voltage Supply 	 NIM	 ORTEC 456
Photomultiplier Amplifier 	 NIM	 ORTEC 276
Single-Channel Analyzer	 NIM	 ORTEC 406A
DAC	 162	 D0200-1528 +104, 12-bit, Dornier
Input Register
	
121	 NE7059-1	 r
Fluid Cooling/Refrigeration
Unit
Multiplexer ,	164	 KS3510
ADC	 161	 KS3510
DAC	 162	 D0200-1528	 i
Temperature Measurement
System
Multiplexer	 164	 KS3510
ADC	 161	 KS3510
Laser Scattering
Scaler	 Lit	 B01002
High-Voltage Power Supply	 NIM	 ORTEC 456
Photomultiplier Amplifier	 NIM	 ORTEC 276
162	 D0200-1528
EOIS/CCTV 1
ADC - Fast	 161	 B01244A	 x-10-V, 12-bit, 23-usec
Output Register..	 133	 K53080	 conversion time
if
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controlled by a 0-11 volt input voltage. This input is provided by
the PAC's operated under direct software control in the computer. This
makes the total operation of the photon detection systems subject to
automatic programmed operation. The Borer ADC shown for the HIS is
fast enough to handle the playback signals from the EOIS recorder.
3.8.2 SPA Equipment CategorZ II
3.8.2.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
This section contains brief descriptions of the six equipment items
in this category.
Gas Chromatograph - This is assumed to be an adaptation of a commercial
unit containing its own thermal control and gas sampling subsystems..
The analog output of the instrument is digitized so that the CDMS
computer can perform waveform analyses of the data to determine the
gas concentration present.
IR Spectrometer - Another data point required to understand the physical
and chemical changes undergone by some materials during processing is
the nature of the infrared spectra of the material. The infrared
spectrometer produces analog signals and like the UV/Visual photometer
requires control signals to the stepping motor that positions the grating.
Vacuum/Pressure Measurement and Control 	 Analog signals from pressure
sensors must be processed and integrated by the CDMS in order to provide.
control signals for maintaining test containers at specified pressures.
Nuclear Particle Counting Unit_- Some of the materials to be processed
in the laboratory will be radioactive and radioactive tracer elements
will be used to monitor other processes. The nuclear particle counting
unit provides for the recording and analysis of radioactive counting.
data.
Mixing and Dispersal. Units 	 These instruments will be acoustic
 and mechanical devices designed to assure thorough mixing of
liquified samples. Analog instrumentation signals will be output by
the devices and analog control signals must be input to operate them.
Manipulation and Displacement Units - Three different devices for.mani-
pulation samples are envisioned. One will be a standard three axis
196
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mechanical manipulator. A second will be a holder for crystals during
growth (including a feed mechanism). And a third will be a piezoe
electric drive to accomplish small displacements of samples. All three
of these devices require the processing of position sensor signals
and the input of analog control signals.
3.8.2.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
i
Figure 3-53 outlines the CDMS system to support category II
instruments using NIM and CAMAC equipment. A stepping motor driver is
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used to control valve operation in the vacuum/pressure system. The
nuclear particle counting unit is readily implemented with NIM modules
since this is one of the major functions for which they were designed.
Analog signals from the mixing, dispersal, manipulation and displace-
ment units are multiplexed into ADC's for computer processing in order
that analog control signals may be returned to these units via DAC's.
Table 3-48 gives specific examples of all of the NIM and CAMAC
modules required to handle the CDMS interface for Category II equipment.
Fairly extensive use is made of the Kinetic Systems 3510 unit with 15
ADC channels to'process the multitude of analog signals produced by the
various instruments in this category. The Kinetic Systems.3110 was
chosen as an example of the DAC's to be used by this equipment category
because it is an 8-channel unit and several channels may be required
for each of the two applications shown in the table.
3.8.3 Category III SPA Equipment
3.8.3.1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
There are six major pieces of equipment in this category.
Liquid Syringe Dispenser
.
- This device is used to inject precise
quantities of liquids into a processing volume. It operates on the same
Principle as a hypodermic syringe; When used for.the SPA experiments
aboard Spacelab the plunger will be driven by a stepper motor under
direct control of the CDMS.
Inertial Injector - This piece of equipment uses the same principal as
a pinball machine to impart momentum to a sample to be injected into the
processing volume.. It is instrumented with a stepping motor to cock
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Figure 3-53. SPA Category II Equipment NIM/CAMAC Implementation
{Table 3-48. CAMAC Implementation. of Category 11
SPA Equipment
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code	 Example Comments
Gas chromatograph
ADC 161 B01244A
IR Spectrometer
ADC 161 B01244A
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Bias Supply NIM ORTEC 459 Five-kV Detector bias supply
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
i	 Vacuum Pressure System
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ABC 161 scanning
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Input Register
i
121 NE7059-1 Share register above
Nuclear Particle Counting
- -	 -Jnit
HV Supply NIM ORTEC 456
Preamplifier NIM ORTEC 276
Analyzer NIM ORTEC 406A
Scaler ill B01002
Mixing and Dispersal Units
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC 161 scanning
DAC 162 KS3110 Eight-channel, ten-bit
Manipulation and Displace•-
ment Units
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC 161 s tanning
DAC 162 KS3110 Eight-channel, ten-bit,
share the one above
C
t
.it and a solenoid-driven release latch to fire it,
Residual Gas Analyzer - The residual gas analyzer is used to measure
small quantities of gas remaining in an evacuated region.. It is
especially useful for detecting and separating traces of organic
molecules. It operates on principles similar to that of a mass spectro-
meter leak detector using an electrostatic analyzer with an impressed
voltage swing to scan molecular weights. An analog signal is required
to control the voltage scan and the system produces several analog
signals (both science and engineering data) which must be digitized for
processing by the Spacelab CDMS.
Directional Calorimeter - This instrument is analogous to a radiative
flux meter and is used to make temperature measurements of samples
being processed. The analog output must be digitized for interpretation
by the CAMS.
Time lapse /High Speed Camera - This device will be used to record the
time evolution of several of the SPA processes. It is controlled by
.an output register that sets the aperture and exposure time and releases
the shutter. A stepping motor driver is also required to control the
motorized film advance mechanism.
Dye-laser/Flash Lamp - Dye Laser and Flash Lamp units are provided for
controlled illumination of several of the processes to be monitored
by the laboratory. They will basically be operated in an ON/OFF mode.
3.8.3.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Figure 3-54 blocks out the primary elements of the CDMS to support
this category of equipment. Most of the equipment in this .category
consists of adapted commercial instruments that are mostly self-containted.
This means that only the simplest interfaces to the experiment computer
are required and results in the fairly simple CDMS shown.
	 i
The various CAMAC modules required to implement the CDMS for this
category of SPA equipment are described in Table 3-49. No NIM equipment
is required in this CDMS because all of the instruments perform their.
own low level processing of signals. There are now photon or particle
counting requirements of the type for which NIM is designed. As indicated
	
i
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Table 3-49. CAMAC Implementation of Category III
SPA Equipment
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code
	
Example Comments
Liquid Syringe Dispenser
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Inertial Injector
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361
Output Register 133 KS3080 Share 1/2 below
Input Register 121 NE7059-1
Residual Gas Analyzer.
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC 161 scanning
DAC 162 D0200-1528 +10-V, 12-bit, Dornier
Directional Calorimeter
ADC 161 B01244A
Time Lapse/High-Speed
Camera
Stepping Motor Driver 145 KS3361 j
Output Register 133 KS3080
Input Register 121 NE7059-1 Share register above	 j
Dye Laser/Flash Lamp
Output Driver
	 Q 13 3 K5 3080 Share 112 with inertial
injector
i
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in the table some economy of CAMAC modules is obtained by sharing input
and output registers among several of the instruments.
3.8.4 Category IV SPA Equipment
3.8.4,1 Instrument Functions and CDMS Requirements
This equipment category has only two major instruments, the zone
refiner and directional solidification unit, but also includes four
power conditioning and conversion units which support many of the other
pieces of equipment in the laboratory.
Zone Refiner - This instrument is used in metallic purification processes.
A cylinder of metal is passed slowly through the device with the central
section being heated to a high temperature. Impurities in the metal
are pushed ahead of the hot region to the end of the sample as it moves
through. The instrumentation for the zone refiner is used to establish
thermal control of the system.
Directional Solidification Unit - This experiment studies solidification
processes in cylindrical metal samples by subjecting the sample to a
linear temperature gradient along its length. Instrumentation for
monitoring and.control of the temperature profile is required.
Power Conditioners and Converters - The other four pieces of equipment
in this category perform power conditioning on the Spacelab supplied
power to support the various SPA instruments. The Low Voltage/High
Amperage unit and RF Induction (2KHz to 2MHz) unit are designed primarily
to support the General Purpose Furnace and the Directional Solidification
Unit. The high Voltage Power Converter is used for the Zone Refiner and
Directional Solidification Units. There is also a second RF Induction
Unit for powering the Mixing and Dispersal Units and other equipment
throughout the.
 laboratory.
3.8.4.2 CDMS Implementation with NIM/CAMAC
Figure 3-55 shows the straightforward design of the CDMS for Category
IV equipment with CAMAC modules. The Zone Refiner and Directional
Solidification Units are controlled by sampling temperatures with a
multiplexer and ADC, closing the control loop in the computer software
and feeding back an analog heater control signal through a DAC. Control
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of the power conditioning and conversion units consists solely in
switching the units on and off with an output driver module.
The five modules described in Table 3-50 accomplish all of the
computer interface functions for the category IV equipment. Since many
DAC's are packaged in quad or octal units the total number of modules
could be reduced to four by sharing a :tingle DAC module. The simplicity
of the CDMS requirement for this category reflects the fact that the
items of equipment are mostly self-contained and controlled and require
very little external interface.
3.8.5 SPA Payload Summary
The NIM and CAMAC requirements for the SPA data processing and
control functions are summarized in Table 3-51.
The fairly heavy use of multichannel ADC's for these instruments is
due to the multitude of analog signals they produce. In particular,
sensors for measurement of temperature, flow and pressure contribute
heavily to the requirements in this category..
Sixteen digital-to-analog converters are specified but these are
contained within two octal modules. Each of these modules is shared
between two equipment categories.
All of the requirements for NIM equipment are in the first two
equipment categories since these contain the phatomultiplier tube and
infrared sensors. None of the sensors used in the other two categories
produce signals of a type suitable for processing by NIM modules.
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Table 3-50. CAMAC i	 0Implementat on 	f Category IL !
SPA CDMS
CAMAC Specific
System Element Product Code	 Example Cam,ents
Zone Refiner
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC. 161 scanning
DAC 162 D0200-1528 +10-V, I2-bit
Directional Solidification
Unit
Multiplexer 164 KS3510 Sixteen-channel ADC, self-
ADC 161 scanning.
	
Share unit above
DAC 162. D0200-1528
Low-Voltage/High-Amp
Converter	 -"
Output Register 133 KS3080 Share with other power
conditioners
RE Induction Conditioners
Output Register 133 KS3080 Share with other power
conditioners
RF Induction Conditioners
Output Register 133 KS3080 Share with other power
conditioners
HV Power Converter
Output Register 133 KS3080 Share with other power
conditioners
i
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Table 3-51:	 SPA Use of NIM and CAMAC EQUIPMENT
Equipment Category
CAMAC
Product
V'a^	 V'a^	 c^	 ^'^^CAMAC Equipment Code Totals
Scaler 111 1 l 2
Input Register 121 l 1	 1 3
Output Register 133 7 2	 1 4
Stepping Motor Driver 145 1 2	 3 6
Analot-to-Digital Converter 161
Single Unit - Fast 1 2	 1 4
Multichannel - Slow -3 3	 °	 2 9
Digital to Analog Converter 162 Share 1	 Share'1 2
Branch Driver 211 Share 1 1
Crate Controller 231 Share 2 2
Crate 411 Share Z 2
NIM Equipment
High Voltage Power Su pply 2 1 3
Photomultiplier Amplifier 2 1 3
Single Channel Analyzer 2 l 3
Bias Voltage Supply 1 1
Bin
c
-i
-	 Share 1 1
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r3.9 NIM/CAMAC APPLICABILITY AND COMMONALITY
3.9.1 Applicability Tabulation
The results of the analyses of the seven representative payloads des-
cribed in the preceding sections plus the results of the previous work by
Bendix and NASA/GSFC were combined to generate a summary tabulation of NIM
and CAMAC usage. Before discussing the overall results for NIM and CAMAC
equipment applicability, a brief discussion of the four payloads made up
of instruments analyzed in other studies will be given.
3.9.1.1 Bendix and NASA/GSFC Payloads_
The Bendix study investigated the feasibility of implementing six .
Shuttle sortie payloads with NIM and CAMAC equipment. The instrumentation
required for the two earth observations experiments analyzed by Bendix
	
-
(13-Band Multispectral Scanner and Microwave Radar System) would actually
constitute considerably less than an entire payload in the sense we are
using the term here (i.e., a complement; of instruments that approximately
uses the full payload capability of Spaceiab). Consequently, these two
instruments were included in the earth observations payload analyzed in
Section 3.6, and their results have already been incorporated in Table 3--38.
A somewhat similar case applies for the high-energy astrophysics instru-
ments analyzed by Bendix.and NASA/GSFC. The Shuttle Sortie Cosmic Ray
Laboratory treated by Bendix consists of a cosmic-ray instrument that is
based on a NASA/JSC balloon flight payload. Major components of the system
are a superconducting magnet spectrometer and a small ionization calorimeter
primarily designed for electron detection.
The two instruments analyzed by NASA/GSFC were designed to fly on
automated spacecraft and were also based on experiments that have been
flown on balloons. The Explorer Gamma-Ray Experiment; Telescope (EGRET) con-
sists of a multiplane, wire spark chamber pictorial gamma-ray detector
coupled with a total absorption shower crystal detector. The High-Energy
Cosmic-Ray Experiment (HFCRE) consists of a Iarge area charge detection
system and a large ionization calorimeter primarily designed for nuclear
cosmic-ray detection.
3
We have combined these three instruments into one high-energy astro-
physics payload designated as the Cosmic-Ray/Gamma-Ray Payload in our tabu-
lations. The NIM and CAMAC modules required to implement this payload were
taken from the Bendix and NASA/GSFC work and are shown in Table 3-52 in the
format we have used in the preceding sections.
The remaining three payloads studied by Bendix are payloads in the
sense used here. The Astronomical Observatory for Shuttle includes a one-
meter telescope designed to operate in the ultraviolet and visible regions
of the spectrum with a variety of focal plane instruments. From the stand-
point of CDMS requirements, it is similar to the IR telescope discussed in
Section 3.3. The Atmospheric Science Facility is composed of large numbers
of optical instruments Operated in a coordinated fashion to carry out remote
sensing measurements on the atmosphere. Finally, the Auroral and Magneto-
spheric Observatory is very similar to the AMPS payload treated in Section 3.5
and contains many of the same instruments. The NIM and CAMAC equipment
requirements for these three payloads that we will use in our overall tabu-
lation have been taken directly from the Bendix study.
3.9.1.2 CAMAC Applicability
The overall summary of CAMAC equipment requirements for the eleven
representative Spacelab payloads is presented in Table 3-53. The numbers
..of modules needed . in each payload are tabulated by CAMAC product code. The
largest numbers of any particular type of module required in one payload are
circled. This information will be used in the commonality analysis (Section
3.9.2): It can immediately.be seen that a significant number . of modules is
required by each payload. The total number of CAMAC modules required to
implement .the eleven payloads . is 648 (not counting crates) yielding an
average of 59 modules per payload. From the table, it can be seen that the
applicability of CAMAC equipment is relatively uniform over the various
disciplines with a factor of two maximum variations up or down from the.
average. As expected, high-energy astrophysics is the heaviest user of
CAMAC equipment. The distribution of applicability amongst the various
fo 
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As would be expected, analog-to-digital converters are the most frequently
i used type of module.
Table 3-52:	 Cosmic Ray/Gamma Ray Use of NIM and CAMAC Equipment:
CAMAC
p roo duct: Cosmic Ray Lab	 EGRET HECRE
- Code (Bendix) (GSFC) (GSFC) Totals
CAMAC Equipment;
Scalers ill 3 10 1 14
Input: Gates 121 1 1 1 3
Interrupt Registers 123 1 1 l 3
Clocks & Pulse Generators 131 1 1 i 3
Output Registers 132 2 2 1 5
Analog-to-Digital Converters 161
High Resolution- . Fast; 3 3
Multichannel - Slow 3 1 4 8
Time Digitizers 2 2
Digital-to-Analog Converters 162 1 2 3
Mul ti pl exers 1 1
Branch Drivers 211 Share 1 l
Crate Controllers 231 1 1 1 3
Crates 911 1 1 1 3
NIM Equipment
Amplifiers
Shaping 1 7 S
Fast 2 2
Delay 3 3 1
Discriminators
Fast Integral 1 3 5 9
Slow Integral 6 6
Constant Fraction 8 2 2 12
Linear Fan-Ins 1 4 7 .12
Linear Fan-Outs 2 1 3
Logic Units 1 1 i 3
High. Voltage. Power Supplies B 8
Bins 3 2 7
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Table 3-53: CAMAC Equipment Applicability Tabulation
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CAMAC Equipment Code CD ^ CZC-3 d <--- d-- _, cn 1_U a ^n 0- Totals
Scalers 111 4 2) 14 6 1 1 2 51
Preset Scalers 113 ^5^ ^ 3 8Position Encoders 117 8 ( 8 3 2 2 31Input Gates 121 7 2 6 3 l0 1 4 6 3 42
Input Registers 12R 7
Interrupt Registers 123 3 (4) 3 2 2 18
Clocks &Pulse Generators 731 1 3
^
3 2 4 17
Output Registers 132 5 l?J 5 8 5 35
Output Drivers 133 6 l^ 5' .10 1 25 4 69
Stepping Motor Controlle s 145 11^! 15 15 9 6 6 86
Analog-to-Digital Converters 161
High Resolution/Fast 21 7 16 3 13 3 4 87
Multichannel/Slow 6 8 6 1 2 12 5 9 67
Time Digitizers 26 2 28
E	 Digital-to-Analog Converters 1.62 1 2 2 3.9 6 ^3 1 2 30
Multiplexers 164 3 3 1 2 tJ 2 20
Branch Drivers 211 1 1 1 1 1 2 [2 i 1 1 13
Crate Controllers 231 4 2 4 6 3 4 4 3 4 3 2 39
Crates w/Power`Supply 411 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 2 39
Totals 70 '.J 77 118 52 78 59 37 66 62 35 687
No payload CDMS requirements, for which CAMAC-type equipment was in
general applicable, were found that could not be satisfied with available
CAMAC modules. Hence, no requirements for functionally-modified or special-
purpose modules were identified. In fact, in most cases a number of dif-
ferent modules were available to fulfill any particular functional require-
ment.
In summary, our conclusion is clear -- from a functional standpoint,
CAMAC equipment has been found to have a high degree of applicability for
Shuttle payload data acquisition and control requirements.
3.9.1.3 NIM Applicability
The overall summary of NIM equipment requirements for the eleven repre-
sentative payloads is presented in Table 3-54. For the purposes of this
tabulation, we have generated a functional.classificat.,,:)n for NIM modules
that serves the same function as the CAMAC product code. Although the
total number of units required is considerable, the applicability of cur-
rently available NIM equipment is concentrated in the high-energy astro
physics area. About 70 percent of the total usage occurs in this single
discipline. While the distribution.of usage among the various functional
types of modules is reasonably uniform in this discipline, the usage else-
where is limited almost entirely to amplifier and high-voltage porter supplies
with a few discriminators required in addition.
1
The limited applicability found for NIM equipment makes an approach to
implementing Shuttle payloads that is based directly on existing commercial
NIM equipment questionable. This.conclusion is further strengthened . by the
fact that the available NIM equipment tends to be not very compactly pack-
aged.
This situation often arises in the case of analog signal processing
modules because of the provision of convenient front-panel-mounted switches
for manual circuit control.and the use of numerous coaxial signal connectors
in existing modules. We believe that consideration should be given to
developing a more compactly packaged version of NIM-type functions for use
in Shuttle experiment instrumentation. Such an approach would be quite
feasible because of the reduced need for easily accessible control switches,
	 3
etc. in spaceflight applications. Some of the functions: normally implemented
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Pulse Amplifiers
Shapi ng 10 42 4 11 1 3 79
Fast 2 2
G . Delay 3 3
Sum/Invert 49 1 50
Discriminatorsh,
j	 Fast Integral 2	 9 31
Slow Integral 10 6 5 21
Window 1 3 4
Zero-Crossing 7
Constant-Fraction 12
Linear Gates 1
Linear Fan-Ins 12 12
Linear Fan-Outs 3 3
Logic Units 22
Pulse Height Analyzers 1
Nigh Voltage Power Supplies 5 2 9 4	 .8 40 7 3 116
Bins w/Power Supply 1 1 2 7 8 4 1 1 42
Totals 6 3 . 32 198	 73 59 — 22 - 3 10 406	 ^---
Speci al Modules
Sequence Discriminators 7
Wave Analyzers 8
Differential Amplifier 6 .--"^
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in HIM form are available in a more compact CAMAC form (see product code 165
in the CAMAC Product Guide). We have not used these modules in the present
analysis because almost all of them are manufactured by a Polish and a
Hungarian firm.
Finally, almost one-third of the applicable HIM modules are high-voltage
power supplies (HVPS's). For many reasons, the use of HIM-packaged HVPS's
is not attractive for Spacelab applications. For instance, since the HIM
units must be located in a pressurized environment, extensive high-voltage
cabling would be required between the Spacelab Module or Igloo and pallet-
mounted instruments. A much more reasonable approach would be to develop
a family of standard programmable HVPS's suitable for operation in normal.
spaceflight environments. The frequent, relatively common requirements for
HVPS's found in our work here and in previous analyses leads to the conclu-
sion that such an approach would be cost effective.
In summary, we conclude that the limited applicability found for exist-
ing HIM equipment, coupled with the unattractive packaging features round
in the HIM versions of the potentially Most applicable types of functions,
makes the development of standard modules specifically designed for space-
flight applications more reasonable than attempting a general standardiza-
tion based on existing HIM equipment.
3.9.2 Commonality Analysis
A more quantitative measure. of the commonality of the requirements
found for any particular HIM or CAMAC unit can . be obtained by comparing the
number of units required when they can be shared among payloads as-opposed
to being dedicated to each payload. A simplified version of this comparison
is presented in this section. A more detailed and realistic treatment of
the comparison is given in Section 2, Volume III, as part of the discussion
of.Task 4A.
The simplified commonality analysis involved comparing the number of
units that would be required if the.eleven payloads were flown in. a.serial
sequence as opposed to in parallel. The assumption implicit in this exer-
cise is. that for the serial case, any particular unit would be available to
all payloads as required. Hence, for the serial case, only the number of
units required by the largest user of that particular piece of equipment
would be required to carry out all the flights. For the .parallel case., the
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total number of units needed by all users would be required. As previously
noted, the largest user of each type of module is designated by the circled
entries in Tables 3-53 and 3-54. The commonality analysis amounts to com-
paring the circled numbers with the numbers in the right-hand column of
the tables.
A summary of this comparison is presented in Table 3-55. For CAMAC
equipment, the serial case requires a total of 217 units versus 687 units
in the parallel case. For NIM equipment, the corresponding numbers are 245
versus 406. In other words, because of the increased commonality of the
requirements for CAMAC equipment, allowing the units to be shared by users
results in a reduction of almost 70 percent in the number of units needed
compared with a reduction of 40 percent for NIM equipment.
So far as the various types of equipment are concerned, the equipment
that is common to every CAMAC system,.such as crates,.crate controllers,
and branch drivers, obviously has the highest commonality. The numbers
here merely substantiate the discussion in Section 3.1.1 regarding low-
voltage power supplies for NIM and CAMAC equipment. If use of the overall
standard is adopted, it would be well worth the investment to develop special
versions of the system-common equipment for spaceflight application if re-
quired. At the level of breakdown given in Table 3-55, the degree of common
3	 ality found for CAMAC module applications is quite uniform. So far as
individual types of functional modules are concerned (see Table 3-53), there
is considerable variation and the most _commonly used units are the two types
i
of ADC's and stepper motor controllers.
Therefore, regarding CAMAC equipment, we conclude that the high degree
of both applicability and commonality found warrants its serious considera-
tion for use in Spacelab payload instrumentation. We further believe that
there is enough common application for this conclusion to hold true indepen-
dent of the question of the amount of modification required for the.Spacelab
environment. In other words, the degree of applicability and commonality
is sufficient to ,justify the development of special spaceflight versions of
the equipment, if required.
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Table 3-55: Unit Quantities Required to Implement the Representative Payloads
rr
Equipment Item
CAMAC
Serial Input Registers
(111, 113 & 117)
Parallel Input Registers.
(121, 122, 123 & 127)
Output Registers
(131, 132, 133).
Motor Controllers
(145)
A-D & D-A Converters
(161, 162 & 164).
System-Common Equipment
(211, 231, 411)
Total
Parallel Flight Sequence
Dedicated usage
90.
67
121
86
232
9i
687
Serial Flight Sequence
Shared Usage
36
25
47
1.8
77
14
217
NIM
Pulse Amplifiers	 134
	
96
Discriminators
	 75	 54
Linear Cates, Fan-Ins,
Fan-Outs, Logic Units,	 39	 36
PHA
High Voltage Power Supplies	 116	 42
Bins	 42	 17
Total	 406	 .245
For NIM equipment, the only type of module reaching a commonality com-
parable to that found for CAMAC is high-voltage power supplies; and, as dis-
cussed in Section3.9.1.3,NIM is not an efficient form of implementation for
i	 I	 I	 I	 }
CLASSIFICATION GROUPS
code page	 code. page
1 DATA MODULES (1/0 Transfers and Crate Bus, Single - Crate Systems, Autonomous
Processing) Systems)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XXI
22 Interfaces/ Controllers/Drivers for Serial
11 Digital	 Serial	 Input	 Modules	 (Scalers, Highway	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XXIV
Time	 Interval	 and	 Bi-directional	 Counters, 23 Units Related to 4500 Branch or Other
Serial Coded etc.)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 111 Parallel Mode Control/Data 	 Highway
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules (Storing and ( Crate Controllers, Terminations, LAM Graders,
Non-Storing	 Registers, Coine. Latch, LAM, Branch/Bus extenders)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XXIV
Status etc.)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ...	 . V
13 Digital Output Modules (Serial: Clocks, 3 TEST EQUIPMENT
Timers, Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output,
31 System Related Test Gear . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XXVIDrivers)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . Vill 3214 Digital 1/0. Peripheral and Instrumen- Branch Related Testers. Controllers andDisplays	 .	 .. XXVItation Interfacing Modules (Serial and 33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays XXVI Parallel
	 I /O	 Rags,	 Printer-, Tape-,	 AVM-, 34 Module Related Test Gear ( ModulePlotter- and Analyser Interfaces, Step - Motor tenders)) .	
.	 .
XXVII
^.Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays). 	 . XI 37 Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment. Other XXVIIis Digital Handling and Processing Modules
(and/or/not Gates, Fan-Outs, Digital Level and
Code	 Converters,	 Buffers,	 Delays, Arithm. 4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENT'S,
Processors etc.) .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . X1V ACCESSORIES
16 Analogue Modules	 (ADC,	 DACc,	 Multi- 41 Crates and Related Components/Acces-
plexers, Amplifiers, 	 Linear Gates.	 Discrimi- series (Crates with/without Dataway and
nators etc.) .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XVI Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear) XXVIII
17 Other Digital and /or Analogue M odules 42 Supplies and Related Components/Ac-
(Mixed Analogue and Digital, Not Dataway cessories (Single- and Multi-Crate Supplies,
Connected etc.) ... 	 ..	 .	 .	 . XX Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, Supply
Ventilation)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . XXX
2 SYSTEM CONTROL (Computer Couplers, 43 Recommended or Standard Compons ?ts/
Controllers and Related Equipment) Accessories (Branch Cables, Connectors etc.,
21 Interfaces/ Drivers and Controllers . (Par- Dataway	 Connectors,	 Boards	 etc.,	 Blank
ailel Mode for 4600 Branch and Other Multi- Modules, Other.Stnd Components) XXXI
i
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CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE
HARDWARE
This guide consists of a list of CAMAC equipment . Remarks on some columns in the Index of Products
which is believed to be offered for sale by manu-
facturcrs in Europe and the USA. The information Columnhas been compiled by CERN--NP-Electronics and
is mainly based on information communicated by NC	 - Nis new, C is corrected entry.manufacturers and available up to the 20th Septem-
ber 1975.
Every effort has been made to ensure the com- WIDTH - 1 to 25, indicates module width or—forpleteness and accuracy of the list, and it is hoped crates—the number of stations available.that most products and manufacturers have beep.
included. Inclusion in this list does not necessarily --0 indicates unknown width or format.
indicate that products are fully compatible with the
- Blank, the width has no meaning.
CAMAC specifications nor that they are recom-
mended or approved by the ESONE Committee. --NA indicates other format, normally a
Similarly, omission from this list does not indicate 19 inch rack mounted chassis..
disapproval by the ESONE Committee.
NPR	 -Number in brackets is issue number of
Reader service
Readers are advised to use the Reader service
enquiry card, inserted in this Bulletin, if you
wish to obtain more information on CAMAC
Products, and to be on . the manufacturers
mailing list.
the Bulletin in Nv1,;^h the item was or is
described in the New Products section.
DELIV - Date on which item became or will
become available,
REF No - Reader service. reference number.
iINDEX OF PRODUCTS
NO	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR	 REF. No.
1	 DATA MODULES — I/O TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING
11	 Digital Serial Input Modules—Scalers, Time Interval
and 81-directional Counters, Serial Coded etc.
171	 Simple Serial Binary Registers
H 24 D1T SCALER	 (1bPMZ) CAM	 2.01 MLtNIMPLA { 112 14.1001
-	
(X24 BIT BINARY BLIND SCALLR	 ( 20kkL NIM U	 EU	 10 SCMLUwetkUkN 7 /ll 14.1002	 i
-	 OR	 10MNZ TTL
	
IIP,f9f INHIBIT	 IN,U0	 011) -
M INISCALLN
	
(2x16R11,30 MHZ. It P ARAIL GATES 1007 W4kk 1 /09- -	 14,100:	 -
Ak0 EX7 ERN AL RE Sit, NIN LEYELB)
-	 wI N15C46EN	 ( 2X16BfY,30 MMZ.SEPAH A IE	 GATES 002	 -	 - NULL. LNTt41kl5t5 1	 - -	 - 14.1004
AND LXTLRNAL NESS T, 41M LEVELS.)
rlNtStAtkR(2116tilT,30MMZOtPA I#ATL DATES C	 104 kOf 1 /7l 14,1005
AND EXT AiESET,NIM LEVELS)
DUAL SCALER	 (2Xt6BIT,	 50"14[) DS	 050	 - ST.0 LNGINLLNIM, L //3 ]4a100b
DUAL L50 MNZ	 10 BIT SCALER (UN$ bO UHMS, 23 202411E BEN 1 170 14.1007
LINE UNTERM INATLO NIM INPU1 PLR SCALER)
-	 -	 DUAL SCALER	 L2XI68IT,	 SOOMMZ) DS	 900 STNII LNUIhLLYIN4 1 II3 1411008
.	 DUAL SCALER	 (2 x 16HIT,	 130NHZ) OS 150 STNU LNG1NELk1 NG 1 //4 14,1009.
DUAL SCALLR	 (2x165IT.	 200MHZ)	 - 05 200 BiNO LNGINLLRLNU 1 114 14.1010
-	 DUAL 24 Bit BINARY SCALER FHC	 LSl3 FRIESt6E 1 -/72 14.101(	 -
(15MHZ. NIM UP TTL INPUTS' -	 -	 -
.	 N.OUAD SCALER (4%12 U4 2 xu BIT, (tlMML) CAM Z.02. PETRIMPLX 1 /12 14.1012.
GUUBLE SCALER (24/I(jU1T,50MMZ,2 lip
 9 C-09.24 wENZLL LLLXIMUNIX ) N2 1411013
-	
-	 3.GATE MUDES.INMIBIT,	 Pl-OVENfLUN)
-	 -	 SLLtCtA86E,50MMZ,CUMM0N G4 T• ,N1H LEVELS) - -	 -	 - -
FUUR .FDLO CAKAC SCALER (A1}68IT,40MM1. 4 S 2004 BEN I /70 14,1022	 -
ONE 50 UHMS F OkE'MI-Z 4IM I/P PER SCALEM)
TIME DIGITIZEP (4Xl6BlT,CLUCX RATt TU 2031 9Eh 1 112. 14,1023 .
70/51MHL, WITH CENTER FINDING LU01t)
-	 TI NE 016ITIZEH	 ( 4x 1601T,CLUCX M41L To 2041 -	 SEa 1 /72
-
-1	 4)	 141(,094
-	 70/BbRML.NIM LEVELS) - - -
QUAD SCALLR (4XIORIT, 50 11HZ) OS 050	 - 5TND LNUIhLERI NU I its 14,1020	 -
SERI AL 9LGISTER (4X16017,8X32D1T 3ELECT. SH 1606 GEC•t.LLIUIT	 - 1 //1	 ., 14,1920	 -
ADLL,t00HHZ.CU14HUk GATE. h IH LLVE65)
-	 FUUR-FOLD SLALER (4XlbBIT,2X32B1T SELECT. --4 6 2003/100 	 _ BEN	 - _	 1 /JO 14.0)27
-	 AULL,l00MHZ,COMMUN GA TE.NI K LEVELS}
QUAD SCALER	 (d%lbSIT, •150NHZ) US t50 STND LNUINLEHINO 1 /74 1401028	 j
QUAD SCALER
	 (4XIbBIT, 200 MHZ) OS Z00 ST.D ENGINEt4ING 1 /14 14,1029	
3,
-	 -	
GuAD SCALER	 ( 4)!248I7,	 bOMkZ, OATA.AY 54245 fG4G /UHTE(, 1 (	 7)	 14,1030
-	 -	 AhD/UR LIT PAST	 INHIBIT, NI M LEVELS) -	 -	 - -	 - -
H SCALLR -TI MER ( 492481T,	 INt,	 ) NHL CRYSTAL CAM 5,02 MLTRIMPLX - I 	- //3 14,103I^
'	 OSCILLATOR,. RESOLUTION	 IOMNZ) -	 3
f
UUAD LOuhT1hG Nt6ISTER(4924511,Nl m INPUT 7094 NULL. tw %RPHISLS l /ll 14,1032
TTL
	
I Nk11fIT IN,TTL CARRY AND UYF OUT)
I
i
NC	 msiGNAT= SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEL(V. NPR REF. No,
^a411AL INPUT RLG137 04 	(SXRBII PA4ALL UU 200+2044 0­ 4 l Lk t 111 144IGYb	 -
1hPUI 6ATES,STh bvlL
	 SE T S L.ITL,l4h) -
(WITH FROM PANEL CONNWdR) i1/	 'I Q P.22^I k 172
(MODULE
	 • I F > 	 ONLY LVGIL 0114hU) Uu 400 -2UUU L //3
O160AL
	
INPUT	 RE6157EN	 (b:6011 P AhALL UU 200•'LOe2 u!1.1tLN 1 /12 -.	 - ) 4 ,t0Y9	 -
INPUI	 Gilts, 711, BYTE	 StlS L,RLL0210
1.114 tHO111	 PAI,EL
	
LUNMtC ruM) UU 100.2242 l /I2
PARALLEL	 INPUT	 DATE( tbXlbR1 T .T 1 L.	 1240. 1 1  2 boo I 6EC•ELLIUIT 2 112 14.11"
-	 -	
IR8 6 )T RECEIVER	 (ADORESSAULE	 AS b	 l6HlT C 341 INFUR-AIE4 7 /I! 1411101
-W11NUS UH	 120	 1 -61T WunOs) -
122	 Storing Registers
OPTICAL
	
ISOLATED INPUT R EGISIEN 2601 bl	 MA ST51L • 5 1 /74 )411102
PARALLEL INPUT RLGISTFR (JOH1T,CUN 1 1 hU . 7014.E	 - NULL, LNTLHPH15tS l /10 3411193
DU5 till STNUBED HUDES CPNTROLLLU by REG)
DYN 1
	0I6.	 INPUT	 (160T, 11L, C 7601-All-&4 SIEMENS 1 I/3 L	 b) 1411104
LAK IF
	
INPUT	 0-1.AR.1-0 1111 BOTH)
INPUI	 REGISTER	 (tbblT) PH S0l 5140 tN41NELkiN6 1 /73 14,11Ub
DYNAHIC DIGITAL
	
INPUT	 1601T FLUAtIhG I/ P C 7bA51 •ak7.A! SIEMENS I /IS (	 b) 1411.196
-	 ISULATLO INPUT	 NESI97ER(LbU1T,ARJ020 FUR AN J02+ STNU LNUI NLLNkhU 1 174 1411107
12.24 DH 4BVOC,
	
All 
3o2A 
FOR
	 146V A4.1
-
INPUF AE1i15TER	 (1691TjCi1MT4CT CLUSURE) AN S02C 51%U ENGINEERING 1 /I4 14.1148
--	 -	 P ARALLEL -INPUT -WE G I STEP	 (SINKL	 l6/24617 MS PI 2 12J0/I ALG-TELL)UNKEN l 170 L	 I) 3411109
OPI, NEAOY SIGNAL5.I/u TTL,CUNTNUL BUS)
INPUT	 REGISTER	 (241 1 11 1 	SPEC CONN,	 0 BIT FHC	 1308 FN1EStKL I /]1 14.k110	 -
ALSO VIA LERD,LAN ON NUN.ILRU OR 8191CBL3
N CONTACT SENSE
	
(246IT	 ISOLATED INHVI	 I1 Eti 1 CS JULHrLR 1 09/15 14,1111	 -
IENO" 12,2 4 ,4BVOC DK 120VAC INPUTS)
-	 N CONTACT
	 SENSE	 (2491T ISOLATED 104PUT	 PEG, CS-1. l Od/75 -
-	 -	 SENSES STATE OF	 SERIES SWIT"ES)
--	
INPUT	 REGISTER	 24.BIT 3410 KINLTIC SYSILMS 1 III L	 4) 14,1112
INPUT REGISTER	 (24BIT) PH 304 StNO LNblNLtkJNG 1 /7S 14,1114
INPUT	 RLGISIER	 (24	 INPUTS,	 1 STRUBE, 19.2 JutWtLR l 174 Lit) 14 1 1114	 -
OPTICALLY ISOLATED)
- BALANCED INPUTRF,GISTEN WITH ADURE55146 3430 KINLTIC 5751tK5 1 I/2 L tl) 14,1.115
PARALLEL	 INPUT REGISTER (2X16911,	 Tit.) 2312 bt RA SY51LM5 l 413 14,1116
DUAL INPUT REGISTER (2% 1601t. LAN L STRODE PA 1610 SERIES 6LL-ELLIUIT L /I3 14.1117
I/P L DA7A •READ •STRObE 6/P FLR CHANNEL)
CAHAL UNTERH, l7P , 5 VIA SCHMITT	 - R IDiiLRS PH	 )611 1
11P FILTER RESPONSE IUSEC TO l0my
DUAL	 16 BIT INPUT REUl3YkN 21R 2002 BEN 1 172 14,111B
(TTL LEVELS,
	
CEHN SPECS 012)
DUAL 16 bIl	 INPUT REGISTER(EXT 9TRUSL UP 2114 2010 SIN L //0 14,1119
DATA-AV COMMAND STORES DAT41TL LEVELS) .'
DUAL	 INPUT REGISTE R	(16817) PR 601 51^0 tN6IhEtRlN6 1 /73 t4,1120
DIGITAL
	
INPUT	 (2X(6BIT	 FLOATING INPUT) C 76451-AB•A3 51EHEN5 l 173 ( b) 14,1121	 -	 -
.	 DUAL 24 BIT P ARALLEL INPUT Rt615[ER0TL) 2322 bl NA.SYSILM5 1 I/3 t4,IL?2 1
DUAL 24 BIT	 INPUT REGISTER 81.224 EG&UIURIEC 1 //2 14,1123
-	
-	
-	 _	 (TTL,
	
HA405HAKE) 1
DUAL INPUT - REGISTERC2X24B1T.LAN 4 51400E -	 PH	 2400 StNIES	 - UEl •ELLIOTT k 113 14.E424	 -
-'	 10 6 DATA-READ-STRUBE G/P PFR CHANNEL)
CAMAL UNTENM.	 I/P-S VIA SCMMIT[	 TR1G(,E R S. PR	 2404 I I13
SIP FELTE N RESPONSE
	
IUSEC TO IONS
(SA ME BUT	 KITH I.ISTEP PAIR INFUIS) PR 2402 1 IS
(SANE BUT OJT" OP TICAL ISDLAIIUV INPUT, PR 2403 l ITS
LUG14
	 1 - 5V OR	 120A).
DUAL	 INPUT RLUISTER (?92017,10 147E6H. 220 hYTLC 7 173 t4,112b
TrL, PULL LAN, UU(PUT STRUNES) -
TNPUT REGISTER	 (2X2411IT,	 3 NUDES OF	 DATA IH JULHULR 1 /12 L	 71 14,1126	 -
ENTH1, LED DISPLAY) .
-	 -	 DUALPARALLEL	 INPUT HEGISTkR(2%24BIT 1 EXT bOA Jum-A1 1 170 14.1127	 i
LOAD - HLDUEST I / UPLR N0Dt5,TTL LEVELS)
24.611 UUAL PARALLEL INPUT RELISItO 90414190416 NUCL,	 ENTt R4-HI5L5 1 172 (	 /) 14,1124	 -	 -
14 "AS LUV2.	 H HAS U+IERPINATEU INPUT)
PARALLLL	 INPUT NEGISILR (2X24 01T5) J	 HE	 18. SCHLUKbtR6tN I" /I3 t.7I 14,1429
-	
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL lhPUI. REUISIEH 014.604 STSU LhUI NL6Nl l b ) II2 1411130
.._.	 - (WITH LED DISPLAY - DP[(gN) -  '
I
220
a
NC	 DES1(3NATION&SHORTDATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEI.IV. NPR REF. No.
-	 C DUALINPU T PLG,C2x246IT.SEP,II M ING I LOGIC C•IL-4R .E4W. LLEKTHU% I M 1. //b (14) 14,1131
017.15E PUS/NtG,471X 1NG6	 3DAT ► 	 LN HL)Dtb)
N 14U10 2431T	 INPUT	 NEGISTEH	 (4x24, ,u NU- U1N JUAh Gt N 1 OVIP5 (L4) 14,1132
;MAKE D ► te	 T9 ►N5FE N ,	 3 VAT1 ENTRY MODES}
DDRNiLN MUOULES ALSO HARKFTEJ 6Y S WENS SIEMENS 14,1133
DIGITAL I NPUT R EGISTER, W ENNAL 91RUBE UU 200.2004 OURNILR 1 0I3 (4,1134
(4AMUII
	
INPUI LATCH ES,	 19B61T SET %.4k) -
(SA ME MITH MINT PA NtL C()404LCT,IR) DU 200.2264 - 1 //S -
123	 Terminated Signal Input Registers (Coin. Latch, Pattern etc,)
12 BIT PARALLEL	 INPUT REGI5TER C-1 0 ) 23bl BI MA STBTEMS 1	 - 1/3 _ 14,113b
STHUOLD INPUT REGISTER	 (12BI T CU1NL AND SIR 2026 SEN 1 /70 14.1,736
LATCH,NI N LtVELS,PATIERN AND L . R LU APPL)
16BIT DISC .IIHINAT (IR -COINCIDENCL NEGISTER 2362 Of MA SYSTEMS 2 0L//6 14,1137
FAST	 COINCIDENCE LATCH( 16011,DISCR	 1/P, 64 JUw.4Y 1 111 (	 1) 14,1136
-	 MIN F NSEC 51RUBL -SIGNAL UVERLAPI -
16 f 1 $LU - OCR	 (16 VISCH, CUMMUN STMUSL, 23406 LR8.6ECNU1' 2 /71 (	 6) 15,1139
.7OMV THRFS.HOLD, FAST SU4MING OUTPUTS)
16-CH COI NCIDFNCE REUISTfR	 0TMU6E	 I/P, 23415 LHS-LECNUY 1 171 L	 43 14,1140
2N5 UVENLAP,FASt SUN DIP AND CLEAN,NIH)
N	 16 CHANNEL STRO6E01 CLIINCIOLNCL (16 CUING CAM 0,05 METHIMPEX 2 114 14,L141
INPUTS, CUINC X LAA WJTPUT,	 EONS RESDL.)
"	 PATTERN UNIT 021 NUCL. ENMRPRI5L5 2 //1 1	 D) 14,1142
(16	 INDIV NIX	 INPUTS.CUM"UN NIH 4ATE)
-	 FAST	 INPUT	 REGISTER 9063 NUCL, LNItNPRISES 1 174 14,1143
(ASSE MBLES	 16811	 MDROS FROM _IL2	 INPUTS)
PATTERN VNIY(IbB1T,I/P STRUBLU oil" C	 101 ROT 2 lit 14,1)44
-	 CDMMUN GATL,10 NSEC IIVLRLAP,NI M
 LEVELS)
16 917 PATTERN U411
	
(NIM	 C/P AND GATLI J PU t0 SCMLUMULR4LR 1 /72 14,1146
PATTERN UNIT
	 L6 BIT	 (16 I NDIVIDUAL NIH 16P 2001 SEN 2 /70 14,lt46
-	 INPUYS.CDNXON 410 GATE,
	
gfRN SPECS 020
-	
16 till	 PATTERN UN IT	 (CERN	 077,	 16	 INDIV 36P 2041 BEN 1 112 (11) 1441447
NI M INPUTS,CUMMUN NIM GATE,LEO DISPLAY)
CUI NLIDthCE REGISTERILATCH	 (16 C nA NNLL) CR	 116 SIND LNLINtEHIh5 t 174 14,1t48
COINCIDENCE REGISTER/LATCH (16 CHANNEL) CH 216 SIND LN4INELRINS 1 /14 14,1149
CU14CIDENCE REGISTER 	 C16 CH,CUMMUN GATE 1 CR.600L STNO LNbINEEHING 1 //4 (Lai 14,1150
MIN UYERLAP 2NS,UOU6LE PULSE RESUL LONE)
COINCIDENCE LATCH (24 NI M 14PUT3 .ITH Ct24 EGLO/uRTEU 2 1411161
-
CUMMUN STROBE, EXT RESET,
	
2NSEC UVLRLAP) -
N PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER	 (2461T) CAN 2,06 MtIRIMPtX 1 174 14.1162
COINCIDENCE REGISTEN /LATCH	 ( 24 CHANNEL) CR 224 SIND LNLINLLNING 1 /14 14,It63
CUI N CIDENCE. SUFf LR 	 ( 2112101' ,UNE 5TRUbE CM EG41j /URTEC 2 /71 14,1164
-
PER	 I2B1T9, M IN 2N3 OVERLAP,NI M	INPUTS)
124	 Manuai Input Modules (Word Generators, Parameter Units)
PARA METER UNIT	 12 BIT	 CPMuVIDES	 12 all P 2905 BEN L 170 14,I11)b
--	 COMMUNICATION, PUSH DUTTUN L-REUUEST)
MANUAL INPUI REGISTER	 (INPUTS A HAND-SET 1041 BUHLR	 - 1 I/3 (	 6) 14,11bb
06.811	 .GIRD,	 MANUAL
	
AND ELLCTR LAN I/P)
24 017 PARAMETER UNIT 2601 61 HA STSILMS 1 17J 1411167
-	
.OHO. 4ENERATUR	 C2AB1T MURD .G 2401 GEL.LLL1011 L /!I 14,1136
MANUALLY SET BY S.ITCHES)
DATA SM.'TCMtS C 322 INfURMATEN 1 /72 14,11b9
(16124 61TS,REA0 A 8LE	 4 CUNTLhI	 AUDR)
N HA4VAL	 I .IPUT/UUTPUS	 (TE.ST. UNIT. PXUVIDES MI/U JUERGEN 1 Otl/76 - 14,1100
MANUAL DATA INPUT b VISUAL DATA OUTPUT)  -
MANUAL IN PUT/UUTPUT - MEG1STfR	 C24 5115, 201 JUM.AY 1 174 (11) 14,L16t
-	 -	 -	
.ITCH	 I/P - LAM,	 24 LED e/P REGISTER) -	 -
C	 24-UIT MANUAL	 INPUT 346D AINLTIL SYSItMb 2 173 14,1[62
'N 24-61T MANUAL	 INPUT 3461 1 I/b
NURU Gt ht-0 ak	 424 HITS OF 6INARY DATA, 9029 NULL, LNTLMPRISLS 1 171 L	 '21 14,1163.
-	 SNITCH SELLETED)	 -
-	 24 HLI euRD GENLH AIDk	.ITH LAY .60.241 SIND EN5INLLPIN4 -	 1- /73 I4,LLbA
oRI01^	
GS 
x
RoO
221
I
i
11
fMC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTUR ER WIDTH DEW. NPR REF. No. F
- MANUAL NEGISTEH	 (FUUR	 i6 (111 WUR05) 231 PULUN 3 114 14,1365
PARAMETER UNIT	 I OU 60 A .ULCAUL eCU 022 NUCL, EhTkHVkI9E5 4 111 ( 2) {4,3166
- PAkAMEIER5 MANUALLY SET)
PARAMETER UNIT CUUAD 4 DECADE BCU C	 lob NUT 4 //1 '14,1367
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET)
127
	
Other Parallel Input Modules (Inca, Lam and Status Registers, see 232 for Lam Grader)
2A.d1T	 IN7£RRUPI RLGISTLM lobs hUHLR I 1/2 t	 S) 14,1108
. (STATUS CO MPAMEOOCHA NGL GIVL5 LAM)
PRIORITY	 INPUT REGISIER(1201 TS UNLQ	 TO 63 Jug-AT 2 119 14,1169
LAM,FIST CHIN[ LATCH APPL,MASK NLGISTEH)_
INPUt kLrISTER	 (12 HIT, URED TO LAM, bb J(JMeAT 1 114 140110
CDINCIDENLE LAIC" IPPL, NIN INPUTS)
N INTEHRUPT PEOU45T RIUI5TLR CAM 2,09 4EtMI0P6X 1 /12 14,1171
{t6 INPUTS,	 ANY	 1RPUT GIVES LAN)
- N INTLkNUPT RFQVrST REGISTER 	 (B CHANNELS) 9608 NUCL, ENILRPRISES U (14) 14,1172
[NTLHNUPT RLDU£St REGISTER EC 216 NUCL, LhTEHPkISLS 1 141[173	 -
LAM NLOUEST REGISTER	 (14 RIT) 400 Pl1LUN 1 174 14'1t7d
1NILRHUPT ALARM REGISTER 'J	 1M	 I0 SCH4UM6ER6EM I 17A till 1 4 01(17	 .
C16 BITS,	 I NDIVIDUALLY MASKAdLE)
b4 LINE SURYLYOk (SI NGLE OR CUNTINUUUS 64LU 2062 BEN 1 ( 9) 14,1176
SURYLY CYCLES,	 3 SURVEY KUQES)
ISOLATED INTERRUPT GATE(16HIT, A4U FUN AIG 302 • STNU LNGINELN)NG I ,14 14,117/
-
12,24 ON	 dBV,.PA FUR	 115VAE Y£RS1UN)
INTEHRUPT
	 GATE	 ( 168IT , CUNTACT CLVSURE) AIG 402C ST-0 EM6I N LLRI N6 1 /1d 14,1178
ISOLATED
	 [ NTERRUPT NEGISTER(16HII, •-D AIR J02. SIND LN61hELR4h6 I /74 14,1179
FUN	 12:2d OR	 46VOC,4nA FOR	 115VAC	 }
INTEHRUPT REGISTER(16BIT,CUTACT CLUSURL) AIR	 J02C SIND ENGINEERING 1 174 94,1180
IMIL14RUPT
	
GATL	 (24011) IG 304 ST„U ENGINEERING 1 714 ,)4,1181
DUAL INTERRUPT GATE	 (2481T) IG 604 STNU LN6INEEkLNG 1 114 34,1152
16TENRUPT
	 REG(STLN	 (1251T) in	 012 StNU LNG INLLN06 1 174 14.11(83
INTERRUPT REGISTER (i60IT) IN	 016 1 /)'4
INTERRUPT REGISTER 	 (2ABIT) IN	 024 1 /14
- INTEHRUPT REGISTER t2d5IT) IR 304 STMU Lh4INELRIN6 l p4 14,1184	 .
STATUS	 INTERRUPT	 (2481T,11P&LAICM LL AH L C.51w24 -FNZEL ELEKINUNI K 1 114 (12) 1 4 ,1i86-
MASK,G4UUPLS£L-LAM.TLST,VAR, LOU IC&LEYELI -
13	 Digital Output Modules - Serial: Clacks, Timers,
Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, Drivers
131	 Serial Output Modules (Clocks, Timers, Pulse GEN)
PRESLt SCALLR	 ( LEVEL ON PULSE 1 9AIN LIP, PSR	 000( GEC.ELL(UTT ) its 1401186
DURATIUN SET BY COMHAND ,SINGLL L NEP£AT)
N CLUCK PULSE GENERATOR (10 FIX 6 1 PRU. CAM tiol MLr"0PEX 1 114 14,1187	 -
GRAMM ► HL£ O/P,	 TNT,	 IMHZ,	 LXT, MAX bMMZ)
N 5CALLR; t jMER	 (4X2AR1T,	 [hT,	 IMNI CRYSTAL CAM 5,02 MLIKIMPLX 2 173 14,1186
-- OSCILL
	
Uk,	 RLSULUTIUN 19MH'I -	 -
CRYSTAL CLUCK GENERATOR	 (7 tTL OUTPUTS 1"C	 1.103 FN[LSLKt 1 /71 (	 1) 14, 1Ing
FUN	 IHZ TO 1 0N Z FREQUENCY DECAUES)
3
CRYSTAL CUNTRULLE6 PULSE GENENATUR(7 DL+ PG 0001 Gf C•ELLIUII l /71 14,1390
CAOLb-ImZ TU	 IMHZ.SOGNS PULSES UUT,TTL)
REA4 TIME CLOCK C J20 10 URMATLK 1 //2 14,1.191_	 9
(45LC CLUCK/5 95EC STUP +ATCH)
CLUC K GENERATOR	 (INT	 10 H H2,	 Ell	 BONNI, CG JUEHGLR 1 112 t	 7) 14,1192	 -
6 OLCAOL STE PS,PLUS MRRGRAMMASLE UUTPUTI. j
GATED CLUCK	 ( 10"h 2	 TU	 IHZ,	 14T-EXT 217 JURMAY l /14 ll)) 14,139 . .
CLOCK, 3YNCHAdNUUS 6AT1NG)
CLOCK PUL5L GENLRATUk (7 OUTPUTS + IHZ TO 7919-1 _NUCL, ENTLRMk1SLS 1 170 14.1194
- YMHZ-IN DECADE S1EPS.(OHH2 £XT 	 1N ,T T L) -	 -	 -
CLUC K GLNLRATt)R(I NTE„^. I „HI, EX;	 100.,1, ?SSA.'..	 -, PULUN 1, 4/4 14,.1195	 -
7 UtCAOES	 iHZ.10"Z	 tTL u/P,bUSLC wIOIM)
CLUL K PULSE 6LNLhATUR (7 0tCAUE5-1H1. TO C	 109 NOT 1 //1 14,1196
1 0"2.500 NSFC PULSES nUT,TTL AND NI-)	 - - - -
I HI - 1 MKZ DUAMTI WICK	 (7 U1P .	 I+Z J W.	 10 SC"1LUMetH6L4 -	 l	 -	 - 17k 14, 1IJI	 - 	 '
-TU	 I MHZ.240 10 060 NSFC +IDTM,ITL LI	 ,)
1
it
	 222
li
NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF, No.
+7UARZ-CLUCK -IT. ? T1MLR FUNCTIUNS C 744bl-A14-42 51t-Lhs 1 I/2 140198
CANAC.CLOCK-GE NLRAIDR(7 DECADE$ -lam« c TU C-C6-10 -L:,CEL LLtKIwuhI4 1 III 14,(199
-	
IM11boibo0 N5EG 01P _ PULaLS.2,8T/00 OHMS)
-	 CLOCK/TIMER(0,0019
	 IU	 19 MNS	 11-6 1411 nmLR 1 112 1	 3) 14,1200	 -
INTLMVALO IhL-UF-DAY UUT POI)
REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE
	
TIME INTEGMAtUR, RC01A EUA6lUM1EL 7 //1 14,1201
PRESET TIMER
_	 HEAL TIME CLOCK (CUUNt5 ,1
	
SEC TU 999 RTC JUt„LEM 2 173 L	 I) jA,(202
-	 -	 DAYS, DISPLAYS „R S/N IN/SEC, bD/60HZ GEN) - -
N -ATCHOOU TI M ER (nUNI1GRS 3Y37EH ACTIVITY K1 3UENGtk I	 OS //S L14) (4,1201
GENLRATLS AUDIO ALARM 5 CnNTACT CLOSURE) - -
REA_ TI M E CLUCK 9064 hUCL, ENILHPNISE5 t (t0) 14,12U4
REALTI ME CLOCK	 (1,8 USLC TO SB,2 MPS, RTC 2014 SEN .1. //L 14,1204
PRESET-TI ME AND PRESET-CUUNT NUDES) -
INTERVAL t I MER/HATCHUOG (SDOU5LC-3005EC LC 384 SENSIUN 1 III t1S) 14,1206.
1NTLNVAL,	 I SEC--100 SEC TtMLOUT) - -
REAL TINE CLOCK
	
(PRESET COUNTER, PktSET RIC ola ST40 LNGI NtthING 1 174, (12) 14,1207
TIMER 3,8USEC TO 18,2 MRS, ELAPSE TIME)
DEAD TIME COUNTER 2203 B( HA SYSTEMS 1 174 14,1206
TIMER MODULE 3644 KINETIC SYSTEMS I /7S - 14,1209
TIME BASE
	
CIO TO	 100HHL.IN	14CHLMLNTS OF TO 2042 SEN 1 III 14,(219.
10Nn1, USED Mltw ID 2031/TD 20 4 1)
..
- TIMER	 (MIN	 tUSEC,OVF FROM CUUNIER-PPS) C 76451-Al2-A1 SIEMENS 2 173 l	 0) 14!1211
TEST PULSE GENERATOR (S TO bO NBLC NI M TPG 0202 GEC-EL4I011	 - 1 111 -. 14,1212-
UIP PULSE DERIVED FRUM 91,F(25) ON LAY) - -	 -
TEST PULSL GENERATOR (NIN PULSE PAIR) 215	 . Uuk-AV	 .. I I/b 14,12I3
8 ChANNLL DELAY GENERATOR (OEL41 0 10 99. 220 1UHwAY 1 114 111) 14.1214
TIMES CLOCK, DLIAVS CASCADABLE)
N SERIAL OUTPUT REGISTER (12110124 BIT, CAM 2,11 NLTHIMPLx I	 - //3 1961216.	 -	 {
SCA4EN OR SHIFT REG,
	
INT,	 IDOML 6 IHNZ)
DUAL PRUGRAMMLD PULSE GL4+E4AtOH(b0Nb/ 2PPG 2016 SLm 1 171
l
t4tl2lb
2KHI/bMHZ PULSE TRAIN,LENGTM OT COMMAND)
132
	
Parallel Output Regisfers (TTL, HTL, NIM etc:)
OPTICAL ISOLATED OUT PUT REGIV 0 3601 Bt HA 5YSIL043 1 /74 SA.1217
12 Olt P A R ALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (NIM) 3251 BI RA STSTEHS 1 173 14,1218 j
-	 -	 t5 tilt PARALLEL OUTPUT RESISTER 	 (BIT	 - C 341	 _ 1NFU4 MATEK 1 171 L4_,1219
ADD RESSABLE[ M 1 M - LEVELS OR PULSES)
12 BIT OUTPUT HE43STtR(OC OR PULSE U/P, At auk -AY 1 //t t	 2) 14,1220	 --	 -
UPDATING STROBE OUTPUt,NIM LEVELS)
OUTPUT REGISTER	 (12811, NI M PULSLS UR ON 2027 5Eh 1 /70 14,1221
LEVELS OUT)
OUTPUT REGISTER	 (12017) Pk 312 S(KD LNUINELRING 1 173 14,1222
-	 DIFFLRE471AL OUTPUT "fGISTLR 3070 KINETIC SYSTEMS 1 172 1	 n) 14,1223
.,	 OUTPUT REGISILR	 112 CHANNEL) OR 612 5tnu LNU1hLLHINU 1 //3 14,1224
OUTPUT REGISTER	 (?4817	 TTL VIA SPEC CONN FMC	 1109 FH1LStKt 1 112 14,1225
.	
-	
BUJ)	 ALSO VIA. FRONT PANEL LE MU) I
-	 N PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 	 -	 - CAM-2,12-1 HEtHI-PLY -	 1 173 -. 14,1226	 -	 --
-	
(2491T, OUTPUT 41TM CAMAC STANOAHD) - -	 - I
OUTPUT REGISTER	 (24 HIT,	 16 NA 5v OUS). 96004. NULL, Eh1t1fPkISLS U L13] 1411227
OUTPUT REGISTER	 (268IT,VPTO-COUPLEH,7MA) 9603 NUCL, ENTERPRISES V 1137 Ia,t228	 1
OUTPUT REGISTER SbI PULUN	 - 1 713- 14,1229
(2481t -URp,	 TIL DIP VIA 37--AT LUNN)
Uu1PUT MEGISTfR	 (24B1T) PH 114 SINU 6RG1httkj N4 1 /I3 14,1230
PARALLEL OUTPUT REG.	 (24hIT, NEG/UPT POS C-17C-24 nLNIEL.LLtKINUNIK 1 /11 t.10) 14,1211	 ..
TTL, AD1,	 DUR ATIU,'[:LE V EL,4 TIMING-UULS)
DUAL 1681T PARALLEL UUTPUT RLG151EN(TTL) 3212	 _ at	 HA SYSt.EMS 1 Ili 14,1242
_	
-	 DUAL	 16 BIT uuTPUT REGISTEP .. (StLLC1ABLb	 - 2UR 2041 SEN 1- -4)t 1641233
-	 U/P STAGE SUN PLUGABLE PC, FP CONNECTOR)
DUAL 24 Oil PARALLEL nUrPUT REUlbTLH .1222 6l. MA . SYS[e" 1	 .. ?74 1 4 ,1Z3 4 	_...,i
-	 -	 -	 -OUTPUT N EGISTEW (2X2 49IT DATA UUI,DATA- -RU-224•-	 - fYNG/UMTLL	 - -	 1	 - 112 14,123!
MEAUV , HUSV FOR M HANDSMANE,
	
TTL)
r	 i
i
e.
223
j
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
NC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEM NPR REF, NQ.
-	 UUTPUT WE615TEP (?X24811 ON D X HU1 2 , U- JOLhGtH 1 In t	 7) 14,1230
-	
LED Ul5PLAY)
24-ell DUAL UUTPUT 4YGISTEW 9942 NULL, LN TL41'M19tb 1 172 t	 1) 11.12J7
DUAL UUTPUT REGISTER (2 1201 1 , DATA-AY 004JA NULL, tNTLNMR13L3 1 t 71 14,12J[I
PEAU AND .RITE, HANDSN ►KE CONTROL, 1.4-Z)
-
-
7 )(SAME but	 MI. Z1 90430 1 ( -
P ARALLEL OUTPUT	 RIGI5TFN	 (21124 0115) J NS	 t0 SCHLUHULNGEN 1 /73 t	 1) 1 4,3234	 -
DUAL 24 MIT PARALLFL OUTPUT Wkb1bTE W PR-612 51" Lht,144R1MG 1 l71 l	 63 14,1240
(wITN LED 019 13LAV UPT1114) ..
DIGITAL UUTPUT K GISTFP	 (49841$ PARALL DU 200-2but UU"IER I //t 14,1241	 _
-	 UUTPUT4LGISTER,-tl L,TTL,13H) 1 /12 .
-CNI TN FRUNT PANEL -ONIILCIUN)
-	 COUDGLE .ITN ONL. LUGIC UUANU)
DU 200.2701
DU 200.2509 } 111 -
DIGITAL UVTPUT RFGIStER (4XHUIT PANALLfL DO 200 .2bub DUKNItH 1 113 14,.1242
UUPTPUT kEGISTER, MCL	 12V) . -
t3AHL MIIM FRONT PANEL CUNNECTUR) DU 200 . 279b 3 !/S
(SA M E, NO F,P. CUNNLCTOR, 	 INVENIING) OU 200.2bUb 1 //S(SA N E WITH FRONT PANEL CTINNLLTURJ UU 200. 2/06 1 ITS
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4A381T PARALLEL G'j 200.2507 DUNNILH	 - 1 173 - 34,,243	 -	 -
DUPTPUT NEGISTER, MLL 24V)
(SAN E WITH FRUNT PANL(, CONNECTIIR) DO 200-2707 1 173
LSAML,	 NO F',P,	 C13NNLCTUR,	 INY£1[TING) OU 20o -2bQb 1. IIS -
(SA ME nIth FRONT PANEL CUNNLCTUR) DO 200 .2706 1. !>3
-	 -	 DORN)FR MUDULES ALSO MANKET£D Of SIEMENS - SItMt„3 14,1244	 .
N QUAD 24 till OUTPUT REGISTER (4124, HAND- OUR -	 JOLHGLR 1 09/75 _CIA) 14,124D	 -
-SNAKE DATA TRANSFER, PROD, UIP POLARITY)
128 SIT OUT PUT RESISTER C ►DDRE5SASLE AS -	 C	 342 I.NFURMATEK M	 I 113 34,1246
8	 lbb.r OR	 128	 I-KI T 	.(1ADS) .,
133	 . Parallel Output Drivers (Open Coll., Relay etc:)
-'	 TRIAL (JUTPO'
	
RE6IST.E U LT JULkGtH 1 1I4 (14) 1411247
"	 (H BITS,	 2	 MP5,	 2ERU VULTAGL S.ITCHING)
N	 12 SIT OUT r UT RE6I3TLR	 (HLLAY CONTACTS, 240 JOWHAY I II9 14,1248
-	 -	 -	
3W CTIVL JET/CLEAR LAM -GENERATION)
3 CHANNEL
	
TI NED T41AC CUIPUT	 - 3040 K1NkTIC SYSTEMS 2. 174	 - C13) 14,1249	 -
8 all TRIAD s1UTPUT REGISTER 3060 KINkT16 SVSIEM9 1. /73 14,1270
12.01T OUTPUT REGISTER	 (.1T M OPTICAL 30b2 'KiNLT1C SYSTEMS '3 1A,126.I
ISOLAIJUk,UPEN CULL U/P, MAX SOY/ 10QML)
12-BIT OUTPUT RLGI9 TLR - WITH ISOLATED -	 4067 _	 KIhtTIC SY57fM8 1 I71 14) 1 4 $ 1252	 -
RELAY
DRIVER (1bbIT,UPL.N PULLECTU R OUTPUT VIA 9002 kUCL, LNTLRPRl6FS 1 //1 lA,i2D3
MULT.IKAY CUNNECTORt* A14 15CRAILINL)
OUTPUT REGISTER 369 PULUN 1 14e3254	 ,
3'
-	 (1653T,
	
ASV/,054 MAX, 2737..AY U/P CUNN) _
OUTPUT REGI5TFR Jb DA 1 113
(t6bIT,2b0V1,lA MAX, 	 2X37*WAY t1/P CUNN) -
(SANL 1
	25VIIA MAX) 3b0b 1 173 i
N	 16-UIi UUTPUT RELISTLR (ISOLATLQ RELAY 3094 KINETIC SYSTEMS 1 174 14,125'3.
CONTACTS X LATCMBACK	 INPUT) •I
-	 RE44Y DRIVER	 (16 -AV RELAY UUTPUI) J ND	 10 SCNLUMRLHGLH ( /JS t	 H ) 14,t2bb	 {
PAR ALt,K UUTPUT RELISTL R (1601T NELD.Rt. G-UR-lb HtNLEL ELtKTkONIX 1' 1.72 LID) 14,1257
L-V, MAX SwITCHLD PHR CD-,d TIMING MODES)
-	 -	 -N PARALLEL.UUTPUT REGISTER (2011. OUTPUT CAN 2,12.1 nL1R1HPEX 1 -	 113	 - 14,(278
WITH UPEN C(JLLECTOR, 	 EXT,	 30V/I00MA)
H PARALLEL UUTPUT RF615T0 (2 AbI?. OUTPUT. CAM 2,12-2 MLIkIMPtX 1 173 14!1259
WIT H UPLN COLLECTOR, 	 TTL.)
DRIVER (24bIT OUTPUT R£G15TEk,SE1	 AND 9DI7 NULL, t0 tNMR15t5 I 171 (	 1) 14,12b0
READ RY COMMAND,24HIT	 1/M DATA ACCEPTLU ).
UUTPUT MFGISTER	 (24 H1Tr	 AO MA	 3CV UUT) - 9boob NULL. LNILRPklSk5 U t13) 1A,1261
($A NE INVLRTEU OUTPUTS) 9bo0C	 - 0 113}
¢UTPUT RESISTER	 (74 bI1,	 t AMP 00V UUT)' 9601 NUCL, LNILkOkI5E5 0' (IS) 14,1202(SA MEITN RELAY CU+,(ACTS, M.9 CUK+.FT) 9602A 0 (13) j
(SAME .ITN RELAY C(1NIACTS,}WLE CUNTACT5) 9602" 0 (13)
-	 _	 IJUTPUT-kEGISTFR	 (2ktb81T,UPEN -LIILLLC T UW ) 1084 tuwER 1	 - 114 -	 -- 1?L1263
-	 [IUTPUT	 JRIVL0(2X168I1.44 M A - SINKING,! -eLU, UU	 1613 GEL-LLLIUV; 1 112 141t2t4	 -
.:.. '.	 DATAAAY	 ,!LAD	 E	 "WITF,LAM	 I/P,STNURE	 [I/ R ). 9
....
	
.(Salt,.
	
t=NI)
	
- UD 1014 'l 112.
I
J
OUT P UT URIYER(2X16hIT.125 M A SSNMIN6 1 1c0) Ulf	 1617 GLC•Lt4IUT1 1 172 14i12b5
-	 -	
OATAnAY 4EAD L - NtTL,LA- - I/P,STNUHE UIP)
(SANt, .1-"I)
	
_
LID
	 tblb 1 -112.
224
NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA	 'TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH	 DELIV. NPR REF. Ho.
-	 OUTPUT ORIVEP(2X1hR(T,TOTEHPULL,34 LUAUS 	 UU.1b2O GtC-ELLIOTT 1 1I2 - 14112bb
DATAMAY MEAD k - R ITE,CAP
 1/P18T RU8E U IP) -
_	 2XIb OR	 4X6 BIT UUTPUT HEGISTfk	 -	 J 4S J0 SC"CUMtlL4LE-	 _ - 1 II4 (11) 1 4 1 1267	 ]
DUAL	 16 617 UUTPUT ktG]5TER (TIL 6LYLL5,
	
20" 2000 SEr. 1 I/9 14,I2bb
OPEN FULL OUTPUTS via CABLE) I
.	 DUAL OUTPUT DRIVER	 ( 200HA SINKI 4 6 0 24V)	 2UN 2ob1ML SE- l t	 V) 14,426 â
OVAL LwTPUT DRIVER (HI WILTAGE D OMR)	 2uR 20b1MV SEh 1 (	 Y) )x,1870
DIGITAL UUTPUT	 (2s1bOIT, -As JOY)	 C 1bd51 -A9.Ad SILMEN5	 - l -	 JIJ ( . b) 14,1271	 -
UUTPUT HLWSTLR (2X1bUIl YIA 13ULITING	 1092 buN6M l 112 (	 4) 1411212
DIOXIAL UUTPUT	 (2Xt6tl1T RELAYS)	 C 704'I-A9-A4 SIEMENS 1 I/3 (	 b) 14,12/) 	 d
!°
-	 -	 -	 -PARALLEL
-
UUTPUY-REGISTER (DUAL 24DII, UP	 HS PU 1	 123011 A£u-LEttfu NKEN	 - :	 l -	 I7U-- t.	 1) 14,1274 . .	 -
DUAD 12BIT,GPEN COLLECTUROUTPUT) a
-	 PARALLEL -DUTPUT PF&ISTER	 (2461T. UPFN	 Ms PU 2 127011 AEG-TLLLEUNKEN 1 II2 t	 43 14.12/S	 j
COLL.ECTUR OUTPUT, NAN06HAut f4CILITY)
OUTPUT DRIYER(2X2ARIr,40 MA SINKING,1:LU,	 UD 24GJ GEC-ELLIUII 1 //2 11.1210.
DATAMAY READ 9 KRITE,LAN I/P,51RUHE UIP) 3
_	
(SAME,	 12HI)
	
-	
UD-2604 1. //2 - - -
OUTPUT DRIVER(2k2481T-,12bHA SINKIhG,I P L si 	UU 2407 4,L0ELLIUIT 1 172 14,1277
DATAMAY READ 6 ANITE,LA M t/P,StkUBL U/P)
(3 AMt...(:NJ)
	
UP	 2408 1 112
..
OUTPUT DRrYER(2X24611,TUTEf1PULk,JO LUADS 	 UO 2410 0EC-ELL40IT 1' 172 14,1276
bAT4-AY RE40 S KR)TE,LAM I/P,STHUBE	 OIPJ
-	 -	 -	 DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER ( 2924BIT, OPEN CULL	 200.2	 - MYTEC	 -	 - 1- //J 14,1219	 -	 - 
y
UIP, FULL LA M , UUTPUT STROVES)	 -
-1
OUTPUT HEGESTER (2X24BIT OR 6XBBI.T:	 UR-) JU£ItGtK 1 /73 14,Imu
250MA SINKING, DIODE CLAMPED)
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT HLGISTER (OC UR PULSE	 40 JUR .AY E 171 t	 2) 14.1281
-	 -	 O/P,PPDATING DIP STRUOF,TTL UPt9 COLL)
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (DC UP PULSE	 40.2 -JL;MrAY 1 174 - 14,1282	 -.	
1
-	 -	 UIP UPDATING,	 300MA SI NK,	 DIODE LLAMPLU) {7
DUAL 24.617 OUTPUT REGISTE R COPEN CULL
	
3072 KINETIC SYSTEMS I '14,12b3 ..	 -
DRIVERS, MAX 24V OR 250HA, REAR UUTPUTS) .
DIGITAL OUT PUT REGISTER (AXHB11 PARALLEL 	 -06 200.2602 Ou.N]tR I
lie
14,1264	 -
-	 UUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,GFEN COLL'U/P,1oHI)	 - - - -	 -	 -	 -
-	
(SAft w1TM FRGNT PANLL OUNRECTUR, - 1-H(]	 OU200-2792 1 112
tl4KE. NU F,P. CUNNECTUR,	 14LU)	 GO 200-2504 /12
(SAME -17M.F.P, CONNLCTJR, 	 (aLU)	 DO 20G-270J 172
01GITAL OUTPUT Rkt,15TER WITH REED RELAYS 	 DU 200 . 2bUd UU4N ) kN 1 171 34,12bh
(4X8BIT OUTPUT RES,OPEN CUNTACT=0)
-	 (wITM FRONT PANE: CUNNELTUR) 	 DO 200.14704
-DURN IER MODULES ALSO M ARKETED OY SIEMENS SIEMENS 14, tetib
14	 Digital 1/0, Peripheral and Instrumentation Interfacing modules -Serial
and Parallel 1/0 Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, Plotter-
and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays
141	 Serial Input /Output Modules ( General Purpose)
SERIAL	 INPUT/t)UTPVT .EGISTEN 16517 CUOLD	 9063 NUCL, ENTLMPHISES 1 114 (13) 14,12B7
142	 Parallel Ir0 Registers (General Purpose) j
.	 N UNiVLRSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (2X10BIT	 103I1 .' tluM.ka. 1 U7!/3 -14,1288	 ..
INPUT,	 IN1681T UUTPUT, RELAYS UP11U",AL)
_	 -	 k INPUT
	 REL4T-ADAPTE R 	(2 d81 T 	LIP MLLAT	 --	 CA" 8,02.3	 - PErWIHPtX -	 1 175	 -- _ 14,12d9-
-	 -	 -	 COIL$,	 U/P`TO C AM._ 2x95/CAM 2,09)
N- UUTPUT WELAY ADAPTER (24BITr 	 LIP RELAY	 CAH 8,02-2 HETHIMPkX 2 fib 14,1290'
COILS lU CAM 2 , 12.7. MAY CUNTALTS GIP) . - -	 -
. 	 N OPTUISULATUR(2d INPUTS, uUTPu19 0 A BL	 CAM 8,,09 1 ME; WINFLX 2 tr4 Id,12Y(	 -
CONNLCIkD	 TO CAM 2,051CA 0 2.09
-	 -	
L UNI tRS&L INPUT/UUT P tlT - RFGIST£R	 9066	 - 4ULL, LhTt HPH 1 SL5 - 1 Wrb	 -
-
1^4,12Y2.-.	 -
• It- MIT	 INPUT/OuTPuTkEGI5TER (UI P 4IAGLS	 IU4 2053 St, 1 114 (11) 14,1293	 -	 -
'	 •' Elk . PLUGAdLE	 PC,	 YP	 CUNNiCTUR)'. ..	 ..	 d
1'.PLTIOUTPUT	 RFUISTEk	 (24 BETS	 1 N ,	 17	 '1UH-1 Jutwuol I 114 (]It 14,1299
BATS UUT,
	
JP7ICALLY LOU4LED)
. INPUT /UUTPUT MtFIStEk , ( 24111t)
	
-	 )U Sul	 - JINU kNrinki- Mln p . -. -	 I - JZrl5 _ . 14.1246
INPUI/UUTPUT 4LG1stFk	 (2481T,	 141f G-ATtO	 210 Hirt[ 1 971/5 t41129b
.	 ]NPU1,	 UUTFuT STkUSkb, FULL LAM).
.
t PAGE I
OQR QUALM..	 ^;
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i
1 `	 I
NC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
INPUT/OUTPUTMEGISTE W	(24 UII, PUS I. NL5 9048 NNLL, h.,%mm"1SL4 I 14.129/
IOGIL DIP 81.KING A60 MA)
DUAL	 INPUT	 DUAL UUTPt1T RI.GISVEH 	 (16811, C119 WUT t 172 1a..12V6
TT4 IN, OPEN CULL TIL [JUT, MAX 4UMA,,1OVt
-	 -	
INPUT/OUTPUT RkGISTE R 12124017 1 1 42X12BIT I4+1	 - JUENGtH 1 112 C	 /) 140199
-	
OUT, - 3 ENTRY KDDLS, LED DISPLAY)
BUFFER STURE/REGISTLN 	 (42X248I1,.11H 101 HYTLC 1 14,13u0
EXTERNAL ADDRESSING FACILITY)
(SAME, 
j
X24BIT, 4ITHOut EMT ADUR) 100
4(SAKE., J2Xt66IT,
	
RITMUVT EXT AVOR) 101 /72
-	 -	 BM ER STURE/REGISTER	 (32914BI T , KITH -	 105 MYTtG l 14,1-33!
-	 EXTERNAL ADONE331 MG FACILITY) -
(BARE, OX24RIT, WITHOUT EXT 00 0 ) 102 t I/2
-'-	 (3AHL,	 1016917, wITHUUT EXT APOM) 107
143	 Peripheral Interfacing Modules (For TTY, Tape etc.)
aSK CALCULATO R CTRL (DIEHL IIITENFACt. 113 FHC 1312 hR1k5tKE
-
1 I/2 t4,1392
FHC
	
1301102111
	
&No FMC 1704) - - - -	 -
INT. LRFALL FOR ASRS3 T 1Y,SEHIAL DATA 6N. 6711 DI RA SYSILMS 1 114 14,1393
TELETYPE WP CTRL (to FMC 130)/02/11 AND FMC 1301 hAILSkxF 1 N1 1a,17u4
FMC 1309 VIA SPEC C(I NN,TTY MOTOR UN/DFF)
-	 -	 TELETYPE INTERFACE
	 -
90	 -	 - JU.R.&Y 2 /7t 14,1,104'	 _.
N SERIAL 0RIVER /ALCk1VER (TTY, TTX & MODLM CA" 3 1 04 MLIKIHPkX 1 //6 14.1300
-	
INTERFACE, V24 CCITT STANDARD) -
TELETYPEMRITER INTLRFACLCI/O DATA TRANSi 7061.1 NUCL, tNItRPPISLS '	 1 170 ('1) L4,I307	 .
AND LUNTR04,LAH USED AS TMD•MAT FLAG)
-	 -	 -	 -	 TELETYPE INTERFACE	 ( F OR	 ASR 33 1	89R	 1 /0) 500	 -	 - FULUN	 - I //4 14,1.109
-	 TERMINAL DRIVER	 - J IT 20 SCHLUMBLOULM 1 //3 t1l) 1481309
TELE10L OR CRT INTERFACE TCU 190 STNU LNUINELUIP6 t I7A 14,1310
VERSATEC LINE PRINTER INTERFACE 3320 KINETIC tmlht 5 1 /12 1411311
-.	 INTERFACING OUTPUT UNtTCBBIT DATA, CUNTR _SPI/ACCLPTUR ARSYCUM	 _ 1	 - 174 CIE) 14_,1312
-	 & STATUS REDS, FOR FAC1T 3 
P 
I INTERFACE) - -
PAPER TAPE PUNCN INTERFACE,. COUPLES TO TP 0801 GkC•kL41U1T t O1//6 1	 1) 14,1313
.	 FACIT';070,DATA DYNAHICS,RACAL P1GI8tONE
INTLRFACING INPUT UNIT
	
(OBIT DATA /STATUS SPL/SOUM'.E Ax9YCUM 1 I14 t12) 14,t314
& CONTR REGS,
	
F13H FACIT 3PI. INTERFACE) .
-	 PAPER TAPE READER INTERFACE (CGUPLtS TO TH o8ot GEtrt1,LIUTT 1 01115	 - L t) 14,1315	 -
- LINWOOD, TREND,	 & RALAL DIGISTURE)
MAGNETIC TAPE INTERFACE CS	 0442	 '. 'huG4, LNTERPRISEs L 113.. ..t.	 8).. 14,L316
(TAPE DECKS OR CASSETTES)
-	
CASSETTE INTERFACE CREADS & WRITES BY 8 J CK 10 SCHLUMBkRLtk 1 III L12) 1411JL7
-	 -	 -	 OR	 (OBITWORDS, BRIT LAM REG) CONTROLS— - - - -
CASSETTE DRIVER FOR 1 CASSETTE -	 C CK	 t0 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - //5 LL2)-
C48SLTTE DRIVER FOR 2 CASSETTES 	 - C
	
CA	 It- 116 CIE)
PURTASLL , CASSETTE DRIVER(FOR t •CASSETTE) P CK	 LD BCMLUMBEk&LH - //6 14,1!19	 '.
DISK DRIVE FOR CDSr110 - 9370 NULL, LNTLRPRIOLS NA CIS) 14,t,119
INTERFACE FOR DISK DR IVE 9-370 u 114)
..	 UNIVERSAL ASYNCNRONUUS C	 317 INFURMATEK 1 //3' 14,1320
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVE R Ct29 CHAR,BUFFLR)
PERIPHERAL READERC80IT PARALLEL DATA I N , F06A.1 NULL,	 LNTLNPRISE5- .__ 1 -//1 t.1) . 1,1321	 -	 -
-	 NED OR POS 7TL,rtANDSHAXL CUNTRULS} -
-	 PERIPHERAL DRIVER	 CSBIT DATA OUT,NEG OR 7065-1 _NUCL, ENTEHPRISkS 1 III (	 t) 1 4 ,1322	 -
. PUS TfL,HA ,)O. SMAKE CONTROLS).
944	 Display Modules, Display and Plotter Interfacing
-	 -	 24 BIT LED BCD .DISPLAY FMC 1306 FKItOEKL 1 /l! t	 1) 14,1323	 -	 -
.	 -	 (ONE FHC	 130170211.1	 VIA SPEC CUNNEC(UR)
24 BIT N IXIE SCO 0I504AY (SELECT6 OWL OF FHC	 1.306 FaIESLKL 2 .'	 111 (	 L3 14,1424
..	 10 FMC
	
1301/02/11 VIA SPEC CONNECTION)
-	 24 BIT LED BINARY DI
S
PLAY	 (ONE. FHC 1314 -	 -	 FHC	 1315 -Fkltsm I In 14,1125
-	 -	 OR FHC
	 1309 - VIA 5PECIAL. CONNECTION) -
-	 11 DISPLAY UNIT
	
C8CHYL0Gm CRT- ,	 INPUIS».x,Y. CAM J,o1 MLrkIMPEX t2 //J 14,1324	 -
11 DISPLAY DRIVER	 (FOR CAM 3,011 CAM 6.02 MLTN1MPtX S /I3 14,131/
-	 N 24 Bt? DECI MAL DISPLAY- CAM 3,08	 _ -	 M ErM1 KPLx	 - 1 -	 174
(6 SYMBOLS	 041,	 1.,,19, 4, B,. ,L,,1)
226
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NC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA 	 TYPE	 MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEW. NPR REF, No.
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT ( ADDRtSS AND b VATA 9007 NUCL, kNtERPNISE5 NA Ill 1411329	 -
DEC ADES . M ULTI PLIER DISPLAYED)
DISPLAY CUNSHuLLER	 (FUR 9o0y eI MC6UOE$ 9006 2 171
614 To DECIMAL CUNVERtER) -
CULUUR DISPLAY INTERFACE 9062 NUCL, ENTLRPRISLS NA 04119 114) 14,t3J0
_	 EXTERNAL 018PLAY FOR J t A 10 SCALER C At	 to 5C-LLNbt:_RLLR ho 173 144Id.71
SCALER DISPLAY THRUUGH CUMPUTEN J AF	 Ib SCHLUMULMUAH -	 2 //t 1+.1742
(DISPLAY OF 24BIT -U R D,. JDNHL)
MANUAL BINARY DISPLAY (CONTENT OF A J AF 20 SCMLUMUERGEK 1 //1 14,1333
RFG1STER DI3P4AYFD ,EXT MULTIHAY CUNN) - -
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER f11 1t - HP1JI11T6 4604 4301	 - t1l.MA SYSTEMS	 - 1 /14 14,LJJA	 ..
(;rAPKIG DISPLAY DRIVER FUR STURALL 440LA B1 NA 8T51tM8 2 /14 )4,)JJS
.JISPLAY TEK .602
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS DISPLAY PNULL55UR OF 1603 GLC .ELLIUTT a a9//b 14 . 13!6
128 CHARACTERS, 9X7 UDT MATRIXI	 4 S(LES, DP 1604A -	 2
VECTURS,ARCS A CIRCLE5 IN THREE LINE TYPES
LIGHT PEN L TRAC%ER bALL INPUTS. 42 CUNP DP	 IbOJB 2
-	 TRUL INSTRUCTIONS. BUILT 	 IN A% STORE, - -	 -	 -
-	 CRT DECI MAL DISPLAY SYSTEM (INCLUUING) 12A JUKKAI NA 1171 L 2) 14,1!!7
DISPLAY DRIVER 72A b
DISPLAY SYSTEM CU MPRISI NG KJNCTIC 5Y51EH3 // 1. t 4) 14,13Je
DISPLAY SYNCHRUNIIIHG 3200 1 /)t
(COMPATIBLE WITH 60HI 525 LINE MUNITORS)
--	 DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZINU
	
-
32CCk	 - - -	 1 174 (127 -
(CDHPATIULE HITM baM2 625 LINE MUNITURS) - -
DISPLAY TIMING 3200 1 //I
-'	 DISPLAY CORTROL J2ID S Ill
DISPLAY REFRESH (A4PMA4UMERIC * GRAPHS) 5212 T 171
DUAL LIG NT PEN 1NTERFACt J22b 1 172
N PRUUHAMMA84E
- DISPLAY SYSTER 5252 4 lO//b
COLUH HVNITDR	 - RG8 0¢60 H /71.
-	 STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER	 -	 - 3260 l- /72 -
DISPLAY DRIVER	 ( TWO	 tabIT DAC,UUTPUT 7011 +2 NLCL, LNILRRR18ES 2 .(70 I	 t) 14.1349
RANGE +5V TD .SV.1WU OPERATION MUDES)
STORAGE USCILLOSCOPt ( DRIVER PUN 9028 NULL( ENttRPMI5LS 1 FI't (	 2) 14,1340
TEKT RONIX 611 OR	 601,USED WITH 7011) -
-	 -	 SCUPE DISPLAY DRIVER J On	 to SCHLUKBLR6tH -	 2 173 (	 1) 14,1341
.	 MANUAL CONTROL OF J on	 to HC	 10 NA
SCUPE DISPLAY DRIVER X . Yv2	 (SYSTEM ) FOU 2012 SEN 1 //l 1	 1) 14,1!42
-	 STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER FOR TEKTRUNIX 61t Soo 2PI5 1 /71 (	 I7
UR 601
CHARACTER GENERATOR CG 2013 1 /11 t	 11
VECIUR GENERATOR V6 2628 - 1 //t (	 t)
--	 LIGHT PEN FOR POD 2n12 UN CG 2013 4P 2ti3b Ill -	 -
-	 H LIGHT PEN ( INCLUDED TRIGGE R SKITLM ) EC597 SENSIUN 14,{54!
N.LIGHT PEN 'PROCESSOR ESJ96 1 lI7 -
N PLOTTER DRIVER CAM J'DJ Mt1RIMPkX J !14 14,1544	 -
- 	 C2X1DeIT,
	 X,Y UUt	 •S. 2.hMV)
-	 PLOTTER DRIVEN J AT	 t0 SCMLUMBLRbtN t !73 ( TO 14,1545-
N X.Y MECUNDER DRIVER XY 2014 SkN L (14) 14,1346
145	 Instrumentation Interfacing Modules ( DVM, Supply CTR, Stepping Motor Drivers,
Pulse Analyser CTR)
DUAL I6 CHANNEL SEN SAL UUTPUT HUUULE 5101 01 4A SYSILMS 2 /is 14.t5A7
(STEPPER HDTUR CU4TRULLER, TTL) ::E
-	 STEP HD1OR DRIVER (HAY	 32708 ST0'S,KATL,.	 - IIbt SURER 1 172 t	 J) 14, IJ4h	 -	 -	 -
RGT1TlON AND START/STOP FULLY COMMANDO)) -	 --	 I
' STEPPING PUTUR.CONTRULLEP 9'0R1YhH sMG JaLHGkM t //4 (14) 14,1449
(ADJUSWILE ACCEL/OECEL , TI ME L MAX fREU)
STEPPING HUTUR COHTRULLER, DUAL JJbo KINETIC STStE RS 1 172 1	 4) l4,13b0
-	
-	
SfLPFJ>L M')T'JR CUNTRULLER.	 ALCtLERAIENG - 3361 -	 ^I ,LT1C STSIE MS 1 114- 14-.t4st	 -	 - e
SY}PPINO MU(UM DRIVER J CP 20 SC^LUMBLRULK 1 ll4 t	 91 14,1Jb2
SUPPLY TUW J CP.
 2D C'APP
	
In /l4
"' NT INVUUS GTEP PEP CUNTRLIL (65630 STLPS, C•St.4 et ,[ft tLtKrRUVIK 2 //2 t4, IJb3	 -
17 IlN/DIRECT./BPEkD/AC CF LER. LUNTROL)
-	 ItMENrAL S TEPPEH-L04TKUL(bbb5b STLPS,.. C.S7.4.4 -ENLEL fLtAlkUNl4 2 172 141IJb4
-	 PGSITIUN/DIRECT,/SPEED/ACLELFR, LUNTRR4) -
VARIALILL PULSE OURATIDN TRIAL UUTPUT . JIOt Nt NA	 SYbIL'• 5 2 /14 14, 14bb	 -
..	 MODULE
..
TPIA(. UUTPUT RLGISTER LT JVt44LR 1 114 (IJ) 14113bb
-	 (B - BITS,	 2 AMPS,
	
ZLRU V(14TAGE b . ITLMIN47 E
1
F
229
I
i	
i
NC	 DES113NAT1DN &SHORT DATA TYPE MANUrACTURER WIDTH DEI.IV. NPR REP. No.
Pd-ek SUPPLY CuhTRULLLR I2.0.' JIti6 AlvttLC SV51k M S I 1/J 14,1351
CAHAG.Tu .SCtP P PMA INTENFACE 2323 tl1 Na STSItMS 2 fIJ 14, 140b
ENTENFaCE CANIC.. I • LARF N 8000St ,lIk3 bltl0 L40LN (l2) 14,1!59
MULTICHAN N EL ANALYZER$ -
AUC•I1 4 AC INTERFALk (FUR P UL3t AOL 6719, SVIU LaptN 1 (ix) )4,IS6UBPI 0,a
	 III A217,6112 6 T.U.F	 CUhV 0276)
MUL T ICNANhLL AHALYZEN • CA kAC INIFRFACt 4701 PALKAHU 4 1	 4) 14,1363(FUR PACKARD 9000 4NU 900 StkltS M CA) -
SYNCMRU TU D(GIIAL CUNYENtLR	 -	 - SOC	 -	 - JUtwOkM 2 1/3 (IS)	 - 34'1!02(S(NULE AND RULII•TUHN CAPAMILITIES)
DUAL SYNCMNU.DIOIYAL CUNVT,RTtH 	 (146IT) CS 0047 NUCL. J%TtHHNISE5 2 1/3 14,1JO3
•	 ;,UAL INLkE N ENTAL Ph5IT1UN ENCDDE H (2920 2IPL 2019 5EN 1. 171 14,1304	 -
BIT A.Y DIGITIZATION BY UP.OURN COUNTER)
INTERFACE FUR MEA36RING DEVICES UU 200+1412 DUIINICN I 114 lIV) 14i13O5
- (DUAL INPUT FUR 2 lWhURENTS) -
OUTPUT NEWSIER	 (16 OR 24 HIT	 TTL DRIVER Cm 6e0 J	 AND P	 - 1 !/I le_,ISOtr
FOR FAST-ROUTING MULTIPLEZ0 SYSTEM) . .
PULSE UURATION DLHVUVLaTUR 3120 KI%tT1C ST51EM5 1 its T4,13o1	 ".
- PLUM6ICUN READ OUT TkRMthAL
	
- J P4	 101PUDDIN6 5CNLUHdERLLM	 - I //3 ( 6) 14,1306	 -	 {
PLU M 6ICCN READ OUT 0 SCALERS HLLJRD J PH	 10/PL04 5CM6Un6Lk6kM I /%1 (	 e) I4,IJDV
' 01GIT12ED OUTPUTS FRLM PLU9SJCU4.CA N F4A)
- SPANK CHAMBER READ OUT J Sc	 10 2../12
N INTERFACL FUR DIGITAL PROCESSING SCOPES 1EK141UN11 U 14,1310
M Plo51, •P2051
	
6 MP2052
ACC/CAMAC
	
INTERFACE (POH • ANY AUC,2A16HIT C.At•2 NLNM. 6LLKTMUhIK - 7 7/3 (0) 14,14/1	 -	 --
- U!P UUFFEA,BTATUS,L40 MANOL,CLUCA TIME)
'N ISOLATED ON-OFF CUNTNOLLER FUR	 100VICES C•PC•16 •02E6 LW(1VUNI K 1 06075 (14) 34.072
- 5CUNT HOL•LINE519EV ,,I SLC.F A ILUM L•TF St)
i
147	 Other Digital 1/0 Modules (Incl. Data Links)
,
CARAC DATA LINK MODULE 6701 Ul NA SYSIt"8 2 //S 14,13!!
(16 tilt PARALLEL,ASYhCHRUNOU5 DATA LI'+ K ) .'
OtT.SYNCHRONIZ£N . NARDMARL PAUUHAMAHLE DO 260.2251 LUMNIkR J //3 14,1314
0 TU SOV INPUT, PCR.SIGNAL IN SLNIES -
-.	 - FORMAt.INYNCHHONIZERIIGkNT 6 SIP OF DATA OU 200.2260 DUHNItH 4 //3	 - 14.1375
- WORDS, SOFT. i HARD MARE PROGRAMMABLE)
_ COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
	
(V24/Y23/Y2l DU 200.2911 DUMNILM I /I4 (1G) .14,13/6
- MODEM INTERFACE „ITH AUTU.DIA1. UPTIUN)
STAMT.STOP CONTRULLEN(BTART,SIUP,RL5ET, FMC .1304 FNILSEKE. I /it (	 31 14,1.377
MANUAL OR OAT&WAY CONTRUL,
	
100MZ CLUCK)
N COMMUNICATION INTERFACE 5540 stMI3C SYSTE M S 1 //tr 14,1376
N COMMUNICATION INTERFACE H/ BUFFER 33408 l //5
N SERIAL DRIVER/RECEIVLR (TTY, TTA A RUDER CAM	 3 1 04 NETMIKREA 1 115 l4,lSl9	 -INTERFACE, V24 CCITT SlrANOAWb)
-	
- -	 -SERIAL IWTLRFaCE (V24 SPEC, QUAD VERSION 904} NULL, E14Tt"FRISLS 1- -	 /74 (14) 14,1460	 -	 -	 -	 -
VARIABLE TRANSMISSION RATES) 	 -	 - -	 -	 -
N SERIAL INTERFACE 9946 NPCL, EhTtNPkISkS 1 OY//S I4,1361
- CV:ARIAULE TRANSe15SIU4 HATE)
	
..
- STANT-6111P UNIT 	 (START,	 STOP CLULK AND J AM SO 5CM6UM6tNUth 1 //1 34,3362
- GATE OUTPUTS) .:
FOUR FULD BUSY DUNE (START 510 14AL 4WD 2021	 - ZEN -i Nl 14,136!	 -
INITIATED BY COMPAND,OEVICL NVU4N3 LA H ) -
N DATA TRANSKISSSIUN N UDVLE (50HD [U 9,6KU 0350 3Eh6IUN 1 175 .14,1Jtld
SYNC%ASYNC,
	
V24, USE h)rH 0326) i
15	 Digital Handling and Processing Modules -and/or/nor Gates,
Fan-Outs, Digital Level and Code Converters, Buffers,
Delays, Arithm. Processors etc.
151	 Fan-Outs, and/or/not-Gates
-	 -	 -	 - FAh-UUT UNIT	 (2 U4LD I NP UTS PROVIDE 8 -	 Ft,	 0001 -bEL.ELLIUTI 1 /11-	 - - 1 4 ,14a5	 -	 --	 -
TRUE,2 CU M PLE N U01WS,NIM SIGNALS) - -
10I4 FANUUT	 (DUAL FUUk FULD 6 CIIMPLE M FNT', , :FUN'	 . JOLHULH I. /JS la,l3tl6NJ- V 11 1n W ,	 -14 14A	 INT11 50UHM5J
L TTL FANUUT	 (DUAL Fuu R . FOLU a CU NOWI ENT, PUT J.L-Gtk :	 1 1/3 (14) 14,1367.
TTL DPIVLR,	 5JRA CORkthT SINK) :.
7
1
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NC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA 	 TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
-	 him FAhUUT	 (7•UHED INP UTS. N 0/142 LUMPL	 216	 - JUR•AT 1 Il5 14,1J88	 .
O/P 6ATEU FROM OAT A.AY) 	 - -
FAN OUT NODULE	 ( IL2 1/P0	 16 IL2 . 0/P)	 9660 4uCL, EhftHH R lbtb I /I! 14,1!69
-	 SIX.F OLD CONTRULLED GATE 	 (INUIV LACING,	 6CG 2011 SE& 1/11 l	 4) 14, 1!90
FAN•IM 4  FAN.UUT LUNTROLLED bt 3 Fr" S) .-
-	 FAST LOGIC UNIT	 ( dX4 NI M INPUTS).	 FLU 2062 SEN 	 _	 - 1 (A21 14 , 1J9I
152	 Digital Level Converters
6 CkANNXL TTL/NIM CUNVERTEH	 boot 81 NA SYsiLHB 1 /1J td013N2
--	 -	 6 CHANNEL N)N/TTL CONVERTER	 5602 BI HA	 SYSI.	M8. ( I/S Ia.139S
C MEN CONVERTER (NIM TO TTL L£9£6S
	
CNT JUCHGtH 1 //3 (14) 1401!94
PLATS TAD CO NPLEHENT UUTFUTS)
C HEX CONVERTER	 (T TL Tu Nt11 LEVELS	 CIO, JUEHGt4 1 //J .I 14) 14111y6
Plus THU CGHPLL KENT UUTPUTS)
MEX ILI -TO IL2 CUNVEHTE R 	-	 7G52-t NUCL, tNTEH1jRI8ES 1 /70 IA,1396
-	 (6 1% SIGNALS 1 N ,6 N IM SIGNALS UU7)
153	 Code Converters
DECIMAL INPUT 6 NUMHLRS
	
DO 200.2605 DUNNIER 2 1.14 14,1397	 -
3 DIGITS CUDE CONVERTER
(SAME BUT S NUMBERS)
	
DO 200.2006 -	 - 2 -
.	 CAMAC BCD.TQ.BINAPY CONVERTER 	 Lt:A-62/b./ £1Sth^AhN 1 1411!98
CAH A = BMARY .TB•BCD CONVERTER	 LEMv52/5,8 EISENMANN 1 14,1!99	 -
*IT" DECI MAL DISPLAY
-	 GRAY CODE TO BCD CONVERTER-	 -E)H	 - JUERGtR 2 114 _ 14,1400._
(DUAL CHANNEL I NPUT ^IT O MEMORY)	 - -	 -
BINARY CODE CO NVE N T£ M (UI N -OCO UH 8CD+814	 994a NUCL, ENTERPRISES 1 t 1) 1 4 0 1401	 -
CONVERSIUN, . DATA FROM DATAWAY UH FRUNT).
BINARY TO DECI MALCUDE CONVERTER	 610 POLUN 1 114 14 . 14U2
(24 U1T BINARY TO 8 DECADE)
-	 BCD TO Bit-ANY CONVERTER 	 (29011 BCD TO	 -	 -	 CO	 001 STN, th(.IhELWV.G.. 1 l73 LIZ) id.1403	 -
24SIT BINARY,
	
CUNV TIME
	
325 NSEC)
8(NARY TO BCD CONVERTER (CONY TI ME 325	 CO 0.02 STNU LN61NELRING ( //! (12) 14,1404
.	 NSEC)248ITS TO MAX
	
16777216-( BCU CODED)
BINARY TO BCO.CONVERT ER (24H IT To 8 OkCA . 	C•88C . 24 •L49EL tLtKTRUhIK 2 111 la.14D5
-	 OE,DISPLAY , CDNV - 4USEC,TTL LEVEL UUT.IKH)
154	 buffer Memories, Storage Units
PNOUKAK STORE/REGISTER (256X2011	 RAN f	 Ito ► HYTtC F 1a,14U6	 .
6/124311 ROW, LIT DOOR. USE -IT" 7025.21
(SANE BUT WITHOUT	 EDIT RUN)	 -	 1.10.	 - - 1
-	 (SAME BUT NO BUFFER	 AND NO EX7	 AODR)	 112	 - 1
1024 WORD 24 BIT STATIC • 31LRL (NORMAL 6	 130 _OyrtC 1 D/ NB 14,1407
BYTE MODES, CLEAN I
	 N GR 1 Mea t NEA.D, k.
OVER .RITE UN ADDRESS REG ANt PEN"RHEO)
(SAME WITH MEMORY ACLES9 ALSO FRUA FWD-IT 	 131 - 2 Oe//b
.,
PANEL, KAST£R/SLAVE OPERATION)
7.01CADE AGC A	 16..AY HUI (PNESEI X1*116 	 500.1 ^TALC 1 //! It 408	 -
MARL,	 16X24 STORE,
	
t000SLC/CH UPDATE)
-	 (SAME AS 500.1 BUT .ITM B.KAY HUD)	 502 'k Il4,
-(SA ME BUT BINARY	 ADC)	 -	 561	 - - i 44
-	 -	 (BAKE	 45 . 501-BU T 	HIT"	 B..AY HUI)	 -	 -	 bos - 1^- 174.-
(SAME, BUT AHPL GAIN CAN Ot SEt AND	 510 - - 2 /Id 1
STORED INBIYIDUALLYICHA NNEL, BCU/dlhl
.	
256 .URU FIF(1 BUFFER C24 BITS PER .UPD)
	
3841 Kl4t71L $t STEMS.: I U5//S LIJ) 14,1409	 .
2040..090 t6 BIT STORE	 4061 NUCL. LNIEHPNISES 2 (!V) 14.IdID
-	 N 4095 WORD 16 BIT SMNE	 -	 40618	 - NUCL. ENTCWP915t5. 2- -: ub/16 14,1411	 -	 -
256 WUROS OF 24 BIT STUkL HUDULL	 CS ODlb NUCL. ENTLMPkISE5 1 /12 (	 /1 14.1412
.	 PRUGNAHMIBLE READ-ONLY H(NORY (J2 HUNS.	 221 PULVh	 .. 1 OlI15 14.1413
16 . UITS,	 LOADED BY	 SULDEP CGNNECIIUN5) i
-_-	
_	
BUFFER	 MEMORY	 -	 -	 -	 J	 MT '20	 - 5LHLUNbto6Lk ( /J2 14.1414
-	
(756 (6UIT WORDS, USt WIT" J CAN 21/C/M)
CAHAC CURE NENORY MUPOLE (2K X I6BIT)
	 HM MC STyD kNGI NEEkING J /74 L12) .	 14,1416
(4K K	 to BIT)
	
AM. 4lot ! 11.4 (12)., -
(OK K	 l6 83T)	 MH	 BI6C3. /04 [121
(2K X 24 811)	 MA 2240. .3 114 (121 ..
(4K X 24 811)	 MM 424C ! 114 1121 3
-	 -	 N SPECTRUM HENDRY	
-	
-	 F51-465J/LU •E^ •HH4Nh	 _ _.	 F	 - //S 14.1416
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY.'
22.9
I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 l
NC	 AESIGUATION & SHORT DATA 'TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH CELIV. NPR REF, NO.
455	 Logic and Arithmetic Processing Modules
FLOATING P13I4T AwlTMMETIC IN T LkhACE C	 .127 1NFUMra1Lw 1 I/3 14,14[7
(FUM USE -LTH K 188 HARD, FLUAI * POINT)
k HICHUPHUCL950P MUDULE	 (FUR FAST ASST, OF 0420 SLhb1UN 1 //b 14,1416
3PECLAL
	
INTERFACES FTC, 8000 114StD)
C 96 CMAN. DRIFT CNAPUtRTOC ( , bUS/ W8 2/10 LN6 -6tCNT1Y 2 OS / 7b to] t4, 1d19
-	 F.S „	 0 4111,	 d0 DEEP BUFFER,	 D1F F 	) /P)
-
128 CHAN, M-PC ENCUDLH CRECEIVLH, UELAY. 2720	 - 2 0b11b (141
_	 LATCM,	 ENCUOLR,	 00 HIT BUFFER, DIF ► 	 ]/P) -
16	 Analogue Modoles —ADC, DAC, Multiplexers, Amplifiers,
Linear Gates, Discriminators etc.
164	 Analogue Input Modules {DC and Pulse ADC, TOM
1	 32 CHANNEL ANALOG DATA 5YSTLN b30t bl	 RA SYSILHS 2 114 1411490
(EXP ANDABLE otTM ADDITIO NAL NDX NUOULLS)
-	 -	 _	 N 41F CONYERTfk .CAM 4,13 wt1wIMPEX 1 114 14,1421
-	 ANALOGINPUT	 (DUAL SLOPE ADC,	 *1-16V DO 200.1021 DURNILM 1 -//2 14,1422	 -
RANGE.l4dITS/16V*GIG N ,0,75EC CONVERSION)
ANALOGUE TO 0IGITAL INTEFACE ( .ITH PLUG• ADC	 1201 GEC.ELL W1T 1 M t	 1) 64.1423
IN CONVERTER CARDS ADC180, ADC 1 160 AhO
AOC/120 FOR B,
	
10 AND 12 BIT CONVERSION)
-	 -	
16 CHANNEL, SCANNING 41D CONVERTER 	 - 3510	 - KINETIC SYSTE MS 1 1/4 14,1424
N INTEGRATING AID CaNYERTEP	 ((8ULATEU lip CAM 4,06.2 NETAINPEX 3 174 14rt42b	 -
INTEUR T IME	 IS/,IS/.025,
	
RANGE
	
,03 . bV)
.	 INTEGRATING AGO	 112BIT,	 RAHGES 0 TU +bV, 700 POLUN .1 173 14*142b
0 to -bV,
	
4014SEC CONVERSION TIME)
-	 VOL TAGE -FREQUENCY CONVERTER	 - J CTF	 t0 SCMLUMULNULN 2 //3 14,1427
(USED KITH MUL7IPLFXERS J MX 10/20)
UP-DUNN SCALfR/FREDLENC V NEVER J EF t0 1 113
DUAL DIGITAL VOLT M ETER (*AND- D,IV, 20014 2013 SLN 1 /71 14,1426
10 BIT,
	
DIFFERENTIAL INPUT)
-	 DIG* .VOLTMETER	 C12HIT	 + SIGN, P01-FREE C	 764b1-Al3 .Al SILMLN5 2 I13 14r142V
-	 -	 R1R.L3--AC/DC
	
.02V . 20V.6C b.t00 KA) -
DIGITAL VOLTMETER (5AHE AS
	 - C	 1bdbl-A1J-A2 SIENLNS 2 //3 14,1430
TYPE.- [ 16 451 •413.A1	 ^.IT N 0130LAY).
ANALUG INPUTS	 (MULTIPLEXER-AUL, DU 200-1014 DURNItR 2 //2 14,144[
8 OIFF l/P,*!-IOV RANGE, 7DI rat I0Y*SIGN)
-	 (SAME FUR	 +I.SY RAFIGL,	 76IT51bV*SIGh) DU200-1016 2 /72
-	 -	
(BAHL FUR .410V	 RANGE1.86ITS/10Y) DO 200..1010	
-
2 1/2
-	 CORNIER MUOULE5 ALSO MARKETED BY 51LME F+S SIEMENS t4-,1442
ANALUG INPUT
	 ( ADC, */-ICY MANGL, 00 200.102/ OUNNItk 2 1412 14,1433
1	 7817311CV*SIGN)
ISAME FOR *1.5V RANGE, 781TS15V , SIGN) DU 200.1028 2 !72
(SAME FOR +IOV RANGE, a9113110V I DU 200. 1029 2 //2
-	 ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CORVERIEH (BBIT,	 I/P 7028 - 1 NUCt., ENTERPRISES 1 -/70	 - IdF1d3d
RANBL 0 TO *5V OR 0 TU -5V,25 USEC CONV) - -
MIGM SPEED DtGI T 12LR (SKIT,	 10ONSEC, SAID 01 SIND iMP1NLLkLhG 1 /14 t12) Id.1445
RESOLUTION,	 WITH 256 wORO BUFFER)
DUAL	 10 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 3blb KI0116 SYSJLMS 1 114 14,1436
SINGLE	 10611	 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTLR lb16S Nf+ET IC StSIL "S 1 I74- - 14,1437
DUAL ADC	 (1081T,	 tOUSFC rOhV TI NE) AID	 210	 - SI ND LNGIhLLRINU 2 03/Jb 14,1d46
DUAL SLOPE ADC	 (+AND- 0,0111/100 RANGFS, 1241 aUwLR 2 //;F t'.3) 14*1459
IIS11	 RE3ULUTIUN,20HS CUNV	 TIKE)
-	 -	 -	
SUCCLSS,	 APPROX,	 ADC	 (•110 . $+1,	 +/-by UN 12d4/1243A .BONER	 - 2 172 ( 9] -14.1d40
- 10 .0 TU +/-TOY,	 817,20/11	 USLC ACCESS[	 - - - - - -	 --
..	 SUCCESS,	 AP PROX.	 ADC	 (..ITN 540 r	 */-bV ON 1244/12ddA BURtP 2 713 19) 14,1441
0 TU +/-iOV,	 t2-o[T,z3/13 USLC ACCESS)
ANALUG INPUTS	 tKULTIPLf,LH-AVL, UJ 200-1003	 UUdNltw 2 //2 14,144P
..	
-8 RIFF	 11P ,*/-10V RANGE II181TS / 10V+5IGh)
_	 -	 (SA-E FOR	 ./.bV w6N6t,	 1161TSIb 4 +S16N3 DU 200-1006	 -	 - -	 2 172
-	 -	 -(SAME FUR	 +109	 RANGE, - 12HITbAUV)	 - - DU 200-1009	 -	 - 2	 - 112
-	
..	 ANALUG INPUT	 rADC,	 . 1.1.09 KA%GL. DU 200-1024	 DU-VIER k !/2 14,[444
Il6ITSl10V * SIGk)
(a ARE FUR
	 +/-bV	 R AN (jL,11PITS/ bV+SIGN) .. DU 200-.102b 2. /412
(SAME FOR	 #10V RANGE,126ITF/l OV) DU 200 . 100 2 /12
-	 -	 -	 OCTAL	 AGO	 taX l:RlT	 +. UYF,	 V0	 INPUT,	 - AOBil
	 -	 L.AGlUwTFL I OS//b (131.	 14.1d4d
RV REM, CUROpN STRf1Bt, FAST CLEAR)
-
u
-	 --
234
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,NC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA	 TYPE	 MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF.Nc.
3.0"ADt ADC L 16-WAY HUK (PRESLI 1 1 .1 10 bGG-1 Mr1eC 1 114 14,1445
A K PL,	 Ib%24 5TUME,	 t000SEC/Cn UPDATE)
- (5 
A04
	 AS 500-1 OUT	 WITH B..AT MUG) 502 1 0/4(B NE 8uT BINARY ADFI b01 1 //4(SAME AS 501 B,T WITH B..AY MU1) 503 1 //4
-	 (54ME, BUT AMP[ GAIN CA N Bt 5kI AND bLD d //d
STURED INUIVIDUALLY/CHA NNEL, BC0/HIk)
_
I6-C H aN hF61/D CONVERTER A•.t JUENGtH 2 114 LIl7 Ia,144b
CDIFFERLNTIA,. I NP UTS,	 11 BITS 4 b35h)
N lb.CMANNEL A/0 CUNVLkTER (ACCEPTS 4.200-A AH/I JUEHGEN 2 V9//b 14,1467
-	 -	 CUMHENT	 INPUTS.	 11 HITS)
C AODCONVERTER	 (12UIT,MAL 40 USEC CUNYLH- 30 JUHWAT 2 111 L	 27 14,1443
SION, "AND.5V,	 •Ah0.10V, #JOY RANGES)
16 CkANNEL AID C0NVkRTLR 	 (FEZ MUA UIFP 34 JUNWAY 2 174 14,1449
INPUTS,	 125It aUTO CYCLING, DUAL SLOPE)
DUAL 12 BIT 4NALUG TU DIGITAL CONVERTER Jb20 KlhtTJ'- STSTLMS 1 /1J 1461450
-	 SINGLC 1251T ANALOG TO DIGITAL CUNYEPTER 49205 KINLTIC STSTLMS t //d 14,1451
.0	 LNSULATEO ADC	 (1281T5,	 100 USEC,
	
IDkV, IAOL 2059 SEN 2 Ltd) 14,1492
FULL SCALE, 300V COMMNN RUDE)
DUAL ADC (12811,	 2bU5LC CUNV li nk) AID 212_ STNU ENGINLLRIhU 2 0J119 140453
-	 C Di GIT_AL VOLTMETER	 (19,999M4 TU	 L999,9V) 9068 NULL, ENTtHHk1sE3 2 ( M 14,1454
-	 DUAL ADC CIABIT,	 5OU5EC CUNV TIMk) AID	 114 SIND t.NGINLEM1NG 1 03//5 14, L455
h AuCCES. APPROI,
	 16 BIT ADC C46-LOV,	 SAS 0424 SLN5IUN 2 175 14.t4bb
CONVE(m 0h TIME,	 INPUT PROTECTION)
OCTAL CHANGE DIGIT12LR (818BIT CHARGE 47080H fG840URTEL I t	 /) 14,1407
SENSITIVE ADC, RLADOUT IN 4XIOUlt -UA06) -
UUAD FAST GATED INTEURATUR UD410 tGLWURTkL 1 /14 (10) 14,14b5(C MARGE DIGITIZER, 4110 BIT)
OCTAL AOC (5 FAST	 I/P,SBIT/CM, CUAMUN 2248 LMS-L6CHOY 1 /7t 14.[459
GATE, RIM LEVELS, BILINEAR NUDE)
-	 -	 12.CM9NNEL ADC 	 (12 FAST	 1/P,	 LUBIT /CM, 2244A LRS-LtCHOY 1 114 t	 9) 14,1460
2 25PC SENSITIVITY, FAST CLEAR)
C 12.CNAN, FAST CUNV. ADCC4,9US/S,9BIT,32 . 2250 LRB.LFCRUV 1 04/7b (1J) 14,1401
DEEP HUFFLR3,	 1/SP5 5ENSITIVITY,O-256PS)
12•CMANNLL PEAK ADC.(105IT/CH, 	 -2Y FULL 22b9 LRS-LCCRUV 1 02/db (IJ) 14,1462
-	 SCALE, FAST CLEAR, CUMkUh GATE)
OCTAL ADC CHIN 5 NSEC PULSES, YUS OR NEG 9040 NUCL. EN W10WISF5 1 /72 14) 14,1463
BRIT/L10 PC REf7LUTJUN, 250 USEC CUNV)
ANALUGuE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 9060 NUCL, ENttkPRJ$LS //4 (10) 14,14b4
CSOMMI,
	
l,t BITS)
.	 16,000 CHANNEL PULSE ADC (200MMZ CLOCK) J CAN 21 Lit, SCHLU14MIGEM b //2 t	 b) L41l4bb
1024 CKLNNEL PULSE ADC
	 CIOO M RI CLOCK) J CAN 40 SCnLUntltH6tA 2 172 (	 b) Id,t4bb
FAST AOC(LO 5	 LZIJIT VER91ON5,HITH SAMPLE F-AOC 2067 SEN 2 L12) 14114bl
AND HOLD, CONY TIME 2USEC/4,bUSEC7 -
-	 FAST DUAL ADC	 (DATA AS FOR 2057) 2 )ADC 2000 2 L12)
EVENT T1MER(4-CHANNEL TI M E DIGITIZER, SB 220b DI HA STSTLMS 1 /14 14,1406
L00 14H Z INT, CLUCK,	 LAM WHEN UUNE)
QUAD CAMAC SCALLA	 (4AL6BIT OR 2%,72BIT, 	 _ IOOdA BONER 1 01175 14.1469
LOONMZ)
	 - -	 -	 -
TIME DIGITIZER	 C4L1bblT,50MHZ CLUCK,.I1H 1005 BUHEH 1 /7Y 14,1410
CENTRE FINDER,	 USABLE kITH PHE.AMP 5tl)
TIML DIGITIZER (A klm STOP CHANNhi.S, tOI04	 - E('66/ORIEL 1 f	 /Y la.lall
COMMON START, 	 200 PSLC5 11E311LUTIUN)
-	 -	 -	 OCTAL TOC
	
(SXIIBIT.UVF,	 COMRUN 51ART, Well EGSWUNIEL 1 OJ//b (IS) 14,14/2
-	 -	 IOOPSkC RESRLUTIUN, 	 FAST CLEAR)-	 - - -	 - -	 -
-	 TIME DIGITIIER TU JUEMGkR	
_
1 114 L11) 11.14/J
(6 LHANNLLS 1 16 BITS,	 100 MAL CLOL. d RATL)
-	 QUAD TI k E .TD.DIGITAL C0NVkRTLR(981T /CH, 2226A LH5-LLCAUT 1 //G C	 2) 14,L414
102/5IO N SLCRAN6L5,LJUSEC CIINYERs,NtM)
OCTAL TI A L-TU.DIGITAL CUhYERTtH()D g1TnH	 - 2X25 LMS-LtLkl1Y 1 -	 174 ( 9) 14,147b
-	
10$/204/510 NSEC RANGES, FAST CLLAH)
'C 96 CMAN, DRIFT CMAr+BER TDC 	 L O 9U5/tU9 2770 LHS.LtCMUT 2 Ob/75 (73) 14,1470
.	 F.S.,
	
a BlT,	 40 DELP . HtiFFE9, DIFY.I/P7
-	 125 CHAN, HRPC ENCUDLR 	 CRECEIVER, DLLAT, 2720 2 Ob//b t1J)
LATCH, LNCUDER, 50 HIT BUFFER, OIFF 	 I/P)
-	 --	 -	 -	 -	 h A/D-CONVERTER 	 (1-lU(T	 .SIGN NH. 12,	 CCNV	 - -	 Ca.. 4,05 MLIHIMPLI 2 /72 14.1411
TI M E SOUSEC. RANGE *&-bV, INT(AkAL Stn)
)
C
I
1
NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA	 TYPE	 MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
SIXTEEN FULD	 t I"t -TO-DIG I T AL•CU4VL" T t N 7UC-l0 NULLE INUN 1
//4 14,(6/0	 f
(100-M1 LIT	 tLUC K. 	4011	 5CALtNS USfl)
T l y L OIG171ZE R (4x16R1T,CL.UL K NATt To 2031 St+ 1
14,La/9	 -
70/85MHL,	 wITh CENTEH FI0,01kU LUOIC)
7EME DJGIT1ZtR	 (4XIb4lT,CLUEK NAIL TU 2041 S'_'. 1 t	
4) 14.1404	 -
70J55"M1,hIN LEVELS) -
SERIAL	 TI M E DIGITIZER	 (E^8B1 7	loom-1, STO 2Ubo bEV l N 2
14,14P1
StR . SEUUE"T CUUNT MUDE,S H I}T .NtG GAIL) 11
UCTAL TIME	 TU DII.ITAL CU%VLRTLO TO	 000 5, +U t4uLNLL- 1 NG l 04 1/ 5
14,1402
162	 Analogue Output Modules (DAC)
a C-1NhfL 6 SIT 41A CONVERTER (CUNNENT 5405 tt1	 -A SY5tt"5 t 113 14,1403
OR 1JLT AGE O/P,30. ANALUG MITER OMIVEM)
AtiALUG OUTPUT	 [PAC,	 0 14V O/P N ► NGL, SMA, DU 200+1b11 PUNk[YM L J03
14,)4110
OBIT RESUWTION, 114ULE PIP
- 1. JIS	
-
(SA ME NIT" 120 
IT
RESOLUTION,	 314ULL GJP) -OG 200-1011
(BA NE MIS" DOIT NESULUTIUN, DUAL U/P) 0U 200.1512 l IIS
1177"	 12NIT	 RESULUTION,	 DUAL UIP) 0U 200.1522 l //3(SAMTHLE .IT" III	 RE SOLUTIO4, QUAD WP) DU 290+[5[7 i //3 ..	 -
(9 + ME .IT"	 12847	 RFSULUT)ON, DUAU JJP) DU 200-1621 1 /7s
►NALUGUUIPUT	 WO HAN6LO-A. OU 200.1513 OUIINILH I /ls
la,14e5
681T RESOLUTION,	 SIRGLE II/P) - //3 -	 -(SAML KIT"	 1201T PEBULUTtCN, SINULE 0111 ) DO ZOO-]521 I
CSAML KIT" BbIT RESOLUTION, DUAL AJP) DU200-)b)4 1 //s {
(BANE 4ITH	 12011	 PESOLUTION , DUAL U /P ) DO200.1524 L //]
(SAML -ITM SUIT NEBULUTIUN, UUAD UIP) DO 200. 1518 1 173
(54"t Kl T" 12HIT RESOLUTION, UU40 UIP) OU 200 . 1bE0 1 113 -
ANALUG UUTPUT	 t 17AC,	 !&.5V GIP HANUE,BMA, DU 209-1515 UUNNIEk I //3
16,1400
SUIT PERLLUTIUN• 8146LE DIP)
!/]
-	 -
(SAHL ilTH	 128IT RESOLUTION, S1 116LE UIP) OU 260-1325 1
(SANE NIT" 813IT MESULUTIUN, 	 DUAL DIP) GU JOO-lblb 1 JJ3
(SAME KIT"	 125IT 955ULUT(DN, DUAL U/P) OU 200-lb26 1 //3
(BAF'L ol?m 8DIT RESOLUTION, UUAD U/P) DU 200.1519 1 JJ3
(34'1L KlYm MIT RESOLUTION, UUAD U/P) OU 200.1529 1 /7s
OURNIER MODULES ALSO HARKMO O y SIEMENS SltMths 1a„)407
OCTAL OAC
	
(]DBITrn.5Y,S0UNH5110USEC5) DAB	 1062 bEC-ELLIIITT l //3 14.1408
OAHL BUT 1111H 2 1 5 CUMPLEMENT 98110SIG N , CAI'	 1082(4) 1 113
!4110. 5Y,
	
SOUMNS)
CUAO DAC	 (A CHANNEL YFRSITIN UP DAC 1062) OAC	 104 2 GtC--FALIUIT 1 /14 14,1409
(SAME, J CHANNEL VERSION OF 	 VAC	 I:d2(B) OAC	 1042(8) l /7a
DUAL 12 417 PAC(./- IGY OR M/- 5V UIP, hba MYMC 1 19/19 1411490	 -
FOR X-Y DISPLAY DRIVE) - -
DUAL D/A CONVERTER	 (10 BIT,	 10U4EC C(JNV D/A-10 JULRGLH [ //s [ts7 14,1491
TI ME, #JOV,	 A ►NDr10V,	 ♦AND-SV "ANDES) -
DUAL OJA CUNYERIER	 (l2 811,	 301JS1C CONY U/A-t2 JUENGEN 1 I13 L13) 14,1492	 -
TI ME, 110V,
	
.A40.10Y,
	
l ► 40.bV NAhGLS)
OCTAL O/A CONVERTER CUBIT RLSOLUTION, a D/+ 4ULNGEN 1 J73 (13) 14.1493	 -.
0 TU 2"A OR 0 TO 410Y OUT) -
WA CONVERTER (1281T,5 USEC CUNVLAIIU N , 41 JUN.A• 1 111 (	 2) f4t)494	 .,
DIP RANGES 4AN0.2.5V/5V/la4 AND 05VJt0V)
8 CHANNLL
	
10 BIT 0-4 CONVERTER silo KINLTIC SYSTEMS 1 012 14,14911
H DIGITAL TO ANALU; CONVERTER (1281T, CONV GAM 4,10 MEikIMPkx 1 //2 14.1490
TINE JOUSEC, OOP RANGE D TO 5V, MAX 58A)
4 DIGITAL TO AN&LOU CO NVE R IEP (411081T, CAM	 a,)) MEIMIMPLA 2 //4 14,1491
TIME
	 1OUBEC,	 DIP RANGE	 At.BV,	 MAX !;MA)
DUAL DIGIIAL.TU-ANALUG CO4VLNTER	 (1001 7 . 2UAC 2011 BE, 1 //) 14,1498
OUTPUT O. TU 610Y OP .5 TU +!.V), - -	 -	 -
DUAL PAC
	 ( MIT,	 .AND.10V ON -140-200t h) C	 7(J451-A15•44 SLLOESS 1 /73 14,1499	 -
ISOLATED Da AL	 DAC	 (108IT,30U5EC,l0Y/5-A, C-DA.210 Nthl.El. ELLKIPUNlh 1 1/4 14,.I5oo
OPTUCOUPLER,4 TI M ING MGDES,RANGI.-UOIF)
UU ►U PAC
	
(UDIt,1CUStC.9f /SOM4,4Tlm] N G •M ,' C-DA-40H NENZEL tLt-IRUNIK l /J4 (11) 14.1501
•,- &RANGE MDOIF, CPT ,6QQUN0-NEJ&,'JU5LC}
LUAD DAG(10S1T,I4U5E L.5Y/SOM4,471M1NG. M , C.OA.41u nt,ZEL tLtAIkUNIA 1 114 t1l) 14,1SU2
!,- LRANGE
	 MGOI F .OPT , GROUND-kLJ%.SUSLC) -
164	 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules i (MX)
BEE ALSO CORNIER AUC IYPLS UUKNILM.
Y mULTIPLEXER CONTMOL UNIT CAM 4,78.1 MLTN)-PEx 1 114_ 14,1SU4	 -	 -
(UP TO 7 CAM	 4.,06-21	 IN tan 4.08-22) -
12 INPUT ANALUGUF M uLTI PLEXEM (HANDtlM Uk Mx 2025 gE.. L Jl2 l	 n) 14,1bub
SCAN ACLES3 CUNTmpLLtD HY SaIP RLGISTEM)
'	 f
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^ 1
NC	 *nSIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV, NPR REF. No.
165	 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules it (LIN. Gates, Ampl., Discriminators etc.)
. N PREAMPLIFIER CAM 4,1b METHIMPEA
S /72 14,1636 .
(GAIN RANGES-- 910,
	
XSO,	 X140,	 1300)
N FILItR AMPLIFIER CAN 406 METMIMPLR
S //2 14.1737 _
(GAIN RANGE-- OFF, 	 %1, X10) - -
ACTIVE FILTER A MPLIFIEA(IO - 1000 GAIN, 1101 PULUN	 _ 3 /14
.7b.4USEC GAUSS. PULSE SNAPI NGIO-IOV OUT
UASELINE. RESTOREk(,%% COUNT MATE STABIL 1102 PULDN 2 1e4 1+,1939
UP TO bOKN2,0.10 110 3I6NALs,14.4 GAIN)
-
DELAY AMPLIFIERI.25 . 4,75USEC DELAY, 11.03- PULDN 2 43115
14,1640
0 TO	 IOV	 IN/UUT	 SIGNALS,	 1V/ y GAIN)
SUM.INVERT AMPL U IE R C,2% NUN.LINLAMITY, 110A PULDN I //A 14,1541
IV/V. GAIN,	 D TO IOV IM /OUT SIGNALS)
LINEAR GATE
	
C,2% NUN-LINEAMITY,	 ♦/. 	 Ive y LION PULUN 1 //3 14,IS42
..
GAIN ,	 0	 TO	 IOV	 IN/UU1 SIGNALS)
PULSE STRETCHER( A 06.=9USCC 1/P WIDT H , 1106 PULUN 1 174 14,1943
1USEC U/P HIDTH OF PULSES, 	 .9 YeV GAIN)
SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYSER (.2-.19V LU/MI 1201 PULUN 3 /74 14.1944
LEVEL,	 ,2-2V NIMUUW,	 .5.215U5EC UELAY)
LINEAR RAIEMETFN (LO TO TOOK CPS RANGE, I_•:1 PULUN 3 led 14.1944
15 TU SOS TIME CUNSTANTS)
LOGIC SHAPER AND DELAY
	
(.2 YU IIOvSLC IAOI PULUN -	 2 104 14,1bAb
DELAY,	 .2 TO	 1l17SEC OIP PULSE M1UTM)
... UNIVERSAL COINCIDENCE 1402 PULUh 2 174 1411547 I
- (,1
	
10 2US EC R ESOLVING TI M E) :
- -	 N FAST AMPLIFIER	 (20OV/V-GAIN,	 IONS RISE 1901 PULUN	 - 3 /7x 14,1548
TIME,	 200NS TC DIFF, 20OND TC INTLGR)
►ANOUT 1504 PULUN 1 //3 14,1549
Ck N 11 IN, 2 HI M L I CU MPL TTL UUT)
CAMAC CONTROLLED PULSE 5MAPIR	 (4 PH 1/M, CPS 206b SLN 1 (12) 14,1760
4 NIM 1/P L b NI M 0/P)
-
DUAL PULSE DELAY UNIT PO 002 STNP ENUINEEMING 5 //3 14,[591 -	 -
SAMPLE-AND-HOLD AMPLIFIER 	 (DUAL Dlff UO 200-1040 DUNNILM 2 /12 14,14x2
APPL,./-lOV RANGE,20MA UUT,bUSEC SETTL)
(SINGLE AMPL VEASTLN, OUTK TYPES NAVE 00 200.10 4 1 2 /72 -
MOLD AND TRACK HUDES)
- PROGHAMAMLE LMPLIFIENIATTENUATQA (WIN 00 200-1052 OUMNLtR 2 //3 14,1503
-
ODS 10 60D8 IN IG STEPS, ATTENUAIIUN 	 ,b)
- -
. (SAHE HOT DUAL CHANNEL VERSION) DO 200-labs 1 113
PROGRAMMABLE AMPLIFIER OU 200.1054 OU"ItR 1 06nh 14,lbh4
(GAIN	 L	 10,	 100,	 1000)
(SAME BUT DUAL CHANNEL VERSION) DO 200.10b9 1 Ox//S
PR(IGRAMMABLE PRE5ISIUH AITLUUATUK- PPA 2o7i SEN I till) 14,Ixp5_
(111 TO	 1/2048,	 20V MAX 1/P HANGL)
DIGITAL .INDU. OISCRIMINATU R	(-IIM 0-0 2046 5EN l /72 1	 b) 14,1556
12SX16BIT	 BUFFER, P ARALLEL • SERIAL lei)
N TI ME TO PULSE HEIGHT CONVERTLN	 (START- CAN 4.11 Mt rH1 MPtX 2 /e4 l4,lbb7
STOP I/P,	 NAX 2h6015t. RESUL
	 100PSEC)
17	 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules - Mixed Analogue i
and Digital, Not Dataway Connected etc.
H PROM PRUGHaMMER 5090 K1NElir	 S*5(t 1 5 2 11//b 14,15bb
N DUAL BRIDGE PDNEP SUPPLY CAM 4,6B.3 MEIHI-VL4 2 /Yd 14,1669
(FLOATING OUTPUTS EACH MAX 24V/200MA)
N UCIAL FLOATING POWERED RRIDUE CAN	 4,01:1- A1 MLIH(MPEX a //4 14.1606 3
(PTeTHLRMU.R
 APPL, USt -IT- CAM 9,08-21) ]f
N OCT A L FLOATING PU-f MEO BRIDGE CAN A,D8.42 MEI«(npkx 2 .114 14.1661.
VT • THERKO-R APPL, USE WITH CAN 4.06-P2)
- N COLD POI N T PA-L k SUPPL Y CAM 4,08«6 -LrNIHMLX	 - 2 //4
(FUN COLD POINT	 RFFE RE NCE UMIOGtx)
DETECTUR:B)AS SUPPLY (0 Ti, ./ d09OV, 1901 PULUN 4 114 14,lbbS -	 1
. 1M13HM AND	 JOMUMN OUTPUT RESISTAFLE) ..
NUHLMICAL CONtPWL SYSTE M , LLIPPNIbINE, -- C b00 4ul 14,166.4 -.
-	 -	 - DATA	 -HITLA	 AND - DISPLAY _	 - C 4Un 44
SERIAL CONTROLLER . C	 502	 -	 - - U
-
DATA MECLIVLH FUN MECHANICAL UPL-AIIUNB C	 S01 0 L	 /I
(x DECADE	 DATJ,3 DEC A DE 1146THUCTION NE61
d
i
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1
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NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV.	 NPR RFF. No,
CAMAC PHaH PRDGRA MMLM SL^b IUN ! (IS) 14, Ibtl6
CURRENT SUURCL C 7tl451•Ab.AI SILNENS d //3 14,16tlb
(1MA TO IONA AND FUR PT
	
100 AUAPIUK)
2	 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT— COMPUTER COUPLERS,
CONTROLLERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
21	 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers — Parallel Mode for 4600 Branch
and Other Multi-Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous Systems
211	 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems l (4600 Branch Compatible)
EXECUTIVE SU1TL GtC•ELLIUTT 14,2001
ASSE MBLY OF MODULAR CONTRGLLE NS IN CAMAC
_	 CRATE, COVERS SYSTEM CO MPLEXIIY FR 0K
SINGLE SOURCE +SINGLE . CRATE . TO MULTI - -
50URCE•MULTI CRATE SYSTEPS,CURPRISING
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER 	 (FRANSFURMS MX.CTM.2 Y 112
STANDARD CRATE INTO SYSTE M CRATE)
BRANCH CUUPLER(UNE PLR BRANCH, MAX 7) BR.CPN.2 2 //2
AND SYSILM INTERFACE S1IURCL UN119, ALBU UEC•ELLlult 14,2002
OPTIONALLY AUTUNDMOUS CONTRULLtk SUUNCE
UNITS (ALL INSERTED INTO SYSTEM CRATE) -
POP-11 SYSTEM INTER FACE, CDMPR181NG GEC•ELLIUIT 14,2003
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE PII.11 C/U 3 112
BRIM TERMINATION UNIT INK-11-1 1 114
INTER UNIT BUS (LINKS UHIBUS TO 1BB.x I/A,
ALL Of SOURCE UNITS FORMING INTERFACE)
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENLRATUR (ADUS AUTDNU. IVG•11 _	 l 172
MOUS ENTRY OF.060DEAIVEO - INTERRUPTS)	 -
AUTCNOMOUS MEMUAY ACLESS CONTROLLER AMC-It 2 M15
(2 USEC/KURD TRANSFER TO PDP.11 STURE)
HUVA/SUPERNUVa SYSTEM INTERFACE, CUMPR GLC•ELL)UTT 114.2004
PRUGNAM TRANSFER INTERFACE PII•N CID 3 N Z
I'D HU8 TERMINATION UNIT TRM.N ) I72
INTER UNIT BUS IUU.X /f4
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR (256 BIT TRAP I9G+2402 1	 - 1114
STONE, BRANCH DH GL PRIORITY MUDtS)
INTERDATA 70.SERIES SYSTEM INTLRFACE GEC•ELLluIT 14,2DOb
CURPRSSINU
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE P1I•/0 C/U 3 /IS
100 BUS TERMINATION UNIT TNM.70 1
INTER UNIT BUS Iutl 114
INTERRUPT VECTOR GLNLPATUA 	 (2bb tilt	 TRAP IVG.24D2
STORE, BRANCH Uk GL PRIORITY NUUM
MUNLYNELL 316/516. SYSTEM INTERFALk,CU MPR GLL.ELL.IUFT 14,200b
PROGHAN TRANSFER INTERFACE PT1•NIb C/U
I/D BUS TERMINATION UNIT TRM•HI6 I
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS SI.BUS.FH)b /I3
GEC HOBO SYSTEM INTERFACE, CUKPk ( BING GEL .LLLIUIT 14,2007
DIRECT TRANSFERS INTERFACE PTI.2050 LID 3 N3
INTERRUPT VECTOR
 GENERATOR IYG.2402 1 /la
BLOCK TRANSFER CHANNELCPU TFIMLEk PT1-2050 0 3 ITS
INTER U N IT DUE IuB.X /14
AUTUNUMUUS MEMORY ACCESS CUNTRULLLM AMC-4080 it Ob/7b
IZ,S US/WORD TRANSFER TU GEC.4060 STURE)
GEC 206O SYSTEM INTERFACE 4LL.ELLIUIT 174 14,FOGB
(SAME ITEMS AS FUR GEC SOSO INTERFACE) -
SYSTEM CRATE T£5T UNIT	 (TMD .CDRMAND TEST SC•T5T.1 GkL•LLLIUIT 3 112 14-,2000
UNIT FUR CHECKING SYSTLH CRA1L SYSTEMS)
BRANCH HIGHWAY DRIVER 3941 .I%ktic SYSTEMS 2 /115 14„2014
M IC HUPRUGH ARMED HMANCH DRIVER FUR POP - 11 1201 Ell	 MA SYSTEMS +.A /12	 -	 (	 b) 14, idol I	 -
(FROM 256 UP TO 4K MURGS MEMURY)
UNIBUS CABLE	 ASSE M BLY 5101 I12
POP . 11 CAMAC C0NTROLLEP(SEOULNTIAL 4t A011 CA,II • A U t L NA //l	 (	 2 1 14,'1012
WNITL , 24 GRAOLD .L INTERRUPT DIRL0 0 )
-	 POP.15 CAMAC
	 I N TtPFALL ( IO/24M11,PMUGR, CA. lb	 A D t C NA 1171	 (	 E) 14,2013
SEUUENI ADOR AND - SLULK TMANSFLR MUOES)
POP•It INTERFACE/HRANCH DRIVLR CA	 11 •C N L C NA 112	 (	 4) IA,20I4
(24 VECIUP ADORLWS, PROGRA MMED AND
.	 MULTIPLE 0RA.4RANSFLR, ADORLSS SCAN ANB.
•LIST HUDL, RFPEAT•, LAM. AND STUP RUDE)
POP•11
	
BRANCH DRIVER	 ( FUR 4b00 CUMPAII• BD.911 EGAI,/UHIEL MA I/1 14,21)16
BLEIPRUGRAM MEO AND SLQULNT ADOM MOVES)
N PUP-11 1NILHFACE	 IHRANLH ANU/UR bLM I A L 211 SIIM.A7 NA 12//5	 - fa,2Ulb
HIGHWAY, DNA, 80011
	
HEG,	 A5516NHFNIS)
POP+11 BRANCH DRIVER KS	 8011 XI-LtIL SYSItMS NA //(	 (	 41 14.2011
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NC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV, NPR REF. No.
INTLNFALLAND ORIVLN FUN 00 11 UM PI)P B huLL, tNTL MMM[BL5 -
14.2DIh
MULTI-CPA TE	 S.5TtM, ,0x04151'.6 2 112 (	 7)
BRANLM	 14 T L F ACL	
-
4Dl1
- ! //2 (	 7)
I6+BIT	 C4NTN11LLER	(-ITN EITHER OF	 TML 4040 _
F04LUNING	 INTLRF ACT LAgU5 1 1J2
PDP	 it	 1NTEPF4CE CA 9u 9pl2 N4 (	 1)
3NTLRFACk CARD FUR DEC POP B 5E'J1E5 9034 .
INTERFACt CAMAC-POP 11
	
(PNOGNAMMLD.5LUC4 1CP	 it/ICH	 {I	 A SCNLUHBtHtLN NA //{ t	
4) 14,2019
TRANSFER AND 5EUVENTIAL 4DD R PUDLS)
SUVA BRANCM DRIVER 12b1•1 -	 MI H A STSIE MS
NA 173 t	 5) 14,202U
NOVA BRANCH DRIVER MITM DATA CHAN NEL 1251.2 BI NA 5YSM N 5
NA /14 1 5) 14,2071
NOVA HNANCH ORIYLR hBD	 L00 SI'U tNU(NEER I N L 2 114 14,20?2
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CU4tg4LEM TO M10 2L00, 2201 Bu4LR
NA JJI (	 6) 14,2023
2114,	 211b,	 2116
pNIME CUMPUTLN URANCH DRIVER ( • I IN DTP, 1260 BI MA STSILM S NA 170
14,2026
PRI ME CUHPUTER BRANC H CAPLE TYPE "1031 -
INTEHFACE FOR VARIAN 6290LO LUHPUTEM 2204 BURLH NA 112
14*2029
(PRUGR,5FUUtNT AND HLDCK T q ANSFENS) -
N CIL MODULAR ONE AUIUNU NUUS HNANCH 20368 C	 1	 L NA //b Il4) 14'2026
HIGNNAY CONTRDLLfR -
5VSTLM CUN TRULLJ:R FUN SIENLNS 404!3 UU 200 .2921 D'JMh ItR 6 /7! {4T2O2/
(TRANSFER OF	 16 UR 24 till DATA.URDJ)
'PARALLEL BRANCH CO MMAND CnAIN1NG)
Q lf.3($A ML BUT nIT-OUT CUMMANO CMAih1N63 UU 200.2922
SYSTEM CONTRULLE R FOR SIE MENS 40-/3 OU 200.2924 DUHNIt4	 .A 6 //3
14,2028
(TRANSFER OF
	 16 UR 74 BIT OATA.UNDS	 - -
P AR ALLEL BRANCH HUT NO COMMAND CHAI N INU) - - -
N ICNuOATA 8009IP 2090 HNANCH BRIAN 91 4UMnAT NA 173 (	 71 14,2029
BRAhLH DNIVER	 (24BIT, PRUGa,	 SEJULN1	 Ahb b400 LAlfth . 4 l	 b) 14,203D
BLULK	 TRANSFER HUDES, MAY 7 CHAttS)
N BRANCH DRIVER - 14tEHFACE FOR 1001
	
TPA-L CAN	 L.04 METHIMPLII NA /J3 14,2041
-	 -
N AUTUNUN ADAPTER	 -	 - CAM	 1,10 1 174
(INtLRFACES CAMAC TO AUII)NU NUUS LMANNEL)
INTLRFACE.DRIVER FOR YARIAS 73/62011b20L NULL,	 tNILR61N .St9 L	 B1 14,20,!2
MULTI.CRATE SV$TLM, LOMPkISING
SkANCH INTERFACE 9041 2 112 (	 7)
lb-BIT :USTNULLLk 9030 4 172 1	 7)
AND
14TEMFALF. CARD FUR VARIAN 7316201/020L	 - CS 0Vd& - -
-	
- (	 B)
SERILO CU MPUTERS
9YS7EM CUkTRULLER PUN 510E N S 320/33D C 724bi 41002 51tME43 B IIA 14,2031
(AUTO-GL,	 24 VECTOR AODR, PRUGR A N HE) A
DNA	 IRANSF,	 ADDR.3CAN,INCREM , RANU%1M LIST
REPLAT.LAH B STOP HUUES)
212	 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems Il
(far other Parallel Mode Control /Data Highway)
DEDICATLD CRATE CONTHaLLER FOR NUVA NCO23 EOLU/UkTLC 2 /13 {4x2444
TEfi M1NATOR FUR 40A 110 UUS N1022 1 113
B10INECTIUNA4 DATA BHEAA MUDutt tUR POPS 1000 YTLC 2 //a -14,2047
COM PUTER S	 (FUR USf M ITM 7649.2)
PRUI,NA" MED DATA-AV CUNTRULLEN 	 (PANT	 [IF .125-2 NUCL, LNTEkPR 15[S 2 /JU 14,7036
7D00-SFR SYSTEM -t7 N FXY CUNIR HIGHMAY)
CUMP AND UENERATIIR .062•( ? IJ1
tRANSFE H RLGI5 T LH .0b3-1
PRUI.NAM CNTNUL UNIT 0362-2 -	 - NA 170
.IRLO STURE 1044-1 1 Iltf -
CDNiRULLERiINTL M FA(f	 FOR T1610 CUMPVIEH JCt	 16.10
(-AA B CRATES,
	
PHDG IAODR, SCAN 14 T UP M,JUE)
DMA HUDULE -'ON	 1b.10 2 .
CRATE CU N T RULLE M FOR w,V1 LU HPUTLR C{ 2^23Alb SL. 2 //0 la,2Q37
CRATL CUNiRULLF M HUS TF.R N (NITUN FUR H1	 2422 L /1L
CC	 2024AIH	 (I14E PEN SYStf N)	 -	 - - - -	 - - -
293	 Interfaces/ Drivers for Single-Crate Systems (4100 Dataway Compatible)
SINULE LRATL 9YSTE N LZ3414ULLL4S(SEE GLC-h1.L t,oir 14'20!8
EXECUTI V F	 SUAlEr CLASS .211) - - -
POPP11-5ENtLS CRA T E LUNT14OLLLN 1404 kit	 NA	 SYSiLN S ? T/4 - 14,2049
CRATL CUNTRDLLEMJPD P It IH1BU$	 L'.ILHFACL 1543A H11RLR 2 //2 1	 4) 14,1040
. NPR	 LONT RULLER FUR O.A TU POP 11 L i t,.	 VIA 1562 9URLN ^A 1/3 (	 6) 14.4041
IS43A. ChAlt
	 CONIF:IILLR/14TERFACE
SINULL	 CRAtt 0404(ILLER/FOP-11
	
INTLNFALE LA-It•E O	 L	 t	 - 2 $04 ( 9J lA,2U42
(MULTIPLE NUS AGORFS$ VFRSIUN) -
J{
1
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NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
C SINULE
	
CRATF CONTRUI.LER/PDP • I1	 INTERFACE CA•I1•FF' B t C 2 0b//6 lid) )4,2043
I PRUURAMMED TRANSFERS, MITH NAF REG &
CONNECTOR TU DNA (1PTIUk CA•3I•FN) 1)b//h
C PIP • 11 DNA	 INTERFACE FBR C.A. It. FM (8 D M A LA.i!•fN 2 Ob/15 (I4)
CMaBNELS, H 1 OR LISTMnOL,	 lbBIr MC, CA,
0Ff SET FOR EACH CHANNEL, LIMIT RL6Ia, EM)
N POMLH SUPPLY FO R 04 . 11.1 CONTROLLER C..II•PS Na pb//5 (I4)
(GENLRATES AC LU b DC LUJ
DLOICATED CRATECONTROLLER )UR PUP-11 DCOII LGKb/URIEL 2 1	 17 14,2U44
(MULTIPLE TRANSFER OR AUTO ADDHLSS SCAN)
SINGLE GMATf CONTROLLER FOR PDP^n/E LEN.621,12,1 EIStn"ANN 4 114) 14,2046
AUDM,.SCAN MODE. DN A	 I/C, PAX 22 LAMS)
C UNI8US CRATE
	
CON TROLLER P00 -11	 - 3911A KI"tr16 5YSTEM3 2 /12 14,104n .
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR POP 11 UR PUP 8 NULL, LNIEkPNISLS 1d,d047
StMCLE CRATE S Y STEM , CUMPRISIN4
16-UT CUNTRDLLE R .( N ITN EITHER W. I"L 9030. ,1 /12 1	 7)
FOLLUMING INTERFACE CARDS 7
POP II	 INTERFACt CARD 9032 //2
IMTENFACE CARD FDR DEC POP 8 SERIES 9044 /13 L	 I7
AUTUNUMOJS CONTROLLER FOh PUP	 31	 - 9044	 -	 - hULL, LNILMPH M S 1 /13 (	 8) 14,2048 -
CANAL CHATE•PDP	 It
	
I N TERFACE J CC	 11 SCHLUMBtRUtw 2 (	 /1 14,2000
UNIBO$TERMINATOR J UT	 it I !/a .
UNEBUS EXTENDER C BEA	 It //a
CRATL.SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR PDP-11 C•CSC.II •E4 M. LLt4IMUNIK 2 /12 14,20hU
(24 5IT READ & MkITE CAPABILITIES?
NUYA •SEHIES CRATE CONTROLLER 1103 S) MA SYSILMS 2 II4 14,2071
SINGLECRATE CONTROLLER TO MP CUH PUTLRS 15JIA BUNER 2 o2/7b 14,2052
MIT" tXT SYNCHRUNI5A77UN FACILITIES
-	 INTERFACE FOR HP 211 4 .2116 CIIHPUrEoa, NULL, tN T tRPk15C5 14,2054
COMPRISING.. -
16.017 CONTROLLER	 -	 - 904G 4 /12 l	 /)
^NTtRFAGE CARD FUR MP 2114.2115 CS OG58 /14 {
N CIL MODULAR ONE PRUGkAHMED OATA.AY 1,75 C T L I/S (1a) 14,2464 -
CONTROLLER
YARIAN.CAMAC
	
I NT E RFACE CRATE CININULLEk C	 000	 - INf URMATt h 1 /12 14,2095
-	 (1681T	 $EOUENT,BLOCK LTRANSF,	 I	 CL/CPATL)
N CRATE CONTROLLER • INTERFALE FUM 100MIA•1
CAN
	 1,02 MLTHIMPtA 3 /!4 14,2066
1
INTESFACE•DRIVER FOR VARIAN 7316201I620L HULL, ENTLHPRISES (	 BI ld'2 W
SINULE	 Ck ATE 9YSTE4,COMPRISINN
16.81T CONTROLLEM 9040 S //2 l	 7)
ANp
INTERFACt CARD FDA VARIAN 7d/b_911b20L CS -0044 -( 8) - -	 -	 -
SE R ILS COMPUTERS -
-	
INTERFACE-FOR HONEYNtLL
	 316•blb	 _ -	 - NUCL, ENTEH"ISLS - - 14,2050
COPPUTERS,	 CU-PRISINL .. -	 -	 - - -	 - -	 -	 -
16.8IT CONTA4LLEH 9030 4 172 (	 77 -	 _
AND
C	 INTERFACE CARD FUR MUNFY•LLL Slb.bl6 9038 114 i
INTtMPACF FDR	 KRD2 C17MPUTER	 (24UIT,AUT1J• 100 PULUN 4 1/d 14,2059
4ONDUS BLOCK TRANSFER S TO/FROM HL MORY, j	 -
L.NUMSER INTERRUPT ENCGDEN)
I
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER FOR MILH'AL NIG/S 4C MIC	 40 h 2 E 2	 - 02//S {(4) [ 4 .2060 -
i
CRATt
	
INYERFACE FCIR MULTI
	
20 UM. MULTI
	
B J CM 8124 SCMLUMHE NL€H I/4 14,2061
CRATt GUNTRCLLE R 720 C 72d51•A(446.Ah SIkMEN3	 - 3	 - /I2 I4 ,2 pad.
CRAlt CUNTRDLLE R 464 C 16451•A1446-97 Sit MEhs 2 113 14,20b4 -
214	 Controllers for Autonomousiy Operated Systems (and Related Units)
-	 -	 DATA PRUCESSU R	CAU101,U-1145 PRUGMA MABLE DU 200.2951 DUMN1tR ! /73 14-,2064
SINULE BATAMAY CUNT UULLLk	 16 NLGISTEHS
DATA PRUCESSUN (AUTUNUHJUS PMUGMAMABLL DU 200.296{ 4 //4. -.
.SINGLE DATAfAT CUNTRDLLER 	 16 RLGISTLHSr
REGISTERS AND M LMORY LYP.AhpABLEI
N NICRUCOMPUTER 4881) MINLTIC SYSFE^S 2 11//b Td,2Ubt,
- N CRATL CUNTRDLLE R FOR 38HO 3908	 -	 - -	 - it 11/!S -
i
CADET	 (SINGLL • CHATE CUNTHOLLFH FUR MEAD . CT	 2055 SL,-	 -	 - a (12)	 - 14, 20ab -	 -
nNL Y SYSTEM,	 INCL MODULE TESF	 a DISPLAY)
PRINT BUFFER	 (ALLUM5'A PARALLEL 09INTEk PM 2069 o t!4)
TO BL 0SE0 r1TH THt LT 20610 .. i
PROLkAMHABLE GRATE CUNIMULLER 5 SOD $L-.SIUN 22 (14) Id,LDb7 i
P ROGRA MMABLE CRATE CUNTNULLLk 5 604 96+51UN- ;22 - (13. 1. la,20bb -
1
QUALUry-
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TNC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEL1V. NPR REF.No.
CAMAC R ICRUP 9 0CESSU4 CRATE CO-I N ULLFw -14	 XA SIAU ENUjNEkN 1+.G u //4 14,24x9
217	 Other Parallel Made Interfaces/Drivers/Controlters
I.	 MILK CRATE CO N TROLLER 3960 AENL116 UT SILob 2 /13 14,1U10	 -
-	 400CUHA	 I, R UDCO NP	11	 K MU6LU M P 111 3910 1 //.5
51ST[" ORIVER(U5L
	 • 1T M 39601CON I kUL DATA 6006 5ENI,5 SYSTLP ORlow 3913 J //S(0 St wIT.. 39b0)
-	
MANUAL SYSTEM UNIVEh(USE 'ITN 39b0) 3980 ki.,tryC ST61tM5 2 /13 14.1U11
22	 Interfaces/Controllers /Qriversfor Serial Highway
-	 SERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE L • 1 SCC 2401 UEL.kLLIUIT it Wob 14,9072(CONFURMI N G TO E30NL "11 "1 AND EMRA?k)
SERI A L EXTENSION U N IT,	 S BIT 6TTL SFRIAL JUEHGtw 113 E 6) 14,9013	 -
- E,LINK, 5f1ANCH CO MP 018LCUNSISTING OFSERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER •L r 1 1 (CUAFU WM S 74 2 /14 1.'1)
16 ESUNE/8H/0) & TID+26 466 tFNRATA)
NANUAL SE R IAL. DRIVER	 (51T/SYM RUDE, 76 JUNAAY 4 174 14,2014	 -
MULTIPLk N ESSAGE5. E R ROR GENEkAT1UN)
N POP-11	 )NIERFACk CURANCM ANC /OR SERIAL 211 JuM.41 NA'. 12114 14,207]
HIGHWAY,	 DMA,	 U o oll A EG. ASSION14EN15)
N MASTER LOOP CONTROL UNIT 	 - 1930 KINETIC SYSTEMS 2 /$b - 14,2016	 -
C SERIAL HIGHWAY LOOP CONTROL UNIT 3931 KINETIC 51SILMS 2 //b (14) 14,2017	 -
TRANUF, ISOLATED SERIAL WORT ADAPTER 3432 KINETIC SYSTEMS 1 /15 (13) 14,2075	 -,
N [RAT- CONTROLLER EXPANDER 3940 KINLTIC AY3TE M $ I /7b 14,2019	 "
-	 N SERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE L • I	 - 3950 -	 K1'0	 C SYST 1.5 3 I" 14,1060	 -	 -
TYPE L • 1 CRATE CONTROLLER FOR IML 3992 KINETIC SYSTE M S 2 //b L13) 14,2061
	 -
'STANDARD" SERIAL HIGN%XY
DRIVER tOR SERIAL HIGMhAV 3992 K}NtTIC	 9Y51t MS 3 /74 ((O. 14.2062	 -
DRIVER FOR SERIAL HIGHWAY 3994 KINETIC SYSTLKS 4 /J5 t M 14,2063
-	 (WITH 256 WORD FIFO BUFFER) 	 - - -
N AERIAL HIGHWAY CONTROLLEH 9086 NULL, EhTLRVNISLS 011/79 14.2064
SERIAL CRATE CUNTROLLLN SP£CIFICAt;ON Ll co	 0001 RUV51au 2 111/6 (13) 34,2066
23	 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other Parallel Mode Control/Data
Highway — Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders,
Branch/Bus Extenders
DISPLAY DRIVER(COkTRULS 12A DISPLAY, 72A JUR'AY 5 111 14,2666
ALSO CRATE CTk dND URANCK DRIVER, -
231	 Crate Controllers (Type A-1, Other CC Types)
TYPL 4.1 CRATE CLINTRULLEH 1.501 H1 RA SYSTEMS 2 173 24.2067
CRATE LSNIROLLER /ESUNE TYPE Ali 1502 UU4ER 2. 172 1A,206S	 -(CUNFURMS TU EU R 4600 SPECS)
-	 - CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE CCA;1 ACCUHDING T O
-
OU 200.29ub GUWNILM 2 /14 14,90169
EUR4600 SPEC$ NrTH CkRN UPTIUk9 - - -	 - - -	 -
CAAAC C R ATE CONTROLLER TVPt	 A.I CC101 LUCG/UHTEC 2 172
I(4.1090	 1(LOkFUN9. To EU R 4b06 SPECK IC?II11NS) .. .I
ESUNETYPL A
	 I CRATE CONTRULLER(COIIFURMS CC 2405 GEC-LLLIOl 1 2 //! 14.2091
-	 TO LUR.000 SECS, IN CL CLRN M040 OPTION)
CRATE CON TR OLLE R TYPE A w l CCA-1 JUk MT;tM	 -	 -- 2	 - /12 L	 b)	 : $ 4 , 2092 -	 -	 -(CONFORMS TO EU R 4600 SPECS)
IJSRANCM CRATE CU N TRULLENITYPE A.1 70A JUM•Ar 2. //3 L	 /} .I14 .!493	 ..(CONE URMS To EUA 4600 S P ICS,	 1972)
TYPE A.1 CRATE CUNIROLLL P 4900 K[+GT1C SYSTE M S 2 113 14,2094
N TYPE A.1 CRATE CONTROLLER LAM	 ),01 NL;Kjrvtx	 - 2 1013	 - - 14,2096(CONFORMS TO 4UR4b00 SPECS) -	 -	 -
CRATE A•1 CONTROLLER 9016 NULL. t1TLRPkISL5 4 ':.( 4) 14.2096(CUNtOP O S TO EU R 4600 SPECS)
-	 -	 -	 -	 CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE.A	 (CUNPORMS	 TO C	 109 RUT r //1 14.209/	 '.+1EUR4boo SPECS) - - -
CRATE	 CONTROLLER TYPE A.1 ti CMC St SL"LUnNtwVtn 9 I/2 (	 l) 14.2098
.	 (CONFORMS TU EU RA 600 S P ECS) -,	 -
A.1 CRATE CO N TRULLF. R (C00 URM5 IT) ACC 2036 SL, 3 112 14.19119'LUR4600 SPECS,
	
INCL CERN SPLC NULU LI kL) .
ii
i
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NC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
CRATL CUNTHOLLLH at C 724bl-A1446- ► 2 Slt^ENS 2 1110 .(.1) 14121ou
(EUN 4690 SPECS ►NU LERN NUT{ JB-00)
-	
- TYPE A-1
	
(ESUNE} CRATE CUNIRGLLL- -	 CC-At 51'.4 LNGI NLLHI'-G 2 / f	 07 !442191
TYPE 
at CON TRULLER MIT- TLRHIhATVR CCI.AI ST'-U LMu1NLLKINU 2 I/1 14,2102
(MEE15 4600 SPECS OF JAN 19723 -
232	 Lam Graders
LAM 6RADEN	 (24 BST MASK RE615%R , L6 8491 GLC-LLLSUIT 1 $/a 14,21W -'-
PLUG-IN PATCH BOARD, CE R N 064) -
LAM GRADER (INTERNALLY PATCHABLE, SMITC" LG JULKGLR I IJ3 (	 0) 1402106
SELECTABLE MULT(-CRATE SG-RESPUNSL)
- C LAM BHADEH.SURTER f	 /) 16,2LO5
N LAM GRADER	 (24 BIT) CAN	 1,10 ME1kIMPtX 1 174 14,!196 -	 -
LAM ORADER 004 hUCL, LhTLNPHIBLS 1 172 (	 4) 14 0 2107 -
(at 
SIG 
NED TO EUR 4600 SPECS)
PRIORITY GRADER 9037	 - N JL. ENTEMPNISLS I (L0) 14,2108
LAM GRADE R
 (CERN SPECS 064) C, 107 Rul .I - NI 14,2109
LAM GRADER (CERN SPECS 0641 LO 2001 SEN I II2 f	 b) 14,2110
LAM 6RADER
	 (24BIT MASK REG, .114 CABLE, C 76451-AtB-A1 SILM£NS	 - 0. 114 146Y111
-	
.
PATCHABLE C-ADDR-REG FUR MULTI-CRATE B G ) - - -	 - -
N LAM GRADER(241/P-L24HASKFD-RSUM-LAH-LEDS C-LG-24 -fNIEL LLLK1RUNIK 1 Ob//b Lid) 14,2112
24G,x24M;LA R 4SU M -TUG,1.4 M (.7.PATC"PANEL) -
233	 Terminations (Simple, with Indicators)
- BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 6601 U1 Ka SYSILKS I /71 14,2113 -
BRANCH . TERMINATION U N IT 1592 BONER 1 //J 14621(A
(WITH BUILT-IM CABLE).
- BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 	 (NON INDICATING) BT	 6501 GEC-ELLIUIT 2 072 id,811b
- -	 BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT BT b691 GEC-ELLIUI7 2 I/1 14,2.116	 -
BRANCH TERMINATOR BY Jut"GEM 2 172 14,2117 _-
BRANCH TERMI NATION WITH.INIEGRAL CABLE SOC JUN*AT -Y /IS 14,8118. .-
- BRANCH TERMINATOR IN A C04NLCTUR 87-01 KINETIC SYSTEMS NA //1 14,2119 -
- N BRANCH TERMINATOR	 -	 - CAN	 1,11.1 KETNIHPLX	 - 2 -	 //2 - 14,2120
.	 .. BRANCH TERMINATOR	 - J BT	 2D SCMLUMbLRGLN 2 /71 1408121
BRANCH TERMINATOR (NUN-1NDIC ► TING,.AD CM BY 231 9L-WA•SILNNEY 1 1/4 14,2122
FLYING GABLE WITH BRANCH CDNN(CTUR}'
-
SDITIU,	 KAXN CABLE LENGTH IN CH) 8T 231%x7 1' lid 1
CRATECONTROLLE R BUS TENH INA7DR FUR A.1 67 2042 SLN 1 172 14,2124
CRATE CONIRGLLER i
'BRANCH HIGHWAY TERHINITUR BHT 26b5 SEN t 174 (11) 14,2124
- BRANCH HIGHWAY TLRHINAIUR BHT-001 STA-U L46INEENING I Ili 14,2126 j
-	 - -	 BRANCH HIGH*AY TERMINATOR,	 N1TK DISPLAY -- UHT-00210 STNU LNbINLERING 2 /73 -	 - 1 4 ,2126	 - 1
BRANCH TERMINATOR (FULL BRANCH HUNITUR BT	 Obo2 (-LC-EMXJ11 2 772 14,2121
*ITN I N TERNAL STURAGt AND LED DISPLAY) ',
VISUAL BRANCH TERMINATOR	 (STURFS AND VHT JBLHGtR 2 112 (.b) 14,212B
DISPLAYS DN LLDS BRANCH SIGNALS)
BRANCH -TERMINATION-MITM BRANLH DISPLAY b1	 - JUKNAT -2 .172 14,2129. -	 -
- N BRANCH TERMINATOR (WITH INOICAIONS) CAM	 1 1 11 -2 MLINIHUt: 2 172 14, 2110
7
1,
. 'BRANCH	 TER M INATION UNIT C.	 72451.A10 .4I .	_ SIEME NS NA' //1 (	 it 1 4 1 2111 -.(MIT" INDICATOR AND PU*EN SUPPLY) ...
i
234
	
Branch Extenders, Bus Extenders
DIfFLREMTIAC BRANCH EXTENDER DBE 6501 W6	 -LLLIUIT 8. -	 //1 14.RIJ2
(FOR ExTENOLNG BRANCHES UP TU 3 NH) 3
BRANL" N 1GHN ► T 	TMA43CLIVL4 FUR LuN(P J 8-T 10 SCMLu-ULRGL" 2 (	 4) 14	 21J1.
01 STAN CL TR A NS M I SSItIN
SLAIAL DRIVER 0 0 MINATIS bRANC- -1G"-AY SO JULWGLI 2 14,21J4
AND HLTMANSHITS CEIM14AND SERIALLY)
SERIAL N LCLIVL M	(RECEIYFS SL M IAL DAtA, SN 2
DRIVES	 TYPE ► -1 5f STLM, SI D TIL AL	 IUL)
"
-
239
-	
3
i	 l	 I_	 I	 I
b
C
NC	 DESIGNATION&SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REP, No.
UNIUVS LXTF'•DE R ,	 T9A'. 5 M ITTLM I"A vw4L't 2 /12 14,2ISS
Rt Cs IvEN' 1490 2 112
{FUW DISTANCtS UP	 Ttl 200 Mf1hL Uk MO-L)
3	 TEST EQUIPMENT
31	 System Related test Gear
SYST L  C"• LCS '1UT	 UNIt,	 'J TUME5 DAI ► S OTM 4 GtG•LLLIUIT 1 _	 /14 14,-091
-	 CU4Mak r, [N RF ►DAULE
	
MEGS,	 PW UGWA M MAOLk -
SYSILH TEST UNIT.{FUN F ► f CU"'r	 SUIT SC•151•l GLC•lLL lUlt 3 //2 1i,J0U2
sYSltM CUnFIGURAT[04, StF Mx.CTW.2I
311	 Computer Simulators
PDP.l1
	
SIMOLATUH 6101	 - 81	 NA SYs(tM 5 NA 112 (	 5) 14,3003
TLST MUUJLE (USkU IN SYS T E M 1E:5Y OF T-U24 LGAG/UHTLL 2 /ll 14,3094
XLAU/WHITE CAOABILITV)
TES1 CUNTWULIEH *IT" PRUGRA M P L4UBUAND SPS 2C4U NUCL. LN44MWESLS 2 01//b (12) 14,700h
CAMAC SISTER SI M UL-MR/TESTER	 - CSS/T StNU LNGtnttklN1, 0 //3 - 14,400b
32	 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and Displays .
321	 Branch Testers/ Controllers (Manual, Programmed)
.	 MANUAL yRANCH 7t5TkX	 TTYP.E A SYSTt M 1LSr 5C.T57.1 GEC-E"1011 / 14,J007
_	 SET	 .ITM H X.CTRw2 4 OR-CPR-2)
N w ANUAL CUN TROLLL R	 (Sw[i Ll+ES YUk h,A,F ,L, 110 PU4uf. a /75 14,3000
-	 -	 1.4. UP.MUOES. R E PEAT ,SINGLE	 S SILPPING)
BRANCO MIGHwAY TEST POINT M UDULk(24 DIR. CU	 10104 MuGMtS NA Ill (	 3) 14,J099
ECT,22
	
INDIRECT	 ACCESS POINTS FUk TE5T)
BRANCH HIGM.AV REMUYE 	 INMIO'IT MUUULE. CD	 10105. HUGMLS NA -	 /71 (	 3) 14„1010
(Rt M UVES INH183 7 FRO M 0C$f (bA/0f /0k /0TA7
-	 MANUAL BRANCO DRIVER .(FUR Tf5T146 TYPE A MUD JULWGtH b N2 (	 6) 14,3011
SY51EM97	 - -
MANUAL UHA401 CONTROL SET C LM0	 10	 - 5LH4UMUtRNEM NA /l1	 - k	 1) E404012
(CO M PRISI N G TYPES C COB	 la AND T CM0103
33	 Dataway Related Testers and Displays
331	 Dataway Controllers/Testats Manual, Programmed)
N MC -URD GLNLR4IUR FUN USE .:TM TYPL	 110 272 PUL[1N 1' //h 14,J013{25 BI T5 -URA	 VU . RUB LINES) 1 //6N .UNU DISPLAY PO W USE .I1P TYPL	 110 2b0
H TEST CONt B OLUM24	 - 74400b/D wt..K.AhN 1 //0 14,3014
k TEST CONTRULLE +12h 74AUOb/L wLMMMANIr 1 175 14'"Ib
4ANUAL CRATE
	 CO N TWOLLER Gf K.LtM L1SE"ANN. 0 //t 14,4410
.	 -	 •ANUAL CRATE CONTRULLEP MCC JUkMOLH 0 /l2 14,3011
N MANUAL-OATA.AY	 IL5T	 CONTNOLLLR CAM 1,01 MLIW1MPtK J /l3 14,J01b-:
MANUAL OATAMAY CONTROLLER/O1SPLAT SWI M D Al	 10 30LJMUt0Gkk //l 14,4019
IsItRFACE to DATA.AY J	 OA	 10 L
CONTROL AND DISPLAY LR ►Tf C	 At 't0 NA'
M ANUAL C R ATE	 CtINTWULtFR J CMG	 10 SCMLUMUENULM 0 171 11) t4,1020
-	 TLST	 MF)UULL
	
FUR	 CWATk
	
Ct1 1ii 4 [1LLLW	 AND DTM 20AU SEN 1 - //R. 14,30¢1
DATA-AY
"	 MA4UAL'24	 UIT	 C.IATE	 LUNTR1JL4L R , -CC-240 Si NU LNGIkttWING 2 //2 {	 6) 14,4022
gYNAMIC TUT CUITROLLe W (GENLNAtL3 ALL IC	 24uJ GLL•LLLIUTT s //1 14,4023
-	 PGSSIHLE-CAHAC COPMANDS IN 51N64L CRAM)
DYNAMIC	 f E5T CUN t R14LEH	 (2 SI M ULI	 TkAN$F C	 )u0 _	 NU F. 0 NY L	 41 14,3014
-	
SINGLE,SikP.Hr.S1EP AHD CONTINUOUS MODL)
DiTA-AT SERYICE M ODULE J UJ 10 5CnLUMHt W.bEN- t r74 t12) 14,3025
.-	 N M ANUAL INPUT/UUTPUt
	
MST UN[I	 PM g VIUF5 MI/U JOE k4ut l 00/l0 14,3424
MANUAL. DATA INPUT	 A VISUAL DATA UUTPUT) -
-	 -	 CUNTkULLUk	 S1JRTIf -DATA-AY 	 -	 - -' ! -404 -. 7k ►NSHAC4--	 - 1 -	 //9 _	 14,3027(DATA.a Y
 TEST MUVUL0
1
r
Ipp
t
NC	 DESIGNATION & S140 FIT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH	 DEI.IV. NPR REF. No.
332	 Dateway Displays
' N DATAwAY DISPLAY 7440630A nEnwnAhN 2 1/9 1404G28
CAMAL TEST MODULEIUAIAWAY DISPLAY 6102 DI MA STSItM5 2. 1/3 140029
CAMACDATAMAY DISPLAY (DATAwAY SIG NAL J UDI humLR 1 Ill [ U 14,30!0
- PATTERN BIUREO/DI SPLAYED,2 TES) MUUFS)
CAMAC DATAwAY TEST AND DISPLAY MUDULE LEM-42/10,2 LISLNKANN 1 14,J041
DATAwAY MEHDRY 6 340 1hFUWHATLK I IP2 14,00!2
(DISPLAY r ALADABLE REGISTER)
- DATA w AY DISPLAY	 (STORES AND DISPLAYS 00 JULMGLR 1 112 1	 e) 1443373
DATAwAY SIGNALS, PARFOXCITSIS2BPIP2)
DATAwAY DISPLAY
	 ( SEPARATL N 1, M DISPLAY, 2J2 JUM.AY 1 /74 [11) 14,36JA
TRACKS U STORES, MANUAL CLEAR)
DATA-41' DISPLAY J2.90: KI+LIIC .SYMMS 1 112 14,SuJ4
DATA-AY DISPLAY
	
( WITH MEMUHY, FOLLU., 9854 huCL, E0GRPk1SES 1 11lJ 14^ODJ6
ON-LINE 6 T R IGGER MUDtS) -
DATAWAY DISPLAY
	 - C 76451•A16.A) SIEMENS	 - 1 -	 173 1	 0) 14,J6J7	 -
DATAKAY DISPLAY MOBUIL DU-002 St.0 thplNLERINU 1 1/2 ( b) 14,3039
DATAwAY DISPLAY (DISPLAYS ANO STURL5 C-01.24 444. ELEKTMUNIK 1 //2 14.3439
DATAwAY SIGNAL PATTERN)
34	 Module Related Test Gear ( Module Extenders)
CAMAC MANUAL BOODLE TESTER 6103 B1 kA SYSILP7 hA . 174 14,3040
341
	
Module Extenders
. CAMAC E X TENDER HUDULE 5201 BI MA SYSIEMS I //J 14,3641
EXTENSION FRAME (MUDULE EXTENDER) EF	 1.1 GLC-ELLIUII 'I //l 14,]042
MODULE EXTENDER	 (,ANO-6V",FAND-24Y FUSED, ME JULMGtk 1 ll2 14,4043
RETRACTABLE LOCKING DEVICE)
	 -
EXTENDER MUDULE 11A' JUHWAI I //A 14.JDA4
(r8SE0 .S-6Y AND	 L-24V,	 SUPPORT ARM)
C EITL40EW MODULE (-/36 PUS PC EUGE LU)IN) IID9 AISLT1C SYSTEMS 1 771 [	 4) 14,4644
N EXTENDER L ARD 1150E X1'-LT1C SYSIEMS 1 14,]066
N DATAwAY EXTENDER MUDULE 9D7J NUCL, LNTCNPRISL5 I 011/5 14,JO41
BUFFERED EXTENDER (2bNSEL PRUPAGATIUN 060 PULUN 1 03/15 14,3048
DELA Y, 60 CM FLEXIBLE CABLE)
EXTENDER MOOULE 051 PULUN 1 /13 14,J049
EXTLNOLH CLX «UT 1 172 14,J0b4
MODULE EXTENDER Mt 2030 Sty 1 770 it :I
DATAwAY EXTENDER MUDULE tai	 61 STNU tNUINLLRINU I /12 14,J641
EXTENDE R (XXXaLEhGTH OF CABLE 777/XXX TtMUAIA 1 /12 4	 0) 14,J06J
_ ]N MM BEYUND RACK,	 SINGLE .10th)
(611U, DUUBLL WIDTH,
	 FIXED SIDES) 5513/X1X' 2 /!3
(DITU, DUUBLL WIDTH, WINGED SIDES) 5824/XXX 2 /74
PRULUNGATEUR PUUR	 11ROIRS CAMAC CABLE 41401 THFNSMACV, I UO - 14,3604
(.) RED EXIE4DER1	 - -
PROLUN6AILUk PUUH TI RUIRS CAMAC NUN 41402 1RAh5WACK 1. 110 14, 4044
_ fABLL (UNW IRED tXTENDLR)
37	 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment
TRANSIENT GENERATOP( M r1DULE RUSE SUSCEPT IG JLtkGLR 1 /13 14,]050
EE
i
SBILITY TESILD BY TRANSIl NTS UN UL L1NLS -
ORIGIlNUI PAGE I5
OF MR QUALITY
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INC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA	 TYPE	 MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV, NPR REF. NO.
4	 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES
41	 Crates and Related Components/Accessories - Crates with/without
Dataway and Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear
411	 Crates with Dataway and Supply
CR ATE	 (210VA,000LL0, Hr1DULAM PU tHED BY 1902A BUM" 2b /09 14,40U1
MAY BAI922 OR	 1AI924/I92h + MAX 4%(922)
VOL T AGE HEGULATUR	 (FUR .aR-24V46A, 1922 /a9
./.t2v/7A,+/.b4/tl ► /16A/24x)
--	 VUCTAGL RtGULatUR	 (+&-6Y 25A MAX, UN 40A 1925 /7d
MAX *IT" WLRNAL •bV SUPPLY)
-	 VOLTAGE a EGUGA TUR 	 ( I AND •6V,	 2bA -A%, 192b
-	 270• HATING,	 USABLE • 17 14 491922) -
CAMAC mINICHATE	 (19 INCH RACK PUVNTIA+G) 307,100tC EUS Sr8(EKTtCKN(K Il /!! (1b) 14,4002
(+6Y/i.5A,.6V/Bar
	
+2dV/2A,.24U/2A,200.)
POWERED CRATE MC206 EG&G/UHTEL 2b /7a 14,4093
PUKLRE.D CRATE	 (INCL, CRATE AND PU-ER PS 004/PA1/VC 0040 GEL$L410)T 2b 0bl75 14,4004
SUPPLY COULING TO SUPPL CP s SPED)
PD+LNED CRAIL 0&.bV/40x,	 +&•24V/BA, CPC114 GHtNSUN Its 14,4006
20OV1,14 7	(17V	 AC,	 Ka y 	 160.)
N PU-LHED CRATE	 (46•6V/20 ► ,	 +&.24V/5A, CAC/tb 10/15
_	 200V/0.03A,	 ))7VAC/0,54,	 KAY 200•)
-	 C POKENED CRATE ib00125 KINETIC SVSTEHb NA //! 1464000
N PO.ENED CRATE (42A CAPABILITY UN 4bV) 1500142 AI%tTIC SVOICKS NA 14,4007
N P(jKEH£0 CRATE	 (MAX 400'x0	 +&-24V/4A, CAM 9,D1 HETNIMPEY 24 /!2 14,400b
4W12Y!!!r,&•bY/241,-61'/61r1209V/,lArAG7
POWLN CRATE
	 (9070 C RA TE WITH 9022 9071 NULL, £hTERPR)SLS 24 114 (12) 14,4009
-	 POKER SUPPLY)
PU.E RED CRATE	 (.AND•bVd25A, +AND-24V/6ar Nyl-8lbCC100AEC432 NULL, SPE61ALtIES 2b 1/2 (4,4010
((NCL PIJ-EM DESIGN TYPE AEC A 32 SUPPLY)
C PONEwEO CHATS	 (6U,VENTILATEO,NU h &N,130. 2000 PULUN 2b //t 14,4011
,6v/15A,•6V/AAr ♦ ►h0.20V /2Ar4200V/50M0.}
-	 PU.ENED CRATE CCKN-CSAN HOT 25 111 14,40t2
PU..L RFO CRATE(SEE P7 ALJ
	 )!) Cl n W 1! U. SAPMTMU.S1LL 2b - 111 1 4 ,4613	 -
PO-fN SUPPLY	 (CANAL CRATE) C4h12y/b3/0-/dLUC3 SAPKVMU.5TLL 26 172 14,4014
PO.ENED VLNTILATLO CHAIE
	
(,6V/244 , C JAL.41 SLHLUKBENUEW 27 //1 t	 b) 14,6015
'	 -bV/I6A4
	
tA NO •24V13Ar	 MAY 400.1
.	 PO.EN CRATE
	
(200* M AY,.6Y/2.51,•6YISOa, PC	 20ob/d	 - SLN	 - 2b 41/0 14,4016	 -
+AND.t2V/3A,+AND.2dV/3A,200V/0,06x) -
PO.ER CRATE	 (200. MAY,+bV/25A,-6V/)OA, PC 20U6A 2b !!t
.AND.24V/JA,Z00V/0,0bJ)
COMPLE7L PURER CRATE CPC 26 .57 SLN 2b //4 Its) 14,4017
N Pu-LRLO CR Alt	 (500.,
	
66Y/65A IN 2bA,_ HPC 2075 5LN 2b (td) 14,401B
-6V/25A OR 654,	 M AY	 TOT CURRENT	 19 SGL)
-	 N PU.LNED CRATE SPC 2077 stN 2b (14) 14,4019
f200M,	 •6-6VM0A"	 .L.12VI2A, 4 &•24V13A)
POWERED C RATE (7UrVLN7,+AND-hV/2bA,4AN0- C 16455- ►2 blE-ENS 25 4111 4 3) 14,1020
12V/6,SA,4AN4.24V/6,bA,20OV10,)A,200-)
9,» RED txaTL (SAME. BUT with	 111V	 AC) C )0456•a} 2b //1
PU-LNFD CAYAC CRATL PCs/12 51.0 tNU)NLLNIhG 2b /72 - tA,4021
-	 PU-L-EO CA-AC CRATE PC5/a2 5I'-G t NGI NLLHI N G 20 /12 14,4022
PC-ENEO CRATE
	 (SEE CKATL C •tF	 ANU SUPPLY C-CF	 + W -Ib6 -L%1EL ELtK1KUh). 2b owtt5 (4,4923
P.Ibb PU q RATINGS)
PU-E K ED CR 47E	 (SEE
	
C-CF K SUP PLY P -264) C-CF	 t P . 26A 2b 0,7//6
C PO.EMEO CRATE (5(E C.CF R SUPPLY P-J00) C.CF. + P-40OF. -	 - 25 -O4Flh (I4) -
4112
	
Crates with Dataway, without Supply..
-	 VENIILAIED CUAIL
	
(HE A VY DUT Y 26 STATSUL VC	 0022 GEG•ELLIUII 25 /7d )4,4926
FASTON	 CUNNECTUMS,-6U..15.)
	 - - -
-	 (SA•t -BUT Ait- ALL PATCH LI N ES BUSSED AS VC	 0041)	 - Lb //d
.	 PER LUGLLA9 4EUVIRLM LNTS) -	 -	 - - -
5U LMATE 25 STAt Itir. HEAVY OU)Y,	 FITS	 Tu VC. 0040	 - f.EC •t LU[+'11 26 716!!b 14,4U15
..	
PS	 0004 U51N0	 ADAPTnR Pa	 10
CUNVt.NTa FASTUN CnNNECI(JKS Tii RECUMMENU. /AKP GEL-LLWUl( !/1 14,4020
-ED-	 -	 -	 FIXED	 P3-LR	 CU1.h ELTC1R lit•
	 GMUSEN CRATE: -
CAHAC CRA TE VERO R ARTLt 2,0b4,0uJ,n -NULUN Y0 //3 ( 2) 14,402/	 -
.....	 (EWPIVCRATE	 1IT,..I$1 E0	 RATA-AV) -
242
NC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
CRATE 9010 NULL. LNTER1'M15E5 24 //4 14,40!0
CARAC CUMPAIIHLt CRATE 	 (-I NtU) ',St-b/b Uu-PY NuLL, SPLLIALTIES 2b //1 14,4U29
CAMAC CRATE	 (-I R(n) NSI-075 CC 100 NULL, SPELIALIIES 2b I/2 14.,40!0
N U 1PU-ENED CRATE .17" 04TH"AY 002 PULUN. 2b //b - 14,a931
(5W VENTILATFD,
	
NO FAN.	 2-j bTAT1UNS) -
UNPU.LRLD CRATE *TTMDATAKAY 012 PULUN 2b //t 10,40!?
(.6U, EHPTU.	 vENFtLAT.O,	 NO FAN)
uNPu-tREU CRATE . 17" TIATA - A Y (300 C- blab/3416- S4PMYMU-51LL 2b 14,4033
(Wo 0n) CM blab/bd/o. 25
uNPU-FRED CRATE -Ilk DATA-AY oft 2029 SEN 25 //0 14,4034
AND LUNNEC TOMS
CRATE	 ( P INED CHATS) -CS 51-ND ENUINELRINb 2b 172 t 5) 14,4030
C ♦ IRtU CRATE	 C-EAYY DUTY,	 4 FAN 6 RUdIT. C-CF -EN [EL ELE K TMUN I K 25 03!76 t14) 14,4036
UNIT, 6u, USE PITH P-)b6, P-264, 0-3601
C;RATt	 C-IIM OA74-AV AND YENTILATIUN) C 76abb- 94 SIEMENS 2b 1/2 Ia^a037
413	 Crates without Dataway, With Supply
CA MAC CRAVE ou 200+4001 9U-NILN NA 174 _ 14,4036
{•6v/25A,.bv/12,hA,.a+2av/6a,•a+t 2Y/4a)
(SAME "ITmOuT	 ii-12Y SUPPLY) DD 200+3002 NA /74
417	 Blank Crates and Other Components and Accessories
N RACKWIPER CI U HIG-, MAY RE USED -IT" NSI.6h23b-R8 NULL, SPLLIALTILS hA 07//b 1444049
AIR 3COUP 451.12109+AS FOM HI EVPIC,) - -
CRATL	 (bu,LMPTY,
	
25 5TATIfiNS) MCF/SLAM/S/2b IRHUF-BLOLU 2b /7! 14,4040
CSAHE BUT	 PITH 2A 5TATIUN5) HCF15CA0/6/24 24 172
CRATt
	
(6U,E-PTYp0ITH VENTILAT[uk Wft,L, MCF/6CAM/SV/2b 2b 171
25 STAIICINS, M4R-ELL 	 TYPE 7604)
24 /72(SAME f1Ul
	
PIT" 24 STAt1Ok3) MCP/66AN/SY/24
CRATE
	 (bU,L kPTYs%1TH YENTILATIUN BAFFLE, KCF/6LAK/SYR/2b 25 171
RFMUVABLE PANEL,	 26 STNS, HAPKELL 7000)
(SAM E BUT	 PITH 24 SIATIU45) MCF/SCAR/bYR/24 24 /72
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY) 2,000,000.6 KhuERk 2b 170 (	 2) 14,4041
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTYrIHLL HLRDhAHL SUPPLY 2,O0b, 000,6 2b (	 2)
CHASSIS AND of NTILATIUN PANEL)
CA-AC CUMPAY16LE CRATE NSI 915 Db/-V hUCL, 3PE61At-T AS 2b 110 14,4042
CA MAC CRATE	 (UNFIRED) NSI 87b CL	 t00 NUCL, SPECIALTIES 2b 112 L	 b) 14,4043
CHAS615 CAMAC	 (b UNITES AVtC +ENTE 9905.1.05 . O5L 2b //1 14,4044
DE YENTILATIUN,	 b25 NR PROFUNDEUN)
(360 KH PRUFONDLUN) 9905.2-05 25 111
CAMAC CRATE PITH VENftLATIUN BAFFLE 990bnV9!/9B/b26 OSL 2b t4.a045
(6U, 5250H DEPTH )
f	 SA ME But	 .ITH 460kH DLPTH	 ) 990bbHV3AYDMoA60 26
( SAME BUT	 MIIM 360MM DEPTH	 I 92055HV3AVD09a/360 2b
CRATE	 (6U, EMPTY,	 VENTILATED, MD FAN) 010 PULUN 2b /71 14,4046
VENTILATED CRATE NEI POW1 NU DATA-AY CCHN ROT 25 111 14,4047
(T-U FANS)
(SAME PITH 3 FANS) CCHNA 2b 112
-	 UNPI,-EKED CRAVE UC 20b7 StN 25 114 (11) 141404B
CAMAC CRATE	 (EMPTY CRATE) C BTNO LNUthLERING 25 112 14,4049
CHASSIS CA MAC NUkMALIS! So 40206 IRANSMACK 2b //4 1414050
CLP,PTY LNATE,3bO PM JEEP)
C._7 FU" 460-M a	 .aA FOR b2b" M Ot LP) 4020• 2b
CHASSIS CAMAC bU UTILES	 (f MFTT CKATE,bU 40203 TMANSMALM 2b 114 14,46hl
TOTAL,360 M DEE P ,VFN T IL A TIU N HARD-ARL)
C4=4 FOR 4601-" & Pas FDM 525 MN OtEP) 4020• 2b
CHAS515 CAMAC 5U UTILES [LMPTY CKATE,6U 40400 TRANSHALA 2S //4 14,40b2
TOTAL,36O MMDELP,-LT" T+D FANS) 2b(.a IFOR 460Hk 6 . g2 FOR 525 MM DEEP) 4020*
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY)	 -EAVV	 DUTY	 - GSL /RILLSRLMLUUIL P 173 1.414063
6u -ITH VLNTILLTION W FLL 990b -b-V 2h 113
huNUN VENTILATED 99tlb-bR - 2b 113
DEPT" aPTIONS lbnM R ,	 46o PM , Sabo.
CAMAL CRATE
 
•JTM VENTILAftUN RAFFLE 990h5hVJAVU/98/52b 0SL/-IL0HLKNuvIC 4 @h /13 .14,4064
(6u,	 b2b- P DEPT',)
(SAM E BUT -IT H A4O "- DEPTH) 99tlb5-v3AvU/90/460 2b //S
(SA"L BUT -ITH !60 MR DEPTHS V9055HYllYo/9B/Sh0 2b I13
VENTILA11UN UN11	 - CA"/FY I -^UF -dt9LU /I3 14,4ubb
1
I
ORIGIN" WAGE L5
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NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER	 WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No.
LUF TLNk 1'.-EIT	 (Yt ♦T ILAi1nN 4NIT.Lu"VLLTE 2,Ob1,0V0.b AHULw.
//V 14.0030
.IT" 3 FANS	 AND F1LIE,)
(YEN II4ATILTN UNIT I NG FAN,NU FILTtw) 2.006,000.0
AIR scout , 	(51 UPS C-1-NEV EFFECT 00 ' LE N 1-51-12109.18 NULL, OMELIALIILS
	
NA !/l 14,4057
UN•vtNTILA TED CRAtES	 1 1 , NALA ,	 lu -I4-)
Yt„TILATION MODULE v- 20^f SE•
114 (111 I4.p06b
4bL/.1LLSMEN ►6UICA 112 14,a00V
IU VLNTILATVIN bkILL 1 UU
CARD EYTFNOLN
	
(FUR SUPPLY OF	 2057) CE 2061 SE 
14.400D
42	 Supplies and Related Components/Accessories — Single-
and Multi-Crate Supplies, Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels,
Supply Ventilation
423	 Multi-Crate Supplies
POOL14 SUPPLY FLEAIULE S YStE- MSPECS CPU/ 10 GMa NsuN
//1 14,40b)
CERN.)5k.CL1/72-43), C X p t 51N6
OASIC CHAIEIFOR SUPPLY -UDULES,INCLUPES CFC
ALFL kENCC.,UNTNUL AHU 200v/D.IA)
SUPPLY MODULE( . IN TYPE = 0 FUR PUS AND CF.lb
N FUN HEG OUTPUT VOLTAGE ,,,.,
	
""4"112,/	 3 1 ) CF.112
r	 (2dV!	 3A) CF-024
PO-Ek SUPPLY SYSIE M (0111LI C4dPT20t/LOB"1306 SAP-Y-U-SILL
/12 14,4D62
(".3DULE OPTIallo AS FULLO.5)
PU.E- SUPPLV -GDULE
	
b-Y/10 A 8F /5 6,10
(61/2DA 6 6V/A DA OPTIONS ALSU AVA1LAULE)
12 Y/ 2 A 03%
(ALSU 12VI4A,	 7A,	 15 A Y 25A UPTIUNS)
24 V/
	 (.2A 854
(ALSU 24Y12.5h,	 3,5Ar
	
9A L. l5A OPTIONS)
422	 Sing Ia-Crate Supplies
POMEN SUP PLY AND CUDLINU UNIT	 (+6V/42A, PS 0004 _4EC.ELLIUIT 05//S 14.¢063
.6Y/2 SAO o4r24V/bA, 375., 2u FAH UNIT)
CANAL PONE" UNIT
	
(*44/1b1,•OY/Jd,a2aV !"LA CPU/d 4MENSUN 14,4UbA
.244121, 2001/0, D 5A, 1171 AC)
CAMAC PUMERSUPPLY • RACK NUUNTING CPw 2 GMENSUN
oil 14.40bb
(.611/20A..6Y/5A,.ANP•2AV/6A,200Y/O,DbA)
CAMAC PON£R SUP PLY . R41, MUJNTING CPU/S GNtr,SUH /11 14,4066
(a6V/20A, • 6V/5A1	 *4.124121,	 44.24V/3A]
SUPPLY	 (RACK MOUNT IHG.*bY/25A,
t
UNEM CPU/b 4HENSVN //l 14,446)
bV/16 A, ONDr 24 VISA,200V/0.14)
PONEX SUPPLY	 (RACK MUUNTIhG,*6Yl2bA, CPU11 t:MENSUy !!l 14.4008
.64/154 *AHD. 24VI5 ► ,. AND. (2Y)
100 L SUPPLY (069/20A.-bV/5A, 9001 NULL, ENtt"PR1SE5 II) 14,4069
.AM0.244lbAl200Y10,4bA)
PO4ER UNIT [#5V1ISA,-6ViSA, 9022 NULL, ENTLkPRISE3 /fi (	 2)
14,d070
.AND-2dv/2A,2GDY/0.ObA)
p4+.EH SUPPLY	 (bACA MUUNT1"G,.6V/1646 CLL.ID vw6uN /ld 14,40/1
.011/4A,#AND.24V/2A,a200Y/S0"A.IJtl•1
PD-EN UNIT(46Y120A,	 .6V115A,*2dv/2 A , 5P 426 PU-LM ELELT-UI-ILS /!4 14,¢072
.2dY12A,20DV/0,IA)
PU-EN UNIT	 (*6V/2bA.	 -6Y/25A,	 *24Y15A, SP 356 PU-tR LLh0., +•ILS 1/b 14,40/.1
.24V/9A,
	
230V/10CMA)
POwE-SUPPLY	 (46V/2bA .•qV/5A, C 410 k'; //l 14,4014
* A" U.12Vf2A,.AND•Z4v11A,200Y/0,13)
POwEk SUPPLY UNIT	 .H A)NTLNANLE UNIT- P4 ALJ	 IJ SAP-VMLI-b1LL /!1 14,4475
(*bV/I0A1.61/2A,.ANO.24V/I.SA)
(.6Y/S 4,	 6V.1 	_A,.*ANU.)2V/I,bA, PD A^J	 1J ..
4AND•24V/I.S4) -W AINILNANLL UNLY-
(*6Y/25Fr•6Y/10A,.ANU.12Y/31.	 - P7 4LJ	 IS SA-"Y-U-STLL 14,44/6
*AN D*2dY/3A ..2001/0,IA.HA' 200.)
PO.EN SUPPLY	 (4bV/J2A.-6032A,F24v/bA, PS 2057 St+ /f4 (11) 14 ,4071
-2AV/bA,a2D0Y/, 1A, 300-, 	 PD-Lk }ALL LAM)
SUPPLY	 (*ANO.bV/2dA,.A^.D.12v !6.53 6 *APO. C 764b5-A4 51t-ENS //2 14,4U18
2411/6, 5
.1
1210"/D.1A,117V	 AC,
	
200-	 3 AA)
SUP.,,	 (SA HE 0uT .ITMOul	 t0v Ara C 70dbb-Ab /7Z
PUKLM SUPPLY	 C w.0 .6v/6A SHANLD AND U2S bt .t.	 LN41-.LL-1'.0 !/2 14.41/9
*ANa-244/2A SHARED, -LILRIM. OF 	 V AND 1)
PTJMt4 SUPPLY AND DLO.ER ukil 1410 STvJ	 t161 1•LL- 1 1• U //2 L
	
5? t4,40bU
CA-AC PU.LR SUPPLY 1515112 bt,u FNL(ktLN1N0	 NA /12 14,40BI
J
^
1
'.	 J
J
7
i^
244
Nc	 DESIGNATION&SHORT RATA TYPE MANUFACTURER	 WIDTH DELIV. NPR	 nEF. No.
CANAL PUI.LR SUPPLY 1'J 10142 5TNU LNblhtk4tN6	 NA //2 14,4082
C PLULaIH PClnkR SUPPLY 166* (4-bV /6A, P- t6b- I •kNlEL ELL K T NUN I K ub//b 44,aOtl.5
i.12V124,,.24V/1AIIIlVAC)
93//5C PLUb -IN PU.EA SUPPLY 26a- (, .69/I0, P ►264
,►12V/2A...24V/2A,II?vAC,f)PT,A200V/4ONa)
PLU(P-IN P(}N£R SUPPLY 300.6, AN L+:bY/1211, Pv300F 041/5
w{2Y/JA,*.24V/bi,,2D0YII00 .A . 1t 7" 4C)
427	 Blank Supply Chassis, Other Components /Accessories
-	 PUNEM SUPPLY	 CRATE	 (STANDARD) HCF /a /PPC 1M"UF.BLOLU	 NA
-
//1 ldot04
PU.kH SUPPLY CRAIE
	
(NIREDI MCF/PPCl.Y NA //1
NtILTEILCOASSIS	 (EMPTY SUPPLY CMA5S)S) 2,002,000 1 6 KhukNM //u 1.1,4665
P116EN SUPPLY CRATWUR 4LPANATL SUPPLY} L64N NUT //t 14,40nb
MAINS S.ITCM ASSe PRLY HS J GLC *ELLIUII	 44 lit 14,4007
P0.0( INDICATOR 0104 NULL, th%RPNISES	 KA //0 14,406b
43	 Recommended or Standard Components/Accessories —
Branch Cables, Connectors etc., Dataway Connectors, Boards etc.,
Blanc Modules, Other Stnd Components
431 •	 Branch Related (Cables, Connectors etc.)
BRANCH HIGH*AY CABLL 8102 MI MA BrSIE K 6 	 w /74 14,4089
BRANCH hIUM.AV CABLE 11"001 LULL/UNIEC IJl t0, A090
BRANCH N lr KN AV CABLE BMC 027 0EC•tLL:O77 /72 {4,4091
C.t7H CONNECTORS, 27 CH WING)
5AMt.... 3067,197 R 207 FGN LUNHLOP 8"C •„ /!2
LkNGT" IN CM.0IHER LENG"TS 70 SPLC URULR
BRANChMIGH.AY CAULE ASSLhRLY CL 66 PUL PB.27 "UUHLb
lit
 la,40v2
(.IT11 CUNNLCTUR3 , PY CM LUNG!
(xx CH WhG,PYC JAC1T) CC b6 PUL PH-xx
BRANCH "IGM"xY LAUL€
	 .
CO IBD0 .27 HUG"LS 1x0 14.409J
(CU"PLEYE PTFE CABLE A55LhBLY,270" LUNG,
(..43	 107, 207 . UP LU5TO • L R 3 •ECIFIED • CO	 1806!/... 171
OUR LURRESPONOING LE NGT H IN CH)
BRANCH "IUMNAY CABLE JULKbLN	 ` 14,4094
BHANCM CARL£ NIT" CONNECtiIR A;-.AY //1 14,4095
(1,5 FT	 TU	 76 FT	 LUNG)
i	 8PANW, H17in*4T CABLE	 (66 TNISTkD 4'41RS) CL 90 SLn4u"ERGLN //t 14,4"0
BNANC" "IGH.AT CABLE ASSIMBLY	 (CUMPLETt (IMC 27 SLMRA.bENNLY //2 IA.aow
WITH CONNECTORS, LLNUTH 27 CM)
(SAML,	 xxxaLENGTH IN EM,	 040,100 LTC) 8Mc xxx 112
BNANLH -IC-H-AT	 CARL€5((:OHPLE 7 E K)1 M 2000/1321XxA TL.UAIA //1 t	 4)	 14.4098
CUNNtCTUR ' xxx	 4 LE 1,61i4 IN "LIEHS)
b4A4LM nIGHNAT CUNKELIU R 	(FREE Mt"bER. +Sa41l2POtleN627.H hub.60 //J 14,4099
PIN HUULDING	 ITS ME14L PIN PRUTLCTUM7
bRANLH h1(,.4.AY CUaNELTOR NSS01325001J+000 "U6-Lb //u 14.4tuU
( F IXED *L"8L N 45UCHET MOULDING)
(F Rtk HE"Kk.0I4 MOULDING, .5SOI32VxxbNYYY
PXA	 YYV SLLECTS JACKSCRL.)
-	 MODU (FUR FN 4E MEHBEN) *AE	 0142 h006
EXItNDLUBRA NC H CABLL	 (LU.	 CJS1	 ILLL. EbC xxxx GLL-ELLIUI7 //2 14,41u1
PMUNL CABLL FUN LING aRi • 	 HUN$)
BNAN4m "IGM N AY CABLL ONL Y 66 "01. V8 nubMEb /J1 14.41V2
( P,AIN "VC JACKET)
BRANCH ^IGH-AY CAW (142•"17) LIT*Y77x2A 0, DNH LLUNISCnt //2 14.4tUJ
BHANLH n16HNAY CABLE
	
( 14UF
	
112NNAY NIT" L12T(ST)/trex2XU,16 i.t^I h ISC .. t 1a,41V4
METALISLO POLYESTER 5CRttN, PVC	 )ACKLT)
-	
C CABLL fUN yRANL• -I5'+ AT (VVC JALKLT) 132 PE
	
Ib9 P*LLILAOLC it t' t4.410b
C	 (BRAIDEI, HILSAN 	 JAEKET) 732 PE RIO
C	 (MtVLAT	 20"Mx(O,bNH,r AlNt 	 "YL NUIN) 132 11L	 BVI 112
CA yLE EXTLNSIOK "OULI CU	 76106 *UGnLS /12 14.41ub
(JUIN5 I"U B R A-C h MI0n*A7 CASLE5)
bRANLH *IGH*AY
	 70 VOV.II
	
(CO"PLE#E	 •11" bBUb/P/1JdIx4 IE•Id la //J t	 6)	 14,410!
CIVANECTORS,	 A.xxs LENGTH IN •LTLRn)
yRANL" njyj MAY	 JUNCTI I I r, b0 584V TLNi AIA // b 14'4708
N.I.
NC	 DESIGNATION &SHORT DATA "TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR f(EF. No.
432	 Dataway Related (Connectors, Boards, Assemblies)
401M  SS L FUa{fIUN DTC110IN4 PC 4PD 2Ubb ELM 14.4100
DATA.AT	 401hLWF0A44O
	
( MULIIL 4T LM PS") DN.] 8INU CNbIhkERIN1, J/2 14,4110
DATA- AV MUT M£ RHUA R O	 ( PISM CUNNLCIURS) Ilbb .".HANN //4 (IV) 14.4tll
DATA-&V	 SOCKET	 (M^,^TnEHHLAMO CU MPLETE elm NOT !70 34.4112
-1TM 26 CUNNEC TOWS)
DLIA-AY MINI
	
-AAPPIN4 410. SAPnYnU-91tL /71 14.4113
(MUI .EMU4IANO .17"	 25 DATA.A,	 CUNNEC7dQt))
OATIPLY MUIMER6UARD ASSFHULY U4 2 SIYO LNUINLLMINU /12 1414114
DAIL-AY CONNECTOR, EDV IYPL 11 1-164633.0 AMP	 AU //U 1404115.
(.IRf .RAP)
(TEn MI .POINT/N IRL WRAP) 1•(63034.0 //U
-
(M010ER511ARD $OLDER) )-t63b3b-0 /70
(. 1 ME 9ULDER) 1.165636-U /7v
C DATA-AYCONNECTOR -IlR CARD 4UIDLS (mhNO PC8V44Nl7.1L09 8UMNOT NA 174 (4.6110
SULULR, DIP SOLDLP 4 "I NJ— Ma p )
DATA-AY CONNECTOW	 t-INIMHAP) LAA 943 0401 MUUMES //1 12) 14.4111
CAMAC DATA.AY	 C1)NNLCI(1H
	 (T	 INSLRI	 A HUM 4031)	 08bP 2b 0 bL IT( CANNUN 173 L	 6) 14.4110
. SOLOER Tay,	 B SULDER PIN,	 L M INI	 -RAP)
CAMAC-LLISTL(DATAPAT [ONNFCTUH,K1REM1'AP) 4.009,060.0 KNUERM /19 14.4119
OATA.AY I U M ALE CEINNELIOR,	 MINIMONAP 2422 061 06334 PHILIPS /11 Ib) 14,4(21)
•• I FUR -IRE SOLDFR,	 5 FOR BOARD $ULDF M 2422 061 643 . 4 (	 b)
"A, MALE
	
L[1 NN ECIUP	 {M;TIhG T"L Ch AFE 2422 Ob0 14314 PNILIHS /12 E	 b) 14.41:'1
MUUNTEO 8 p •wAY LUNNECTUH SUC K L7) -
CUNNECTEUH 294 ODUFLL FACL 2S4 DF	 43 B.Y SUCAPt:g /71) 14.4122
(DATANAY CUNNLCTUR,w1RE "AP)
("UTH5PBUAHD SULDE R ) 294 GF A3 AYV /JO
(PIRL 30LOLR) 294 01	 43 4LY /70
DATA-AT CUNNFCTOH	 (MINI-FRAP I 8606.86 21	 lb 000 BOUHIAV //t 14.4124
(.IRE-S%OLR) 8606 b6 21	 10	 000
(FLU. SOLDE R ) 8606 86 21	 14 006
DITAKAY
	 CUNNLCTLIR	 (-02 FLOM SOLDEH,.13 C 2600 CSP 221 uLLL /J1 14.4124
_ SOLDER LUGS,-04 M ININRAP,AU PLATINU)
(PLUM SULDER,NI	 - Av PLAYING) C ROW- LSY 221
(13 MINIARAF CUNIACTS,OTMER ARE PLU- C 2Lnb CSP 221
SOLOLR,NI
	
.	 AU PLATING)
(007 M INIARAP,-RU SOLDE R LUGS, C 2880 CSP 221
NI	 0 AU PLATING)
KOUNT140 BRACKETS FOR MYL C A524
DATA-AY CUNRECTC:A "DUD (43-M0 DUUbLL 5 40b1 TEKOATA 1 //b 14,412b
3IDLU,	 2,54 MM PITC" CONTACTS)
433	 Module Related (Blank Modules, Patchboars etc.)
^. CAMAC CARRYING CASE	 (TAKES 8 "UDULLS) L14CCLI-4 MLNESA 113 14,4126
CAMAC CARRYING CASE
	 (TAKES	 12 M UUULLS C/NCC12.0 MERESA //3 14.4127
BL44K MUDOLL KIT	 (SI NGLE .107H) 84	 1 GLC-E4LIP11I 1 /!3 ]e,at28
(SA ME,-=2,5 L	 4 FOR	 LURAFSP -10IM) BM 0
SINULL CARD MOUNTING KIT GAM/M)/A IR-,UF-4E)LU 1 112 14.4129(FMP1Y HUDULE,SHURT SC RELM PLM )
( G AML j --2,3 6 a FUR LO MRESP -101.) CAM/M•/A /J4
GLE CARD 14UUNTING KIT
	 (L-Pl y MUDULE, CAN/M116 1 172
11.P Y MUOULE,LUNGT SCALLN PLATE)
(3AML,-02,3	 L	 a FUR CURPESP -1DT.) CAN/M-!8 !^^
ChMLC MARDKARE CM-001 AINLTIC SYSIEMS 1 //1 (	 43. 14.4I3O
CAMAC-KASS£7TE	 (LMPTY	 MODULE,-101.	 1125) 2.090,001.6 KN11EdH 1 /!0 t	 21 14.4141(0=2,3,4,1),6 FOR
	
CaN kESPONDINU .10T-S) 2.090,00-,tl //U
CAMAC COMP ATIBLE MODULE
	
(EMPTY,	 .1DTH41, NSI 875 DM NULL,	 SPELIALTILS 1 //0 14.4742
ALSO IN	 2 S	 3 OMIT •IDTMS)
CAMAC MUDULE (L-PTY MODULL MAkU . 4RL) NGI
	 875 LM• 100 . 1 NULL, SPLLIALTIES l //2 t	 b) 14,4135	 -(3A ML,	 --	 2,	 3,	 L A FOR CUWRLSP -101H) Nsl 875 C M -100-0 /12 {	 b)
CAMAC MUOULE.S"ILLDLC	 (E-PTY,	 l	 • 101"7 Nyl-tl76-Un/gPM+t NUCL,	 SPELIALTlES l //l 14,4134(SA ML,	 -22,	 3.	 AND 4 FOR C04 4PSP .1UT") N$I-879-DM/SP1.-. /11
CAMAC MODULE	 (LMPT1,-0I/2b) 021 P11L1SN 1 /!1 14,413t)
. ( u2,3,4,b L B FUR CURRESP MID1 M ) 02. //t
(.:C&2 FTIR -IOTM
	 10 S 12 45PELMYLLYI OS- //t
EMPT YMUDULE	 1 UNIT CLA	 I Rvl 1 /JO 14,4136(SL 4E,-z2,3	 K	 4 H)4 LiOP4LSP -IOT-) CCA
246
NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DEL)V. NPR REF. No.
EMPTY RUDULE SCREENED	 (1 0JOE, ADD TYPE CMl SEMKA-RLNhET { /7J 14,4137
SUFFIX A FUN SHUnT, U FUN 406 SLNEFNS)
COITU, .,2,3,4 UN 6 FUR COMSP .101H) CH.
HUDULL MARDMARE (FMr'Y HyOuLt, *x"25, Sinu kN61 NtCh1NG I /12 14,41JU
ALSO AvA1LABLE nut/2b,3/25 R UP IO 8/25)
TSRUIRE. HUDULAIRE PUUk CARTE bASLULANTL 4140b T„AnSkALK 2 1/2 14,41J9
(ENTY KUDULE FUR HINGED LAND)
TIRI IREHUDULAIRE POUR 2 CA41LB bASCUL, 414U6 J //2
(F M TY HUOULE F OR 2 M1NGF.0 CARDS)
TIRUIR MUOu"IRE (EMPTY ROOULt,K a 1125) TM 50125 TNANSNACK 1 1/0 14,4140
(as2r3,4 L 5 FUN CORNESPUNDING WIDTH)) M 90.25
( ..2 U6r08r10 AND	 12 FOR CONALSP MIRTH) TN 5..25
CANAL' MODULE	 (LHPTY,1/2b CARD MODULE) CAMCAS I PILLSMEw 4 QUICK I //1 L	 Y) 1414141
C..2r3 L 4 FOR CORP E SPUN UING -1Drh) CAMCAS . (	 2)
CAMAS MUDULE (E MPTY,{/?b CARP MODUL£1 CAMCAS l •u MILLS,t H a UUICK 1 lt2 14,414'3
( . 32,3 L 4 FOR CURAESPOHUING KIUTM) CAMCAS 6.6 /12	 -
CAMAC MODULECE HP TY,1023 SCREENED HuOuLE) CAMMUD 1•G -1LLShLN A ).OIL. 1 //2 141414)
(..213 6 4 FUR CLRRE5PUNDtNG M101M) CAHnU0 ..G /12
CAMAC MUDULE(EMPTY, 212b SCREENED MUDULE) CAMMUD 2 MILLSMEM s UUICM 2 I7I (	 2) 14,4144
(.a3 L 4 FUR CIIRRESPUNDING .1DTH) CAMMUD - (	 2)
EMIT MUDULE MiTN HINUED CARDS (8/2b, 990b-CB2 LSL/-1LLShLn6UUICK 2 //3 14,4145
(1/25) 990b.Cb3 J //J
EMPTY MODULE	 (1125) 9905-b11 USL/n1LLSHEksuuI&A 1 113 14.414o
(-on	 T2,	 T3r
	
14,	 T5,	 T6,	 t8,	 TI6, 990b•50. /73
AhO (12 FOR CORALSPORD146 PIDrM)
TIRUIR MUDULAIRE PURR CUMHANOE 990b-TC-t USL I ill 14.4147
TIRUIR MUOULAIAE DE COMMANDk 4179) TMANSMACK 1 IJU 14.4149
(SUPPLY CONTROL MODULE)
BLANACAMAC MUDULE PC BOARD (GULD PLATED NSI-04011•PC NULL,	 5PELIALTILS F/1 .14.4149
L ETCM ED FINGERS RUTH SIDES)
-	 GENERAL-PURPOSE 1C PATCH BUAND 18609 MENU tLkCrMUhIC5 //4 14,41b0
MK•$ KLUGE MODULE 8301 N1 HA SYSIEMS 2 //S 14,41bl
(131 M IXED	 14,	 16,
	
24 PIN SOCKLISI
H9.5 KLUGE MODULE CHAS 70 14 PIN,	 13 aj09 2 //J
AND 2 24 PIN M IRE MRAP-SOCKETS)
HK.6 KLUGE MODULE (HAS 34 14 PIN, 8306 1 /0`3
16 10 PIN a J 24 PIN MIRE PRAP 3UCKETS)
CAMAC.UNIVERSAL•aOARD(PRINTED LAND KUOU.- UU 200.2900 UUHNIEN 2 //1 1414152
LE MITM 28	 14.PIN	 + 28	 16.PiN SULKETS)
CAM" PNUTOTYPE ASSEMBLY BUARDS NX 81/HA be GEC-ELLIUIT NA //1 14.4t5j
INN n1 HAS 68 SITFS. Mx 82 HAS ae SITES)
(Mx 83 HAS 68 SI ► ES, MX 84 HAS RD SITES, Kx MJ /N x U4 NA 111
Nx 83/01X B4 INCLUDE 5V CIRCUIT)
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD
	 -
10 JUN-AT I NI 14,4154
KLUGt BOARD FOR MIRE *RAP 15 JURMAY 3 1/4 14,41b5
KLUGE CARD (FOR CREATING YOUR UNh CAMAC 2090.36 KINETIC SYS1EMS 1 //1 l	 4) 14,41b6
MODULES)
C KLUGEMITH 52 POSITION 20 CONNECTOR 2000.52 1 /7j
N KLUGE MIT" 25 POSITIUN-0 CUN NECIuN 2000.25 1
ExPERIMENIIERPLA.TTE 4,000,087.0 NNuENH NA //0 14.41b7
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOANO)
..	 ExPENIME4oT(ERPLAITE	 (P,C,S,) 4.000,080.0 NA //3
D£CUDED MATRIX GUARD CFUR PRUTUTYP£ U 21
	
b21 NULL, tNikNPYi5t5 U 114 L4,AEb8
MIRING OF 64	 14-PIN SITES, A4F DLCODEO)
MUDULE PRINTED CIRCUIT BUANDSttAKL 24,16 CMR	 1 HIpT NA //2 {a.4I59
BR	 14 PIN, ON THE MHULE	 (092 PINS)
(SAM E.,
	
PITY MINI-PRAP TO OV AND ,bY) CUP 2 NA 172
BLANK KJDWLECCOHPLETE ,ITN PRINTkb BOARD bM 202a/Iu 5t& 1 //D 14,4loO
FOR 69 INTEGRATED CINCU115,1 U •IUTH)
(SANk,2U h1071() bH 2020120 2 170
EXPE14I ME I-I	 PLATE C 72466.A453-A1	 SILHLNS 1 112 14,4101
437	 Other Recommended or Standard Components/Access.
N RILMUN CABLE
	
FOR LAM GNANER S 40031xx x Tk NUAIA L14) 14t414W
-	 CXxx DkNUTES LENGTH 104 M0F45)
hi m /CANAL AOAPTuM NCA-1 GLL-ELLIAII1 /14 14.0163
..	 NIN	 ADAPTOR 9072 NULL,	 ENIEHrh1SL6 //a 14.4164
NIM-LANAC ADAPIUk CAN hul NA 1/1 14,41115
N1M/LAP AC ADAP IU- ANC	 10 .K- LI,MBEM{,LN /12 I4,416b
r
247
3
NC	 DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE IVIANUFACTURE;R WIDTH	 DELIV.	 NPR REF. No.
[dYa(	 4[r	 aV6P T '.« LMA 2013 9t• t	 lit 16,4 30!
LGL dU IAL+k LL a u1T /12 L4,It lanLa r Y .. ALk k 	CAHtL	 tjnCr :	 •.11" CU44LLTt:Mb)(A4( .. ,	 .11,. CW.I.ECLkh) LuL	 40 fie
LA' i•w dllkw	 LA00 J,.t-6r.- 14 ,4101+
S7	 .AV	 CA'• %u'^ 2un y 2s	 nau..}55t5 Sts6Y/SIp2/%%a !t ~uA la //S 14,411p
LAM	 k-F AGi, 4 	CAnLt.	 Y% , 4	 Li 4(' Tr	 I'1 "t TLk11
LA-'L' -AUr k 	CL4 ..t(Tt3k	 (^2 + PIM 	 F1%t4T 2 yu a2 P Itl	 LAh4ss4 /7Y 14rAtJ1
..s rsn, 4,
	
TA a 1,5	 P1+	 T V 
0,
	 J	 L • ah4u w 00A)
CUl AIaL CV.ht,L rUe	 (PANEL nuUA1 ]ML, Ca NtL Xa	 uu , 250 LL^ 1. //U	 k	 A). 14,4172
tji	 tCT4k	 As	 TT'I	 i	 n.:, Jh^	 L M$	 6u.7hY)
1•	 6 L - ADAP rF ky,	 F g Lt	 k1LMLG
	
3l^[wF r1
	
Ahll
AHL A.
	
dY0.ILAaLL
INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS
AEG-Telefunken
Elisabethenstrasse 3, Postfach 830
D-7900 Ulm, Germany
AMP AG
Haldenstrasse 11
CH-6000 Luzern, Switzerland
Appiied Computer Systems Ltd.
2 Charlton Street,
Manchester M1 3JL, England .
Arsycom B.V.
Kabelweg 43-47,
Amsterdam 1016, Netherland
BF Vettrieb GmbH(Sales of F & H Products in Germany)
BergwaldstTasse 30, Postfach 76
D-7500 Karisv he 41, Germany
BI RA Svstems, Inc.
3620 D Pan American Freeway, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107,
USA
Borer Electranics AG
Postfach
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland
N Borer Electronics
Box 17-126
West Hartford, CT 06117, USA
Surndy Electra AG
Hertistrasse 23,
CH-8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland
Cannon Electric GmbH
Bureau Schweiz
Friedenstrasse 15,
CH-8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland
Christian Rovsing A/S
Marielundvej 46B
DK-2730 Herlev, Denmark
N Computer Technology Limited
Eaton Road. Hemel Hempstead
HertfordshirL HP2 7EQ, England
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
146 Main Street, Maynard
Massachusetts 01754, USA
Digital Equipment GmbH
Wallensteinplatz 2,
D-8000 Munchen 40, Germany
Darnier System
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VCE
Postfach 648
D-799 Fried richshafen, Germany
EDS Systemtechnik GmbH
Trierer Strasse 281
D-5100 Aachen, Germany
EG &G/ORTEC,Inc.
High Energy Physics Department
500 Midland Road, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37830, USA
J. Eisen man n, Elektronik fur
Prozessautomatisierung
Vogesenstrasse 6
D-7513 Stutensee-Buechig, Germany
£mihus —See Hughes
Frieseke & Hoepfner GmbH
Export Dept & Production
Tennenloher Strasse
D-8520 Erlangen-Bruck, Germany
Frieseke & Hoepiner
See also BF Vertrieb
(Sales of F & H Products in Germany)
GEC-Elliott Process Automation Ltd.
Camac Group, New Parks
Leicester LE3 1 UF, England
Granson Electronics Limited
Long March Industrial Estate
High March Road, Daventry
Northants NN11 4HO, England
Hans Knuerr KG
Ampfingstrasse 27
D-8000 Munchen 8, Germany
High Enemy & Nuclear Equipment SA
2, Chemin de Tavernay,
CH-1218 Grand-Saconnex,
Switzerland
Hughes Microcomponents Limited
Clive House
12-18 Queens Road, Weybridge,
Surrey, England
Hytec Electronics
Court Road, Maidenhead
Berkshire SL6 8LQ, England
1DAS (Informations-, Daten -und
Auto mationssysteme) GmbH
Kornmarkt 9
D-6250 Limburg/Zahn, Germany
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Imhof-Bedco Standard Products Ltd
Colne Way Trading Estate, By-Pass,
Watford, Harts, England
Informatek
Z.A. de Courtabreuf, B.P. 81
F-91401- Orsay, Franca
ITT Cannon --See Cannon
J and P Engineering (Reading) Ltd.
Portman House
Cardiff Road, Reading
Berkshire RG1-BJF, England
C Joarger Enterprises, Inc
32 New York Avenue
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA
Jorway Corporation
27 Bond Street, Westbury,
New York 11590, USA
Kinetic Systems Corporation
Maryknoil Drive,
Lockport, III. 60441, USA
C Kinetic Systems International S.A.
6. Chemin de Tavernay,
CH-1218 Grand Saconnex (Geneva)
Switzarland
Knuerr- See Hans Knuerr
Laben (Division of Montedel)
Via Edoardo Bassini, 15
1-20133 Milano, Italy
Le Croy Research Systems Corp.
126 North Route 303, West Nyack,
New York 10994, USA
Le Croy Research Systems SA
81, Avenue Casai
CH-1216 Cointrin, Geneva
Switzerland
Lemo SA
CH-1110 Morges, Switzerland
Leonische Drahtwerke AG
Abholfach
D-8500 Nurnberg 1, Germany
LRS-LeCroy - See LeCroy
N Metrimpex
P,O. Box 202
H-1391 Budapest 62, Hungary
Nuclear Enterprises Limited
Bath Road, Beenham
Reading RG7 5PR, England
Nuclear Enterprises Inc.
935 Terminal Way
San Carlos, California 94070, USA
Nuclear Specialties Inc.
6341 Scarlett Court, Dublin,
Califomia 94666, USA
Nuclatron SA
11, Chemin G. de Prangins
CH-1004 Lausanne, Switzerland
Numelec S.A.
Division Electronique Nucleaire
2, Petlte Place,
F-78000 Versailles, France
ORTEC Incorporated
Software Dev, Digital Data Systems
1.00, Midland Road, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37830, USA
ORTEC GmbH
Frankfurterring 81
D-8000 Munchen 40, Germany
O.S.L.
18bis, Avenue du General de Gaulle
F-06340 La Trinite, France
OSL/Willsher and Quirk - See OSL
respectively Willsher and Quick
Packard Instrument Company, Inc.
Subsidiary of AMBAC Industries, Inc.
2200 Warrenville Rd.,
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515, USA
Polon
Nuclear Equipment Establishment
00-086 Warsaw, Bielanska 1, Poland
Power Electronics (London) Limited
Kingston Road Commerce Estate
Leatherhead, Surrey, England
C Precicable
151, Rue Michel-Carrel
F-95101 Argenteuil, France
RDT, Ing. Rosselli Del Turco
Rossello S.R.L.
Via di Tor Cervara, 261
Casella postale 7207
Roma Nomentano
1-00155 Rome, Italy
Reallsatlons Etudes Electroniques(R2E)
Zone d'Activites de Courtabceuf
F-91, 403 Orsay, France
Rovsing - See Christian Rovsing
Saphymo-Stet
51, rue de l'Amiral-Mouchez
F-75013 Paris, France
Schlumberger Instruments &
Systemes
Dept. Instrumentation Nucleaire
B.P. 47 (57, rue de Paris)
F-92222 Bagneux, France
Samra-Bonney (Electronics) Limited
Industrial Estate,
Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh,
Hampshire S05 3DP, England
SEN Electronique
31, Avenue Ernest-Pictet, C.P. 57
CH-1211 Geneve 13, Switzerland
C Sension Limited
Manor Lane, Holmes Chapel, Crewe
Cheshire CW4 BAB, England
Siemens AG
Bereich Mass- and Prozesstechnik
Postfach 21 1080
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany
SOCAPEX (Thomson-CSF)
9, Rue Edouard Nieuport
F-92153 Suresnes, France
Software Partners
Grossg era uer Weg 2
0-61 Darmstadt, Germany
Souriau at Cie
13, Rue Gallieni, B.P. 410
F-92 Boulogne-Billancourt,
Hauts-de-Seine, France
Standard Engineering Corporation
44800 Industrial Drive,
Fremont, California 94538, USA
Tekdata Limited
Westport Lake, Canal Lane,
Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs ST6 4PA, England
N Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97005, USA
Telefunken - See AEG-Telefunken
Transrack
B.P. 12
22, Avenue Raspail
F-94100 Saint-Maur, France
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd
Fassetts Road, Loudwater,
Bucks. HP10. 9UT, England
Vero Electronics Ltd.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford,
Eastleigh, Hants SOB 3ZR, England
Karl Wehrmann, lndustrievertr.
Spaldingstrasse 74
D-2000 Hamburg 1, Germany
Wenzel Elektronik
Wardeinstrasse 3
D-8000 Munchen 82, Germany
Willsher and Quick Ltd.
Walrow, Highbridge
Somerset, England
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APPENDIX II
NIM EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS
1
i
Septp,mber 4, 1973
Procurement-N21
N1M SYSTEM INSTPIMNTS & COMPONENTS
1.	 SUPPLIERS OF UNWIRED NIM BINS & MODULES
Bull Run Machine & Welding, Inc.
Route 2 Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.
Clinton, Tennessee 37716 935 Terminal Way
San Carlos, California 94070
Nuclear Specialties, Inc.
540 Lewelling Boulevard ORTEC, Inc.
San Leandro, California 94579 100 Midland Road
Attn:	 Mr. John Timm Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Mech-Tronics Tennelec, Inc.
1723 North Twenty-Fifth Avenue Drawer D
Melrose Park, Illinois 60160 Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Vector Electronic Company Industrial Fabricating
12460 Gladstone A,,enue 820 Woodend Road
Sylmar, California 91342 Stratford, Conn.	 06597
Attn:	 Mr. Floyd L. Hill
Perini & Scott (Australasia) Pty. Ltd.
Semra Benney (Electronics) Ltd. 126A Pacific Highway
Ind. Est. chandlers Ford Waitara, N.S.W. 2077
Eastleigh P. 0. Box 163
Hampshire S05 3ZU North Sydney 2060
ENGLAND AUSTRALIA
A. Imhof Ltd.
Ashley Wks
Cowley Mill Road
Wx Bridge
Middlesex
ENGLAND
L--Electronique Appliquee }
98 rue Maurice Arnouy
92 MonTrouge
FRANCE
SEFAMO (Baudet Donon Roussel)
74-78	 Boul.-du General-Leclerc
Les Lilas (Seine)
FRANCE
Transrack
22 Avenue Raspail
F-94 St-Maur
FRANCE
l
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II. SUPPLIERS OF NIM INSTRUMENTS & WIRED BINS
Acquidata
910 Justin Lane
Austin, Texas 78757
Applied Nuclear Corporation
4101 South Congress
Austin, Texas 78745
Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation
1198 Tenth Street
Berkeley, California 94702
Canberra industries, Inc.
Sturrup Nuclear Division
45 Gracey Avenue
Meriden, Connecticut 06450
Chronetics, Inc.
500 Nuber Avenue
Mt. Vernon, New York 10550
Cosmic Radiation Laboratories, Inc.
1645 Montauk Highway
Bellport, Long Island, New York 1:713
Darcy Industries
Behlman Division
1723 Cloverfield Blvd.
Santa Monica, California 904Q4
EG&G, Inc.
500 Midland Road
Oak Ridge, Tenn 37830
3 Elscint, Inc.
P. 0. Box 297
Palisades, New ,jersey 07650
John Fluke Mfg. Company, Inc.
P. 0. Box 7428
Seattle, Washington 98133
Gearhart--Owen Industries, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1936
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
Bertan Associates, Inc.
180 Miller Place
Hickaville, New York 11801
BTEC Corporation
Attn: Mr. H. Graves
3392 Investment Blvd.
Hayward, California 94545
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Ii.	 SUPPLIERS OF NIM INSTRUMENTS & WIRED BINS (CONTINUED)
Geoscience Inc.
Hamden
Connecticut 06014
Harshaw Chemical Company
Crystal & Electronic Products Department
6801 Cochran Road
Salon, Ohio 44139
Hewlett Packard Company	 industrial Fabricators
1501 Page Mill Road	 820 Woodland Road
Palm Alto, California 94304	 Stratford, Cann. 06497
Jorway Company
550 Old Country Road
Hicksville, New York 11801 .
Kicksort, Inc.
Attn: Mr. J. P. McMahon
4200 West 124th Place
Alsip, Illinois 60658
LeCroy Research Systems Corp.
126 N. Route 303
West Nyack, New York 10994
i
Mech-Tronic s
1723 North Twenty-Fifth Avenue
Melrose Park, Illinois 60160
i
Nanosecond Systems, Inc.
176 Linwood Avenue
Fairfield, Connecticut 06431
Northern Scientific Company
303 Price Place
P. 0. Box 4247
Madison, Wisconsin 53711
l
Nuclear Chicago Corporation 1
Radiation Instrument Development Lab.
333 East Howard Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
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II.	 SUPPLIERS OF NY14 INSTRUMENTS & WIRED BINS (CONTINUED)
Nuclear Data, Inc.
100 West Golf Road Nuclear Equi . i ent Corp.
P. 0. Box 451 931 Terminal 'Iay
Palatine, Illinois 60067 San Carlos, California 94070
Nuclear Diodes, Inc. Nuclear Specialties, Inc.
P. O. Box 135 540 Lewelling Blvd.
Prairie View, Illinois 60069 San Leandro, California 94579
Nuclear.Enterprises, I?C. Power Designs, Inc.
93S Terminal Way 1700 Shames Drive
San Carlos, California 94070_ Westbury, New York 11590
ORTEC, Inc.
P. 0. Box C
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Packard Instrument Company
2200 Warrenville Road
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515
Princeton Applied Research Corp.-
P. 6. Box 565
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Science Accessories Corporation
65 Station Street
Southport, Connecticut 06490
Scientific Engineering Company
6903 N. Lamar Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78752
Technical Instruments, Inc.
441 Washington Avenue
North Haven, Connecticut 06473
Tennelec, Inc. Tomlinson Research Instruments Corp.
Drawer D 1690 Capital Circle S.W.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 Post Office Box 1049
Tallahassee, Florida 32301'
Transistor Specialties, Inc. Velonex
120 Terminal Drive 560 Robert Avenue
Plainview, Long Island, New York 11803	 Santa Clara, California 95050
Victoreen Instrument Division
10101 Woodland Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44104
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12.	 SUPPLIERS OF NIM INSTRUMENTS & WIRED BINS (CONTINUED)
Conuclear Limited H.V.L.
551 Ferry Road Leuvensesteenweg 1026/1048
Winnipeg.21, Manitoba Brussels 14
CANADA BELGIUM
Simtec Ltd. Perini. & Scott (A'Asia) Pry. Ltd.
3400 Metropolitan Blvd. East P.O. Box 163
Montreal 38, Quebec North Sydney 2060
CANADA AUSTRALIA
Sperry Gyroscope (Ottawa) Limited
3 Hamilton Avenue
Ottawa 3, Ontario
CANADA
C&N Electrical
The Green Gosport
Hampshire
ENGLAND
Ekco Instruments
St. Peters Road
Maidenhead Berkshire
ENGLAND
Willsher & Quick Ltd.
Wallrow
Highbridge
Somerset
ENGLAND
Procurement-N21
II.	 SUPPLIERS OF NIM INSTRUMENTS & WIRED BINS (CONTINUED)
P Engineering (Reading)Ltd. Nuclear Measurement Laboratories
Portman House, Cardiff Road Dalroad Industrial Estate
Reading, Berks Dallow Road
ENGLAND Luton, Bedfordshire
ENGLAND
Panax Equipment Ltd.
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate Semra Benney (Electronics) Ltd.
Redhill, Surrey Tnd. Est. Chandlers Ford
ENGLAND Eastleigh, Hampshire S05 3ZU
ENGLAND
C.R.C. "Service Export"
77 rue Gabriel Peri
92-Montrouge
FRANCE
C.R.C. "Usine"
5 rue Doguerre
42 Saint-Etienne
FRANCE
Intertechnique
B.P. No. 1
76 - Plaisir
FRANCE
Societe D'Applications Industrielles
De La Physique
38, Rue Gabriel-Crie
92-Malakoff
FRANCE
Gesellschaft fur Nucleonic and
Electronic MBH
8 Munchen 54
Gartnerstrasse 60
Munich
GERMANY
Knurr AG ORTEC, GmbH
Ampfingstrasse 27 S Munich 13
D-S Munchen 80 Frankfurter Ring
GERMANY GERMANY
Nucletron Ver. GMBH Roland Zeissler
Gartnerstrasse 60 D-521 Troisdorf Bez. Koln
D-8 Munchen - 50 Postfach 93
GERMANY GERMANY
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II.	 SUPPLIERS OF NIM INSTRUMENTS & WIRED SINS (CONTINUED)
Wiener KG Ing Rasselli Del Turco Rossello
1p6 Nevenhaus
106 Ne enhaus Via Di Tor Cervara, 26104155 Rome Postfach 31
ITALYGERMANY
ELSCINT Ltd. MONTEDEL S.p.A.
An ELRON Subsidiary Divisione LabenVia E. Bassini, 15P. 0. Box 5258 20133 MilanoHama, ISRAEL,
ITALY
Nippon Atomic Industry Group Co., Ltd.
3-2-5 Kasnmigaseki Chiyodaku APEX Co.5-24, 2-ChomeTokyo 100 Sukarayama, Zushi-Shi,JAPAN
Kanagawa-Ken.
OSAKA DENPA Co., Ltd. JAPAN
4-14 Honjyo-Nishidori, Oyodo-Ku
Osaka 531 Clear Pulse Engineering Company1-26, 6-ChomeJAPAN Chuo, Ohta-Ku, Tokyo
Jokyo Genshi Kogyo K.K. JAPAN
2-12-8 Higashi- Gotanda, Shinagawa-Ku
IKEGAMI Tsoshinkx Co. Ltd.Tokyo 21, Motogi, JAPAN
Kawashaki-shi, Kanagawa-Ken
JAPANMr. Tore Seem
Kirkevn-71
1344 Haslum
NORWAY
Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.
Sighthil3, Edinburgh EH11-4EY
SCOTLAND
Oltronix
Jamtlandsgatan 125
Vallingby
Stockholm
SWEDEN
Borer Electronics Company
P. 0. Box 4500
Solothurn 2
SWITZERLAND
SEN Electronique
31 Avenue Ernest Pictet
1211 Geneve 13
SWITZERLAND
y.
3
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III. POWER SUPPLIES FOR NIM SYSTEM BINS
B. L. Packer Company, Inc. Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.
5 .05 Burns Avenue 935 Terminal Way
Hicksville, New York 11801 San Carlos, California 94070
Attn:	 Mr. Leroy Packer, Pres.
ORTEC, Inc.
Power Designs, Inc. 100 Midland Road
1700 Shames Drive Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Westbury, New York 11590
Inc.At.tn:	 Mr. Herbert Roth P. 0O. Box D
P. B
Ratheon Company-Sorensen Operation Oak Ridge, Tennessee 	 37830
Richards Avenue Elscint Inc.
South Norwalk, Connecticut 06854 P. 0. Box 297
Attn:	 Mr: P. J. Greaney Palisades Park, New Jersey	 07650
Perini & Scott (A'Asia) PtY• Ltd.
P. 0. Box 163
North Sydney 2060
AUSTRAijIA
Attn:	 Mr. R. Scott Simpson H.V.L.
Leuvensesteenweg 1026/1048
J&P Engineering (Reading) Ltd. Brussels 14
Portman House, Cardiff Road BELGIUM .
Reading, Berks Nuclear Measurements LaboratoriesENGLAND
Dalroad Industrial Estate
C.R.C. "Service Export" Dallow Road
77 rue Gabriel Peri Luton Bedfordshire
92 - Montrouge ENGLAND
FRANCE PANAX Equipment Ltd.
C.R.C. "Usine" Holmethorpe Industrial Estate
5 rue Daguerre Redhill, Surrey
42 Saint Etienne ENGLAND
FRANCE Grenson Electronics Ltd.
High March.RoadIntertechnique
1 Long March Industrial EstateB.P. No.
Daventry, Northants NN11 4HQ78-Plaisir
ENGLANDFRANCE
Semra Benney (Electronics) Ltd.S.A.I.P. Ind. Est. Chandlers Ford38 rue Gabriel-Cxie
Eastleigh, Hampshire S05 3ZU92-Malakoff ENGLANDFRANCE
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III.	 POWER SUPPLIES FOR NIM SYSTEM BINS
SAPHYMO-S.R.A.T.
14 rue Rene Cache
92 Vanves
FRANCE
Sefaino (Baudet Bonon Roussel)
74-78 Boul du General- lieclerc
Les Lilas (Seine)
FRANCE
Nucletron Ver. GMBH ORTEG, GmbH
Gartnerstrasse 60 8 Munich 13
D-8 Munchen-50 Frankfurter Rin1 81
GERMANY GERMANY
Wiener AG
106 Nevenhaus
D-5675 Hilgen
Postfach 31
GERMANY
ELSCINT L'I'D
An ELRON Subsidiary
P. 0. Box 5258
Haifa
ISRAEL
Attn:	 Mr. M. Opher
ELIND - Elettronica Industrial.e MONTEDEL S.P.A.
Via Monte Suello 19 Divisione LABEN
20133 Milano Via E. Bassini, 15
ITALIA 20133 Milano
Attn:	 Mr. F. Bonini ITALY
OSAKA DENPA CO., Ltd. APEX Co.
4-14 Honjyo-Nishidori, Oyodo-Ku 5--24, 6-Chome, Sakura yama,
Osaka 531 Zushi-Shi, Kanagawa-Ken
JAPAN JAPAN
Tokyo Genshi Kogyo K.K. Nippon Atomic Industry Group Co.,Ltd.
2--12-8 Higashi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-Ku 2-5, 3--Chome, Kasumigaseki,
Tokyo Chiyoda-Ky Tokyo
JF.- AN JAPAN
Mr. Tore Seem
Kirkevn. 71
1344 Haslumti
NORWAY
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III. POWER SUPPLIES FOR NIM SYSTEM BINS
Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.
Oltronix AG	 Sighthill, Edinburgh EH11 4EY
Jamtlandsgatan 125	 SCOTLAND
Vallingby
Stockholm
SWEDEN
Borer AG
P. 0. Box 4500
Solothurn
SWITZERLAND
SEN Electronique
31 Av. Ernest-Pictet
1211 Geneve 13
SWI'T'ZERLAND
IV. MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS
(a) Connector blocks, coAtact5 81 Vides, hoods, and 221arizing pins
(See ND-519, ND-514, ND-522, ND-541) are available from:
AMP, Inc.
P. 0. Box 3608
Harrisburg, Pa, 17105
Attn: Mr. Tony Stewart
Winchester Electronics
Main Street & Hillside Avenue
Oakville, Connecticut 06779
Attn; Mr. T. R. Farcas
NOTE: See Notes on ND-519 r...garding contacts and tools.
See also ND-514, ND-522, and ND-541.
(b) Handles (optional) - (See ND-512) can be ortained from Cambridge
Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
Identification of a typical handle is as follows:
Handle, semi-frost aluminum, CTC No. 1230-2 Ferrules
(for above har3le), semi-frost aluminum, CTC No. 1953-2.
(c) fasteners (see ND-512) are obtainable from the companies listed
below. However, it should be noted that suppliers of blank
modules frequently include the fasteners.
Amaton Electronic Hardware Company, Inc.
432 Main Street
New Rochelle, New York 10801
261
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS (CONTINUED
i
(c) Fasteners (Continued)
Southco Inc.
South Chester Corporation
Lester, Pa. 19113
(d) Laminated Busses
Eldre Components, Inc.
1239 University Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607
Nuclear Specialties, Inc.
540 Lewelling Blvd.
San Leandro, California 94579
Nuclear Specialties, Inc.
540 Lewelling Blvd.
San Leandro, California 94579
ORTE,C , Inc.
Methode Manufacturing Company	 100 Midland Road
1700 Hicks Road	 Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Rolling Meadow, Illinois 60004
Attn: Mr. George C. Wright
	 ORTEC, GmbH
8 Munich 13
Frankfurter Rini 81(e) High Voltage Connectors (see ND-545	
GERMANY
AMP, Inc.
P. 0. Box 3608	 Coaxial Connectors Tvne 50CM
(see ND-549)Harrisburg, Pa. 17105
Attn: Mr. Tony Stewart
KINGS Electronics Co., Inc.
Kings Electronics Company, Inc.	 40 Marbledale Road
40 M- arbledale -Road	 Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10717
Tuckahoe. New York 10717	
LEMO SAAttn: Mr. S. H. Jackson	
CH--1110 Morges, SWITZERLAND
STARTRONICS, Inc.	 LEMO N.S.A., Inc.
Moulton Street	 2015 Second Street
Georgetown, Mass. 01830	 Berkeley, CA 94109
Attn: Mr. W. E. Jackson	
Quick Loc Connectors Ltd.
Winchester Electronics	 P. 0. Box 306, Shoreham--by-Sea
Main Street & Hillside Avenue	 Sussex RN4 5ET
Oakville, Conn. 06779 	 ENGLAND
Attn: Mr. Tore Anderson
The above compilation is undoubtedly incomplete. Information regarding
corrections, additions, or deletions is solicited and should be addressed
to:
Louis Costrell, Chairman
AEC Committee on Nuclear
Instrument Modules
Radiation Physics Building
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234
USCOMM -NBS•OC
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